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The class of modules which are right (resp. left) orthogonal to 
the class of modules X, with respect to the functor Ext1 ( -,- ). 
The bar-cotorsion pair in the category of complexes formed by 
A Ç Ob(Ch(RMod)) and B Ç Ob(Ch(RMod)). 
The class of chain complexes which are right (resp. left) ortho-
gonal to the class of complexes X, with respect to the functor 
Ext1 ( -,- ). 
RÉSUMÉ 
Nous étudions la relation ent re les paires de cotorsion et les structures 
Abéliennes de modèles au sens de Hovey. L'idée est d 'ut ili er la correspondance 
de Hovey pour obtenir des nouvelles structures de modèles sur les catégories de 
modules RMod et de complexes de chaînes Ch(RMod) , à par t ir des paires de 
cotorsion compatibles et complètes . Nous généralisons la procédure de zig-zag 
pour démont rer que les classes Pn de complexes n-projectifs (ceux dont la dimen-
sion projectif est bornée par n) et dgP 11 de complexes n-projectifs différentiels 
gradués sont les moi tés à gauches de deux paires de cotorsion compatibles et 
complètes , qui sont indui tes par la classe Pn de modules n-proj ectifs . Nous pré-
sentons aussi une version pour modules n-projectifs d 'un résultat par Kaplansky 
sur modules projectifs , pour obtenir deux paires de cotorsion compatibles et com-
plètes (dwPn, (dwP n)J. ) et (exPn, (exP n)J. ), où dwPn est la classe de complexes 
de chaînes dont le~ermes sont n-projectifs, et exP11 est donnée par les complexes 
appartenant à dwP 11 qui sont aussi exactes. D 'autres applications de la procédure 
de zig-zag produisent deux paires de cotorsion compatibles et complètes , à savoir 
- - j_ - - j_ . - - j_ - - j_ (Fn, (Fn) ) et (dgFn, (dgF11 ) ) , et auss1 (dwFn, (dwF,J ) et (exFn, (exFn) ). 
En relation à l 'algèbre homologique de Gorenstein , nous donnons un ensemble qui 
cogénère le paire de cotorsion (ÇT, , (Ç T', )J. ) en RMod (R un anneau de Goren-
stein) , où Ç T',. est la classe de modules r-proj ectif de Gorenstein . Nous donnons 
aussi un résultat analogue pour complexes de chaînes. Dans une catégorie de Go-
renstein et localement Noethérienne C, nous trouvons un ensemble que cogénère 
le paire (-1-(ÇI ,. (C)) , ÇI,. (C)) , où ÇI,. (C) est la classe d 'objets r-inj ectif de Goren-
stein. Les paires (Ç P, , (9 P,. )J. ) et (-1-(Çir(C)) , ÇI,. (C)) s 'avèrent être compatibles 
respectivement avec (P ,., (P 7.)J.) et (J.(I r(C)) ,I,.(C)). Pour la dimension plate de 
Gorenstein, nous restreignons le concept de submodules purs pour obtenir une 
paire de cotorsion complèt e (ÇF,., (9Fr)J.). Afin d 'avoir un résultat similaire pour 
complexes de chaînes, nous modifions la notion habituelle d 'une paire de cotorsion 
en rem plaçant le foncteur Ext1 (- , -) par le foncteur Ext 1 (- , -). 
Mots-clés : Paires de cotorsion , structures Abéliennes de modèles, dimensions 
homologiques (de Gorenstein) , correspondence de Hovey, procédure de zig-zag. 

ABSTRACT 
We t udy the relationship between (Gorenstein) homological dimensions 
and Abelian model structures in the ·ense of Hovey. The idea is to use Hovey's 
correspondence in order to get new model structures on t he categories of modules 
RMod and chain complexes Ch(RMod) , from compatible and complete cotor-
sion pairs. We use a generalization of the zig-zag procedure to prove that the 
classes Pn of n-projective (i. e. projective dimension bounded by n) and dgP ,., of 
differentiai graded n-projective chain complexes are the left baives of two com-
patible and complete cotorsion pairs in Ch(RMod) induced by the class Pn of 
n-projective modules. We also present a version of a result by Kaplansky on 
projective modules for n-projective modules, to obtain two compatible and com-
plete cotorsion pairs (dwP 71 , (dwP 71 )..L ) and (exP 71 , (exP 71 )..L) , where dwP 71 is the 
class of chain complexes whose terms are n-projective, and exP 71 is given by the 
complexes in dwP11 which are also exact. Other applications of the zig-zag pro-
cedure, along with a construction of small pure subresolutions for n-flat modules, 
yield two pairs of compatible and complete cotorsion pairs, namely (Fn, (Fn)..L) 
- -..L - - _[_ - - ..L . 
and (dgF71 , (dgF71 ) ) , and (dw.l';1. , (dwF71 ) ) and (exF71 , (exF71 ) ). Concernmg 
Gorenstein homological algebra, we give a cogenerating set for the cotorsion pair 
W T', , (Ç P, )..L) in RMod (with R a Gorenstein ring) , where ÇP is the class of 
Gorenstein-r-projective modules. We present an analogous result for chain com-
plexes . If we work in a locally Noetherian Gorenstein category C, we give a 
cogenerating set for the pair (..L (ÇI, (C)) , ÇI,. (C)) , where ÇI,. (C) is the class of 
Gorenstein-r-injective objects. The pairs (Q P, , (Ç T', )..L ) and (..L (ÇI, (C)) , ÇI, (C)) 
turn out to be compatible with (P,., (PT)..L) and (..L (I ,.(C)) , I ,.(C)) , respectively. 
For the Gorenstein-flat dimension , we restrict the concept of pure submodules 
to obtain a complete cotorsion pair (ÇF,., (ÇF,.)..L ). In order to have a similar 
result for chain complexes, we modify the usual definition of a cotorsion pair by 
considering orthogonality with respect to Ext\ - , -) instead of Ext1( - , - ). 
Keywords: Cotorsion pairs , Abelian model structures, (Gorenstein) homological 
dimensions, Hovey's correspondence, zig-zag procedure. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Sorne history, from Salee to Hovey 
Nowadays, probably among the most important abjects in the realm of homo-
logical algebra are the cotorsion pairs. First introduced by Luigi Salee in the 
category of groups, they were rediscovered by Edgar E. Enochs for the category 
of modules in the decade of 90s. Colloquially, two classes of modules form a co-
torsion pair if they are orthogonal to each other with respect to the first extension 
functor Extk( -,- ). This definition, which seems to be very simply at first sight, 
turns out to have very deep applications in several branches of mathematics, being 
probably the Representation Theory of Algebras the most favoured. 
Two of the most important episodes representing the impact of cotorsion pairs are 
linked to sorne homological conjectures. For instance, the fiat caver conjecture 
explicitly first stated in 1981 by Enochs in his paper Injective and fiat covers, 
envelopes and resolvents, remained open for 20 years. lt asserts the existence of 
a fiat caver for every module. This was proven to be true in 2001 by Enochs, 
and simultaneously and independently by L. Bican and R. El Bashir. Thanks to 
sorne contributions by Paul Eklof and Jan Trlifaj, Enochs settled the conjecture by 
proving that the class of fiat modules is the left half of a cotorsion pair cogenerated 
by a set. The famous Eklof and Trlifaj's Theorem states that every cotorsion pair 
cogenerated by a set is complete. lt follows that every module bas a special fiat 
pre-caver. Once this is known, fiat covers are constructed by using the fact that 
the class of fiat modules is closed under direct limits. 
2 
The theory of cotorsion pairs was also used by Lidia Angeleri-Hügel and Octavio 
Mendoza in (fi) to establish a validity criterion for the second finitistic dimension 
conjecture, which states that the little finitistic dimension of every finite Artin 
algebra is finite. This has been proved to be true in sorne particular cases, such as 
for fini te dimensional monomial algebras. The proof of the cited criterion uses the 
fact, proved by S. T. Aldrich, E. E. Enochs, O. M. G. Jenda and L. Oyonarte, that 
the class of modules with projective dimension at most n ( with n sorne positive 
integer) is the left half of a complete cotorsion pair. 
Recently in 2002, Mark Hovey established a correspondence between the theo-
ries of cotorsion pairs and madel structures. Namely, Hovey proved that given 
an Abelian madel structure on a bicomplete Abelian category, it is possible to 
construct two complete cotorsion pairs from the classes of cofibrant, fibrant and 
trivial abjects of the given madel. Moreover, the converse is also true, that is if 
we are given three classes of abjects in such a category forming two compatible 
and complete cotorsion pairs, then it is possible to obtain a unique Abelian madel 
structure such that the classes of cofibrant, fibrant and trivial abjects coïncide 
with the given classes. 
Hovey's results provide an easy method to construct madel structures on cate-
gories such as modules or chain complexes. Concerning complexes over a ring 
or a ringed space, James Gillespie introduced the notions of differentiai graded 
chain complexes with respect to a class of modules. One important example of an 
Abelian model structure obtained from Hovey's correspondence is given by him in 
the paper The fiat model structure on Ch(R), published in 2004, by proving that 
the classes of flat and dg-flat chain complexes are the left halves of two compatible 
complete cotorsion pairs. 
3 
Another interesting example of a mode! structure on chain complexes was giv n by 
D. Bravo , E. Enochs, A. Iacob O. J enda and J. Rada in t heir article Cotorsion 
pairs in C(RMod) , published in 2012 . There they proved that t he classes of 
degreewise and exact degreewise projective chain complexes are the left baives of 
two compatible complete cotorsion pairs. 
The goal of this work is to construct new mode! structures in homological al-
gebra. The idea is to construct a pair of compatible complete cotorsion pairs 
(A n W , B) and (A , B n W) related to a specifie homological dimension , and then 
apply Hovey's correspondence to obtain an Abelian mode! structure where the 
classes of (trivially) cofibrant , (trivially) fibrant , and trivial abjects coincide with 
A (resp . A n W) , B (resp. B n W) and W. 
Complete cotorsion pairs 
( (A n ~. g') and (A, ~ n ~ ) 
111 is thick 
Abelian model structures 
Calibrant abjects: ,f 
Trivially calibrant abjects J4 n ~ 
Fibrant abjects g 
Trivially li brant abjects: 11 n ~ 
Triviall abjects: ~ 
F igure 1. 1: Hovey's correspondence. 
The contributions presented in this work can be split into two parts. In this 
first one, we study the projective, injective and flat dimensions of abjects in the 
category Ch(nMod ) of chain complexes of modules, in order to obtain pairs of 
compatible and complete cotorsion pairs for each homological dimension , via the 
application of techniques such as the zig-zag argument . We recall severa! mode! 
structures on the category of chain complexes, obtained from the classes of pro-
jective, inj ective and flat modules, such as the flat and the clegreewise projective 
4 
mode! stru t ure just mentioned , and then we shall present their COlT sponding 
generalizations to any homological dimen ion. 
In t he second part , we restrict our attent ion to the case wh re R is a Goren-
stein ring, in which another type of homological algebra appears in RMod and 
Ch(nMod), described by the notions of Goren tein-projective, Gorenstein-inj ective 
and Goren tein-flat dimensions. l\11. Hovey and J. Gillespie constructed madel 
structures on nMod having the classes of Gorenstein-projective , Gor nstein-injective 
and Gorenstein-flat modules among the cofibrant and fibrant abj ects. We shall 
see how to generalize Hovey ' arguments to get new Abelian madel structures on 
RMod and Ch(nMod) from the not ions of Gorenstein-projective and Gorenstein-
inj ctive dimension . Wï th respect to t he Gorenstein-flat ca e, we shall need to 
int roduce the notions of W-pm e submoclules and bar-cotorsion pairs to realize 
and prove that the class of modules (resp. complexes) with boundecl Gorenstein-
flat dimension constitutes the left half of a new complete cotorsion pairs in nMod 
(resp. Ch(RMod)). 
Summary of principal results 
IN HOMO LOG ICAL ALGEBRA. The first point in our work on homological dimen-
sions and Abelian madel structures concerns to the study of the projective dimen-
sion of chain complexes. The first madel structure we shall construct, namecl the 
n-projective madel structure on Ch(nMod ), is obtained after proving severa! 
resul ts involving the class Pn of chain complexes whose projective dimension is 
bounded by a nonnegative integer n . 
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Theorem 3.2.2 1------------------------...._ 
There is a unique Abelian model structure on Ch(nMod) where the (trivial) 
cofibrations are the monomorphisms with cokernel in dgP 11 (re p. Pn), the 
(t rivial) fibration are t he epimorphisms with kernel in (Pn)J.. (resp. (dgP 11 )J..), 
and the trivial abjects are the exact chain omplexe . 
The above result i motivated by the inv tigation dev loped by M. Hovey in 
the case n = O. The proj ective model structure described in (36 , Sc tion 2.3) is 
obtained from sets of gen rating cofibration and generating trivial cofibrations. 
It turns out that th lass P 11 , who e elem nts are also called n-proj e tive com-
plexe , i the left half of a complete cotorsion pair. Thi r ult was proven by S. 
T. Aldrich, E. E. Enochs, O. M. G. Jenda, and L. Oyonart in (-. Propo. ition 4.1 ) 
for the category of left R-modul s. Specifically, they use a technique called the 
zig-zag argument to how that every NI E P 11 is a transfinite exten ion of thes t of 
11,- mali n-projective modules (By a 11,-small module S we mean that Card(S ) ::; "'' 
where "'is a fixed regular cardinal with Card(R ) < 11,) . Their arguments can be 
generalized to the category of left module ov r a ringoid !1\. 
Lemma 3.1.11 1------------------------._._ 
Let NI be a n-projective !1\-module. Then for every homogeneou el m nt x E 
M (a) t here exi ts a K-small ubmodule Y !VI uch that : 
(1) x E rv (a). 
(2) The !J\.-module and lVI/ N are n-projective. 
The previous lemma i a key re ult to show that (Pn (Mod(!J\) ), (Pn (Mod(!Jt) ))J..) 
i a complete cotorsion paiT, where P11 (Mod(!J\ )) i the ela of l ft modul over 
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9t The categories RMod and Ch(RMod) of modules and chain complexes over a 
ring are part icular cases of Mod(9't) , obtained by putting 9'\ =R and 9'\ = Z 0 R, 
respectively. So the pair (P11 , (P n).l ) is complete in Ch (RMod). On the other 
hand, the class of differentiai graded chain complexes dgP11 is the left half of 
another complete cotorsion pair . The two pairs (P11 , (Pn).l) and (dgPn, (dgP n).l) 
are compatible in the sense that Pn = dgP 11 n E and (dgP 11 ).l = (Pn).l n E, where 
E is the class of exact chain complexes. This compatibility allows us to deduce 
t h completen ss of (dgP r, (dgP n).l ) from that of (P11 , (P n).l ). In fact , we show 
that if we are given two compatible cotorsion pairs , th n one of them if complete 
if, and only if, the other one is ( ee Proposition 2.3.6) . Applving Hovey 's result 
mentioned above, we obtain the Abelian model structure described in the previous 
theorem. 
vVith re ·pect to the fiat case, we previouslv mentioned the fiat model structure 
on Ch(RMod) constructed by J. Gillespie. The cofibrant and trivial abjects are 
given by the dg-fiat and the exact chain complexes, respectively. In order to 
obtain a generalization of Gillespie' result , we first show that (Fn, (Fn).l) is a 
complete cotorsion pair , where Fn is the ela. of n-fiat modules . The key thing 
at thi s point i to construct K:-small pure subresolutions for each module in F 11 . 
This ·hall be a con equence of the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.1.21 1---------------------------. 
Let M E Fn with a flat resolution 
(1) = (0 --t Fn 4 F:? -1 --t · · · --t F1 .4 Fa 4 !VI--t 0) 
and be a small submodule of M. Then there exists a flat subresolution (i.e. 
a subcomplex) 
o --1 s~ --1 ... --1 s~ --1 Sb --1 N' --t o 
of (1) uch that S~ is a small and pure submodule of Fk, for every 0 ::::; k ::::; n, 
and such that N Ç N'. In this case, we shall say that N ' is an-pur submoclule 
of M. Moreover , if has a ubr solution of (1), 
0 --t Sn --t · · · --t S1 --t Sa --t N --t 0 
where Sk is a small and pure submodule of Fk, for every 0 :S k :S n , then th 
above resolution of N' can be constructed in such a way that it contains the 
re olution of 1\ . 
Let Fn denote the ela ·s of n-flat chain compl xes . In (4. Propo ition 3.1), th 
au thors construct a cogenerating et for the co torsion pair (Fa, (Fo) .L ), by using 
a slightly modified version of the zig-zag procedure. Thi method, combinecl with 
the previous lemma, can be applied to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6.5 1--------------------------.. 
For every left n-flat complex X E F n and every element xE X (i. e. x E Xk for 
sorne k E Z), t here xists a small n-flat subcomplex L Ç X such that x E L 
and X / LE Fn · 
As a con equence, we have th xistence of the following madel structure on 
Ch(RMod), that we call the n-fiat model structure . 
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Theorem 3.6.2 r-----------------------..._ 
There exists a unique Abelian madel structure on Ch(RMod) where the (triv-
ial) cofibrations are the monomorphisms with cokernel in dg.F11 (resp. Fn), the 
(trivial) fibrations are t he epimorphisms with kernel in (F n).l (resp. (dgF n).l), 
and t he weak equivalence are the quasi-isomorphisms. 
The mod l tructure just mentioned are not the only structures that can be ob-
tained from the notion of homological dimen ions. In the paper (12) , J. Rada and 
coauthors construct an Abelian madel structure on Ch(RMod) where the class 
of cofibrant abjects is given by the class dwP 0 of degreewi e projective complexes 
(i. e. complexes which are projective at each degree). The methods used there can 
be generalized to any projective dimension, in arder to prove that: 
(1) If R is a Noetherian ring, every n-projective chain complex is a t ransfinite 
extension of the set dw(Pn)~o of complexe whose term are in t he set (Pn )~0 , 
where a module is in (Pn )~0 if, and only if, it has a projective resolut ion of 
length n, where each projective erm is writ ten as a direct sum, over a 
countable set , of countably generated projective modules. 
(2) Every exact n-projective chain complex (i.e. a complex in exP 71 = dwP 11 n E) 
is a transfini te extension of th set ex(Pn )So" of exact complexe whose terms 
ar in the et (Pn)So", where a module is in (Pn)So" if, and only if, it has a 
projective resolut ion of length n , where each projective term is written as a 
direct um, over a n;-small set , of countably generated projectiv modul s. 
As a con equ nee of (1) and (2) , we ob tain the following mo del structure on 
Ch(RMod), that we call the degreewise n-projective model structure. 
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Theorem 3.3.2 1-- ---------------------...... 
There exists a unique Abelian model structure on Ch(RMod) where the (triv-
ial) cofibrations are the monomorphisms with cokernel in dwP n (re p. exPn), 
the (trivial) fibrations are the epimorphi rn with kernel in (ex Pn).l (re p. 
(dwP n).l ), and the weak equivalences are the quasi-isomorphisms. 
In the paper ( 4) mentioned above, the au thors al o prove that the classes of degree-
wise and exact cl gre ·wise fiat complexes are the left halves of two cotor ion pairs 
cogenerated by ets . There they apply a modified zig-zag procedur to con truct 
for very ( xact ) degreewise fiat complex a t ransfini te ext nsion of mall (exact ) 
degreewis fiat complexes. We all this rn thod the st airway zig-zag procedure, 
which we ·an combine with Lemma 3. 1.20 to prove that for every X E exFn and 
every x E X , there exist a K:-small complex Y E ( ex.Fn ) ~" such that x E Y and 
X / Y E x .Fn. A similar result hold for th class dw.Fn of degreewise n-fiat com-
plexe . It follm;~.r that every (exact) degreewi en-fiat omplexes is a t ransfinite 
exten ion of the . et Y E (dw.F;, ) ~" (resp. Y E ( x.Fn ) ~ " ).As a consequence, we 
shall obtain the d egreewise n-flat m odel st ructure on Ch(RMod) describ cl 
as follow . 
Theorem 3 .5 .2 1-- ----------------------... 
Th r exi ts a uniqu Abelian model structure on Ch(RMod) ther the (triv-
ial) cofibrations are the monomorphi ms with cokernel in dw.Fn (resp. ex.Fn) , 
the (trivial) fibrations are the epimorphisms with kernel in ( ex.Fn).l (res p. 
( dwFn).l) , and the weak equivalences are the qua i-isomorphisms. 
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lN GORENSTE IN HOMOLOGICAL ALGEBRA. If we assume that R is a Goren-
stein ring, anot her sort of homological algebra can be developed in th cate-
gories of modules and chain complexes. It turns out that t he classes of mod-
ules with fini te projective, injective and fiat dimension coïncide. This class, de-
noted by W , app ar as t he right and left half of two complete cotorsion pairs 
e-(W), W) and (W, (W)j_). This fact was proven in different ways by M. Hovey 
in (3- ) for he category of left R-modules , and independently by E. E. Enochs, 
S. Estrada and J. R. Garcia Roza for any Gorenstein category. Moreover , the 
latter aut hors also proved that J. (W) and (W)J. tum out to be the ela e of 
Gorenstein-projective and Gorenstein-inj ective modules, denoted ~~ P11 and ÇI0 , 
respectively. On the other hand, Hovey noted t he equali t ies Po = ~· :---. n }V 
and I 0 = ÇI0 n )IV, so his correspondence implies t he existence of two Abelian 
model structures on Ch(RMod), known as the ( ore st<:•iH-nro.JPctnt and the 
Gorenstein-injective model structures on RMod. Our fir t little cont ribut ion 
for the theory of model categories in the context of Gorenstein homological alge-
bra , is to rewrite the previous two model structur in the language of Gorenstein 
categorie . 
T he completeness of the cotorsion pairs ( L r , W) an d (W, ÇI0 ) allow u to de-
fine Goresntein homologi al dim n ions of modules. Moreover , this notion makes 
sen e in an~r Gorenstein cat gory C. \ "J, onsider the class ~ r ( C) of objects 
in C whose Goren tein-projective dimension is bounded by r- (with 0 ::::; r- ::::; 
up{pd(X) : X has finite projective dimension})- Vve hall prove that this class 
appears a the left half of a complete otorsion pair (cl r ( C), ( c r ( C) )j_) in the 
ca es vvhere C is the category of modules or chain omplexes over a Gorenstein 
ring. After showing that t he pairs(~ r (C), ( ~d-, (C)).l) and (Pr (C), (Pr(C))J.) are 
compatible, we shall obtain what we call the ( un·H:-,t('Îil-, -}.Jl'O.Î<:>( t 1\ l' JJùdPI 
st ruet Ill l' on C. 
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Theorem s 4 .4. 2 and 4 .7 .4 t---------------------.. 
If C is either the category RMod of left R-modules or Ch(RMod) of complexes 
over an n-Gorenstein ring, then for each 0 ~ r ~ n there exists a unique A belian 
model structure on RMod where the (trivial) cofibrations are the monomor-
phisms with cokernel in ÇP (C) (re p. 'P,. (C)), the (trivial) fibration are the 
epimorphisms with k rnel in ('P,. (C))j_ (resp. ( ~d' (C))j_), and W is t he class of 
trivial objects. 
With respect to t he cotorsion pair (W(C), QI0(C)) , Hovey provid d a cogener-
ating set S formed by the i-cosyzygies Di( J ) with i ;:::: 0 and J running over 
the set of indecomposable injective object J of C, provided C is locally Noethe-
rian . If S (r) denote the subset of S wh re i 2 r, t h n we shall how that 
(j_ (Ql A C)) , QI7.(C)) is cogenerated by S (r ). Since this pair turns out to be com-
patible with ( j_ (~. (C)), Lr (C )) by Hovey 's correspondence we obtain t he Goren-
stein-r-injective model structure on C. 
Theore m 4 .5.1 t---------------------------.._ 
Let C be a locally N oetherian Gorenstein cat gory. Th en there exist a unique 
Abelian model tructure on C, where the (trivial) fibrations are the epimor-
phi ms with kernel in Qir(C) (resp. I r(C)) , the (trivial) cofibrations are t he 
monomorphi m with cokernel in j_(I ,. (C)) (re p . in j_ (Qi r(C))) and W(C) is 
t he class of trivial objects . 
The Gor nstein-flat model tructure on RM o d i constructed by Hov y an l Gille-
pie in (30), wher the class QF0 of Gorenstein-flat modules i the ela of cofibrant 
object , and t he trivial objects are given b) W . We con ·truct the ame model on 
t he category of complexes by applying t he following two r ult . 
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Proposition 4. 7.14 r------------------------
The classes ÇF0 and (ÇF0)T forma bar-cotorsion pair (ÇF0 1 (ÇF0)T). 
Proposition 4 . 7.15 f-------------------------.. 
Let E be a Gorenstein-fiat complex and x E E. Then there exists a Goren tein-
fiat subcomplex E' Ç E with Card(E ') ~ K , such that x E E' and E / E' is al o 
Gorenstein-fiat. 
By bar-cotorsion pair (A 1 B) in Ch(RMod) we mean two classes of complexes A 
and B orthogonal to each oth r with respect to bar-extension functor Ext1 ( - , - ) , 
t he first right derived functor of the internai hom Hom(-, - ). From th se two 
re ult we deduce that the class ÇF0 of Gor nstein-fiat complex i t he left half 
of a complete cotorsion pair. As a consequence of this and the completenes of the 
pair (ÇF0 , (ÇF0).l ), we can define the Gorenstein-fiat dimension for both modules 
and chain complexes. For the class ÇFr of Gorenstein-r--fiat modul s, we have 
the following "Goren tein version" of Lemma 3.1.21. 
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Lemma 4 .6.12 f----------- -------------......_ 
Let ME ÇFr with a Goren t in-fiat re olut ion 
(1) = (0 --7 E,. 4 Er-l --7 · · · --7 E1 A Eo .4 M --7 0) 
and N be a ubmodule of Af wit h Card(N) :S r;,. Then there exists a Gorenstein-
fiat subre olution 
o --7 s~ --7 s~- l --7 · · . --7 s~ --7 Sb --7 ' --7 o 
of (1) such that S~. is a W-pure submodule of Ek and Carel ( f.) :S r;, , for every 
0 :S k :Sr, and such that N Ç N'. iVIoreover , if N ha a subresolution of (1) 
0 --7 Sr --7 S,._ 1 --7 · · · --7 S1 --7 So --7 --7 0 
where Sk is a W-pur ubmoclule of E~. ';vith Card(Sk) :S r;, for every 0 :S k :Sr, 
t hen t he above resolution of l\' can be con tructed in uch a way that it ontain 
the given resolution of N. 
This re ult i a tool to construct a cogenerating set of (ÇFn (ÇFr)..L ). This pair 
and (F,. , (F,.)..L) are compatible and so we get a generalization to any Gorenstein-
fiat dimension of t he Goren. tein-fiat mod l structure construct cl by Hovey and 
Gille pie. V. e call it the Gorenstein-r-flat model structure on RMod. 
Theorem 4 .6.2 1-- -------------------------.. 
If R is an n-Goren tein ring, then for each 0 :S r :S n there exists a uniqu 
Ab lian model structure on RMod where t he (trivial) cofibrations are t h 
monomorphisms with cok rn l in ÇFr (re p. in Fr), th (trivial) fibration 
are the epimorphism with kernel in (Fr)..L (r p. (ÇF,.)..L), and W i the clas 
of trivial objects. 
Applying the techniques u ecl to show that (d,~Fn , (clwFn)..L) is compl te, along 
with sorne re ults concerning bar-cotor ·ion pair , we show t hat the class ÇFr of 
Gor nstein-r-fiat complexes i th left half of a complete otor ion pair. From this 
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point , as in the case of modules, we shall deduce the existence of the Gorenstein-
r-fiat model structure on C h (RMod) , with the difference that we need to apply 
the notion of bar-cotorsion pairs. 
Theorem 4. 7.22 1-------------------------.._ 
If R is an n-Gorenstein ring, then for every 0 :::; r :::; n t here exists a unique 
Abelian model structure on RMod where the (trivial) cofibrations are the 
monomorphisms with cokernel in ÇF,. (resp. in F 7. ) , the (trivial) fibrations 
are the epimorphisms wit h kernel in (FT)J. (resp. in (gFr)J.) , and W i the 
class of tri vial ob j ect . 
The proj ectiv , injectiv and fiat model structures are somehow connected to 
the Gorenstein mode] structures ju t mention d . It is not hard to construct 
an equivalence between the categories of compl x over R and A-modules , say 
Ch(RMod) 4 A Mod !!-- Ch(RMod), where A = R[x]/(x2 ) is a Z-graded ring. 
If R is a Coren tein ring, then so i A. Und r t hi a sumption , Hovey and 
Gillespie proved that differentiai graded projective complexe. over R are actu-
ally Gor n tein-proj ective A-modules, and vic versa. This interpretation can be 
en via t he mention d quivalence b tween Ch(RMod) and AMod . Thi as-
er tion i also true for t he injective and fiat ca ·e . After establishing a imilar 
equivalence between exac complexes over R and graded A-modules with finite 
projective dimension (i. e. the ela s W ), we are capable to tate and prove the 
following re ul t. 
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r{ Theorem 4.8.5 1 --------------------~ 
The functor W : Ch(RMod) -+A Mod maps: 
(1) dg-r-projective complexes into Gorenstein-r-projective A-modules, 
(2) dg-r-injective complexes into Gorenstein-r-injective A-modules, and 
(3) dg-r-fiat complexes into Gorenstein-r-fiat A-modules. 
If R is a left and right Noetherian ring of finite global dimension, then the 
inverse functor <P :A Mod-+ Ch(RMod) maps: 
(1 ') Gorenstein-r-projective A-modules into dg-r-projective complexes, 
(2') Gorenstein-r-injective A-modules into dg-r-injective complexes, and 
(3') Gorenstein-r-flat A-modules into dg-r-fiat complexes. 
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How to read this t hesi. · 
In t he next paragraphs we de 'CI'ibe the outline we hall be following throughout 
thi th ·i , which i divided into four chapters plu two app ndice . The figure 
below repres nts and explains the logical depend nee of t he chapters forming 
the thesis. Later w shall give diagrams explaining a more detail d dependenc 
between the sections of each chapt er . 
~--:--:::-:-:-:-~~ , 
CATEGORICA L 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
PR ELIMINARIES , ::,: ~.: :.-.: ~ -1--/ 
ABELIAN MODEL STRUCTURES 
AND GORENSTEIN ------------__. 
HOMOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS -------~------- ------. 
Figure 1.2: Logical dependence. 
(.-=B.....,)_AP-PE_N_D_IX~) 
C HAPTER 1. We int roduc som categorical preliminaries and notations. One 
of the purposes of t his thesi is to present most of th definit ions and resul ts in 
a categorical setting. So it i nece ary to recall the defin it ions and notations 
of the univ rsal con t ructions mo t used in category t heory. We pr sent each 
con t ruction along with a diagram o it wil l be ea i r to understand and recall 
t h concep t for the r ader who is not familiar wi t h category theory. 
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This chapter represents a review of Abelian and Grothendieck categories. Sections 
1.1 , 1.2 and 1.9 represent the basic background on this mat ter. We basically work 
in two categories t hroughout this t hesis, namely modules and chain complexes 
over a ring. As we said before, much of the contents are presented in a cat egorical 
setting, that means results and defini t ions given for an Abelian category C and 
for Ch(C) , the category of chain complexes over C. 
et ions) 
(1.2) Abelian catego ri es) 
~Ac • 1.9 J Grothendieck categories) ~ 
ects 
.4 Resolut ions in Abe lian categories •[1.3 obj 
Prol·ective and inl·ective 
------ 1 
-i 
Q .7J Homological 1( (1. 5 J Exte ns ion functo rs ).....,. 
/ ~ (,.--1-.6 J"'"""B-a-er_s_u_m__,s) (1.1 0) Modules over r ingoids) 
[1.8 n-project ive and n-injective l cha in complexes 
Figure 1.3: Logical dependence in Chapter 1. 
We present sorne not ions known in Relative Homological Algebra, such as left 
and right resolut ions with respect to a class of objects, (pre-)covers and (pre-) 
envelopes , and left and right homological dimensions. It is known that using pro-
jective or injective resolut ions we can compute the extension functors Exti( - , - ) 
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for ever:v i ~ O. For the case i = 1, Ext1 (X, Y) can be described as the set 
of classes of short exact sequences of the form 0 --+ Y --+ Z --+ X --+ 0 under 
certain equivalence relation, being a group when it is equipped with an opera-
tion called the Baer sum. This description of first extensions allows us to prove 
sorne natural isomorphisms for Ext involving disk and spheres complexes, namel:v 
Ext~h(c)(Dm(C), Y) ~ Extà(C, Ym) and Ext~h(c)(X, Dm+ 1(C)) ~ Extà(Xm, C). 
These isomorphisms were proven b:v J. Gillespie in ( :2ï). If in addition. the 
complexes X and Y are exact, then Ext~h(C)(Sm(C), Y) ~ Extb(C, Zm(Y)) and 
Ext~h(C)(X.Sm(C)) ~ Extà(Xm/Bm(X).C) (see the paper (:2."i) b:v the same au-
thor). This constitutes sections from 1.3 to 1.7. Section 1.8 shows how complexes 
with bounded projective dimension can be expressed as exact complexes whose 
c~·cles have projective dimension with the same bound. The same characteriza-
tion is valid for complexrs wit h boundrd injective dimension. Finall~', section 
1.10 represents a brief reminder of the notion of left modules over a ringoid. This 
backgrmmct is very important to generalize some results presented in Section 3.1. 
C'HAPTER 2. ·we present the investigations ctone by 1\1. Hove~' t hat cmmects 
the theories of co torsion pairs and model categories. \Ve begin b:v giving the 
definition of wrak factorization systrms, as the core notion of t hat of a model 
structure. Roughl:v speaking, a weak factorization s~·stem is given b~· two classrs 
of morphisms in a category C such that they have a lifting propert:v with respect 
to each other and satisf~· a certain factorization axiorn. A morphism X ~ Y lifts 
with respect to a morphism l'li !4 Z in a commutative square 
x___. li/ 
f 1 1 g
y--.z 
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if there exists a morphism Y ~ W such that the resulting inner triangles 
commute. On the other hand, the equality Extà(X, Y) = 0 means that every 
short exact sequence of the form 0 --+ Y ~ Z ~ X --+ 0 splits, that is there is a 
morphism X ~ Z such that j3 o j3' = id x. In other words, we have a commutative 
dia gram 
0----> z 
1 y lj3 
x===x 
meaning that 0 --+ X lifts with respect to j3. Hovey noticed this particular be-
havior, and established a correspondence for constructing a certain type of model 
structure from a pair of cotorsion pairs satisfying a compatibility condition (see 
the above diagram of Hovey's correspondence). Since this correspondence is of 
vital importance in this work, we think pertinent to present a proof, although in 
a particular way via the concept of cotorsion factorization systems, introduced 
after defining model structures from weak factorization systems. Every cotorsion 
pair gives rise to a cotorsion factorization system. Since every model structure is 
formed by two weak factorization systems, namely (trivial cofibrations, fibrations) 
and ( cofibrations, trivial fibrations), the idea is that from two compatible cotor-
sion pairs we can obtain two cotorsion factorization systems forming an Abelian 
model structure. We assume factorizations in model structures to be functorial. 
We add to Hovey's proof that functorially complete cotorsion pairs yield functorial 
factorizations. 
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Projective and injective 
l.3 objects 
1 4 
Resolutions in 
· Abehan categories 
(1 .9 )Grothendieck categories) 
Figure 1.4: Logical dependence in Chapter 2. 
Concerning cotorsion pairs, we present a proof of Eklof and Trlifaj 's Theorem 
in Grothedieck categories. This result was originally proven in t he category of 
modules, and it is mentioned in sorne of t he literature that it is also valid in any 
Grothedieck category. Although this seems to be folklore, we give a complete 
proof of t his result . 
In t he last section, we present sorne methods obtained by J. Gillespie to induce 
certain cotorsion pairs in chain complexes from a cotorsion pair in an Abelian 
category C. Given an hereditary complete cotorsion pair (A , B), the classes of 
differentia! graded A-complexes and B-complexes dgA and dgB are t he left and 
right halves of the co torsion pairs ( dgA , dgBnE) and ( dgA n E, dgB), where [ is the 
class of exact complexes. In the end , we study other results by Gille. pie t hat allow 
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us to obtain cotorsion pairs from degreewise A-complexes dwA and B-complexe 
dwB, nam ly (dwA , (dwA )j_) and (j_(dwB), dwB). We hall see that und r certain 
hypothe i we can express t he clas es (dwA )j_ and j_(dwB) as (dwA nE)j_ n t' and 
j_ (dwB n t' ) nt' , respectively. 
C HAPTER 3. Thi chapter is devoted to tudy the relationship betwe n madel 
structm es and homological dimensions. Vve construct six madel struc ures on the 
category of chain complexes, namely: t he n-proj ective, n-injective, n-flat , degree-
wise n-projective, degreevvise n-injective and degreewise n-flat madel structm es, 
mentioned in the previous section. 
V. e start wi h th projective dim nsion in t he categor:v of chain complexes. In 
Section 3.1 we work with the category Mod(~) of modules over a ringoid ~­
We prove that Pn (Mod (~)) of n-projective modules ov r ~ is the left half of 
a. cotor ion pair cogenerated by a set . v\ e sha.ll see how to adapt Enochs ' zig-
zag argument in Mod(~) in arder to construct t ra.nsfinite exten ion of K:-small 
n-proj ctive modules. V.Te hall define free modules over ~, and th n we shall 
show how to construct a free r olution of length n for ever:v n-projective modtù 
over ~- In Section 3.2, we deduc t hat (Pn, (Pn)l_) is a complete cotorsion pair , 
applying t he result from Section 3.1 in the pa.rticula.r case where ~ = Z R. 
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In Section 3.3 we present and construct the degreewise n-projective model struc-
tm e mentioned before. The case n = 0 proved by J. Rada and coauthors is based 
on a famous theorem by Kaplansky on projective modules: Every projective mod-
ule can be written as a direct sum of countably generated projective modules. 
So every element in P11 has a projective r solution wher each projective term is 
written as such a direct sum. If we -vvork over a Noetherian ring, we prove t hat 
every module in Pn is a transfinite extension of the set (Pn)No mentioned befor . 
This fact hel p us to cons tru ct the respective cogenerating sets of ( d wP 11 (cl wP,J _l) 
and (exP 11 , (exPn)_i ). 
The induced cotorsion pairs (P 11 , (P n)_i ), (dgP 11 , (dgP 11 )_i ) , (dwPn (dwP n)_i ) and 
( exP11 , ( exPn)_i ) are obtained by Gillespie's results given in section 2.4. The com-
patibility of the fu·st two is a con equence of another re ult by Gillespie, ""hile the 
ompatibility of the last two is deduced from a general r sul given at the end of 
section 2.4. 
sing properties of inj ective abjects in Grothendieck categories and the theory of 
induced cotorsion pair , we obtain two compatible and complete cotor ·ion pair · 
( _i (I n), Ln) and ( _i ( dg1:11 ) dg1:11 ) , as well a ( _i ( dw1:11 ) , dw1:77 ) and ( _i ( dwi n) , dwi n), 
in the category of chain complexes Ch(RMod). 
Section 3.5 and 3.6 are devot cl to constru t the n-flat and degreewise n-flat 
model structur on Ch(RMod). 1\lloreover, the lasses F11 , dwF11 and exFn have 
the intere t ing property of being closed under direct limits. It follow the cotor-
sion pairs (Fn, (Fn)_i ), (dwF11 , (dwFn)_i ) and (exF 11 , ( xF11 )_i ) are perfect and so 
the exi tence of n-flat and (exact) degreewis n-flat covers of every complex i 
guara.nteed. In other words, we have an exten. ion of Enochs ' flat cover conj ectm e 
in t he category of complexes to anv flat dimension. 
We shall finish thi chapter presenting t he projective model structm es obtained so 
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far in a more general context of Abelian categories. It turns out to be that every 
Abelian category C equipped with a progenerator is equivalent to the category 
of right R-modules, for a certain ring R. This result is known as the Mitchell 
equivalence. As a consequence, we obtain the n-projective and the degreewise 
n-projective model structures on Ch(C). 
CHAPTER 4. We focus our attention in a special type of Grothendieck categories 
known as Gorenstein categories. They are a sort of generalization of sorne situa-
tions that occur for modules over a Gorenstein ring R. In such categories we can 
construct left Gorenstein-projective and right Gorenstein-injective resolutions for 
every object, yielding a new theory of homological algebra in terms of Gorenstein-
projective and injective dimensions. We present sorne properties in this matter, 
and then we construct cogenerating sets of the cotorsion pairs ( 
. ( ).L ). For the Gorenstein-injective dimension. wc present our results in 
any locall~r !\ oet herian Gorenstein category. 
In our study of GorPnstPin-flat modules. we replace the notion of pure submodules 
b~· that of lV-pure submodules. i.e. submoclules N Ç .M of a module Af such that 
the inclusion 0-+ N-+ Af remains exact after tensoring with ever:v module in lV. 
Among the properties we shall see for this particular type of pure submodules, 
we have the possibility to express ever:v Gorenstein-flat module as a transfinite 
extension of K:-small l'V-pure submodules. Concerning homological dimensions. 
the previous fact can be used to construct K-small lV-pure subresolutions for 
ever~' Goresntein r-flat module. In the category of complexes over a Gorenstein 
ring, some tools are required before stud~ring the Gorenstein-flat dimension in the 
categor:v of complexes. If we replace the bifunctor Ext1 ( -.-) by Ext 1 ( -.-) in 
the definition of cotorsion pairs in chain complexes. we get the notion of bar-
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cotorsion pairs. There are sorne cases in which it is easier to prove that two 
classes of complexes form a (complete) bar-cotorsion pair , rather than a (complete) 
cotorsion pair. That is the case of the classes ÇF,. and (ÇF,.).L . We giv sorne 
proper ti s of bar-cotorsion pair. and show t he conn ction they have with the 
standard cotorsion pairs. 
We fini h this chapter proving the equivalen e given in Theorem 4.8.5. 
Gorenstein-projective 
4.2 and Gorenstein-injective --+- 4.3 
abjects and madel structures 
( 4. ~ Gorenstein categories ) ~----- ---- 4.4 
' 
' 
'··- ..... / 
.. 
/', 
~ 4.5 
Cotorsion pairs from 
Gorenstein-projective and 
Gorenstein-injective dimensions 
! 
Gorenstein-r-projective -- -
madel structure on modu les 
~'' Gare"'";" ,;"g ~ 
Gorenstein-r-injective 
madel structure on 
Gorenstein categories 
Madel structures on complexes 
over Gorenstein rings 
Gorenstein-flat dimension 
4.6 and madel structures 
Gorenstein homological 
----:1~1 4 .8 dimensions and differentiai 
t 
on modules graded complexes 
Figure I.6 : Logical dependence in Chapter 4. 
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APPENDICES. When a mode! category is equipped with a monoidal structure, a 
natural question that cornes tous is if the given mode! structure is monoidal. The 
homological model structures we obtain are not monoidal when the homological 
dimension in question is greater than zero. Besicles proving this, we study the 
monoidality of the Gorenstein-projective and flat model structures. Probably the 
most interesting fact proven in Appendix A is that the degreewise flat mode! 
structure is monoidal if the ground ring has finite weak dimension. 
Appendix B is d<.'votcd to give certain applications of Gorenstein homological al-
gebra to the theory of derived functors. As extension functors are obtained from 
left projective or right injective resolutions, Gorenstein-extension functors are ob-
tained in the same way by using left Gorenstein-projective or right Gorenstein-
injective resolutions. For every pair of objects X and Y in a Gorenstein cat-
egory C, we give a Baer-like description of the first Gorenstein-extension func-
tor GExt 1 (X, Y). This help us to establish sorne natural isomorphisms between 
the Gorenstein-extension functors on C and Ch(C), involving disk and sphere 
complexes. Specifically, we prove that GExt~h(C)(Dm(C), Y) ~ GExt2(C, Ym) 
and GExt~h(CJ(X, nm+ 1(C)) ~ GExt2(Xm, C). If in addition, the complexes 
X and Y are exact, we also get GExt~h(C)(Sm(C), Y) ~ GExt2(C, Zm(Y)) and 
GExt~h(C)(X, srn(C)) ~ GExt2(Xm/ Brn(X), C). 
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The colorat ion we have chosen for t he classes of homological dimensions and 
Gorenstein homological dimensions can be compared to a diagram of subtrac-
tive color mixing. For example, the class of projective abj ects in a Gorenstein 
category can be written as the intersection of t he class of Gorenstein-projective 
abjects with t he class of abjects with finite projective dimension. This equality is 
represented by the fact that - is obtained after mixing c:=J and - -
Gorenstein 
projective 
Gorenstein 
flat 
Gorenstein 
injective 
F igure 1. 7: Subtractive color mixing and Gorenstein homological algebra . 

CHAPTERI 
CATEGORICAL PRELIMINARIES 
"The saddest aspect of life right now is that 
science gathers knowledge faster than society 
gathers wisdom." 
Isaac ASIMOV. 
This chapter consists of a review of sorne categorical notions and constructions. 
Recall that a category C is given by a collection of abjects and arrows between 
abjects such that composition of arrows is associative and such that for each abject 
there is an identity arrow. We shall refer to arrows as morphisms or maps. The 
class of abjects of C shall be denoted by Ob(C), and for each pair of abjects X and 
Y, Homc(X, Y) shall denote the class of arrows from X toY. We shall work with 
locally small categories, i.e. categories C such that for each pair X, Y E Ob(C), 
the class Homc(X, Y) is a set, called a homset. Given an arrow X 1, Y, the abject 
X is called the domain of J, and Y the codomain off. The opposite category of 
C is the category cop whose abjects are labeled as xop, where X is an abject of C, 
and whose homsets are given by Homcop(X0 P, yop) = Homc(Y, X), i.e. an arrow 
xop r: yop is given by an arrow Y 1, X of C. The composition o0 P is defined 
by g0 P o0 P rp = (J 0 g)0 P. We shall consider statements defined for c along with 
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its dual. Roughly speaking, the dual of a statement P is formed by making the 
following replacements throughout in P: "domain" by "codomain", "codomain" 
by "domain", and "his the composite of g with J" by "his the composite off 
with g". In other words, arrows and compositions of arrows are reversed. We shall 
denote the dual of a statement P by poP. 
Duality principle: P is valid for sorne category C if, and only if, pop is valid for 
cop_ 
Sorne definitions and results in this work are given along with their dual state-
ments. We shall use a two-column environment to present the statement in the 
left column, and its dual in the right one. 
1.1 U niversal constructions 
Definition 1.1.1. Let X : :E -+ C be a functor, where :E is a small category, i.e. 
the class Ob(:E) is a set. Such a functor is called a diagram of type :E in C. Sorne 
authors call :E a scheme. 
A cone of X is given by an object Lof A cocone of X is given by an object C 
C and a family of morphisms 
(L ~ Xs: sE Ob(:E)) 
such that Xs->j 07f8 =1ft for every map 
s-+ t. 
A limit of X is defined as a cone 
(L ~ Xs : sE Ob(:E)) 
rr' 
such that if (L' .::.'} Xs : s E Ob(:E)) 
is another cone of X, then there is a 
unique map L' .!!:,. L such that the fo-
of C and a family of morphisms 
(Xs ~ C: sE Ob(:E)) 
such that J-lt oXs->t = J-ls for every map 
s-+ t. 
A colimit of X is defined as a cocone 
(Xs ~ C: sE Ob(:E)) 
such that if (Xs ~ C' : s E Ob(:E)) is 
another cocone of X, then there is a 
unique map C .!!:,. C' such that the fo-
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llowing diagram commutes for every llowing diagram commutes for every 
map s ~ t in :E: map s ~ t in :E: 
L' 
v 
C' 
Figure 1.1: Limits and colimits. 
Remark 1.1.1. Using the universal property above, one can show that the limit of 
a diagram X: :E ~ C is unique up to isomorphisms, i.e. if (L ~ Xs : sE Ob(:E)) 
and (L' ~ Xs : s E Ob(:E)) are both limits of C, then L ~ L'. Similarly, the 
colimit of X is also unique up to isomorphisms. 
Definition 1.1.2. A category C is called: 
(finitely) complete if every (finite) di- (finitely) cocomplete if every (finite) 
agram :E ~ C (resp. with Ob(:E) a diagram :E ~ C (resp. with Ob(:E) a 
fini te set) has a limit. finite set) has a colimit. 
Sorne of the universal constructions in category theory are particular examples of 
limits and colimits. 
(1) Products and coproducts: Suppose the scheme :E is a discrete category, 
i.e. Hom~(X, X) = {idx} and Hornc(X, Y) = 0 if Y =1= X. So :E can be 
represented as a diagram 
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• 
• • • 
• • • 
Figure 1.2: Sdwme for products and coproducts. 
The limit of a diagram ~ 4 C The colimit of a diagram ~ 4 C 
is called the product of the famil~r 
(Xs : s E Ob(~)). and it is denoted 
b:v L = Il{X., : sE Ob(~)}. 
is called the coproduct of the famil:v 
(Xs : s E Ob(~)). and it is denoted 
b:v C = U{Xs : sE Ob(~)}. 
Figure 1.3: l_'niversal propert~· of products and coproducts. 
(2) Equalizers and coequalizers: Let ~ be the following scheme: 
a 
~ 
• • ~
b 
Figure 1.4: Scheme for equalizers and coequalizers. 
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The limit of a diagram E ~ C is The colimit of a diagram E ~ C is 
called the equalizer of f = X (a) and called the coequalizer f = X (a) and 
g = X(b). 
f 
, X(•) _________, X(•) 11'--::::? ]{'~/~ 
~ X(•) _________, X(•) g 
g = X(b). 
f X(•) _________, X(•) / ?;:::!. 
4~c/"'f~ ::J'·C' ~/~~ ~.' X(•) _________, X(•) !.L g 
Figure 1.5: Universal propert:v of equalizers and coequalizers. 
(3) Pullbacks and pushouts: Let E be the following scheme: 
• 
• -------+ • 
b 
Figure 1.6: Scheme for pullbacks. 
The lirnit of the diagram E ~ C is The coli mit of a diagram E 0 P -4 C is 
called the pullback off = X(a) and called the pushout f = X(a 0 P) and 
g = X(b). 
Figure 1. 7: Cniversal propert~' of pullbacks and pushouts. 
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There are some interesting equivalences involving the previous concepts. You can 
see the proof of the following result in (54, Theorem 1. 26) or (47, Chapter 2. 
Lemma 1 & Propo iti n 2) . This reference is also an excellent somce of examples 
of the univer al con tructions above in the categories Set , Top, Gpr, Rings, 
RMod , etc. 
Proposition 1.1.1 1-- ---------------------.... 
The following con di ti ons are equivalent for any category C: 
(1) C is (fini tely) complet . (1 ' ) C is (fini tely) cocomplete. 
(2) C has (finit ) products and (2 ' ) C has (fini te) coproducts and 
equalizers. coequalizers. 
(3) C ha (fini te) products and (3 ' ) C has (finite) coproducts and 
pullbacks. pushouts. 
1. 2 Ab lian categories 
B fore explaining the notion of Abelian categories, we need to recall t he concepts 
of init ial, terminal and zero abjects . Then we give the definit ion of addi tive 
categories , a sp cial t:vpe of category in which w an add morphisms. Finally, 
we present the notion of an Abelian category, which is an additive category where 
kernel and ok rnels of morphisms exi t . Roughly p aking, an Abelian category 
is somehow ag neralization of the category of Ab lian groups Ab. 
An object X in a category C is called initial (resp. terminal) if Homc(X, Y ) (re p . 
Homc(Y, X )) i a ingleton for all Y E Ob(C). An object X is a zero object if 
it i both an initial and a terminal object. Initial, terminal and zero object are 
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unique up to isomorphisms. We shall say that a category C is pointed if the zero 
object exists. We shall denote the zero object of a pointed category by O. 
For example, in Set, 0 is the initial object, and any singleton is the terminal 
object. Similarly, the empty space is the initial object of Top, and every one-
point space is terminal. In Grp, the trivial group is the zero object. Similarly, 
the zero module 0 is the zero object of RMod and ModR. 
A category with zero morphisms is one where, for every two objects X and Y in 
C, there is a fixed morphism Oxy : X ---+ Y such that for every object Z in C 
and every pair of morphisms f : X ---+ Y and g : Y ---+ Z, the following diagram 
commutes: 
Figure 1.8: Zero morphisms. 
The collection {Oxy : X, Y E Ob(C)} is unique. Every pointed category is a 
category with zero objects, where the previous family is defied by the compositions 
Ü XY : X ---+ Ü ---+ Y. 
Definition 1.2.1. Given a finite family of objects X 1, ... , Xn in a category C, the 
finite biproduct of this family is an object X 1 EB · · · EB Xn, together with a family 
of morphisms X1 EB · · · EB Xn ~Xi and Xj ~ X 1 EB · · · EB Xn, with i,j = 1, ... , n, 
called projections and injections, respectively, satisfying the following conditions: 
if j = i, 
if j =J i. 
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(2) (Xl EB · · · EB Xn, 1r1, ... , 7rn) is the product for the family (X1, ... , Xn)· 
(3) (X1 EB · · · EB Xn, J-ll, ... , f-ln) is the coproduct for the family (X1, ... , Xn)· 
Definition 1.2.2. A category C is said to be pre-additive if every set Home( X, Y) 
is equipped with a binary operation Hornc(X, Y) x Hornc(X, Y) 4 Hornc(X, Y) 
that makes (Hornc(X, Y),+) into an Abelian group, where the zero element is 
denoted by 0 xv, su ch that the composition o of morphisms is distributive with 
respect to +. 
A pre-additive category C is called additive if it has a zero object and finite 
biproducts. That is if (X 1, ... , Xn) is a fini te family of objects of C, th en the 
biproduct X 1 EB · · · EB Xn exists. 
Definition 1.2.3. Let X -4 Y be a morphism in a additive category C. 
The kernel of f is defined as the equal- The cokernel of f is defined as the co-
izer off and the zero map Oxy. equalizer off and the zero map Oxy. 
Recall that a morphism X -4 Y is a monomorphism (or is mo nic) if for every pair 
of morphisms h, h': Z ---t X satisfying f oh= f oh', then h = h'. Dually, fis an 
epimorphism (or is epie) if for every pair of morphisms h, h' : Y ---t Z satisfying 
h o f = h' o f, th en h = h'. 
Definition 1.2.4. A additive category C is said to be pre-Abelian if for each 
morphism f in C, the kernel and cokernel of f exist. An Abelian category is a 
pre-Abelian category C such that the following two conditions are satisfied for 
every pair of objects X and Y: 
(1) C is Ab-monic: If f E Homc(X, Y) is a monomorphism, then there exists an 
object Z E Ob(C) and a morphism gE Homc(Y, Z) such that fis the kernel 
of g. 
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(2) C is Ab-epie: If f E Homc(X, Y) is an epimorphism, then there exists an 
object Z E Ob(C) and a morphism gE Homc (Z , X) such t hat fis the cokernel 
of g. 
Proposition 1.2.1 (see (10. Propo ition 1.5. -! )) f-------------... 
Let f : X --+ Y be a morphism in a pre-Abelian category C. The following 
conditions are equivalent : 
(1) f is a monomorphism. (l ') f is an epimorphism. 
(2) Ker(f) = O. (2') CoKer(f) = O. 
(3) For every object Z E Ob(C) and (3 ') For every object Z E Ob(C) and 
every map h : Z--+ X , if f oh = 0 every map h : Y--+ Z , if h o f = 
then h =O. 0 then h = O. 
Example 1.2 .1. 
(1) T he categories RM od and ModR ar Abelian. 
(2) T he category of chain complexes ov r an Ab lian category C: Let C b an abe-
lian category. A chain complex X over C i given by a family of obj -t 
(Xm : m E Z) of C ogether with a family (Xm ~ Xm- l : m E Z) of mor-
phisms of C, called boundary maps, such that a~ oa~+ l = 0, for every m E Z . 
r a:,+l r ax Vve hall wr ite X as a sequence X = · · · --+ Xm+l --+ X m. ~ Xm- l --+ · · · . 
For every mEZ, the abjects Zm(X) = Ker (a;~) and Bm(X ) = Im(a~+ 1 ) are 
called the mth cycle and the mth boundary of X. 
Given tv,ro chain corn pl x X and Y , a chain map X 1t Y is given by a family 
of morphi ms U~n : m E Z) such that a;;. 0 fm = fm- l 0 a: for every mE Z. 
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Figure 1.9: Chain maps. 
Let Ch(C) denote the category whose objects are the chain complexes over 
C, and whose morphisms are given by the chain maps. One can show that 
Ch(C) is an Abelian category, where the zero object is given by the complex 
· · · -+ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 -+ · · ·, and the chain maps are added componentwise. 
Finite biproducts are also computed componentwise, as well as kernel and 
cokernel of chain maps. 
In any Abelian category C, one of the most important notions is that of an exact 
sequence. Before stating a formai definition, we need to recall the notions of 
subobjects and images. 
Definition 1.2.5. Let X -4 Z and Y -4 Z be two monomorphisms sharing the 
same codomain. We shall say that f :::;: g if f factors through g, i.e. there exists 
X ~ Y such that f = g o h. We define the following relation on the set of all 
monomorphisms with codomain Z: f "" g if, and only if, f :S: g and g :S: f. 
This relation is an equivalence relation, and the equivalence classes are called the 
subobjects of Z. 
Example 1.2.2. 
(1) If C =Set, Grp, RMod or ModR, the notion of a subobject of an object X 
coïncides with that of a subset, subgroup and submodule, respectively. 
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(2) In the category of chain complexes Ch(C) over an Abelian category C, the 
subobjects of a complex X are called subcomplexes of X. It is not hard to 
see that Y is a subcomplex of X if, and only if, each Ym is a subobject of Xm. 
If we work with groups, for example, the image of a homomorphism G ~ H 
is a subgroup of H such that g can be factored uniquely as the composition 
G _!; Im(g) ~ H, where his the restriction g t-+ J(g) and i is the inclusion. Then 
it is natural to think that the image of a morphism in a category is a subobject 
of the codomain, satisfying certain universal property. 
Definition 1.2.6. An image of a morphism X ~Y in a category C is a subobject 
Y'~ Y of Y to which there exists a morphism X -!4 Y' with i o g = j, satisfying 
the following universal property: If Y" ~ Y is another subobject of Y and if 
X J4 Y" is another morphism su ch that i' o g' = f, th en there exists a unique 
morphism Y'!; Y" such that ho g = g' and i' oh= i. 
The image of a morphism fis unique up to isomorphisms. Note that gis uniquely 
determined since i is a monomorphism. If C is a category with equalizers, then g 
is epie (-lï. L('lllllla :2. pag(• T"J). 11oreover, Y' is unique up to isomorphisms. So 
we shall denote the image off by Im(J). 
f X------------.Y 
~/Î 
.P- Y' ·' "-
w 
::J-o 
v 
Y" 
Figure 1.10: Image of a morphism. 
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Definition 1.2. 7. A sequence 
in C is called exact in Y if Ker(g) = lm(!). 
Throughout the rest of this work, sometimes we shall denote monomorphisms 
and epimorphsims by X Y Y and W--+> Z, respectively. Note that X --t Y is a 
monomorphism if, and only if, 0 -+ X --t Y is exact in X. Similarly, W -+ Z is 
an epimorphism if, and only if, W-+ Z-+ 0 is exact in Z. 
Definition 1.2.8. A long sequence · · · --t Xm+ 1 --t Xm -+ Xm-1 --t · · · is 
called exact if every sequence Xm+ 1 -+ Xm -+ Xm- 1 is exact in Xm. A sequence 
X -4 Y ..!4 Z is called short exact if f is mo nic, g is epie, and Ker(g) = lm(!). 
Note that for every monomorphism X -4 Y there exists an exact sequence 
f J.L X Y Y--+> CoKer(J). 
Dually, from every epimorphism X -4 Y we can get an exact sequence 
7[ f 
Ker(!) Y X - Y. 
Every Abelian category has pullpacks and pushouts by Proposition 1.1.1. Con-
cerning those constructions, we shall use the following property repeatedly through-
out this thesis. 
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Proposition 1.2.2 (see (43 , Propo ·ition 2, page 203) ) r------------.. 
If we are given two epimorphisms 
J g Y -» X and Z -» X in an A belian 
category C, t hen there exists a com-
mutative diagram 
Ker(!) == Ker(!) 
[ [ 
Ker(g) '----' Y x x Z -----+> Y 
Il l 1 f 
Ker(g) c_______, Z --
9
- X 
with exact rows and columns, where 
the bottom right square is a pullback 
square. 
If we are given two monomorphisms 
X 4 Y and X 4 Z in an Abelian 
category C, then there exists a corn-
mutative diagram 
g 
X c....__ _ ____, Z ------» CoKer (g) 
f f f Il 
Y '---...... Y Ux Z -- CoKer(g) 
l 1 
CoKer(J) == CoKer(f) 
with exact rows and columns, where 
the top left square is a pushout 
square. 
1.3 Projective and inj ective abjects 
Projective abject are probably among the mo t interesting one pt · in homolog-
ical algebra. They ar the categorical ver ion of the notion of proj tive modul , 
which were introduced in 1956 by H nri Cartan and Samuel Eilenberg in their 
book Homological alg bra (13) in order to provide a generalization of the notion 
of free module . In sorne cases, projec ive abjects allow us to construct for every 
abject ·ertain exact sequences called proj e tive resolutions, which are ba ic to 
d fine exten ion group . 
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Definition 1.3.1. An object X in a category C is called: 
projective if for every epimorphism 
Y ~ Z and every morphism X !4 Z , 
there exists a morphism X _!!:, Y such 
that f o h= g . 
x 
.');>"" lg 
c y z 
f 
inj ective if for every monomorphism 
Y ~ Z and every morphism Y !4 X , 
t here exists a morphism Z !!:, X such 
that ho f = g. 
f y c______, z 
g l c ');>"" 
x 
Figure 1.11: Projective and inj ective abjects. 
Remark 1.3.1. We shall denote by P 0 (C) and I 0 (C) t he classes of proj ctive and 
inj ective abjects of C, respect ively. It is known t hat P 0 (C) is closed under coprod-
ucts , i. e. t he coproduct U sES' P 5 , of a family (Ps : s E S) of projective abjects, 
is a projective object. Dually, I 0 (C) are closed under products. The projective 
abjects hall be colored r ed , while the injec tive abjects blue . This part icular 
choice of colour. can be checked in the introduction . 
Definition 1.3.2. Let C and D be two categorie and F, G : C --+ D be two 
functors from C to D. A nat ur al transformation 17 : F --+ G from F to G is a col-
lection of morphi.·m (F(X) ~ G(X))xEOb(C) in D such that for every morphism 
f : X --+ Y in C, the equali ty G(f) o 7Jx =?]Y o F(f) holds. 
A natural t ransformation 7] : F --+ G is called: 
(1) A natural monomorphi m if 7Jx i a monomorphism for ev ry XE Ob(C). 
(2) A natural epimorphi rn if 7Jx is an epimorphi rn for every X E Ob(C). 
(3) A natural i omorphism if 7Jx is ani omorphism for every XE Ob(C). 
F(X) ~G(X) 
F(f) 1 1 G(f) 
F(Y) ----+ G(Y) 
T]y 
Figure 1.12: Natural transformation. 
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Given an Abelian category C, we know Homc(X, Y) is an Abelian group for every 
pair of objects X, Y E Ob(C). 
Homc(X,-) : C ---+ Ab is the co- Home(-, Y) : C ---+ Ab is the con-
variant functor defined as follows: for travariant functor defined as follows: 
every morphism Y 1-t Z, f* .- for every morphism X 1-t Z, j* := 
Homc(X, f) is the group homomor- Home(!, Y) is the group homomor-
phism Homc(X, Y) ---+ Homc(X, Z) phism Homc(Z, Y) ---+ Homc(X, Y) 
given by h 1---1- f o h, for every h E given by h 1---1- h o J, for every h E 
Homc(X, Y). Homc(Z, Y). 
Definition 1.3.3. Let C be an Abelian category. 
C has enough projective objects if for C has enough injective abjects if for 
every X E Ob(C) there is an epimor- every X E Ob(C) there is a monornor-
phism P ____,. X, for some projective ob- phism X Y I. for sorne injective ab-
ject P. ject I. 
Moreover, C has functorially enough l\Joreover, C has functorially enough 
projective abjects if there is a functor injective objects if there is a functor 
C -4 C along with a natural epimor- C ~ C along with a natural monomor-
phism r---+ ide such that P(X) is pro- phism ide --+ G such that I(X) is in-
jective for every X E Ob(C). jective for every X E Ob(C). 
Example 1.3.1. Assuming the Axiom of Choice. the following categories have 
functorially enough projective and injective abjects. 
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(1) RMod and ModR: Let Jovf be a left R-module. It is well known that M is 
the epimorphic image of a free module. We present a construction of such 
an epimorphism to show that it is functorial. Let S be the set of all nonzero 
elements of M, and (S) be the free module generated by S. Define an epi-
morphism (S) ~ M by (3 (2: ri(si)) = 2:: ri· si, where (si) denotes the element 
in (S) corresponding to si E M. Now denote F(Af) := (S). Given a mor-
phism A11 l-t A12 , we have an induced morphism F(l\11) 'J.t) F(l\12 ) given by 
F(f) (LiEiri(xi)) = LjEJrJ (f(xj)), where J ={jE I: .f(xJ) =f 0} (with 
F(f) (LiE! ri(xi)) = 0 if f(xd = 0 for ever:v i E J). It is not hard to see that 
F is a functor and ;3 defines a natural epimorphism F -+ idRMod· 
Now we show how to embed ever~' module into an injective module. First. con-
sider the caseR= Z. So RMod (or ModR) is the categor:v of Abelian groups. 
So consider 1\I as an Abelian group. \Ve have an epimorphism F(Af) ~ JI!, 
where F(Af) is a free group. We know Z can be embedded into Q, which is 
a divisible group. Recall that an Abelian group G is said to be divisible if 
nG = G. for every nonzero n E Z. It follows that ever:v free group is embedded 
into a divisible group. and this can be clone functoriall~, via sorne functor G. 
So we have an embedding F(llf) ~ G(F(Af)), where G(F(Af)) is a divisible 
group. Then we get an embedding Af ~ F(Af)/Ker(,ô) ~ G(F(Af))/Ker(/3), 
where G(F(llf))/Ker(t:J) is divisible and so injective (An Abelian group is in-
jective if, and onl~r if, it is divisible). This embedding is functorial in Af. The 
general case follows by the inclusion M ~ HomR(R.l\1) Y Hom;z(R, Af) ~ 
Hom2 (R, !3(111)) Ç Homz(R, G(F(Af))/Ker(;J)). 
(2) Ch(RMod) and Ch(ModR) (a consequence of Proposition 1.3.2 below). 
Definition 1.3.4. Let mE Z and C be an object in an Abelian category C. 
(1) Them-th sphere complex sm(C) is defined by 
(S'"(C))k = { ~ 
whose boundary maps are all zero. 
if k = m , 
otherwise. 
(2) The m-th disk complex Dm( C) is defined by 
{ 
C if k =mm -1 (Dm(C))k = ' ' 
0 otherwise. 
whose boundary maps are all zero except for a;;.=cc) = ide . 
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Proposition 1.3.1 r---------------------__,_ 
For every X , Y E Ob(Ch(C)) and every C E Ob(C) , there exist natural 
isomorphisms: 
(1) 
Hom(Dm(C) , Y) "i Hom (C Ym) 
(2) 
Hom(Sm(C) , Y) i Hom(C, Zm(Y)) 
fProof f. 
(l') 
Hom (X, Dm(C)) ___, Hom(Xm-1, C) 
<I>' 
Hom( X , Sm(C)) (~Hom(B:(X) , C) 
To d fine (1) , let f be a chain map in Homch(C)(Dm(C) , Y). It suffi ·es to set 
<I>(f) = fm· To define the invers , if g E I-Iomc(C, Ym) t hen et g : Dm(C) ---7 Y 
as the chain map given by 
g if k = m , 
9 k = 8,~ o g if k = m - 1, 
0 otherwise. 
The mapping g t-7 g define the inverse of <I> . The map <I>' can be defined dually. 
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For (2), let fE Homch(c)(Sm(C), Y). Then o~ofm =O. Sinœ Zm(Y) = Ker(o~), 
there exists a unique morphism iJ!(f) : C ----* Zm(Y) such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
To define the inverse of iJ!, set g f-T i Zm (Y) o g for every g E Home ( C, Zm (Y)). 
The map iJ!' can be defined dually since 8 ;(x) is the cokernel of the map 8~+ 1 . D 
Definition 1.3.5. Let C and V be Abelian categories and 
be a short exact sequence in C. 
A covariant functor F : C ----* V is said A contravariant functor G : C ----* V is 
to be: said to be: 
(1) half exact if (1 ') half exact if 
F(Y) -+ F(Z) ----* F(X) F(X) -+ F(Z) -+ F(Y) 
is exact for every S. is exact for every S. 
(2) left exact if (2') left exact if 
0 ----* F(Y) -+ F(Z) -+ F(X) 0-+ F(X) -+ F(Z) -+ F(Y) 
is exact for every S. is exact for every S. 
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(3) right exact if (3') right exact if 
F(Y) ---+ F(Z) ---+ F(X) ---+ 0 F(X) ---+ F(Z) ---+ F(Y) ---+ 0 
is exact for every S. is exact for every S. 
(4) exact if ( 4') exact if 
0---+ F(Y) ---+ F(Z) ---+ F(X) ---+ 0 0---+ F(X) ---+ F(Z) ---+ F(Y) ---+ 0 
is exact for every S. is exact for every S. 
Example 1.3.2. If P is a projective object of C, then Drn(P ) is a projective ab-
ject of Ch(C), for every m E Z . Recall t hat an object X of an Abelian category 
C is projective (resp. injective) if, and only if, the functor Home(X, - ) (resp. 
Home(- , X)) is exact. Then Drn(P ) is a projective since Homch(e)(Dm(P ), - ) i 
exact (being na ur ally isomorphic to the exact functor Home ( P , (- )rn)). Du ally, 
disk complexes of injective abjects are inj ective in Ch(C). Howev r , sphere com-
plexes of proj ective (resp. inj ective) abjects are not projective (resp. inj ctive) in 
Ch(C). 
Proposition 1.3.2 (see (52, Th orem 10.43) ) 1---------------.. 
Let C be an A belian category. 
If Chas (functorially) enough proj ec- If C has (functorially) enough injec-
t ive object then so does Ch(C). t ive abjects, t hen so does Ch(C). 
1 Proof l. 
vVe only prove t he functorial case of the left statement. The proof of t he non-
functorial case appears in t he cit d reference. 
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In t he projective case, suppose t here is a functor P : C ----+ C and a natural 
epimorphism b: P ----+ ide such t hat P (C) is projective for every CE Ob(C). \"'e 
can collect all the natural maps Dm(P (Xm) ) ----+ Dm(Xm) ----+X defined for chain 
complex X to obtain a natural surj ection EBma Dm+l(P (X m)) ----+ X. It is not 
hard to see t hat the object EBma n m+1 (P (Xm)) is functorial in X. 0 
Vle can say more about t he relationship between t he proj ective obj ects of C and 
Ch(C). In (52, Theorem 10.42) it is proven that a chain complex X in Ch(C) is 
projective if, and onlv if, it is spli t and Xm is a projective obj ect in C, for every 
rn E Z . 
Recall that a complex X over C is split if the exact sequences 
are spli t for every m E Z. Let P be a projective chain complex, i. e. P is split 
and P m is a proj ective object of C, for every m E Z. \"'e show that P is exact . 
First , we need to recall t he not ions of cones of chain maps, and suspensions of 
complexes. 
Definition 1.3.6 . The cone of a chain map X -4 Y is the chain complex 
cone(f) such that cone(f)m = Xm- l E9 11;11 and whose differ ntial maps 8~ne(f) 
cone(f)m ----+ cone(f)m-l are given by 
( 
-8;~-l 0 ) 
- fm-l 8,~ 
Definition 1.3 . 7. The nth suspension of a chain complex X is the complex 
2:n(X) such that (2:n(X ))m = Xm-n and whose differentia! morphisms 8~n (x ) 
(2:11 (X))m----+ (2:11 (X))m-l are given by ( -1)118;:;_11 : X m-n----+ Xm-n- l· 
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It is not hard to see that there is a short exact sequence P Y cone(idp) .- E 1(P ). 
By ( 2. Theor rn 10.42) , the first suspension E 1(P ) i projectiv . So the previou 
equence spli ts, i. e. P is a direct ummand of cone(idp ). According to (52, 
Lemma 10..-10), con (idx) i an xact omplex, for every complex X. So P i a 
direct summand of an exact complex. Since the class of exact complexes i clo ed 
under direct ummands, we conclude that P i also exact . On the other hand, 
Zm(P ) is a direct summa.nd of a. projective object in C (na.mely Pm ), and so it is 
projective (the cla.ss of projective objects is a.lso losed under direct surnrna.ncl ). 
Now suppo e P i a.n exact chain compl x uch tha.t Zm(P) i a. proj ctive object 
in C, for every rn E Z. The exact sequences Zm(P) Y Pm --» B,n- l (P) and 
Bm(P) Y Zm(P) --;; Hm(P) are split since Zm(P) = Bm(P ) and Hm (P ) = 0, for 
every rn E Z. Renee, P is a. proj ective chain complex a. corcling to (52 . Thcorcm 
10.42). We have obta.in cl the following quiva.l nee. 
Proposition 1.3.3 t-------------------------... 
Let C be an Abelian category. 
A chain complex X in Ch(C) is pro- A chain complex Y in Ch(C) i in-
jective if and only if, it is exact and je t ive if, and only if, it i exact and 
Zm(X) is a projective object in C, for Zm(Y) is an inj ctive object in C, for 
every rn E Z. every rn E Z . 
1.4 Resolutions in Abelia.n ca.tegori s 
In thi · section we reca.ll the notions of left and right F-resolut ions, wh r F i a. 
cla.ss of abjects in a.n Abelia.n a.tegory C. Fir , we study how to con ·truct left 
and right cleriv cl functors from a given cla.ss F. Then we present the parti ula.r 
exa.mple of Ext~(X , -) and Ext~( - , X). the ith extension functor . for a.n object 
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X E Ob(C). There exists an interesting characterization of these functors in terms 
of classes of exact sequences under certain equivalence relation. We present this 
characterization for the case i = 1. This provides us an easier method to deal with 
elements in Ext2(X, Y). One of its advantages can be noticed in the construction 
of natural isomorphisms 
where X and Y are chain complexes, and C is an abject of C. These isomorphisms 
were stablished by J. Gillespie in ln). for any Abelian categor~· C. The same 
a ut hor also shows in 1 Tl) t hat. if in addition X and Y are exact. it is possible to 
construct natural isomorphisms 
One of the reasons to studying these isomorphisms is that we repeatedly consider 
disk and splwre complexes in our constructions of model structures. Another rea-
son is t hat we are interested in establishing similar isomorphisms for Gorenstein-
extension functors. but we shall wait until the appendix to fon1s on this topic. 
Definition 1.4.1. A functor F: C --+V between additive categorks C and Vis 
said to he additive if it preserves finite biproducts, that is if: 
(1) F maps the zero abject of C to the zero abject of V. 
(2) For every pair of abjects X and Y. there is an isomorphism-; from F(X Y) 
to F(X) 8 F(Y) which respects the inclusion and projection maps of the 
biproducts. i.e. the following diagram commutes. 
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:) F(X) 1 . F(X) ./:> ~~~~ 
F(X EB Y) cp F(X) EB F(Y) cp F(X EB Y) 
~4~~ F(Y) F(Y) 
Figure 1.13: Additive functor. 
Definition 1.4.2. Let C, V andE be Abelian categories and C x V 4 E be a 
functor contravariant in the first variable, covariant in the second, and additive 
in both. 
If F is a class of objects of C, we say If Ç is a class of objects of V, we say 
that a complex that a complex 
in V is T(F,- )-exact if for every FE in C is T( -, Ç)-exact if for every GE Ç 
F the complex the complex 
· · ·-+ T(F, D0 )-+ T(F, D0 )--+ · · · · · ·-+ T(C0 , G)-+ T(C0 , G)--+ · · · 
is an exact sequence in E. is an exact sequence in E. 
Definition 1.4.3. Let F and Ç be classes of objects of C and X, Y E Ob(C). 
A left F-resolution of X is a 
Hom(F,- )-exact complex 
· · · -+ F1 -+ Fo -+ X -+ 0 
with each Fi E F. 
A right Ç-resolution of Y is a 
Hom(-, Ç)-exact complex 
with each Gi E Ç. 
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One of the most important problems in Representation Theory of Algebras is 
the existence of covers and envelopes for a given class of modules. Covers and 
envelopes were first introduced by M. Auslander and S. O. Smal0, using the ter-
minology of minimal left and minimal right approximations. 
Definition 1.4.4. Let F and Q be classes of abjects in an Abelian category C 
and X, Y E Ob(C). 
A morphism F 1-t X with F E Fis 
said to be an F-cover if: 
(1) Given another morphism F' .4 X 
with F' E F, there exists a mor-
phism F' ~ F such that the fo-
llowing triangle commutes: 
F J X 
:3 <p~ ~ 
F' ~ 
(2) If F' = F, the above diagram 
can only be completed by automor-
phisms ofF. 
If f satisfies (1) but may be not (2), 
then it is called an F-pre-cover. The 
class F is called a (pre-)covering class 
if every object of C has an F-(pre-) 
cover. 
A morphism Y .!4 G with G E Q is said 
to be a Q-envelope if: 
(1 ') Given another morphism Y 4 G' 
with G' E Q, there exists a mor-
phism G ~ G' such that the fo-
llowing triangle commutes: 
y g G 
~y:3<p 
G' 
(2') If G' = G, the above diagram can 
only be completed by automor-
phisms of G. 
If g satisfies {l') but may be not (2'), 
then it is called an Q-pre-envelope. The 
class Q is called a (pre- )enveloping class 
if every object of C has a Q-(pre- )en-
velope. 
The main classes of abjects we shall be considering in this work are the projective 
and injective abjects. For instance, in the category RMod of left R-modules, 
projective covers are rare, i.e. not every module has a projective cover. Moreover, 
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Po is a covering class if, and only if, R is a perfect ring (i. e. a ring R where 
projective and fiat modules over R coïncide) . On t he other hand, fiat covers of 
modules always exist. This is not easy to prove at all. This wa · an open problem 
known as the Flat Caver Conjecture, until it was proven by E. E. Enoch and 
(independently) by L. Bican and R. El Bashir in 2001 (see ( )). 
Vve know that in the category of modules or chain complexes over a ring, it is al-
ways possible to find epie projective pre-covers and manie injective pre-envelopes. 
However , (pre-)covers are not epie in gen ral. Fla caver of modules constitute 
an xample of covers which are epie. This i a consequence of the following result. 
Proposition 1.4 .1 (s (2-1. Page )) 1------------------. 
Let F and Ç be two classes of objects in an Abelian category C. 
If C has enough projective obj cts and If C has nough injective abject and 
F 2 Po(C), then every F-cover is Ç 2 I 0 (C), then every Ç-envelope i 
epie. manie. 
D efinition 1.4 .5 . Let C 4 1) be a covariant functor between Abelian categories. 
Let F be a pre-covering ela s of C. Let Ç be a pre-enveloping class of C. 
Con ider a left F -resolut ion Con ider a right Ç-resolution 
of an object X of C. Denote by F. of an object Y of C. Denote by c• the 
the deleted complex · · · --+ F1 --+ F0 . deleted complex G0 --+ G1 --+ · · ·. The 
The homology groups of T (F . ) give the cohomology group of T (G• ) give the 
left derived functors of T: right derived functors of T: 
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If T is contravariant , then t he left (right) derived functors can be computed using 
right Ç-resolut ions (left F-resolut ions) . 
Theorem 1.4.2 (see (21, Theorem .2.3 & 8.2.5) ) 1-----------
Let C ~ D be a functor between Abelian categories , and F and Ç be classes 
of abjects in C closed under fini te biproducts. 
Suppose 0 ---+ X' ---+ X ---+ X" ---+ 0 is 
a Homc(F , - )-exact sequence of ab-
jects in C and F is a pre-covering 
class. 
( 1) If T is covariant , t here exists a 
long exact sequence 
· · · _____, (L 2T )(X" ) 
----------
(L l T )(X' ) __, (L 1T )(X ) _, (L 1T )(X" ) 
----------
(LoT )(X' ) __, (L 0T )(X) --* (L 0T )(X" ) 
(2) It T is contravariant, there exists 
Suppose 0 ---+ Y' ---+ Y ---+ Y" ---+ 0 is a 
Home( - , Ç)-exact sequence of abj ects 
in C and Ç is a pre-enveloping class. 
(1 ') If T is covariant , there exists a 
long exact sequence 
(2') If T is contravariant , there ex-
ists a long exact sequence 
a long exact sequence · · · ___, ( L2T ) (Y' ) 
(R0T )(X" ) <--> (R0T )(X) __, (R0T )(X' ) ------------
------------ (L 1T )(Y" ) __, (L 1T )(Y) __, (L 1T )(Y' ) 
(R1T)(X" ) _, (R1T )(X) __, (R1T )(X' ) ------------
------------ (L 0T )(Y" ) __, (L 0T )(Y ) --* (L0T )(Y' ) 
( R2T ) (X" ) _______. · · · 
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1. 5 The extension functor 
Let C be an Abelian category with enough projective and injective abjects, and 
( . gJ Jo X E Ob C). Then there ex1sts a short exact sequence Ko Y P0 -+r X where P0 
is a projective abj ect in C. Applying t he same argument for K0 , we have a short 
} !/" g2 P h 1 }'/ 1 P . . . If f h exact sequence "-1 Y 1 -+r -, 0 , w 1ere 1 1s proJectnre. we set 1 := g1 o 1 , we 
get a commutative diagram 
x 
Proceeding this ''vay, we get a commutative diagram 
Set f i : = gi o hi for every i > 0. To show th central row is exact, for every i > 0 we 
have Ker(fi) = Im (gi+1). Since hi+1 is epie, Im(gi+I) = Im (gi+ 1 ohi+l) = Im(fi+1 ) . 
Renee Ker(Ji) = Im(fi+d· Therefore, · · · -t P2 .4 P 1 A Po 4 X -t 0 i. an exact 
sequence. Since this sequence is Homc(P 0 (C), - )-exact , we conclude that every 
object has an exact left projective re olution. 
Therefore, if C is an Abelian category wi th enough projective (resp. injective) 
object , then every object hasan exact left proj ective (resp. right inj ective) reso-
lut ion. 
It is known that P0 (C) is pre-covering and I 0 (C) is pre-enveloping. Also, it is easy 
to see that they are closed under finite biproducts. So we can compute the right 
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derived functors of Homc(X, - ) and Home( - , Y ), called t he extension functors, 
for any pair of obj ects X and Y of C. 
Let X and Y be obj ects in C. If C has enough proj ective objects, we can consider 
an exact left projective resolut ion of · · · ----+ P1 ----+ Po ----+ X ----+ O. The ith ex-
tension group Ext~ (X, Y) is defined as the ith cohomology group of t he complex 
Homc(P . , Y ). If we assume instead that C has enough inj ect ive objects, consider 
an exact right injective resolut ion of Y , say 0 ----+ Y ---1- ! 0 ---1- 11 ---1- · · · . The ith 
extension group Ext2 (X , Y) in this case is defined as the it h cohomology group of 
the complex Homc(X, I. ). If C has bot h enough projective and injective object s, 
it is known t hat the definition of Ext2(X, Y ) cloe not depend on the choice of an 
exact left project ive r olution of X or an exact right inj ctive resolut ion of Y. A 
good reference to check t his fact is ( 46) . 
Corollary 1.5.1 1-------------------------
For every object X and every exact For every object Y and every exact 
sequenc 0 ---1- Y " ----+ Y ----+ Y ' ---1- 0 in sequence 0 ----+ X ' ----+ X ----+ X " ----+ 0 in 
an Abelian category C wit h nough an Abelian category C wit h enough 
inject ive objects t here exist s a long projective object s, there exi ts a long 
exact sequence exact sequence 
Hom(X , Y" ) 
f 
~ ~ 
Ext1 (X , Y ' ) Ext 2 (X , Y" ) Hom(X ", Y ) Ext1(X ' , Y ) Ext2 (X ", Y ) 
r 1 r r 1 
Ext 1 (X, Y ) . Hom(X , Y ) Ext1 (X, Y ) : Hom (X , Y) 
r 1 r 
Hom(X , Y ' ) Ext1 (X , Y" ) Hom (X ' , Y ) Ext1(X" , Y ) 
1 
~ ~ 
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Remark 1.5.1. Let C be an Abelian category. It is not hard to show that X E 
Ob(C) is projective if, and only if, Extà(X, Y) = 0 for every Y E Ob(C). Dually, 
X is injective if, and only if, Extà(Y, X) = 0 for every Y E Ob(C). 
Example 1.5.1. In C =R Mod or ModR, a module Mis projective if, and only 
if, it is a direct summand of a free module. In other words, there is an index set I 
and a module N such that M EB N =RU). If Ris a principal ideal domain, then 
M is projective if, and only if, M is free. 
A left R-module N is injective if, and only if, Extk(R/ I, N) = 0, for every left 
ideal I Ç R. The same characterization applies in ModR. This result is known as 
the Baer Criterion. In the end of this chapter, we shall see a categorical version 
of this result. 
Homology and cohomology are not the only tools to compute extension functors. 
The next section is devoted to constructing an isomorphism from Extà(X, Y) to 
an Abelian group of classes of short exact sequences of the form Y '-t Z - X, 
under a certain equivalence relation. This is known as the Baer description of 
Extà(X, Y). 
1. 6 Baer su ms 
. !I g1 h gz • G1ven two exact sequences 5 1 = Y <-t Z1 - X and 5 2 = Y <-t Z2 - X m 
an Abelian category C, we shall say that they are (Baer) equivalent if there is a 
morphism 'P: zl -+ z2 such that the following diagram commutes: 
y fi z1 91 x 
Il l'P Il 
y z2 x 
h 92 
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We shall denote by [5] the equivalence class of a sequence 5 = Y '---+ Z - X, 
and by Ec(X, Y) the set of all the equivalence classes [5]. We shall equip this set 
with an operation called the Baer sum, which shall turn Ec(X, Y) into an Abelian 
group. 
Consider two short exact sequences 5 1 and 5 2 as above. Taking the pullback of 
91 and 92 , by Proposition 1.2.2, we get the following commutative diagram with 
exact rows and columns: 
y y 
11 12 [ Pz2 [12 y Z1 Xx Z2 z2 
Il Pz1 1 192 
y z! x 
!J 91 
h-h A A Consider the map y ---7 z1 Xx z2 and set z1 +B z2 := CoKer(fl- /2). By the 
universal property of cokernels, there is a unique map Z1 + 8 Z2 91 ~92 X such 
that the following diagram commutes: 
y 
On the other hand, set fi + 8 h := 1r o 11 = 1r o 12 . We get a short exact sequence 
De fine a binary operation + 8 : Ec (X, Y) x Ec (X, Y) ---* Ec (X, Y), called the 
Baer sum, by setting [51] + 8 [52] := [51 + 8 5 2]. It is not hard to check that +B 
is a well defined and makes Ec(X, Y) into an Abelian group. 
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We know the category of chain complexes Ch(C) over an Abelian category C is 
also Abelian . So Baer sums can be defined for Ch(C). Actually, the Baer sum 
fl g l ! 2 g2 
of two exact sequences Y '--* Z 1 - X and Y '--* Z 2 .:...rr X can be computed 
J l g l ! 2 g2 
componentwise from t he Baer sums of ~n ~ Z~ ~ X m and Ym ~ Z7~ ~ X m. 
The following result gives a descript ion of Extà (X , Y) in the sense of Baer. One 
can construct similar isomorphisms for the case i > 1, but for our purposes we 
just need the case i = 1. 
Theorem 1.6.1 r-------------------------------
The groups Ec(X, Y) and Extà(X, Y ) are isomorphic if Chas enough projective 
or injective abjects . 
T he previous th orem is a well known result in th category of left R-modules. It 
is not hard to give a category theoretical proof, but we are going to skip it since 
in App ndix B we provide a generalization of this proposition. 
As we saicl before, sometimes it is better to con icler the description of Extà (- , -) 
as t he Abelian group Ec (- , -). For instance, the connecting homomorphisms 
o 1 o' 1 Homc(X, Y') -+ Extc(X, Y ") and Homc(X' , Y )-+ Extc(X" , Y) in Corollary 1.5.1 
can be constructecl in terms of thi descript ion. 
Consider a morphism X -+ Y'- Taking its pullback -v\it h Y - Y ', we get the 
following commutative diagram with exact row : 
Y '' ~Y x }' ' x -x 
l l l 
Y " L---t Y __ __,. Y ' 
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The homomorphism 5 is defined by (X -t Y') 1--t [Y" Y Y x Y' X---* X]. Dually, 
5' is defined by taking pushouts instead of pullbacks. A proof of Corollary 1.5.1 
using these description of 5 is given in (38, Theorem 25 .8 & 25 .10). 
The following results, due to J. Gillespie, were originally stated for Extà( - , -) 
and Ext~h (C)( - , - ) and proven by using the Baer descript ion of Ext. 
Proposition 1.6.2 (see (27, Lerruna 3. 1)) 1---------------
Let C be an object of an Abelian category C, and X and Y be chain complexes. 
There are natural i omorphisms 
Proposition 1.6.3 (see (25 , Lemma 4.2) ) 1---------------
Let C be an object of an Abelian category C and X and Y be exact chain 
complexes. There are natural i omorphisms 
Ech(C)(Sm(C), Y) -t Ec(C, Zm(Y)). 1 Ech(C)(X , Sm(C)) -t Ec( a:(x) , C) . 
VVe do not give the con t ruction of these isomorphisms. \Ale shall recall them in 
Appendix B, where sorne generalizations of the previous proposit ions are given . 
If C is an Abelian category with enough projective and inj ective objects , we can 
replace ECh(C) (-, - ) and Ec (-, - ) by Ext~h (C ) (- , - ) and Extà (- , - ) , respec-
t ively. nder this hypot hesi ·, it is possible to give proofs of t he previous tv,ro 
re. ults simpler than tho e appea.ring in (27) and (25) , as noted in Remarks B.1 
and B.3. 
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1. 7 Homological dimensions 
Definition 1.7.1. Let :F and Ç be classes of abjects in an Abelian category C. 
(1) An object X of C is called a 
left n-:F-object if there exists an 
exact sequence of length n, say 
0 --+ Fn --+ · · · --+ Fo --+ X --+ 0, 
with Fi E :F for every 0 :S i :S n. If 
n is the smallest integer for which 
such a sequence exists, we say that 
X has left F-dimension equal to n. 
If such an integer n does not exist, 
we say that X has infinite left :F-
dimension. 
(2) Given a left F-resolution of X E 
Ob(C), 
F = · · · --+ F1 4 F0 4 X --+ 0, 
we shall say that Im(fi) is the i-th 
F-syzygy of X in F. By OF(X) 
we denote the class of all i-th F-
syzygies occurring in all left F-
resolutions of X. We use the nota-
ti on ni (x) for the class of all pro-
jective syzygies of X. 
(l') An object Y of C is called a 
right n-Ç-object if there exists an 
exact sequence of length n, say 
0 --+ y --+ G0 --+ ... --+ en --+ 0 
' 
with Gi E Ç for every 0 :S i :S n. If 
n is the smallest integer for which 
such a sequence exists, we say that 
Y has right Ç-dimension equal to 
n. If such an integer n does not 
exist, we say that Y has infinite 
right Ç-dimension. 
(2') Given a right Ç-resolution of Y E 
Ob(C), 
0 1 
G = 0 --+ Y !4. G0 !4. G 1 --+ ... 
' 
we shall say that Ker(gi) is the i-th 
Ç-cosyzygy of Y in G. By nçi(Y) 
we denote the class of all i-th Ç-
cosyzygies occurring in all right Ç-
resolutions of Y. We use the no-
tation n-i(Y) for the class of all 
injective cosyzygies of Y. 
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Remark 1.7.1. Let X be an object of an Abelian category C. 
We denote t he (left) projective di- '0/e denote the (right) injective d i-
m ension of an object X by pd(X). mension of an object Y by id (Y). 
Note X is n-projective if, and only if, Note Y is n-inj ective if, and only if, 
pcl (X) ::; n. We denote the class of id(Y) ::; n . We denote the class of n-
n-projective objects of C by Pn(C). injective objects of C by L,, ( C). 
Proposition 1.7.1 (Dimension Shift ing. See (46, Proposition 4.2) ) f------. 
Let X and Y be two objects of an Abelian category C. For every i 2:: 0: 
If C ha enough projective objects If C has enough injective objects and 
and A E Oi(X) , then Extà(A, Y ) c_,~ B E n -i(Y ), t hen Extà(X, B ) ~ 
Ext~+1 (X , Y). Ext~+ 1 (X, Y ). 
Proposition 1. 7. 2 f--------------------------... 
L t X E Ob(Ch(C)). For every mEZ and i E Z~0 : 
Suppo e C has enough projective ob- Suppose C has enough inj ective ob-
jects. If Y E Di(X) then Y,n E jects. If Y E n - i (X) then Y,n E 
Oi(Xm)· n -i(Xm) · 
1 Proof l. 
Let Y E Oi(X) and ·· · --+ P1 -4 P0 4 X --+ 0 be an xact left projective resolution 
of X wit h Y = Im(fi)- Since each Pn is a projectiv complex, we have for every 
m E Z a short exact sequence 
where Zm_1(Pn ) and Zm.( Pn ) are projective objects. Since P0 (C) i closed un-
der extensions, (P,, )m i · al o projective. Then we have an exact left projective 
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resolution of Xm: 
D 
Proposition 1. 7.3 r---------------------------
Let X and Y be abjects in an Abelian category C: 
If C has enough proj ective objects , If C has enough injectiv abjects, then 
then the following condit ions are 
equivalent : 
(1) XE P 11 (C). 
( 2) X ha an exact and fini te left pro-
jective resolution of length n. 
(3) Ext~(X , Y ) = 0 for every Y E 
Ob (C) and every i > n. 
(4) Ext~+ 1 (X , Y) = 0 for every Y E 
Ob(C). 
(5) Every K E n n(X) is proj ctive. 
the following condit ions are qui va-
lent : 
(l ') Y E I n(C). 
(2 ' ) Y has an exact and fini te right 
inj ective resolut ion of length n . 
(3 ' ) Ext~(X, Y ) = 0 for every X E 
Ob(C) and every i > n. 
( 4') Ext~+l(X , Y) = 0 for every 
XE Ob(C) . 
(5 ' ) Every C E n-n (Y) is inj ctive. 
1.8 n-Project ive and n-inj ect ive chain complexes 
In thi ection we ·hara terize the n-projective and n-injective chain complexes 
over an Abelian category C, for ev ry po i ive integer n . Sp cifically, we shall 
show that X is an n-projective complex if, and only if, it is exact and every cycle 
of X is a n-projective object of C. VVe have a dual equival nee for the injective 
ase. 
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Definition 1.8.1. Given an object X in a category C, we shall say that an object 
Y is a retract of X if there exist morphisms Y ~ X and p : X 4 Y such that 
po r = id y, i.e. r has a left inverse. The map r is called a retraction. 
Definition 1.8.2. Let S = X' '---+X - X" denote a short exact sequence in an 
Abelian category C. A class X Ç Ob(C) is said to be: 
{1) closed under extensions if for every S, X', X" EX implies X EX; 
{2) closed under taking kernels of epimorphisms if for every S, X, X" E X implies 
X' EX; 
{3) closed under taking cokernels of monomorphisms if for every S, X', X E X 
implies X" EX; 
{4) resolving if it contains the projective abjects of Candit satisfies {1) and {2); 
{5) coresolving if it contains the injective abjects of Candit satisfies {1) and {3); 
{6) thick if it satisfies {1), {2) and {3), and if it is closed under retracts. 
Example 1.8.1. The class [of exact chain complexes over an Abelian category 
C is thick. 
First, we show [ is closed under retracts. Recall that a complex E is exact 
if, and only if, the nth homology group Hn(E) = ~:t~~ of E is zero for every 
nEZ. Suppose we are given a sequence E' ~ E 4 E' such that E is exact and 
p o r = idE'. For every n E Z, after applying the functor Hn (-) to the previous 
sequence, we have that Hn(E') is a retract of Hn(E) =O. It follows Hn(E') = 0 
and hence E' is exact. 
Now suppose we are given a short exact sequence E' '---+ E ___.., E". By (-Hi. Tlwor<'lll 
ï.l/'1), there exist connecting homomorphisms 6: Hn(E")--+ Hn-!(E') such that 
the following sequence is exact: 
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This sequence is called the long exact homology sequence. Then it is clear t hat [ 
satisfies (1) , (2) and (3). 
Lemma 1.8.1 (see (49, Lemma 4.2) ) 1---------------._ 
Let C be an A belian category. 
If 0 ---+ An ---+ · · · ---+ Ao 4 X ---+ 0 is 
an exact sequence in Ch(C) such t hat 
Ai is exact for every 0 ::; i ::; n , t hen 
so is X. 
1 Proof l. 
0 
If 0 ---+ Y .!!...., B 0 ---+ · · · ---+ Bn ---+ 0 is 
an exact sequence in Ch(C) such that 
B i is exact for every 0 ::; i ::; n , then 
so is Y. 
We only prove the left statement, by u ·ing induction on n. The case n = 0 is 
t rivial, while the case n = 1 follows by the previous example. For the general case, 
we note fust by the induction hypothesis that Im (h) is exact , ince t he sequence 
0 ---+ An ---+ An- l ---+ · · · ---+ A1 ---+ Im(jt) ---+ 0 is exact. It follows that X is exact 
by using the short exact sequence Im(h) '---+ A0 --* X and the case n = 1. 0 
Lemma 1.8.2 f-----------------------------
Consider a short exact equerreeS= Y~ Z ~X in Ch(C). 
If Y is exact , t hen S gives ri e to a If X is exac , t hen S gives ri ·e to a 
hort exact sequence short exact sequence 
Ym Zm X m 
Bm(Y) '---+ Bm(Z) --* Bm(X)' 
1 Proof l. 
We only show the left statement for the category RMod . The general proof follows 
by (43, Theorem 3. page 204). Note we have the follmving commutative diagrams: 
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It is easy to check that Zm(f) is monic and that Ker(Zm(g)) = Im (Zm(f)). These 
facts do not depend on t he exactness of Y. Let :r E Zm(X) . There exists z E Zm 
such t hat x = gm(z) . We have 9m- l o8~(z) = 8~ ogm(z) =O. Since the sequence 
Ym- 1 Y Zm- 1--* Xm- l is exact, there exists y E Ym- 1 such that 87~(z) = fm - l(y). 
Then fm- 2 o 8~_ 1 (y) = 8~_ 1 o fm-l (y) = 0 and so 8~_ 1 (y) = 0 since fm -2 is 
monic. By the exactness of Y , t here exists y' E Ym such that y= 8~(y' ). Renee 
8~(z- fm(y')) = 0 and 9m(z- fm(Y')) = x . 0 
Lemma 1.8.3 ( e ( 49, Lemma -1.3)) f----------------.. 
f f Let 0--+ An ~ An-l --+ · · · --+ A1 4 A 0 --+ 0 be an exact sequence in Ch(C) of 
exact chain complexes. Then t he mth cycles Zm(A) form the following exact 
sequence in C, for every m E Z: 
1 Proof l. 
The case n = 1 is t rivial. The case n = 2 follows by the previous 1 mma. .. ow 
suppose the statement is true for n - 1. Then we have an exact sequence of 
the form 0 --+ An --+ An- J --+ · · · --+ A2 --+ Im(h) --+ 0, wh r Im(h) i an exact 
complex by Lemma 1.8. 1. By the induction hypothesi , we have an exact sequence 
of m.th cycles 
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We get the following commutative dia.gra.m with exact rows and columns 
It is not hard to show that 
is an exact sequence in C, for every m E Z. D 
The right statement of the following proposit ion is proven in (24, Theorem 3. 1.3) . 
·vve give a different argument . 
Proposition 1.8.4 ( e (49, Proposition 4.4) ) 1------------
Let C be an A behan category and n be a. positive integer . 
Assume C ha.s enough proj ective ob- Assume C has enough injective ab-
jects. A chain complex X is n-pro- jects . A chain complex Y is n-in-
jective if, and only if, X is exact and jective if, and only if, Y is exact and 
Zm (X) is an n-projective abject of C Zm(Y) is an n-injective abject of C 
for every mE Z. for every mE Z. 
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1 Proof l. 
(<==) Let X be an exact complex such that Zm(X) is n-project ive for every mE Z. 
Consider a partial projective resolut ion 
0-+ K-+ Pn- l -+ · · · -+ P1 -+ Po -+ X-+ O. 
Vve shall see K is also proj ctive by proving that K is exact with projective cycles 
(Proposition 1.3.3). Iote K is exact by Lemma 1.8.1. It follows by Lemma 1.8.3 
that the mth cycles give rise to an exact sequence 
in C, where each Zm( Pi) is projective, and so Zm(K) E nn(zm(X)). Bence, 
Zm(K) E n n(zm(X) ) Ç P0 (C) since Zrn (X ) is n-projective. 
( ====?) Now suppose that X has a projective resolution 
of length n. The complex X is exact by Lemma 1.8.1. Then by Lemma 1.8.3, we 
get for every m E Z an xact sequence 
in C, where Zm(P~. ) is proj ective, for every 0 ::; k ::; n. Bence Zm(X) is n-
projective. D 
1.9 Grothendieck categories 
In this section we recall t he not ion of Grothendieck categories. They are a spe-
cial type of Abelian categories introduced by Alexander Grothendieck in 1957 in 
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order to generalize the machinery of homological algebra known in the category 
of modules. Sorne of the results used in this thesis are known in the categories of 
modules and chain complexes of modules, but they can be presented in terms of 
Grothendieck categories. Since one of our objectives is to present our results in a 
categorical setting, if possible, it would be good if the reader took sorne minutes 
to review this section. 
Definition 1.9.1. A family of objects (Gi : i E I) in a category C, indexed by a 
set I, is called 
a set of generators if for each pair of a set of cogenerators if for each pair 
different morphisms f, g : X -+ Y, of different morphisms J, g : X -+ Y, 
there is aGi and a map Gi ~X with there is aGi and a map Y~ Gi with 
f o h -=J. g o h. If the set of genera tors h o f -=J. h o g. If the set of cogenerators 
is a singleton { G}, th en G is called a is a singleton { G}, th en G is called a 
generator. cogenerator. 
Remark 1.9.1. If C is a pointed cocomplete category with a set of genera-
tors (Gi : i E J), then by [liE! Homc(Gi,-) ~ Homc(UiEI Gi,-) the coproduct 
uiE/ Gi of the Gi is a generator. 
Example 1.9.1. 
(1) In Set, each nonempty set is a generator, and each set with at least two 
elements is a cogenerator. 
(2) In Top, each discrete and nonempty topological space is a generator, and each 
topological space with at least two elements and equipped with the indiscrete 
topology is a cogenerator. 
(3) The category Grp does not have any cogenerator. In the full subcategory 
Ab, Q/Z is a cogenerator. In both cases, the group Z is a generator. 
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( 4) In RMod or ModR , R is a generator. 
( 5) If G is a genera tor of c, th en the direct sum œ m EZ D m ( G) is a generator of 
Ch(C). 
Proposition 1.9.1 (see (47, Lemma 2, page 111)) f-----------.. 
Let C be a category wit h coproducts. An obj ect G is a generator if, and only 
if, to each obj ect X E Ob(C) there is an epimorphism GU) -t X , where I = 
Homc(G, X) and GU) denotes the coproduct of copies of G over !. 
D efinit ion 1.9.2. A direct limit is a colimit of a diagram 2:: .!.t C where Ob(I:) is 
a directed set, i. e. if Ob(I: ) has a r f:l.exive and t ransit ive binary relation ::;: such 
that each pair of elements hasan upper bound. 
D efinition 1.9.3. A Grothendieck category is a cocomplete Abelian category C 
with a generator such that : 
(1) C is AB3: C has arbit rary direct sums. 
(2) C is AB5: C is AB3 and direct limits of short exact sequences are exact. 
Definition 1.9.4. Let Y be an object in a category C and (Xi .A Y : i E I) be 
a family of subojects of Y indexed by a set I. 
(1) A subobject X 1t Y is called t he intersection of t he Xi 's if t he following two 
condi tions are . atisfied: 
(a) X is a subobject of X i , for every i E I. 
(b) For each object Z E Ob(C) and each morphism Z ..!4 Y which may 
be factored through all Xi , there exists a morphism Z ~ X such t hat 
f 0 h = g. 
In pictures, we have: 
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g z ----------> y 
ViE/: ;)~" /( 
x 
-+ 
Figure 1.14: Intersection of abjects. 
(2) A subobject X .L, Y is called the union of the Xi's if the following two 
conditions are satisfied: 
(a) Xi is a subobject of X, for every i E /. 
(b) For each object Z E Ob(C) and each morphism Y .!4 Z such that every 
g o fi may be facto red through a morphism Z' ..!;. Z, there exists a 
morphism X ~ Z' such that g o f = k o h. 
In pictures, we have: 
xi 
fi y x f y 
ViE/: w lg w lg :?" -+ ;:l-
~ ~ 
Z' z Z' z 
k k 
Figure 1.15: Union of abjects. 
Remark 1.9.2. 
(1) One can show that the intersection and union of the Xi's are uniquely de-
termined. So we shall denote these constructions by niE/ xi and uiE/ xi, 
respectively. 
(2) In any Grothendieck category, the intersection and union of any family of 
abjects exist. Moreover, (UiE/ Xi) n y = uiE/ xi n y for every subobject 
Y Ç X and every chain of subobjects (Xi : i E I) of X. This equality is 
known as the Grothendieck condition. Moreover, this equality also holds for 
every directed family of subobjects of X ( -1 ï. Leumw 2. pagP 1 ~2). 
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Example 1.9.2. 
(1) If C =Set , Grp , nMod, or Modn, then the intersection and the union of a 
family of subobjects (Xi : i E I) of an object Y are given by the objects 
respective] y. 
n Xi = { x E Y : x E X i for every i E I} and 
iE / 
U X i = {x E Y : x E X i for sorne i E J} , 
iE / 
(2) Union of an ascending chain of chain complexes: Let (Xi : i E I ) be a family 
of chain complexes such that Xi is a subcomplex XJ whenever i :S j , then the 
union of t his family is given by the chain complex 
U X i u x i Ôn+l u x i a,. u xi = · · · --1 n + l -7 n ____, n-l --1 · · · ' 
iE / iE / iE / iE / 
where the boundary maps On : u iE / x~ --1 u iE / x~- 1 are defined by On(x ) := 
o;;(x) if x E Xi. 
In (20), the not ion of cardinali ty is given for Grothendieck categories . This shall 
allm;v us to extend some result in t he context of t he set t heoretical homological 
algebra to any Grothendieck Category. 
D efinition 1.9.5. Let C be a Grot hendieck category wit h a fixed generator G. 
For each object X E Ob(C), we shall define t he cardinality of X by Card(X ) := 
[Homc(G, X)[ , where [Homc(G, X )[ denotes the cardinal number of Homc(G, X). 
Lemma 1. 9.2 (see (20 Lemma 2. ) ) f------------------... 
If X is a subobject of an object Y in a Grothendieck category C, t hen Card(X) :S 
Card(Y) . 
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Example 1.9.3. 
(1) If C =R Mod or ModR, then the cardinality of a module .M coïncides with 
IMI. In this case, R is a generator of C. The mapping f t-+ /(1) defines an 
isomorphism HomR(R, A1)-+ M. 
(2) The cardinal of a chain complex x = (Xm, o~)mEZ E Ob(Ch(RMod)) is 
usually defined as the cardinal number of the disjoint union Uma X m. On the 
other hand, since Ch(RMod) is a Grothendieck category with a generator 
G = EBma nm(R), the cardinality of x is given by Card(X) = IHom(G, X)l. 
For every mEZ, the mapping ft-+ fm(l) defines an isomorphism of modules 
from Hom(Dm(R), X) to Xm. Then IHom(Dm(R), X)l = IXml and since 
Hom(G, X)~ Oma Hom(Dm(R), X), we have Card(X) ~ 1 UmEZ Xml· 
Now we study a special type of generators, called progenerator, that allows to 
construct an equivalence between any Abelian category C equipped with a pro-
generator, and ModR for sorne ring R. Colloquially, this represents a method to 
translate results in ModR toC. 
Definition 1.9.6. If C is a cocomplete Abelian category, we say that a projective 
abject r of C is finite if the functor Homc(P.-) : C-+ Ab preserves coproducts. 
A progenerator of C is a finite projective generator. 
According to (-1/. Corollary 1. pagP 21:3), every cocomplete Abelian category with 
a progenerator is a Grothendieck category with an injective cogenerator. So the 
results we have given so far for Grothendieck categories hold for this particular 
dass of Abelian categories. 
Definition 1.9. 7. An equivalence of categories between two categories C and D 
is given b~' a pair of functors C ~ D f!- C such that Go F and F o Gare naturall~' 
isomorphic to ide and idv. respectively. 
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Theorem 1.9 .3 (see (47, Theorem 1, page 211) ) 1-----------... 
Let C be an Abelian category. There exists an equivalence of categories F 
C """--7 ModR for sorne ring R if, and only if, C contains a progenerator P and 
arbit rary ·oproducts of copies of P . If F is an equivalence, then P may be 
chosen such t hat Homc( P , P ) ~R and F = Homc(P , - ). 
Th equivalence F of the previous theorem is called tiitchell 's equivalence. 
To conclude this section, we present the existence of enough injective obj ects in 
every Grothendieck category. Thi can be found in t he famous Grothendieck's 
Tohoku paper Sur quelques points d 'algèbre homologique. 
Theorem 1.9.4 (A. Grot hendieck, see (32, Th orem 1.10.1)) 1--------.._ 
If C is an Abelian category sati fying AB5 and admitting a generator , t hen 
for ever~r object Y E Ob(C) there exists a monomorphism Y '---+ I , for sorne 
inj ective object I . 
The injective obj ect I can b constructecl to be functorial in Y. Thi. is clue to the 
fact that every Grothendieck category has an injective cogenerator , as mentionecl 
in (1. page 379) . 
We know that a left R-moclule I is inj ective if, and only if, every morphism J """--7 I 
clefinecl on a 1 ft ideal J of R can b xtend cl to all of R (Baer s Criterion). 
Anot her important result in the just citecl Grothenclieck's paper is a generalization 
of Baer 's Criterion. 
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Theorem 1.9.5 (A. Grothendieck, see (32, Lemme 1, page 136)) r------"'\ 
If C is an AB5 Abelian category with a generator G, then an object Y of C is 
inj ective if, and only if, for every subobj ect U of G and for every morphism 
U ---+ Y , there exists a morphism G ---+ Y such that ( G ---+ Y) o (U Y G) = 
U---+ Y. 
The following result follows. 
Corollary 1.9.6 1-----------------------., 
Let C be a Grothendieck category wit h a generator G , and Y be an object of 
C. The following are equivalent: 
(1) Yi n-injective. 
(2) Ext~+1 (G/J, Y ) = 0 for every subobj ect J of G. 
1.10 Modules over ringoids 
Throughout this t he is, we shall be working mainly with the categories of left 
R-modules and complexe over left R-modules. Th se categories are particular 
examples of a categorical notion knm.vn a modules ov r ringoids. Some results 
concerning t he relation hip between projective dim nsion and model structur · 
are presented in the context of modules over ringoids, so w d vote the last lines 
of this chapter to recall t hi. concept. 
Definition 1.10 .1. \Ne shall ay that a small pre-addit ive category SJ\ is a ring with 
many abjects, or a ringoid. 
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If 91 is a ringoid, then we have a composition law 
Hom~(b, c) ® Hom~(a, b) -+ Hom~(a, c) 
y®xt-+yox 
for every a, b, c E Ob(91), and a unit ida E Hom~(a, a) for every a E Ob(91). 
The composition law defines a ring structure on Hom~(a, a) for every a E Ob(91). 
Moreover, the Abelian group Hom~( a, b) has the structure of a bimodule, with a 
le ft action by Hom~ ( b, b) and a right action by Hom~ (a, a). 
Example 1.10.1. 
(1) Every ring R can be regarded as a ringoid 91 having a single abject * if we 
put Hom~(*,*)= R. 
(2) We shall denote by 6 the ringoid generated by the following infinite graph 
eo 
0 a2 0 a1 0 ao 0 a_l 0 
-----> 2 -----> 1 ----+ 0 ----+ -1 -2 ----+ 
together with the relation an o an+! = 0 fornE Z. We have 
(i) Ob(6) = Z. 
(ii) Hom6 (i,j) = 
(ei) := {m · ei : mEZ} 
(ai) := { m · ai : m E Z} 
0 
if j = i, 
if j = i + 1, 
otherwise. 
(3) The opposite 91op of a ringoid 91 is defined by putting Ob(91°P) = Ob(91) and 
Hom~op(a, b) = Hom~(b, a). 
We shall denote the category of additive functors between two pre-additive cate-
gories C and V by [C, V]. It is known that if Vis Abelian, complete or cocomplete, 
then sois [C, V]. 
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Definition 1.10.2. A (left) module M over a ringoid 91 is an additive functor 
M : 91 ---+ Ab. A map of (left) ryt-modules is a natural transformation M ~ N. 
A right module over 91 is defined to be a left 91op-module. ln other words, a right 
91-module is a contravariant additive functor 91---+ Ab. 
Example 1.10.2. Given a ringoid 91 and a E Ob(91), the covariant functor 
Homryt(a,-) : 91 ---+ Ab is a (left) 91-module and the contravariant functor 
Hom9t( -,a) : 91---+ Ab is a right 91-module. 
We shall denote the category of left 91-modules by Mod(91). Note that this 
category is Abelian, complete and cocomplete, since Ab is. 
Remark 1.10.1. A sequence of 91-modules · · · ---+ M1 ---+ ]!.10 ---+ M_ 1 ---+ · · · is 
exact if the sequence of Abelian groups···---+ M1(a)---+ M0 (a)---+ M_ 1(a)---+ · · · 
is exact for every a E Ob(91). 
Definition 1.10.3. If Mis a 91-module, we say that the direct sum EBaEOb(9t) A1(a) 
is the total group of M. We shall say that an element xE M(a) is homogenous of 
grade a and we shall write a= lxi. 
If Mis a left module over a ringoid 91, th en the map Homryt (a, b) ---+ Hom Ab ( M (a), M ( b)) 
of Abelian groups defined by A1 induces a multiplication 
Homryt(a, b) 0 M(a) ---+ M(b) 
(r,x) ~ r ·x:= M(r)(x) 
for every a, bE Ob(91). The product of rE Homryt(a, b) by xE M(a) is an element 
r ·xE M(b). 
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Definition 1.10.4. We shall say that a linear combination of homogenous ele-
ments y = LiE/ ri ·xi is admissible if y is homogenous and ri E Hom!R (lxi 1, IYI) for 
every i E /. We will accept infinite combinations in the case where ri = 0 for all 
but finitely many i E /. 
Definition 1.10.5. If M is a left 9\-module we shall say that a family N 
{N(a) : a E Ob(9l)} of subgroups N(a) Ç M(a) is a submodule if x E N(a) 
implies r ·xE N(b) for every r E Hom!R(a, b). 
Remark 1.10.2. Note that the family N = { N(a) : a E Ob(9l)} in the previous 
definition defines a functor N : 9l -+ Ab. Let r : a -+ b be a map in 9\. For 
every x E N(a), we have .M(r)(x) = r ·x E N(b). Then we define N(r) as the 
restriction .M(r)IN(a)· Conversely, if N is a subfunctor of .M, then r ·xE N(b) for 
every rE Hom!R(a, b) and every xE N(a). 
We finish this section by presenting a generalized version of Theorem 1.9.3, which 
states that any Abelian category satisfying certain conditions is equivalent to the 
category of right modules over certain ringoid. 
Let Q be a set of finite projective generators of a cocomplete Abelian category 
C. Let Endc(Q) denote the full subcategory of C with Ob(Endc(Q)) = Q. Note 
that Endc(Q) is a ringoid. Let L: C-+ [Endc(Q)0 P, Ab] be the functor defined as 
follows: 
(1) If XE Ob(C), then L(X)(G) = Homc(G, X), for every GE Q. 
(2) If X 1-t Y is an arrow in C, then L(J) : L(X) -+ L(Y) is the natural transfor-
mation defined by putting 
L(f)c = Homc(G,!): Homc(G, X)-+ Homc(G, Y) 
for every GE Q. 
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Theorem 1.10.1 (P. Freyd. See (1 , Theorem 7.1) ) 1---------"""" 
Let C be a cocomplete Abelian category with a set of fini te projective generators 
Ç. Then the functor L defined above is an equivalence of categories. 

CHAPTER II 
MODEL CATEGORIES AND RELATIVE HOMOLOGICAL 
ALGEBRA 
11Monsters are real, and ghosts are real too. 
They live inside us, and sometimes, they win." 
Stephen KING. 
This chapter is devoted to study the connection between model categories and 
cotorsion theories. The notion of model categories was introduced by Daniel 
Quillen in 1967 (:)l). Roughly speaking, these are categories equipped with three 
distinguished classes of morphisms called weak equivalences, cofibrations and fi-
brations. which allow us to do homotop~r theory. The triplet formed by these 
three classes is known as a model structure on the given category. Problabl~r the 
most well-known example of a model category is the categor:v of topological spaces 
Top, where the weak equivalences are given by weak homotopy equivalences of 
continuons functions (Details can be found in ( :) 1) ). 
In this work we deal with a particular class of model categories. called Abelian 
model categories. ln 2002. Mark Hove~· established criteria to construct Abelian 
model structures from two compatible and functorially complete cotorsion pairs, 
and viceversa ( T)). Roughl:v speaking, cotorsion pairs are given by two classes of 
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abjects in an Abelian category which are orthogonal to each other with respect to 
the lst extension functor Extà( -,- ). The theory of complete cotorsion pairs was 
first introduced by Luigi Salee in 1977 is his paper Cotorsion Theories for Abelian 
Groups ( .-J:)). This notion was rediscovered by Edgar E. Enochs in 2000 in the 
category of modules over a ring, turning out to be an important tool to prove the 
existence of a flat cover for every module. About 2008, James Gillespie started 
to develop several methods to induce cotorsion pairs in chain complexes over an 
Abelian category C, from a cotorsion pair in C satisf~·ing certain conditions (see 
(1.)), (:..! 7) and (:.!li)). We shall present proofs of the se results. based on Gillespie 
arguments, but sorne of them with slight modifications and remarks. 
2.1 Weak factorization systems and model structures 
\Ve shall give the formai definition of a model categor~· and present some exam-
ples. \Ve shall use the concept stated by Hove~· in (>Hi), which differs slightl~· to 
the one originall:v given by Quillen in ( 01 ). In orcier to understand better the 
notion of a model structure, we first present the concept of a weak factorization 
s~•stem. The purpose for doing so is to give the proof of Hovey's Correspond(:'nce 
in a more understandable way. 
Definition 2.1.1. Let X 1-t Y and H' ..!4 Z be two morphisms in a category 
C. \Ve shall sa:v that f has the left lifting propert~· with respect to g if for every 
equality 9ou =v of. there exists a map Y~ H' such that dof = u and god =v. 
One ma~· also say t hat 9 has the right lifting property with respect to f. 
The commutative square below is known as a lifting problem and d is callecl a 
solution or a diagonal filler. We write fm 9 if f has the left lifting property with 
respect to 9. 
y-------+ z 
v 
x _____!!:______. w 
!1 ,~ '1 9 
y-------+ z 
v 
Figure 2.1: Le ft lifting property. 
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If M is a class of morphisms of C, we shall say that f has the le ft lifting property 
with respect to M if it has the left lifting property with respect to every g E M. 
We shall denote by mM the class of all morphisms having the left lifting property 
with respect toM. Similarly, Mm shall denote the class of all morphisms having 
the right lifting property with respect to M. 
Definition 2.1.2. A weak factorization system on a category C is a pair (.C, R) 
formed b~r two classes of morphisms [ and R of C such that: 
(1) Lifting axiom: [ = mR and R = _cm_ 
(2) Factorization axiom: For every morphism X 1t Y in C. there exists 1 E [ and 
r E R su ch t hat the following triangle commutes: 
x f y 
"' " 
/ /\ z 
Figure 2.2: Factorization axiom. 
Condition (1) in the previous definition can be difficult to check in several cases. 
The notions of domain and codomain retracts provide an easier way to verif:v that 
a given pair of classes of morphisms in C form a weak factorization s!·stem. 
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Definition 2.1.3 . 
A map X ~ Z is a domain retract of 
Y ...!!.t Z if there exist maps X -4 Y 
and Y .!4 X such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
~ x f y g x 
~ lv~ 
z 
A map Z ~ X is a codomain retract 
of Z ...!!.t Y if there exist maps X -4 Y 
and Y .!4 X such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
z Y l v~ 
x y x 
~
Figure 2 .3: Domain and codomain retracts . 
A class M of maps in C is said to be: 
closed under domain retracts if ev- closed under codomain retracts if every 
ery domain retract of a map in M codomain retract of a map in M belongs 
belongs to M . to M . 
Theorem 2 .1.1 ( e (39 , vVeak factorization :vst ms. Theorem 2) ) t-----... 
A pair (.L, R ) of classes of maps in a category C is a weak factorization system 
if, and only if, the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) l rh 1· for every l E .L and t E R . 
( 2) The class .L is closed un der co domain retracts, and the class R un der domain 
ret rac.t s. 
(3) Every map X -4 Y admits a factorization f = T o l with l E .L and T E R . 
In orne cases factorization in a weak factorization sy tem are assumed to be 
functorial. 
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Definition 2.1.4. Given a category C, let Map(C) denote the category whose 
objects are t he morphisms of C, and whose maps (u, v) : (X ~Y) -+ (W !4 Z) 
are commutative squares 
x~w 
A functorial factorization is an ordered pair (F, G) offunctors Map (C) -+ Map(C) 
such that every morphism X ~Y of C can be written as f = G(f) o F(f). 
Definition 2.1.5. A functorial weak factorization system on a category C is a 
pair (.C , R ) formed by two classes of morphisms .C and R of C such that : 
(1) Lift ing axiom: .C = mn and R = .cm. 
(2) Factorizat ion axiom: C i equipped with a functorial factorization (L , R) uch 
t hat for every m01·phi rn X~ Y , L (f ) E .C and R(f ) E R . 
In most of the definitions appearing in the literature, factorizations do not need 
to be functorial. However , we shall ·work with the previous definition in order to 
establi h Hovey 's correspondence. 
Example 2.1.1. The following are example of weak factorization sy tem : 
(1) In Set: .C = Surj :={surj ective functions} and R = lnj :={injective functions}. 
(2) In Grp: .C = Epi: = {epimorphisms} and R =Mono:= {monomorphisms}. 
(3) In any category C: (Mor (C) , Iso(C)) and (Iso(C), Mor (C)) are weak fa tor-
ization systems, where Iso (C) is the ela s of isomorphisms. 
The three examples above are in fact factorization ystems. 
( 4) In Set , the ela se .C := Inj and R := Surj form a weak factorization yst em 
where factorizations of functions are not neces arily unique. This is mentioned 
in (7, Example 3.-1. ) . 
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Definition 2.1.6. Two classes of morphism { and R in a categor~' C form a 
factorization S?Stem ( L, R) if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(1) The classes l and R contain Iso(C) and are closed under compositions. 
(2) Unique factorizations: Ever~' map X -4 Y admits a factorization f = roi with 
1 E { and ,. E R such that this factorization is unique up to isomorphisms. 
That is. if f = r' o l' is another factorization with l' E l and r' E R, then 
there exists an isomorphism 'P such that the following diagram commutes: 
x 
Definition 2.1.7. Let X -4 Y be a morphism in a category C. 
If pullbacks exist in C. the diagonal If pushouts exist in C. the codiagonal 
of f is the only morphism b(f) : of f is the onl:v morphism b0 (f) 
X ----+ X x y X su ch t hat the diagram Y Ux Y ----+ Y su ch that the dia gram 
x __ f _ ____,y 
f 1 llJ 
Xx}·X-------->X Y----> 
7fJ 1 li 
x ___ ____, y 
f 
commutes. commutes. 
A class of maps M of C is said to be A class of maps M of C is said to be 
closed under diagonals if j E M =} closed under codiagonals if f E M =} 
b(J) E M. bo(J) E M. 
In a category C with pullbacks, a In a categor r C with pu houts , a 
weak factorization system (L , R ) on weak factorization ystem (L , R ) on 
C is a factorization ystem if, and C is a factorization system if, and 
only if, the class R i clo ed under only if, the class L is clo ed under 
diagonal . codiagonals. 
D efinit ion 2.1.8 . Let X~ Y and Till -4 Z be morphi m. in a category C. 
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If pullbacks exist in C, t he ba e change If pushouts exist in C, the obase 
of g along a. ma.p Y ~ Z i the m a.p change of f along a. map X ~ Hl is 
Y x z W ----* Y in the pullba.ck square th ma.p Hl -4 Y Ux Hl in the pu hout 
Y x z Hl ------+ Til/ 
1 lg 
y -----> z 
v 
qua.re 
u X----> Til/ 
Il 1 
Y -----+ Y Ux Till 
A class of maps M of C i sa.id to be A cla.s of ma.p M of C is sa.id to 
closed under base change if t he ba e be closed under coba. e change if the 
change of each ma.p in M belongs to coba. e change of ea.ch ma.p in M be-
M . long to M. 
D efinit ion 2.1.9. vVe sha.ll a.y tha.t a. cla.ss of ma.p M in a. ca.tegory C is 
closed under retra.cts if the following impli a.tion i true: f i a. retra.ct of g in 
t he ca.tegory Ma.p(C) and gE M ===? fE M . 
The following result gives som closure propert ies of the classes M rh and rh M. 
The details ca.n be found in (39. Wea.l< Fa.ctorization Sy t m , Lemma. 2) . 
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r{ Proposition 2.1.3 jr-------------------------. 
Let M be a class of morphisms in a category C. 
If C has products and pullbacks (i.e. If C has coproducts and pushouts (i. e. 
C is complete) , then M m contains C is cocomplete) , then mM contains 
t he isomorphisms and is closed un- the isomorphisms and is closed under 
der composition , retractions, prod- composition, retractions, coproducts 
ucts and base changes. and cobase changes. 
r{ Lemma 2.1.4 1 ----------------------------
Suppose C is an Abelian category with f : X ---+ Y manie and g : Till ---+ Z pic. 
If Extà(CoKer(f) , K r (g)) = 0 t h nf rh g. 
IProof l. 
Suppose we are given a commutative diagram 
f X '-----> Y _ c__., CoK r (f) 
j ~ J~ 
Ker (g) '----. Hl _ ______., Z 
k g 
\M want to find a diagonal filler d : Y ---+ Ttl ·uch that d o f = a and g o d = (3 . 
VI e have t he following commutat iv grid (Corollary 1. 5. 1): 
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0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 l ~ 
0--- Hom(CoKer(f), Ker(g))- Hom(Y, Ker(g))- Hom(X, Ker(g))- Ext 1(Co 
1 1 1 
0-----. Hom(CoKer(f), W) Hom(Y, W) Hom(X, W) fJ Ext 1 ( CoKer(f), W) -- · · · 
l l ! ~ 
0--- Hom(CoKer(f), Z) Hom(Y,Z) Hom(X, Z) Ext1(CoKer(f), Z)------- · · · 
~ 1 1 1 0 
, Ker(g))-- Ext1(Y, Ker(g))-- Ext1(X, Ker(g))- Ext2(CoKer(J), Ker(g))- · · · 
! ! ! 
We begin with a E Homc(X, W). We have a commutative diagram 
a c5(a) 
I I 
f3~goa=f3of~O 
Since the map Extà(CoKer(f), W) --+ Extà(CoKer(f), Z) is monic, we have c5(a) = 
O. Then h:v exactness there exists a map <fJ : Y --+ W such that a = d0 o f. Con-
sider the map /3-go~: Y--+ Z. Then f3-god0 t---+ f3of-god0of = f3of-goa = 0, 
and so by exactness there exists a map l: CoKer(J)--+ Z such that f3-god0 =loc. 
Since Homc(CoKer(f), W) --+ Homc(CoKer(J), Z) is epie, there exists a map 
l': CoKer(f) --+ W such that l =go l'. Set d := d0 +l'oc: Y--+ W, we have: 
do f = ~ o f + l'oc of = a+ 0 = a, 
g o d = g o ~ + g o l' o c = g o ~ + l o c = g o ~ + f3 - g o d0 = f3. 
Hence, f rn g. 0 
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We introduce the following notation for a weak factorization system (L , R ): 
Ker (R ) := {Ker(T) : 7· E R } and CoKer(L ) := {CoKer (l) : l E L}. 
Lemma 2 .1.5 1------------------------------
Let C be an Abelian category equipped with a weak factorization system (L , R ) 
such that L Ç Mono(C) and R Ç Epi (C). The following condition are equiv-
alent: 
(1) lis monic and CoKer(l) E CoKer(L ) ~ lE L. 
(2) T is epie and Ker (T) E Ker (R ) ~ r E R . 
(3) Extà(A, X) = 0 for every A E CoKer (L ) and X E Ker (R ). 
IProof l. 
Vve only prove ( 1) -<==> ( 3) , sin ce ( 2) -<==> ( 3) is dual. 
(1) ~ (3) : Let A E CoKer (L ) and X E Ker (R ). Consider a repre ·entative 
0 -r X -r Y -r A -r 0 of a class in Extà(A, X ). vVe show this equence splits . 
On the on hand, by (1) , f : X --7 Y i · in L . On the other hand, th re exists 
7· E R ·uch t hat X = Ker('r ). Sine 7· is pic, ,-,.,, have a short exact equence 
0 --7 X --7 Till ~ Z --7 O. It i not hard to see that X is the pullback of the maps 
0 --7 Z and T . \t\ e have a pullback square 
So X --7 0 is the ba e change of r along 0 --7 Z. By Propo ition 2. 1.3, we have 
(X --7 0) E R . It follow w have a commutative square 
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So t here i a map d : Y --+ X such t hat d o f = id x , i. e. the short exact sequence 
0 --+ X --+ Y --+ A --+ 0 splits. 
(1) <== (3) : Let f be a manie map such that CoKer(f) E CoKer (.C) . Let 1· E R . 
Then r is epie by hypothesis, vvith Ker (r ) E Ker (R ). Since Ext~ (CoKer ( l ), Ker (r )) 
is 0 by (3) , we have l rh T by Lemma 2. 1.4. Since l rh r for every r E R , we have 
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D efinition 2.1.10. Let C be a category and Caf , F ib and W eak be three classes 
of morphisms called cofibrations ( <-7 ), fibrations ( --t) ), and weak equivalences 
( ~ ), respectively. \Ne also call Ca1nWeak the class of trivial or acyclic cofibrat ions 
and F ib n W eak the ela. s of trivial or acyclic fibrations . The tr iple (Caf , F ib, W eak ) 
is saicl o be a madel structure on C if the following condit ions are sat isfied: 
(1) 3 x 2 axiom L Let f and 9 be two morphisms such t hat the composition 9 o f 
makes sense. If two out of three of the m01·phi ms j , 9 and 9 o f are weak 
equival nees, then so is the third. 
x~z 
rv rv 
Figure 2.4: One of the possible cases of the 3 x 2 a.xiom. 
1. Better known as the two-out-of-three axiom in the literature (for instance (36)) . We prefer 
to call this a.xiom as A. Joyal does in (39 , :'llo lel categories) : " This is like getting three apples 
f aT the pTice of two in a food store". 
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(2) (Caf n W eak, Fib) and (Caf , Fib n W eak) are weak factorization y tem ·. 
Definition 2.1.11. A model category is a bicomplete 2 category equipped with a 
model structure. 
The original definition given by Daniel Quillen in (51) only requires finite limits 
and colimi ts to exist, and it also drops the adjective functorial in the factorization 
axiom. At a fir t glanee, the difference between fini te and infinite (co )limits is not 
very important. The examples considered in this work correspond to bicomplete 
categories. However , we stress the functoriality in the factorization axiom, since 
this is a key thing to establish Hovey 's Corresponclence. 
Some reference , for example (36) add a t hird axiom in the previous definit ion , 
known as t he retract axiom, which states t hat t he classes Caf , F 1b , and W eak 
are closed uncler retracts. However , this condit ion is true for Caf and Fib since 
(Caf , Fib n W eak) and (Caf n W eak , Fib) are weak factorization systems. The fact 
that W eak is closed uncler retracts is a result known a Tierney 's Lemma (due to 
Myle Tierney), and th reader can ch ck the details in (39. :dodel categorie . 
Lemma 1). 
Proposition 2.1.6 r----------------------------._ 
Let C be a bicomplete category equipped with a model ·tructure (Caf , Fib, W eak)· 
A morphism X -4 Y is a weak equivalenc if, and only if it is t he composit ion 
of a trivial cofibration follmved by a trivial fibration. 
1 Proof l. 
Suppose f is a weak equivalence. By th factorization axiom, f can be factored 
2. A category C i. 1 .,.,mplete if it is complete and cocomplete. 
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as f = r o 1 where 1 is a trivial cofibration and,. is a fibration. By the 3x2 axiom, 
we have r is a trivial fibration. Conversely, if .f is the composition of a trivial 
cofibration followed by a trivial fibration, then .f is a weak equivalence by the 
3x2 axiom. D 
Remark 2.1.1. Note that in a model category C, any of the two classes C,1 and 
Fil, is determined by the remaining two. For example. C,1 = rh(F;1, n Weak). 
Example 2.1.2. We give some classical examples of model categories. 
(1) Every bicomplete category is equipped with a model structure. Namely. 
Weak := lso(C) and C,f = Fib := Mor(C). 
(2) If C is equipped with a model structure. then so is C0 P. The cofibrations. 
fibrations and weak equivalences of cop are the fibrations. cofihrations and 
weak equivalences of C, respectivel~'· 
(3) Two model structures on Top: Let I be the unit interval I = [0, 1] and P = 
[0, 1] x· · ·x [0, 1] ( n times). For n = 0, ! 0 is a point. Recall that two continuons 
functions f, g : X ---+ Y between topological spaces are said to be homotopie 
( denoted f "' g) if there exists a continuons function H : X xI ---+ Y such that 
H(x. 0) = .f(:r) and H(:r. 1) = g(x). for every xE X. It is not hard to see that 
"'defines an equivalence relation. Let ar denote the boundar~' of In. Fix a 
point :r in a topological space X. By a continuons map f: (In. ar)---+ (X, x) 
we mean f(s) =x for ever~' sE ar. The nth homotopy group of X at .ris 
defined by 
7Tn(X,.r) := {!: (r,ar)---+ (X.x): fis continuons}/"'. 
Ever:v continuons function X ..!4 Y indures a group homomorphism 
(x ) r.,(g,x) (Y ( )) 7T n • X --'-"-7 7T n ' g X 
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given by f ~ go j , for every x E X. A morphism g in Top is called a 
weak homotopy equivalence if Irn(g , ::r) is a group isomorphism for every n ~ 0 
and every x E X (Note 1r0 (X) is t he set of connected components of X). The 
category Top is equipped with the following model structure: 
• The weak equivalences are given by the weak homotopy equivalences. 
• The class of fibrations is formed by the Serre fibrations, i. e. maps which 
have the right lifting property with respect to inclusions of t he form 
n n ~ n n x I that include t he n-disk Dn as n n x {0}. 
• The class of cofibrations is given by retract of relative CW complexes. 
This model structure is known as the Quillen model structure or q-model 
st ructure on Top. Details can be found in (36, Section 2.4) or in (51, Chapt.er 
II , Section 3) . 
There is another model structure on Top, known as the Hurewicz model structure 
or Str~m model structure (see (55) for details) : 
• \i\feak equivalences are given by the homotopy equivalences. Reca.ll t ha.t 
a. cont inuous function f : X ---+ Y is sa.id to be a. homotopy equivalence 
if t here exists a. cont inuous function g : Y ---+ X such t ha.t g o f rv idx 
and f 0 g rv idy . 
• Fibrations are given by the Hurewicz fibrations, i. e. cont inuous ma.ps 
which have the r ight lifting property with respect to all inclusions of the 
form A ~ A x I for any space A . 
• The class of cofibrations is the cla.ss of continuous functions ha.ving the 
left lift ing property with respect to Hurewicz fibrations which are also 
homotopy equivalences. 
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2. 2 Cotorsion pairs 
Throughout this section, C shall denote an Abelian category. 
Definition 2.2.1. Let A be a class of abjects in an Abelian category C with 
enough projective or inject ive abjects. The classes 
j_ A:= {XE Ob(C) : Ext2(X, A) = 0, for every A E A} , and 
A l_ :={Y E Ob(C) : Ext2(A, Y ) = 0, for every A E A} 
are known as the left and right orthogonal classes of A, re pectively. Two classes 
A , B Ç Ob(C) form a cotorsion pair (A , B) if A = l_ B and B = Al_ . 
The main purpo e of this sect ion is to prove Eklof and Trlijaf 's Theorem. It 
states that from very et of modules one can construct a complete cotorsion 
pair. The author does not know a reference to find a proof of this result for any 
Grot hendieck category. Vle hall give a proof in this categorical et t ing, based 
on some argum nt a pp aring in (21 ). One of t he results we need to prove this 
theorem is called Eklof's Lemma, which i prov n in (21 ) for th category of 
modules. 
Example 2.2.1. 
(1) If P0 (C) and I 0 (C) denote t he classes of proj ective and injectiv abj ects in 
C, respectively then (P0 (C), Ob(C)) and (Ob(C), I 0 (C)) are cotor ion pairs, 
(2) Consicler the clas F 0 of fiat left R-moclules. Vve shall see later t hat (F 0 , (F0 )l_ ) 
is a cotorsion pair , known as t he Enochs cot orsion pair. 
(3) For every class S of abjects of C, it is not hard to see t hat Sj_ = (l_ (Sl_ )) l_ and 
l_S = j_ ((j_S )j_ ). It follows (l_ (Sl_) ,Sl_ ) and (j_ S , (j_S )j_ ) are cotor ion pairs 
in C (see (21 , Page 152)) . 
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Remark 2.2.1. Let (A , B) be a cotorsion pair in C: 
(1) The classes A and B are closed under extensions. For if A' '---7 A --* A" 
is a short exact sequence with A.' , A" E A and B E B, then after deriving 
Home (- , B ) we obtain a long exact sequence of groups 
0 0 
· · ·--+ ~--+ Extà(A, B) --+ ~--+ · · · 
It follows Ext1(A, B ) = 0 for every B E B . Similarly, B is also closed under 
extensions. 
(2) Note that A contains the class of proj ective obj ect . Since A is closed under 
extensions by t he remark above, we have A is resolving if, and only if, A is 
closed under ta.king kernels of epimorphisms. Simila.rly, B is coresolving if, 
and only if, B is closed under t a.king cokernels of monomorphisms. 
( 3) The ela ses A and B are closed un der retractions. For if A' is a. retract of 
7" p A E A , then we have a. sequence A' --+ A -+ A' such t ha.t p o r = idA'. 
Consider the cont ravariant functor Extà( - , B ) wit h B E B. \Ne geta. sequence 
l 1 Extb (p,B) l Extb (T, B) l 1 . Extc (A , B ) ~ Extc(A, B ) ~ Extc(A , B ) such that ldExtb(A' ,B) = 
Ext~( r- , B ) o Ext~(p , B ), i. e. Ext~ (A' , B ) is a. retra.ct of Ext~ (A , B ). Since 
Ext~ (A , B ) = 0, it fo llows Ext~ (A' , B ) =O. 
( 4) The classes A and B are closed un der direct summa.nds. This follows by ( 3) , 
since if A' is a direct summand of A , th n A' is a retract of A. 
If we are given a. cotorsion pair (A , B), it is not necessa.rily true tha.t Ext~(A. , B) = 
0 for every A E A , B E B, and i > 1. There is a special type of cotorsion pairs 
-v hose left and right classes are orthogonal wit h re:pect to every Ext~( - , - ). 
D efinition 2.2.2. A cotor ion pair (A , B) in an Abelian ca.tegory C is sa.id to be 
heredit ary if A is a. resolving 3 ela s. 
3. See Definition 1. .2. 
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Proposition 2.2 .1 r-------------------------._ 
Let (A , B) be a cotorsion pair in an Abelian category C. Con id r the following 
condition : 
(1) A i re olving. 
(2) B i core olving. 
(3) Ext~(A , B ) = 0 for everv A E A and B E B, and i > 1. 
If C has enough projective object , If C has enough inje t i v obj cts, then 
then (1) and (3) are equivalent. (2) and (3) are equivalent. 
lProof j. 
We only prove the case where C has enough projective obje t . Notice that a 
cotorsion pair (A , B) i her ditary if, and only if, A is clo ed under taking kernels 
of epimorphism . Let A E A and B E B and suppo e (1). Tak a hort exact 
sequence }( '---+ P - A. wit h P proj ective. Then we have a long exact equence 
... ---+ Exti- 1(}( B ) ---+ Exti(A B ) ---+ Exti(P , B ) ---+ · · ·. 'VI u ·e induction on i . 
Since A i re olving, we have J( E A and o Ext1 (K, B ) =O. On the other hanc! , 
Ext 2 (P , B ) = O. It follmvs Ext2 (A B ) = O. If th re ul t is true for i- 1, then 
. 1 . . 
Exe- (K, B ) = O. Also, Ext,l( P , B ) = O. H nee Exe(A, B ) = O. The converse 
(3) ===} (1) follow. imilarly. D 
Throughout thi thesi , we hall only work with hereditary cotor ion pair . All of 
t he exampl of cot.orsion pair w have given o far are hereclitary and so will b 
those introclucecl in the next chapters . 'VI e present an exampl f a cotor ion 1 air 
which i not h r ditary. 
Example 2.2 .2. Let R be an integral domain and let Q deno te t he field of 
quotients of R. A left R-moclul ]\If i said to be a Matli cotor ion module if 
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Extk(Q, M) =O. The class MC of Matlis cotorsion modules is t he right half of a 
cotorsion pair (--1-(MC) , MC) which is not hereditary. Details about this pair can 
be found in (4- , Example 1. 20). 
For the rest of this section, we fo cus our attention in the st 1dy of a pecial type of 
cotorsion pairs, called complete cotorsion pairs. Their importance resides in the 
fact that it is possible to obtain certain pre-covers and pre-envelopes from t hem. 
Moreover , if t he left class A of a. complete cotorsion pair (A , B) in a.n Abelian 
ca.tegory C is closed under direct limits, then it is possible to construct A-covers 
for every object in C. These cotorsion pairs from which it is possible to obtain 
A-covers are ca.lled perfect . vVe hall recall this notion in Cha.pter 3. 
D efinition 2.2.3. Let (A , B) be a. cotorsion pair in an Abelian ca.tegory C (with 
enough projective or inj ective objects). 
Vve say that (A , B) is l ft complete if V/e say that (A , B) is right complete if 
for every object X E Ob(C) there is for ever:v object X E Ob(C) there i 
a. short exact sequence B "---+ A --* X a. short exact sequence X "---+ B ---+> A 
wi th A E A and B E B. wi th A E A and B E B. 
We say (A , B) is functorially left We say (A , B) is functorially right 
complete if t here exists a. functor F : complete if there exists a functor G : 
C -+ C along with a. na.tura.l epimor- C -+ C along with a na.tural monomor-
phism F -+ ide uch tha.t F (X) E A phism ide -+ G such that G(X) E B 
and Ker(F (X) - X ) E B for every and CoKer (X "---+ G(X)) E A for ever:v 
object X E Ob(C). object X E Ob(C). 
A pair (A , B) i ( functorially) complete if it is both (functorially) left and right 
complete. 
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Proposition 2.2.2 (Sale 's Lemma) r-----------------....._ 
(1) [Original Salce's Lemma] A cotorsion pair (A , B) in an Abelian category C 
wi h enough proj ective and inj ective abj ects is left complete if; and only if, 
it is right complete. 
(2) [An extension of Salce's Lemma] Let (A , B) be a left complete and (A' , B' ) 
be a right complete cotorsion pair in an Abelian category C. If A Ç A' , 
then the two cotorsion pairs are complete. 
(3) [Functorial Sal ·e's L mma] Let (A, B) be a cotorsion pair in C. 
If (A , B) is functorially left corn- If (A , B ) is functorially right com-
plete and C has functorially enough plete and C has functorially enough 
inj ective abjects , then (A , B) is projective abjects, then (A, B) is 
functori ally complete. functorially complet e. 
IProof l. 
(2) \11/e prove (A , B) is right complete. Let X E Ob(C). Since (A' , B' ) is right 
omplete, there exists a hor t exact sequence X Y B' - A' where B' E B' 
and A' E A' . Since A ç A' , we have B' = (A' )..L ç (A)..L = B, and so B' E B. 
Since (A, B) is left omplete, we have a short exact equence B Y A - A' 
wit h A E A and B E B. Taking the pullback of B' - A' and A - A' , we get 
a commutative diagram 
B ====== B 
I I 
x (___ _ __, B' X A' A A 
Il l l 
X '-------> B' -----» A' 
Since B , B' E B and B is closed under extension , we have B' x 11 , A E B. 
Bence (A, B) is complete. 
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Note that ( 1) follows from the inclusion Po ( C) Ç A , and from the fact that 
(P 0 (C), Ob(C)) and (Ob(C), I 0 (C)) are left and right complete, re pectively, if 
C has enough projective and inj ective abjects. 
(3) We only prove t he left statement , by showing the above pullback diagram is 
functorial if (A , 13) is functorially left complete and if there exists a functor 
I : C --+ C along wit h a natural monomorphism ide --+ I such that I (X ) 
injective for every X E Ob(C). As above , we have a commutative diagram: 
B ex Bex 
x .Jx 
f qx f 
I (X ) X ex F (Cx) F (Cx) l" l (X ) !~x 
I (X) Px Cx ~x x 
We construct a functor C ~ C as follows: 
• Set G(X) := I (X) X ex F (Cx) for each XE Ob(C). Note I (X) E 13 since 
13 contains the class of injective obj ect . Then I (X) x ex F (Cx) E 13 . 
• Consider a morphism X -4 Y. '0/e have a pullback diagram 
y )Y I (Y) X e v F (Cv) 
qy 
F (Cv ) l " l(YJ l ~y 
I (Y ) py Cv ~y 
y 
lj Since I (X) is inj ective, there is a morphi. rn I (X ) --=+ I (Y ) such that 
l 1 o ix = iy o f. By the universal property of cokernels, there exist a 
unique morphism Cx 4 Gy such t hat r-1opx = pyol1. Since cp : F --+ ide 
is a natural transformation, we have 
epy o F(r-1) o qx = r-1 o cp x o qx = TJ o Px o nr(x ) = py o z1 o 1ïr (X ) · 
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Then there exists a unique map I(X) X ex F(Cx) (iÇ) !(Y) Xcy F(Cy) 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
P(rf) o 
----- Ç..y-
!(X) X ex F(Cx) 
> qy 
!(Y) xcy F(Cy) -----. F(Cy) 
7r /(\') j j 'P>' 
I (Y) ___ _______, C}-· py 
Consider G(f) ojx.jy of: X-+ I(Y) Xcy F(Cd. We have 
q}· o G(f) o )x = F(r1) o qx o )x = F(r1) o 0 =O. 
1fJ(Y) o G(f) o )x = L1 o 1fJ(X) o )x= l1 o ix= iy of. 
qy o jy o f = 0 o J = O. 
7r I(Y) 0 j}· 0 j = iJ o j. 
We also have G(f) o )x = j}· of since the following diagram commutes. 
Q}" 
F(Cd 
~ j epy 0 
../' 
p}· C}· 
Summarizing. we have the following commutative rl.iagram wit h exact 
rows: 
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-----.a 0 -------+ 
x G(X) 0 F(Cx) Il~_ 1~ 1~ 
Il } j G(Y) F(Cy) 1 
----------1 0 0-------. 
0-------. X- _____,!(X) Cx -------> 0 
~ ~ ~ 
0 --------> y J(Y) C}· ------+0 
It is clear that G(idx) =id(;()()· The equality G(g o J) = G(g) o G(f) can be 
proven by using the universal property of pullbacks and the fact that F and 
I are functors. D 
Example 2.2.3. \Ve know that for evf'r:v lf'ft R-rnodule A! there f'xists a projectivE" 
modul<> /'along with an t>pimorphism r ____, Af. with r functorial in Af. Dually. 
JI.! cau be (functoriall~') embedded into an injective morlulf' /. B~' thf' Salce's 
Lemma. (P11 .R Mod) and (RMod, I 0 ) arf' (functoriall~') complf'te cotorsion pairs. 
Definition 2.2.4. Lf't C bf' an Abelian catf'gory. 
An F-pre-cowr F --+ X is said to A Q-pre-envelope X --+ G is saicl to be 
be special if il is t>pi and Ker(!) E special if it is monic and CoKt>r(f) E 
.l F. Tlw class F is a special pre- 91.. The class Q is a spt>cial prt>-
covering class if ever~' object has aspe- enveloping class if every object bas a 
cial F-pn'-covering. special Q-pre-envelope. 
:"Jote that we can rewrite Sake's Lemma using the previous definition. Specificall~': 
if (A. B) is a cotorsion pair in an Abelian categor~' C with enough projective and 
injective objects, then A is a special pre-covering class if. and only if. B is special 
pre-enveloping. 
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Definition 2.2.5. A cotorsion pair (A. B) in an Abelian categor:v C (with enough 
projective or injective objects) is said to be cogenerated b:v a set of objetcs S Ç A 
if B = S.1. 
The method used b:v Enochs to prove the existence of flat covers of morl.ules was 
to give a set of generators for the cotorsion pair (F0 • (.F;J).l ). In this thesis we shall 
construct cotorsion pairs and sometimes we shall need to prove they are complete. 
Here is the importance of Eklof and Trlifaj's Theorem. As we stated before, 
we shall give a proof of this result for an :v Grothendieck categor:v wit h enough 
projective objects. The first step is to show a result known as Eklof's Lemma. 
The proof we are giving is based on the arguments appearing in ( :21 ) and ( :)[ ) for 
the categor:v of left R-modules. l\Iost of t hese arguments carr~· over perfectl_v to 
any Abelian categor_v, but at some points we need to impose extra conditions on 
the given categor~·. in orcier to translate these arguments from modules to objects. 
Definition 2.2.6. A transfinite composition in a cocomplete Abelian category 
C 4 is a morphism of the form f : F0 --t CoLimn<>.(Fn)· where F: [À] --tC is a 
colimit preserving functor and À is an ordinal 5 . The morphism f is also known as 
tlw transfinite composition of the morphisrns Fn --t Fn+I for ever_v n + 1 < À. If 
in addition. ali the morphisms Fn --t Fn+I are monic with cokernel in some class 
S. the Fr.J ~ CoLimo<>.(Fa) is called a transfinite extension of F0 b~· S. If F0 ES 
as weiL the colimit CoLima<.x(Fn) is called a transfinite extension of S. 
4. For example. ever~· Grothendieck category admits colimits. 
5. Every ordinal number À can be considered as a category [À]. where the objects are g;iven 
by the ordinals o S: À, and the relation o S: o' is the only morphism from o to o'. In [À]. every 
limit ordinal ;3 <À is the colimit of the family (o E Ob([À]): o < rJ). 
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Example 2 .2.4. A transfini te composit ion of a family of modules (Mo : a < À) 
is called a cont inuous chain of M = Uo<>- M0 indexed by À. To be clear , M can be 
writ ten as !l;f = Uo<>. .!Vf0 , where !lifa Ç Ma' whenever a ::::; a' , and M13 = Ua</3 M0 
for every limi t ordinal j3 . 
Let X and Y be two objects of a cocomplete Abelian category C, and suppose 
X = CoLimo<>. (X 0 ) , where (X0 : a < À) is a transfinite extension of j_ {Y}. 
Then X E j_ {Y} . 
IProof l. 
We u e transfinite induction on a < À. 
(i) Ini tial case: Immediate from t he definit ion of tran finite extensions. 
(ii) Sucee sor ca e: Suppo e a < À is not a limit ordinal and that Ext~(Xa, Y ) = 
O. 'vVe want to how Ext2(Xo+l > Y ) =O. Since X a --7 Xa+l is monic with cok-
ernel X a+l( X:a in j_ {Y}, we have an exact sequence X a Y Xa+l - X a+d X a, 
wher th two ends are in j_ {Y}. Since j_ {Y} is clos cl und r xten ions, we 
have Xo+l E j_ {Y}. 
(iii ) Limit ordinal case: Suppose j3 < À is a limi t ordinal and that Ext~(X0 , Y ) = 0 
for every non limit or linal a < /3 . V.Je show tha t Ext~(X13, Y ) = 0, i. e. that 
every short exact equence Y ~ Z .!, X 13 spli ts, where X 13 = CoLima</3(X 0 ) . 
Let a < j3 and take the pullback of xg : X a --7 X 13 and 9 : Z --7 X 13 in orcier 
to get the follov. ing ommutat ive diagram wit h exact row : 
f a 
Y'------. Z X x 8 X a 
9a 
------» X o. 
f 1 Po 9 z 
1 xg 
____ ...., x /3 Il y '---------> 
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Since Extb(X0 , Y) = 0, there exists a section S0 : X 0 -t Z Xxe Xa of g0 , i.e. 
g0 o S 0 = idza. Our goal is to construct a section of g by using the family 
(sa)a<J3 and the universal property of colimits. For every pair of non limit 
ordinals '"Y :::; a, we have a diagram 
z 
where the inner triangle is a cocone. However, it is not necessarily true that 
the outer triangle is a cocone. The idea is to construct section maps s0 : 
Xa -t z Xx{J Xa such that Po 0 Sa 0 x; = p"r 0 s'}. We say that Sa and Sa' are 
compatible if the previous equality holds. Suppose we have construct a family 
of compatible sections s"~ : X"~ -t Z x Xe X"~ with '"Y :::; a a non limit ordinal. 
We construct sa+l : Xa+l -t Z Xxe Xa+1 compatible with every s"~. 
By the universal property of pullbacks, for every '"Y :::; a there is a unique mor-
phism l~ : z Xx{J x'} -t z Xx{J Xa such that the following diagram commutes: 
...r-Q 
r o g. 
ZxxeX"~ r 
:J.t /Q 
r 
) 9o 
Z Xxe Xa X a 
-o 
Pa j Jx~ )-
z Xe g 
We have a section t : Xa+l -t Z Xxe Xa+1 of 9o+I since Extà(Xo+J, Y) = 0 
(note a+ 1 < j3 since a < j3 and j3 is a limit ordinal). Consider the morphism 
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[~+ 1 osa-toX~+l: Xa-+ ZxxilXa+l· Wehavega+ 1 o(t~+ 1 osa-toX~+ 1 ) = 
xa+l 0 g 0 s - xa+l = xa+l - xa+l = 0 a a a a a a . 
There exists a unique morphism r : Xa -+Y such that [~+losa- t o x~+l = 
fa+l or, since fa+l is the kernel of 9a+l· On the other hand, the function 
Hom(Xa+l' Y) -+ Hom(Xa, Y) is onto since Ext 1 (Xa+d X a, Y) = 0, so there 
exists a morphism r' : Xa+l -+ Y such that r = r' o x~+I. Set sa+! := 
fa+l or' + t. We have: 
s 0 xa+l = r 0 r' 0 xa+l + t 0 xa+l = r 0 r + t 0 xa+l a+l a Ja+l a a Ja+l a 
= ta+l 0 s - t 0 xa+l + t 0 xa+l = za+l 0 s a a a a a a· 
For every 1 :s; o, we can write x;+l = x~+ 1 o x;. We have: 
= Pa 0 Sa 0 x~ = pl 0 SI. 
So we have constructed sa+l compatible with every s1 with 1 :s; o. Hence the 
family (p1 o s1 : X 1 -+ Z) defines a cocone of vertex Z. So by the universal 
property of the colimit X!3 = CoLima<f3, there exists a unique morphism 
Sf3 : X!3-+ Z such that the following diagram commutes: 
-o 
.J-
o 
z 
Moreover, (g 0 Sf3) 0 x~ = g 0 pl 0 SI = x~ 0 gl 0 SI = x~. Applying the 
universal property of X 13 again, we conclude that g o Sf3 = idxil since the 
following diagram commutes: 
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x a: 
X r "( X a: 
~4 
0 
Lemma 2.2.4 ( ee (2L Lemma 7.3 .1)) 1---------------._ 
Given a set S, t here exists a limit ordinal À such that if (as)s ES is a family of 
ordinals su ch that as < À for all s E S, th en there exists an ordinal X < À su ch 
that as ::::; X for all s E S. 
Corollary 2.2.5 1----------------------..... 
(1) [See (21 . Corollarv 7.3.2)] If S and À are a in the lemma above and if 
(YO')a<.:~ i a family of subsets of a set Y such that Ya Ç YO'' when a ::::; a' < À 
and such t ha.t Y = UO'<À Ya: , then for any function f : S ~ Y there i an 
a< À such tha.t f (S) Ç Ya. 
(2) [Ca.tegorical version of (21. Corollary 7.3.2)] Let X b an obj ct of a. 
Grothendieck category C. If S := Card(X) and À are as in th 1 mma 
above, and if Y = CoLima<ÀYO' , wh re the family of obj ect (Ya:)a<À is a 
t ran. finite composition, then for any morphism h : X -t Y there i an 
a < À such t hat h(X) is a ubobject of Ya· 
In or der to give a. pro of for (2) , we need to reca.ll t he notion of locall:v presentable 
categories . 
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Definition 2.2.7 (see (1. Od-iuitiou l.lï'J). Let À be a regular cardinal, i.e. À is 
infinite and cannat be expressed as À = Li<n Ài where Ài < À and o < À. 
(1) A partiall:v orden•d set is called À-directed provided that ever:v subset of car-
dinality smaller than À has an upper bound. 
(2) A diagram F : L: ----+ C such that Ob(L:) is a À-directed poset is callerl a 
À-rlirected rliagram. 
(3) A colimit of a À-rlirected rliagram is called À-directed. 
( 4) An abject K of a categor~r is called À-presentable provided that its hom functor 
Homc(K.-) preserves À-directed colimits. An object is called presentable if 
it is À-presentable for some À. 
( 5) A category is called local! y À-presenta ble provided t hat it is cocomplete. and 
has a set A of À-presentable abjects such that ever:v abject if a À-directed 
colimit of abjects of from A. 
Example 2.2.5. Ever~' Grothendieck categor:v C is locall:v presentable. Moreover. 
ever~· object of C is presentable. 
Example 2.2.6. 
(1) The suc:cessor of of any infinite cardinal, such as N1 (successor of N0 ), is a 
regular cardinal. 
(2) In the proof of the previous lemma. the ordinal À is defined as the least 
ordinal such that Card(À) = N/l+l· where Carrl(S) :::; N13 • So Card(À) is a 
regular cardinal. 
1 Proof of Corollary 2.2.5 (2) 1· 
First, C is locall:v 1-presentable. for some regular cardinal,. Note that the ordinal 
À in the previous lemma can be taken su ch t hat Card( À) 2: 1- Sin ce ever:v abject 
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in C is 1-presentable, in part icular we have that Homc(X , - ) preserves 1-directed 
colimits. On t he other hand, Card(>.) 2: 1 implies that Homc(X, - ) preserves 
colimits indexed by {a : a < >.}. This condi tion means that every morphism 
X --+Y = CoLima:< >. Ya: factors through some a. Therefore, the result follows. D 
Theorem 2 .2.6 (Eklof and 'Il'lifaj 's T heorem) f---------------. 
Let (A , B) be a cotorsion pair in a Grot hendieck category with (functorially) 
enough projective abject s. If (A , B) is cogen rated by a set S Ç A , t hen (A , B) 
is ( functorially) right om pl ete. 
IProof l. 
First, notice t hat (A , B) is cog n rat d by a single object, namely th dir ct mn 
A = EB{ S : SE S} . Since C has enough proj ective abjects, there is a short exact 
sequence K '--+ P -n A , where P is a projective object . For X E Ob(C), -v e have 
a short exact sequence J((Hom(K ,X )) '--+ p (Hom(K ,X )) -n A (Hom(J<,X )), since the direct 
sum of . hort exact . equences is exact . By t he universal property of biproducts , 
there is a unique morphism J( (Hom(I<,X)) ~ X such tha.t t he t riangle 
}( _!:_!__.. J(CHom(K ,X )) 
~.;. ::! ! go 
x 
commute for every f E Hom(K , X ). Taking the pushout of the maps g0 and 
J( (Hom(K ,X )) --+ p (Hom(J<,X )) we get the following diagram with xact rows: 
1 1 0  
J { ( H o m ( K , X ) )  ' - - - - - - - - - - - >  p ( H o m ( K X ) )  - - »  A ( H o m ( K X ) )  
9 0
1  1  I l  
x  x l  A ( H o m ( K , X ) )  
S e t t i n g  X
0  
= X ,  w e  h a v e  X J / X
0  
~ A ( H o m ( K . X J J .  L e t  D  d e n o t e  t h e  d a s s  o f  d i r e c t  
s u m s  o f  c o p i e s  o f  A .  U s i n g  t r a n s f i n i t e  i n d u c t i o n ,  o n e  c a n  c o m p u t e  a  t r a n s f i n i t e  
e x t e n s i o n  o f  X  b : v  D .  W e  h a v e  alread~· c o n s t r u c t e d  X
0  
a n d  X
1
.  A s s u m i n g  X a :  i s  
c o u s t r u c t e d ,  X a + l  i s  g i v e n  b : v  t h e  p u s h o u t  d i a g r a m  
J ( ( H o m ( K , X
0
) )  ' - - - - - - - - - - - >  p ( H o m ( K , X . - . ) ) - - »  A ( H o r n ( K , X o ) )  
g O :  1  1  I l  
X
0  
X a + l  A ( l l o m ( K , X o ) )  
S o  X a + l /  X  a :  E  D .  I f  ( J  i s  a  l i m i t  o r d i n a l  a n d  X a  i s  c o n s t r u c t e d  f o r  e v e r y  a  <  / 3 ,  
s e t  X ; 3  =  C o L i m a : < B X n .  B : v  t h e  p r i n c i p l e  o f  t r a n s f i n i t e  i n d u c t i o n ,  w e  o b t a i n  a  
t r a n s f i n i  t e  e x t e n s i o n  B  =  C o  L i m a  < A  X  
0  
o f  X  b y  D  
6
,  f o r  s o m e  o r d i n a l  À .  C o n s i d e r  
t h e  s e q u e n c e  X  ' - - - +  B  _ _ . . .  B  / X .  \ N e  c h e c k  B  E  B  a n d  B  / X  E  A .  1 \  o t e  B  E  B  i f ,  
a n d  o n l y  i f ,  E x t  
1  
( A .  B )  =  O .  S i n c e  t h e  s e q u e n c e  K  ' - - - +  r  _ _ . . .  A  d e r i w s  i n  a n  e x a c t  
s e q u e n c e  H o m ( A ,  B )  ' - - - +  H o m ( P ,  B )  - - - +  H o m ( K .  B )  - - - +  E x t
1
( A .  B ) .  w e  h a v e  t h a t  
E x t
1
( A .  B )  =  0  i f ,  a n d  o n l : v  i f .  H o m (  P .  B ) - - - +  H o m ( ! \ .  B )  i s  s u r j e c t i v e .  C o n s i d e r  
a  m o r p h i s m  K  ~ B .  B : v  Corollar~' 2 . 2 . 5 .  t h e  o r d i n a l  À  c a n  b e  c h o s e n  a s  a  l i m i t  
o r d i n a l  s u c h  t h a t  f  c a n  b e  f a c t o r e d  a s  a  c o m p o s i t i o n  K  ~ X a  - - - +  B ,  f o r  s o m e  
o  <  À .  S i n c e  À  i s  a  l i m i t  o r d i n a l ,  a  +  1  <  À .  S o  f r o m  t h e  p r e v i o u s  c o n s t r u c t i o n  
t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  m o r p h i s m  / )  4  X a : + I  satisf~ring g o  ( K - - - +  P )  =  ( X a - - - +  X a + I )  o  J ' .  
W e  g e t  f  =  ( X a + I  - - - +  B )  o  ( X a :  - - - +  X a : + d  o  J ' =  [ ( X a + l  - - - +  B )  o  g ]  o  ( K - - - +  P )  a n d  
b e n c e  t h e  m a p  H o m ( ! ' .  B )  - - - +  H o m ( K ,  B )  i s  s u r j e c t i v e .  
6 .  l t  i s  p o s s i b l e  t o  r e p l a c e  V  b y  { A } ,  c o n s t r u c t i n g  a  r e f i n e m e n t  o f  ( X a  :  o  <  À )  s u c h  t h a t  
X n + J / X n  ~A f o r  e v e r y  o  < À .  
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It is only left to show B/X E .A. Let Y E B . .:\ote that B/ X= CoLima<>.(Xa/ X). 
B:v construction, Ext 1(X0/X, Y) ~ Ext1 (0. Y) = 0 and Ext 1 C·~x:/~~l. Y) ~ 
Ext 1(Xa+J/X0 , Y) = O. By Eklofs Lemma, Ext 1(CoLima<>.(Xa/X), Y) = 0 
and hence B /X E A. 
Functoriality: Now we show that the object B above is functorial in X, provided 
that C has functorially enough projective objects and that (.A, B) is functorially 
right complete. We have a natural epimorphism P --+> ide with that P(A) is 
projective. Consider a morphism X -4 Y. First, we have a triangle: 
P(A) lh P(A)(Hom(K.X)) 
~ :J! 'P 
.7/00 v P(A)(Hom(K.Y)) 
On the other hand, we have two commutative pullback squares 
K(Hom(K.X)) ~ _p(Hom(K.X)) K(Hom(K.Y)) ~ p(Hom(K.Y)) 
sl tl 11 
x -------+ x 1 
XJ 
y ____ _____, y! 
Yol 
Using the universal propert~' of biproducts, one can show that lopoÎ· = Yd of os. It 
follows by the universal propert.v of pushouts that there exists a unique morphism 
xl -4 YI such that the following diagram commutes: 
K(Hom(K.X)) ~ P(A)(Hom(/\,X)) 
sl lr 
X-----+X 1 XJ 
}~/ 0 f 
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By transfinite induction, we can construct morphisms Xa 4 Ya with a < À 
(notice À only depends on K) satisfying similar conditions. Using the universal 
property of colimits, we obtain: 
It is not hard to show that f H Co Lima<>.(! a) is functorial. D 
Example 2.2. 7. 
(1) In any Grothendieck category with a generator G, note that by the Baer 
Cri teri on the injective cotorsion pair (Ob( C), I11 ( C)) is cogenerated by the set 
of quotients G /1, wit h 1 rmming over the set of subobjects of G. 
(2) Given an associative ring R, recall that a left R-module is projective if, and 
only iL it is a direct summand of a free module. It follows that (Po, Ob(RMod)) 
is cogenerated b~r { R}. 
2.3 Hovey's correspondence 
We shall show that from two compatible and functorially complete cotorsion pairs 
in an Abelian categor~r C. we can construct an Abelian model structure. \\'·e start 
describing how to obtain a weak factorization s~·stem from a complete cotorsion 
pair. As a first approach to this construction. we know that if (A. B) is a complete 
cotorsion pair. then for every XE Ob(C) there is an exact sequence B Y A_..... X, 
with A E A and B E B. This gives us a factorization of the morphism B ~X. 
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where one of the factors is an epimorphism with kernel in B . The class of all the 
epimorphisms having this proper ty will turn out to be the right class of a weak 
factorization system. Probably t he reader has already guessed what will be the 
left ela s of that system. Y es!, all the monomorphisms with cokernel in A. 
D efinition 2.3.1. Given a cotorsion pair (A , B) and a weak factorization system 
(!: , R ) on an Abelian category C (with enough projective or injective objects) , we 
shall say that (!: , R ) is a cotorsion factorization system with respect to (A , B) if 
the following two condit ions are satisfied: 
(1) l : X ---7 Y is in L if, and only if, l is a monomorphism and CoKer (l ) E A. 
(2) r : W ---7 Z is in R if, and only if, r is an epimorphism and Ker(r ) E B. 
Lemma 2.3.1 1----------------------------., 
If (!: , R ) is a cotorsion factorization system on C with respect to (A , B), then 
(A , B) is complete. 
Moreover , if (!: , R ) is a functorial cotorsion factorization system, then (A , B) 
is functorially complete. 
1 Proof l. 
For if X E Ob(C), then we can factor t he map 0 ---7 X as follows: 
A y 
0-----> X 
with 1 E .C and r E B. Since r E B, it is an epimorphism -vvith Ker(1·) E B. On 
the other hand, 0 ---7 Ais a monomorphism with A= CoKer (O ---7 A) E B. So we 
get an exact sequence 0 ---7 Ker(r ) --+ A ---7 X ---7 0 with A E A and Ker (r ) E B, 
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i.e. (A , B) is left complete. Factoring t he map X --+ 0 as above, one can show 
t hat (A , B) is right complete. Renee, (A , B) is complete. 
Functoriali ty: We show that (A , B) is functorially complete if (L , R ) is equipped 
with a functorial factorization (L, R ). For every X E Ob(C ), we have a commu-
tative diagram 
B x 
L (O--+ X)~ 
A x 
/ ~R(O--+X ) 
0 x 
where the sequence B x Y A x ----* X is exact. We prove A x is functorial in X. 
Given a map X -4 Y in C, derive Hom(Ax, - ) from the sequence B y Y A y ----* Y 
to get an exact sequence Hom (Ax , A y) --+ Hom (Ax , Y) --+ Ext 1(Ax , B y ) =O. 
So there exists a morphism Ax --+ Ay such t hat t he following square commutes: 
F Define C --+ C as follows: 
A x _______, A y 
1 1 
x --------> y 
f 
• For every XE Ob(C), F (X) = Ax . 
• For every morphism X -4 Y , F (f) is t he filler A x --+ A y in the above square. 
It is not hard to see that F clefines a functor. Moreover , note that for every 
morphism X -4 Y , t he morphism R (O--+ X ) R~f) R (O--+ Y) in Map(C) is given 
by the pair (F (f ) , f): 
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F(j ) 
F (X ) _ _, F (Y ) 
R(O---+ X) 1 1 R(O---+ Y ) 
x y 
f 
So R de fines a nat ur al epimorphism F ---+ ide. Hence (A , B) i functorially left 
complete. The rest follows in a similar way. D 
Lemma 2 .3.2 1-----------------------------.. 
Let A be a class closed under extensions. 
The class Mono A ( C) of monomor- The clas Epi A ( C) of epimorph.isms 
phism with cokernel in A is closed with kernel in Ais closed under com-
under campo itions. posit ions. 
1 Proof l. 
We only prove the left st atement . Let f: X---+ Y and g: Y ---+ Z be in fomoA (C). 
It is clear that g o f is a monomorphism. By Snake's Lemma, we have a short 
xact sequence 0 ---+ CoKer(f) ---+ CoKer(g o f) ---+ CoKer(g) ---+ 0, with the two 
ends in A. Since A is closed under extensions, we have CoKer(g o f) E A. D 
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Theorem 2.3.3 1--------------------------
If (A , B) is a complete cotorsion pair in an Abelian category C, then the two 
classes 
.L := {l E Mono(C) : CoKer (l ) E A} and R :={r E Epi(C) : Ker (r ) E B} 
form a cotorsion factorization system (.L, R ) on C. !Ioreover , if (A , B) is func-
torially compl te, then (.L , R ) is a func orial w ak factorization y tem. 
Conversely, if (.L, R ) is a weak factorization system on C uch t hat .L Ç 
Mono(C), R Ç Epi (C) and Extà(A, X) = 0 for every A E CoKer (.L) and 
X E Ker(R ), th n (CoKer( .L), Ker(R )) is a cotorsion pair and (.L, R ) is a co-
torsion factorization system 'vith resp ct to (CoKer(.L), Ker (R )) . 
IProof j. 
( ==> ) For the fir t part , uppose th at (A , B) is a complete cotorsion pair in C. 
We prov condit ions (1) , (2) , and (3) of Theorem 2.1. 1. 
Condition (1): l rh 1· for ever:v l E .L and 1· E R : This follow. by Lemma 2.1.4. 
Condition ( 2): .L i closed un der co domain re tracts and R i ela ed un der 
domain retracts: Vve only prove the statement concerning .L, since t he other one 
is dual. Suppo we are given a commutative diagram 
X------->Y------->X 
f g 
where l E .L and g o f = id x. Note u is manie since l = f ou and l is monic. It 
i only left to how that Co Ker ( u) E A . By the universal proper y of cokernels, 
th re exist maps J' : CoK r (u) ---+ CoKer(l) and g' : CoKer (l ) ---+ CoK r (u) such 
that the following diagram commutes: 
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f g X ------~ Y ------~X 
]u' ll' lu' 
CoKer(u) ------. CoKer(l) ------. CoKer(u) f' g' 
We have (g' o f' ) ou'= g' o l' o f= u' o g o f = u'. Since u' is epie, we have g' of'= 
idcoi<er(u), i. e. CoKer(u) is a retract of CoKer(l) E A. Renee CoKer(u) E A since 
A is closed under retracts. 
f Con di t i on ( 3): Every morphism X -'-+ Y can be facto red as f = r o l '" here 
l E .C and r E R : 
f Case 1: f i a monomorphism. Then we have an exact sequen ·e X '----+ Y -7t C 
where C = CoKer(f). Since (A , B ) is complete, there exi ts a short exact sequence 
B Y A -7t C , where A E A , B E B. Taking the pullback of Y -7t C and A -7t C, 
>ve get the following commutative diagram: 
B ====== B 
I I 
X~---. Y xc A A 
Il 1 1 
x L__ ____ _, y c 
f 
Note that in the left bottom commutative square, (X Y Y Xc A ) E .C and 
(Y xc A ----+ Y ) E R . So con di t i on ( 3) holds in t he class of monic maps. 
Case 2 : f is a epimorphism. This case is dual. 
Case 3: General case. Given any map X ~ Y , write it as the composition 
X (id~!) X EBY ~Y, where X EBY is the biproduct of X and Y , py is the proj ection 
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of X EB Y onto Y , and (idx , !) is the only map such that Px o (idx , !) = idx and 
py o (id x , f ) = f. It is not hard to see t hat (id x , f) is monic and py is an epie. 
So by Case 1 we can write (id x , !) = r' o l' with l' E ,[ and r' E R . On the 
other hand, since py o r.r is epie, by Case 2 we can write py o r' = r o l" with 
l" E ,[ and r E R . So ''ve obtain f = r o (l" o l' ). It suffi.ces to check that 
l" o l' E L. This is a consequence of the fact that ,[ is closed under compositions. 
For if l" and l' are maps in ,[ such that the composition l" o l' makes sense, then 
it is clear that l" o l' is monic. By Snake's Lemma, there i an exact sequence 
0---+ CoKer( l') ---+ CoKer (l" ol' ) ---+ CoKer (l" ) ---+ 0 with CoKer (l' ), CoKer (l") E A . 
It follows CoKer (l" o l' ) E A since A is closed under extension . Dua.lly, the cla.ss 
R is a.lso cio ed under composit ions. 
x f y 
T ~ xœYÂ 
Â X ' --------------------~ Y' 
l" 
Figure 2.5: Fa.c toriza.tions in cotorsion fa.ctoriza.tion systems. 
Condition (3*): (L , R ) is equipped wit h a. functoria.l fa.ctoriza.t ion if (A , B) 1s 
functoria.lly complete: Let X -4 Y be a. morphism in C. 
Case 1: f is a. monomorphism: Let C = CoKer(f). Since (A , B) is functori a.lly 
left complete, t here exists a. functor F : C ---+ C along wit h a na.tura.l epimorphism 
F ---+ ide such t ha.t F (Z ) E A and B z := Ker (F (Z ) ---» Z ) E B for everv Z E 
Ob(C). We have the following commutat ive dia.gra.m 
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B e B e 
Lmonic(J) [ 
'PJ 
[ 
x Y x c F (C) F (C) l Rmooi' (J) l Pt 
x y c 
f f' 
where Lmonic(J) E L and Rmon i (!) E R . \Né prove t hat Lm ni and Rmon ic give rise 
to functors Mono(C) ~ Mono(C), where the class Mono(C) of manie maps of C 
i con ·idered as a full ubcategory of Map (C). Let (u, v) : f ~ g be a morphism 
in Mono(C). We want to construct a map Lmonic(u, v) : Lmonic (J) ~ Lmonic(g) , 
i.e. a commutative square 
Lmonic(J) 
X '------> Y x c F (C) 
ul l Lmonic(u,v) 
Hl (._____ _ _, Z x o F ( D ) 
Lmonic(g) 
Note t hat we have t he following commutative diagra.rn with xact rows, for which 
we want to find a filler Y x c F ( C) ~ Z x 0 F ( D ) : 
x 
Lmonic(J) 
Y xc F (C) 'PJ F (C) 
~ ~ Lmonic(g) ' ) 'Pg 
0 -------> 
0-----> Mf Z x 0 F (D ) F (D ) j j 
f f' X-- y c 0 -------> 
~ ~ 
0 -------> Till z D g g' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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where w is the only morphism satisfying w of' = g' o v (by t he universal property 
of cokernels) . Note that g' o (v o Rmon ic(J)) = w o J' o Rmonic(J) = w o Pt o I.{J f 
= p9 o (F ( w) o <p f) , and by th universal property of pullback there exists a 
L mo n ic 
unique morphism Y Xc F (C) ---+ "·v Z xD F (D ) such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
Y xc F (C) J t 
.. · .. . .l~JJollic 
·· .. 
. . . . ; I.{Jg 
z XD F (D ) -------> F (D ) 
Rmo nic (g) 1 1 p9 
Z D 
g' 
We check that L'nonicu,v o Lmonic(j) = Lmonic(g) o u. This is a con equerree of the 
following equalit ie and the universal property of pullbacks: 
I.{Jg 0 (Lmonicu,v 0 L'no11ic(f)) = F (w) 0 I.{J f 0 Lmonic(f) = F(w) 0 0 = 0, 
<pg o (Lmonic(g) o u)= 0 ou = 0, 
Rmonic(g) 0 (Lmonic(g) 0 u) = g 0 u. 
0 
x 
I.{J g 
y XD F (D ) - ----------> F (D ) 
R"'""'' (g) j jp, 
Z D 
g' 
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Define a correspondence (u, v) !---+ L111 nic(u , v) := (u , Lmonicu ,v ) · The fact that 
Lmonic is a functor can be proven by using the universal property of pullbacks and 
the functoria llity of F. Similarly, Rmonic is also a functor of the subcategory of 
Map( C) formecl by the monomorphisms of C. 
Case 2: The case vvhere fis an epimorphism follovvs similarly, taking pushouts of 
monomorphisms instead of pullbacks. Vve geta functorial factorization (Lepi , Repi) : 
Epi(C) --+ Epi (C), along vvith its respective commutative pushout cliagrams. 
Case 3: For the general case, for every map X -4 Y vve have he follovving commu-
tative cliagram vvhere C = CoKer((iclx , f)) and f{ = Ker(R epi(pyo Rmonic(idx , f) )) : 
f X----------------->Y 
pY 
[(X EB Y) x c F (C)] U1< G(I< ) 
Figure 2.6: Functorial factorizations in cotorsion factorization system s. 
Vile construct functors L, R : fap (C) --+ Map(C). Set 
L(f ) := UPi (py o Rrnonic((idx , f))) o Lmonic(( iclx , f)) and 
R (f) := Repi(py o R monic((idx , f ))) . 
N . (X f V) (u ,v) (T.:rJ 9 Z) 1>. (C) 1 ovv suppose vve are giVen a map --'-7 1 --+ vv --=-t in diap . et 
C = CoKer((idx , .f)) and D = CoKer((idx , g)) . On t he one hand, by the universal 
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property of biproducts, there exists a unique map X EB Y ~ WEB Z such that 
u" 
u' o (id x, f) = ( idw, g) o u. On the other hand, we have a unique map C -+ D in 
the following diagram: 
x 
(id x, f) 
XEBY c 
u1 1 u' 1 u" 
w 
(idw,g) 
WEBZ D 
Then there exists a unique morphism (X EB Y) Xc F(C) -+ (lV EB Z) XD F(D) 
such that the followiug diagram commutes: 
F( u") 077" 
----- F(C) 
(X@ Y) xc F(C) 
(H' Z) x D F(D) _______, F(D) 
1 1 
lFŒZ------>D 
Vsing again the universal prop('rty of pullbacks. wc g('t thC' following commutative 
square: 
x ____ 11_, -------+ y 
1 
L"'""i"((idx. !)) l L"'""11 ( ( idw, g)) 
(Xe Y) xc F(C) _____, (W ,f; Z) xD F(D) 
Now let K = Ker(pyoR""'"i"((idx. !))) and Q = Ker(pzoRmnllic((idw.g))). There 
exists a unique morphism K ~ Q such that the following diagram commutes: 
123 
JI< py o Rmoni '(( idx , j )) 
K '-------- ------> (X E9 Y) xc F ( C) Y j v" j v' j v 
Q (W E9 Z) XD F (D ) . z 
Pz o R monlc((idw , g)) ) Q 
Recall we al o have commutative diagram : 
JK ]( '-----------> (X E9 Y ) xc F (C) y 
j j 
[(X E9 Y) xc F (C)] UK G(K ) y 
~f{ 
G(K ) 
Q~-----> 
)Q (TiV EB Z) xD F (D) z 
l l Il 
G ( Q) '------> [(VV EB Z) XD F (D )] UQ G(Q) z 
~Q 
Th n (UPi(py o Rmonic((idw , g)) )ov' )ojg = iQo(G(v" )o(K ---7 G(K))) . It follows 
there e:xjsts a unique mm·phi m w such that th following diagram commutes: 
K ___ __,(X E9 Y ) x F (C) 
j j 
G(K ) _____. [(X E9 Y ) xc F (C)] UI< G(K ) 
·· ..... . 
· · ... ·· .. 
. > 
------> [(VV E9 Z) XD F (D )J UQ G(Q) 
Using the univer al property again , 
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We have the commutative diagram 
u X ___________ _, Hl 
L"'""k(( idx , f)) ) v' ) Lmoo;' (( idw , g)) 
(X EB Y) x c F (C) (TiV EB Z) x 0 F (D) 
L'P; (pyoR m"ü' (( idx , f))) ) ) L' ' ;(pzoR moo;' ( (idw, g))) 
w [(X EB Y ) Xc F (C)] UK G(K) [(W EB Z) Xo F (D)] UQ G(Q) 
R' ' ' (pyoRmo"k ((idx , !))) ) ) R' '; (pzoR m";;' (( idw , 9)) j 
y z 
v 
V\~ set L((u, v)) := (u, w) and R((u , v)) := (w, v). It is not hard to shuw hat 
(L , R) defines a functorial factorization on C. 
({=::= )Assume (L , R ) is a weak factorization sy tem such that L Ç Mono(C), R Ç 
Epi (C) and Extà(A, X ) = 0 for every A E CoKer(L) and X E Ker (R ). First, we 
how th classes CoKer(L) and Ker(R ) are given by {X E Ob(C) : (0 ----7 X) E L} 
and {Y E Ob(C) : (Y ----7 0) E R }, respectively. Let X E CoKer(L). Then there 
is a map Y ~ Z in L such that X= CoKer (l ). Since the equence Y ~ Z - X 
i exact , we have 0 ----7 X i the cobase change of l along Y ----7 O. Since L is 
clo ed under cobase changes, we get (0 ----7 X) E L. Th other inclusion follows 
by the cl finition of CoKer (L). H nee CoKer (L) = {X E Ob(C) : (0 ----7 X ) E L }. 
Similarly, Ker (R ) = {Y E Ob(C) : (Y ----7 0) E R }. 
Since Extb(A, X) = 0 for every A E CoKer(L) and X E Ker(R ), we only neecl 
to show j_(Ker (R )) Ç CoKer(L) and (CoKer (L ))..L Ç Ker (R ) in order to prove 
(CoK r (L), Ker (R )) is a cotorsion pair. Let X E ..L (Ker (R )) . Suppose T E R . 
Notice Ker(T) E Ker (R ). Since 0 ----7 X is monic, T is epie, and Extà(X , Ker (T)) = 
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0 we have (0 --+ X) rh r for ev ry r E R , by Lemma 2.1.4. \"! hav X E 
{Z E Ob(C) : (0--+ Z) E .C} = CoK r (.C). The inclusion (CoKer( .C)).L Ç Ker(R ) 
follow similarly. D 
As an interesting prop rty for cotor ·ion factorizat ion ·y tem , we have that it is 
impo sible to obtain unique factorizations. 
Proposition 2 .3.4 r------------------------.. 
If C is a nonzero Abelian category, then th re ar no cotor ion factorizat ion 
syst ms on C which ar factorization y tems. 
1 Proof l. 
Suppos (.C, R ) is a cotorsion factorization svstem with re ·pect to a cotor. ion 
pair (A , B), which i a factorization y tem. Then the la R i lo ed under 
7" diagonal . Let r E R . Then we have a short xact sequ nee B Y HI - Z where 
B E B. On the one hand, we have the following ommutativ diagi·am with exact 
ro-vvs: 
1ï] B c...____, W x z Hl ______,. lV 
Il 7ï2 1 l T 
B '-------. Hl ----» Z 
Since 7ïl 0 o(r ) = idw, ·we have that 6(7·) is manie. On the other hand , T E R 
implie that 6(r ) E R , and so o(r ) is epie. Then , 6(T) i an isomorphi m , and 
hence B = O. It follow r i an i omorphi m. Therefor . R = Iso (C). Similarly, 
.C = Iso (C). We have a weak factorization ystem (Iso (C), Iso(C)) on C, ·o every 
morphism in C i an i ·omorphi m. Therefore. every object in C i i omorphic to 
the z ro object 0, getting a contradiction ince C =1 {0}. D 
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Definition 2.3.2. A madel structure (Caf , F ib , Wead on an Abelian category C 
is called Abelian if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(1) .fE Caf (resp. fE Caf n Weak ) if, and only if, fis manie with cofibrant (resp. 
tri vi ally co fi brant) cokernel. 
(2) g E F ib (resp. g E F ib n Weak) if, and only if, g is epi with fibrant (resp. 
trivially fi brant) kernel. 
Example 2.3.1. The following ar examples of Abelian madel categories . All 
of these madel structures were discovered before the notion of Abelian madel 
structures. 
(1) Recall that a ring R i, called a quasi-Frobenius ring if the proj ective and injec-
tive left (or right) R-modules coincide. Two homomorphisms f , g: Nf --+ N are 
aid to be stably equivalent ( denoted f rv g) if f- g factors t hrough a projec-
tive module. A homomorphism f : ill/ --+ N is said to be a stable equivalence 
if there exists a homomorphism h : N --+ Nf such that h o f rv idM and 
f 0 h rv idN. On RMod , with R a quasi-Frobenius ring, t here is the fo llowing 
madel structure: 
• The ela of weak equivalence, is the class of stable equivalences. 
• The fibrations are given by the epimorphisms. 
• The cofibrations are given by the monomorphisms. 
Details can by found in (36 , Section 2.2). The Hovey pair in t hi case is 
given by (Ob (RMod), Po) and (Po, Ob(RMod)) . \Ne shall recall t his model 
structure in Chapter 4. 
/[ost of the madel structm es we present in this thesis are on t he category Ch(RMod) 
of complexes over modules. \Ne start giving tv,ro well known examples on t his ca-
tegory. 
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(2) The projective model structure on Ch (RMod): on the category Ch(RMod) 
of chain complexes over a ring R is given by the following three classes: 
• The weak equivalences are given by the quasi-isomorphisms, i . . chain 
maps f : X --+ Y such t hat each induced group homomorphi rn Hn (!) : 
Hn(X) --+ Hn(Y) is an isomorphism. 
• The class of fibrations is given by the class of epimorphisms i. e. chain 
maps f: X--+ Y such that fn: X n --+ Yn is an epimorphism of modules, 
for every n E Z. A chain map is a trivial cofibration if an only if it has 
the right lifting property with resp ct to every chain map of the form 
sn-1(R) --+ Dn(R) . 
• At this moment , we are only going to say that the cofibrations are given 
by the class of maps which have the left lift ing property with respect to 
t rivial fibrations. More details can be found in (36 , Section 2.3) . Hovey s 
orre pondence will provide a nice chara terization for cofibrations and 
trivial cofibrations. 
( 3) The injective mo del 
of morphisms. 
on Ch (RMod): giv n by th following clas. es 
• The weak equivalence are, a abov , the qua i-isomorphi rn·. 
• The trivial fibration are given by t he epimorphism with inj ective kern l. 
• The cofibration are all the map having t he left lift ing property wit h 
r spect to t he trivial fibration . 
More detail on t hi structur are given (36. Sect ion 2.3) . Thi model structure 
wa probably fir t di covered bv A. J oyal in (40) on t h .at gory of complexes 
over a Grothenclie k category. 
Example 2.3.2. \ 71/e give an example of a NON-Abelian mod 1 structm e on 
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• A chain map if a weak equivalence if it is a chain homotopy equivalence. 
Recall that two chain maps f , g : X ---+ Y are said to be chain homotopie 
if there exists a family of maps (Dn : X n ---+ Yn+l)na such that f n - 9n = 
a;_:+ 1 o Dn + D11 _ 1 o a: . A chain map f : X ---+ Y is said to be a chain homotopy 
equivalence if there exists a chain map g : Y ---+ X such that go f and f o g 
are homotopie to id x and id y , respectively. 
• A chain map is a cofibration if it is a degreewise split monomorphism. 
• A chain map is a fibration if it is a degreewise split epimorphism. 
This model structure can be found in (14. Example 3.4) . If this model struc-
t ure 'Nere Abelian , then every monomorphism wit h cofibrant cokernel would be 
a degreewise spli t monomorphism. ote ·hat every object X in Ch(C) is cofi-
brant , since 0 ---+ X is clearly a degreewise split monomorphism. The map 
S0 (2Z) ---+ S0 (Z) i a monomorphism with cofibrant cokernel which is not a degree-
wise split monomorphism. Renee, the absolute model structure on Ch(zMod) is 
not Ab lian. 
D efinition 2.3.3. Tvvo cotor. ion pair (A , B' ) and (A' , B) are said to be compatible 
if A' = A n W and B = B' n W , for some ela s W. If in addit ion t he class W is 
t hick, we shall say that (A n W , B) and (A , B n W ) form a Hovey pair. 
Definition 2.3.4. Let (Caf , F ib, Weak) be a model tructure on a bicomplete 
Abelian category C, and (An W, B ) and (A , Bn W) be a Hovey pair in C. \Ne shall 
say that (Caf , F ib , Weak) is a cotor ion model structure with respect to (A n W, B) 
and (A , B n W ) if: 
(1) (Caf n Weak, F ib ) is a cotorsion factorization ystem ,;vith respect to (An W B). 
(2) (Caf , F ibn Weak) is a cotorsion factorization system with respect to (A , Bn W). 
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By Lemma 2.3.1 , the pairs (A n W , B) and (A , B n W) in the previous definit ion 
are complete. 
R em ark 2.3.1. Note that if (Caf F;b , W eak) is a cotorsion model tructure with 
respect to a Hovey pair (A n W , B) and (A , B n W) , then A , B and W are t he 
classes of cofibrant , fibrant and t rivial abjects, re pectively. This is clear for A 
and B. If W E W , then vve can write 0-+ Hi a a cofibration follow cl by a trivial 
fibration. So we have a commutative diagram 
A y .,?-. 
0 -----> lill 
with A E A and Ker (T) E B n W. V\ e get an exact equence Ker(1·) ~A-» Hi 
where Hi, Ker(r ) E W . Since W is thick, we have A E A n W. So l is a t rivial 
cofibration, and 0 -+ Hi is a weal< equivalence. The converse follows similarly. 
Sorne of the previous r ult in thi chapter allows us to state and prove Hovey 's 
cOIT spondence using our terminology of cotorsion factorization sy tems. The 
reader can check the original tatement in (35 . Theorem 2.2) . 
Theorem 2.3.5 (Hovey 's cor-r spondence) r---------------... 
Let C be a bicomplete Abelian category. 
(1) Ev ry Abelian model structure (C0 f , ~b , W eak) on C is a cotor-
sion model tructur with respect to (CoKer(Cof ) n W , Ker(F ;b )) and 
(CoKer(Cof ), Ker(Fib ) n W ), where W is the ela s of trivial abj ects . 
(2) If (A n W , B) and (A , B n W ) are functoria.lly complete cotorsion pairs in C 
such that the class W is thiel< , th n th r exists a uniqu cotorsion model 
tructure on C with respect to (A n W , B) and (A , B n W). 
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IProof j. 
Part (1): Let (C01, F;0, W eak) be an Abelian model structure on C. By The-
orem 2.3.3, we have two cotorsion factorization systems (Caf n W eak , Fiv) and 
(C0 f ,Fib nWeak) -v ith respect to the cotorsion pairs (CoKer (Cof nWeak) , Ker (F ib)) 
and (CoKer (Cof ) , Ker(Fib n W eak)) , respectively. On the other hand, it is clear 
that CoKer(Cof n W eak) = CoKer (Cof ) n W and Ker (F ;b n W eak) = Ker (F ib) n W. 
It is only left to show that W is thiel<. Since W eak is clo. ed under retracts 
of maps, we have t hat W is closed under retracts of objects in W. Now let 
0 ---+ vV' ~ Ml .!4 Hi " ---+ 0 be a short exact . equence where two out of three of 
the objects vV, liV' and Hl " are in W . 
(i) The ca e T.V ' , Hi " E W is proven in (35 , Lemma 4.3) . 
(ii) Suppose W, Tl\!" E W. Factor f as f = p o i , where i : W 'Y Q is a trivial 
cofibration and p : Q-+> W is a fibration. By the universal property of cokernels, 
we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows: 
W' ~ Q ----->+ Co Ker( i ) 
Il l p 1 q 
W' '-------' TiV ----+> T.V " 
f g 
First , note t hat q is epie. Using Snake' Lemma, we have Ker (q) ~ Ker (p), 
and so Ker (q) is fibrant. Then, q is a fibration. On the other band, we have 
a commutative triangle 
0 
/~ 
Co Ker( i ) -----+> W" q 
where t he maps 0 ---+ CoK r (i ) and 0 ---+ W " are weak equivalences, since 
CoKer (i ) is trivially cofibrant and Hi " E W. By the 3x2 axiom, we have 
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q is a weak equivalence, and so a trivial fibration. It follows Ker(11) is triv-
ially fibrant. \Ve have that Ji is a trivial fibration. Consider the following 
commutative triangle: 
0 
/~ 
Q----~ll 
Ji 
Since 0 ---t H1 and p are weak equivalences, so is 0 ---t Q. Using a similar 
triangle with base i, we conclude that 0 ---t TV is a weak equivalence. 
(iii) The case H', lt'' E W is similar to (ii). 
Part (2): Define the following classes of morphisms: 
• Mono_..t(C) = monomorphisms with cokernel in A. 
• MonO...tnw(C) = monornorphisms with cokernel in An W. 
• Epi6 (C) = epimorphisms with kernel in B. 
• EpiBnw(C) = epimorphisms with kernel in B n W. 
• We = maps of the fonn e o m with 111 E MonO_..tnw(C) and e E Epi6 nw(C). 
B~· Lemrna 2.3.2, the first four classes are closed under compositions. First. we 
check MonoAnw(C) = MonoA(C)nWe. The equality EpiBnw(C) = EpiB(C)nWe 
follows similarly. The inclusion Ç is dear. l\ow let f E Mono_..t(C) n We. \Vrite 
J = e o 111. where m E MonoAnw(C) and e E EpiBnw(C). By Snake's Lernma. 
we have a short exact sequence 0 ---t Ker( e) ---t Co Ker( m) ---t CoKer(f) ---t O. 
~Ioreover. Ker(e). CoKer(m) E W. Since W is thick and fE MonoA(C). we have 
CoKer(J) E An W. Hence fE MonoAnw(C). 
By the previous two equalities and Theorem 2.3.3, (Mono_..t(C) n We. EpiB(C)) 
and (Mono_..t(C). Epi6 (C) n We) are functorial cotorsion factorization systems. It 
is only le ft to show t hat We satisfies the 3 x 2 axiom. 
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Suppose we are given a composite morphism X -4 Y J4 Z. 
(i) f and gare weak equivalences: By the definition of weak equivalence and using 
the factorizations in (Mono.-~(C). Epi8 (C)nWe), we can obtain a commutative 
diagram 
where m. m' E Mono.-~nw(C), m" E Mono.-~(C). e. e'. e" E Epit,nw(C). 
We may assume g o f = e o rn with f E Epi8 nw(C). g E Mono.-~nw(C). 
e E Episnw(C) and rn E Mono_.t(C). We show m E Mono_4nw(C). i.e. 
Ker(m) E An W. B:v the nniversal propert~· of cokernels. there exists a 
morphism CoKer( m) -4 CoKer(g) such t hat the following diagram commutes: 
X '--------+ H/ ------++ Co Ker (rn) 
l.r le lq 
Y '-----------> Z _ _____.., Co Ker (g) 
·we have a short exact sequence 0 ---7 KC'r(.f) ---7 Ker(c) ---7 Ker(q) ---7 0 b~· 
Snake 's Lemma. where the first two tenns be long to W. Since W is thick. 
we condude that Ker(q) E W. :'\ote that q is an epimorphism. Then we 
have a short exact sequence Ker(q) 4 CoKer(m) ___,., CoKer(g) where the end 
terms are in W. \Ve use again the fact that W is thick to conclude that 
CoKer(m) E W. The result follows. 
(ii) g and go .f are weak equivalences: Csing the definition of weak equivalence 
and factoring .f. we can get a commutative diagram 
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x f y g z 
~Â~/( 
W W' 
~/[ 
W" 
where mE MonoA(C), m'. m" E MonoAnw(C), e, e', e" E Epi6 nw(C). Then 
we ma~' assume f E Mono_..t(C). ln this simpler situation, we have the fol-
lowing commutative diagram 
z 
Â 
where m E MonoAnw(C) and e E Epimw(C). We rewrite the prevwus 
diagram as follows: 
x f y g __ _,z 
mof 1 lm Il 
w· Hl __ _,z 
e 
Note that m o f E Mono.4 (C). Since g o f E We. we can write go f as 
X ~ lV' ~ Y. where m' E MonoAnw(C) and e' E EpiBnw(C). Since 
mo J E MonoA(C) and e' E EpiBnw(C), there exists a filler d : TV -+ lV' 
such t hat the following commutes: 
x 
m of 
l'V e z 
Il ld Il 
x lV' z 
m' e' 
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m" e" Write d = W --+ W"--+ W', where m" E Mono.-t(C) and Epi6 nw(C). Then 
there is an exact sequence Ker(e) Y Ker(e'oe")- CoKer(m"), where Ker(e) 
and Ker(e' o e") are in W. It follows CoKer(m") E An W. Consider the 
composition m'= e" o (m" omo!). We use Snake's Lemma again to obtain 
a short exact sequence Ker(e") Y CoKer(m" omo J) __.. CoKer(m'), with 
the end tenus in W. Vve get CoKer(m" omo J) E W. lt follows that 
m" o rn of E Mono.-tnw(C). Appl~·ing the same reasoning. we can show that 
mo fE Mono_-tnw(C). Similarly. we conclude that fE MonO.-tnw(C). 
(iii) f and g o f are weak equivalences: Similar to (ii). 
By the previous remark. we conclude that this cotorsion model structure just 
obtained is Abelian. 0 
·we finish the section by giving some conditions under which we can deduce the 
completeness of compatible cotorsion pairs. 
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Proposition 2.3.6 f-----------------------.. 
Let (A n W , !3 ) and (A , B nW) be two compatible cotorsion pairs in an Abelian 
category C. 
(1) Suppo e(.L W , W ) isacotor ionpair cogeneratedb} a t S w- If (A n W , B) 
is al. o cogen rated by a et S Anw , th n (A , l3 n W ) is cogenerated by 
S = S AnW U Sw. 
(2) Suppose C has enough projective and inj ctive obj ct . If (.l W , W ) and 
(W , W l.) are compl te cotorsion pair- · then (A , l3 n W ) is complete if, and 
only if, (A n W , B) is. 
(2*) Nioreover , if Cha functorially enough proj ective and injective abj ects, and 
if (-1-W , W ) and (W , W.i) are functorially complete, then (A , l3 n W ) is 
functorially ompl te if, and only if, (A n W , B) i . 
1 Proof l. 
Part (1) follows from the equality B n W = (S Anw).i n (Sw).i = (S Anw U Sw) .i . 
Part (2): We only prove the implication ( ~ ), ·ince the other is dual. So uppo e 
(A l3 n W ) i compl te and let X be an abject in C. Sin e (W , W J.) i ·omplete. 
t h re exist a hort exact sequence X Y C---* W , where CE W J. and 1111 E W. 
Since (A , l3 n W ) i comple e, ther exists a hart exact ·equence B Y A ---* W , 
wher . A E A and B E l3 n W. Taking the pullback of the morphisms C - M 
and A - T!\1, we get t he fo llowing commutative diagram: 
B B 
[ [ 
X'----------tCxw A --» A 
Il 1 1 
x '--------> c ----» w 
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Since W is closed under extensions, we have A E A n W. It uffice to show 
c X w A E B. Note that A nW ç w implies w j_ ç (A n W)j_ = B. Then c E B. 
It follows C x w A E B . ince B is closed under extensions. We have obtained a 
hort exact sequence X '---+ C x w A """"* A with C x w A E B and A E A n W . By 
the Salce's Lemma. (A n W , B) is complete. D 
2.4 Indue d cotorsion pairs of chain complexes 
In this la t section we tudy some methods developed by Jim Gillespie to con t ruct 
certain cotorsion pairs in the categor:v of complexes over an Abelian category 
Ch(C), from a complete otm·sion pair in C. T his met hods appear in (27). Vve shall 
present their proofs based on the arguments given by Gillespie, but we introduced 
some modificat ion and remarks according to our needs. Th importance of these 
results lie in a better understanding of homological dimensions in Ch( C). 
Definition 2.4.1. Let D be a ela s of obj ects of an Abelian category C. A complex 
D over Ci : 
(1) An D-complex if D is exact (i. e. D E E) and Zm(D ) E D for v ry m E Z. 
We denote this class of complexe by D. 
(2) A degr ewi. e D-complex if Dm E D for ev ry m E Z . We denote this class of 
complexes by dwD . 
(3) An exact degreewise D-complex if X E dv,rD n E. V. e denote thi la of 
complexes by exD. 
Given two chain complexe X and Y in Ch(C), t he complex Hom' (X , Y ) i defined 
by at each n E Z bv 
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Then an element f E Hom(X, Y)n is a set of maps j = (fk : Xk ----t Xk+nhEZ · 
The boundary maps Hom'(X, Y)n ----t Hom' (X, Y)n- 1 are defined at every f = 
(fkha E Hom'(X, Y)n by 
aHom' (X,Y)(j ") ._ (3Y 0 j ( l )n j 0 ax) n .- k+n k - - k- 1 k kEZ · 
Definition 2.4.2. Let (A, B) be a cotorsion pair in an Ab lian ategory C. A 
complex X over C i : 
A differentia! graded A-complex if A different iai grad d B-complex if 
X m E A for every m E Z, and if every Xm E B for every m E Z, and if every 
chain map X ----t Y is null homot opie chain map Y ----t X is null homot opie 
(or equivalent ly, Hom' (X , Y ) is exact) (or equival nt ly, Hom' (Y, X ) is exact ) 
whenever Y i a B-complex. Denote whenever Y is an A-compl x . Denote 
by dgA t his class of complexe . by dgB his clas of complexes. 
Example 2.4.1. 
(1) Given a ·las D Ç Ob (C), Dm(D ) i a V - omplex for every m EZ and every 
X E X. 
(2) If (A , B) is a cotorsion pair in C, then sm(A) i a differentiai graded A-complex 
for every m EZ whenever A E A.. Dually, sm(B ) i a dg B-complex for every 
m EZ whenever B E B. 
Proposition 2.4.1 1--------------------------... 
Let D be a ela ·s of objects in C, and (A , B) be a cotorsion pair in C. 
(1) The classes i5, dwi5 , exi5, dgA and dgB are closed under su p n ion . 
(2) If D is a resolving or a coresolving class , then so is D. 
(3) If A is resolving then o i dgA . Dually, if B is coresolving then so is dgB. 
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[Proof [. 
(1) It is clear that i5 , dwi5 and exi5 are closed under suspensions. It is only left 
to show the result for dgA , since for dgB is dual. Let X E dgA and k E Z. 
It is clear t hat ( ~k(X))n E A for ev ry nE Z. Now if ~k (X ) ---+Y is a chain 
map with Y E B. Then we get a chain map X---+ ~-k (Y), where ~-k(Y) E B 
since B is closed under suspensions. It follows X ---+ ~- k (Y) is null homotopie. 
Applying ~k to this map, we obtain that ~k (X) ---+Y is null homotopie. 
(2) '"'e only prove the case where D is a coresolving class . If P is a proj ective 
chain complex then Zm(P ) is a. projective object of C, for every rn E Z . So 
Zrn(P ) E D for every rn E Z. On the other ha.nd, every projective chain 
complex i exact and so P E D . 
Consider a. short exact s quenc of complexes D' '----+ D ---7) D". If D' , D" E i5 , 
then D is exact since the cla.ss of exact complexes is thick. On the other ha.ncl , 
for every rn E Z , we have a.n exact equence Zm(D') '----+ Zm(D) ---7) Zm(D" ), by 
Lemma. 1.8.3. Since Zm(D' ), Zm(D" ) E D and D is closecl under extensions, 
we have Zm(D) E D. 
(3) Suppose A i a. resolving cla.ss. We first show tha.t dgA is closed uncler ex-
tensions a.ncl under taking kernel · of epimorphism ·. Suppo e we are given 
an exact sequence X' '----+ X ---7) X " of complexes. Then for every rn E Z 
we have ant exact sequence x :n '----+ Xm ---7) x;~ in C. If X' , X" E dgA t hen 
x :n , x;~ E A. It follows Xm E A ince A i cio. ed under extensions. Now we 
show that Hom' (X , Y ) is an exact complex whenever Y E B. For ev ry k E Z, 
the short exact equence x~ '----+ xk ---7) x~ derives in an exact sequence 
0 Homc (X~ , ~n+k ) '----+ Homc (Xk , Ym+d---+ Homc (X~ , l~n+k ) ---+ ~-t · · · 
Since chain homology commutes wit h dir ct products and so the product of 
exact sequences i exact , we obtain t he following diagram wit h exact rows: 
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llkEZ Homc(X~ , Ym+k) ..___ _ __, ll kEZ Homc(Xk , Ym+k) ----» llka Homc(X~ , Y;n+k) 
Il Il Il 
Hom' (X", Y ) Hom' (X , Y) Hom' (X' , Y) 
where Hom' (X' , Y) and Hom' (X", Y) are exact. It follows Hom' (X , Y ) is 
exact . Hence X E dgA. If X, X" E dgA, then similarly it follow that 
X ' E dgA. It is only left to show that dgA contain the ela of project ive 
chain complexes. Given a projective chain complex P , i t i clear that Pm E 
P0 (C) for every m E Z. ow we , how that every chain map P -t Y i null 
homotopie whenever Y E B. We know P can be written a a direct sum 
P = EBma. D(Zm( P )). For each m we have an indu ion Dm (zm(P )) ~ P. It 
i clear t hat every ompo ition f o im i null homotopie. On the other hand , 
f = EBmEZ f o im. It follows f is null homotopie. D 
D efinition 2.4.3. Let X and Yb two hain omplexe ov r C. L t Extàw(X , Y ) 
denote the subgroup of Ext6h(C)(X , Y ) given by all the classes of short exact 
sequence y y z ---7* x which are degr ewi e plit , i. e. 0 -t yk -t zk -t xk -t 0 
is split for every k E Z. 
Due to several re ults by J. Gill pi , w hall ee how to con. tru t from (A , B) 
ev ral cotorsion pairs in Ch(C) involving the classes giv n in Definit ion 2.4.1 
and 2.4.2. B fore tating the e re ult , we need the following l mma: 
Lemma 2.4.2 ( e (27. Lemma 2.1) ) r-------------------.. 
Ext~w(X , Y ) ~ H _1(Hom'(X, Y )) , for ever:v pair of chain om1lexe X and Y 
over C. 
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For every m E Z , using the help of the suspension functor 2:; - m- 1 ( - ) , the previous 
equality can be "shifted" to Extàw(X, E-m- 1 (Y)) ~ Hm(Hom' (X, Y)). 
Let (A , B) be a cotorsion pair in C. 
If C has enough inj ective abject , If C has enough projective abjects, 
th en (A, dgB) is a co tor ion pair in th en (dg A, B) is a co torsion pair in 
Ch(C). Ch(C). 
In the original statement of the previou theorem, the hypothesis assumed is t hat 
Chas enough A-abjects and enough B-objects , that is for every abject X E Ob(C) 
there exists an epimorphism A ---* X and a monomorphism X c.......t B with A E A 
and B E B. In (27, Corollary 3. ), the hypothesis that C has enough projective 
or inj ctive abjects is also considered. 
IProof l. 
V/e prove t he left statement , ba ed in the arguments given in (27. Propo it ion 
3.6) . 
(i) A Ç j_ (dgB) and clgB Ç (A) j_ : L t X E A and Y E dgB. Note that for every 
mEZ we hav an exact sequence Zm(X ) c.......t X m ---* Zm_ 1 (X) since X is exact . 
On the other hand, Zm (X) , Zm_1 (X) E A, and so Xm E A sin ce A is closecl 
under extensions. Now considera class S = [Y c.......t Z---* X] in Ext~h (c)(X , Y). 
vVe have H_1 (Hom'(X, Y)) = 0 since Hom' (X , Y ) is exact. So by the previou 
lemma, Ext~1w (X , Y) = O. Each hort exact sequence Ym c.......t Zm ---* X m splits 
since Xm E A and Y,n E B . It follows [Y c.......t Z ---* X ] is in Extàw(X, Y ) = O. 
Hence Ext~h (C)(X , Y )= O. 
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(ii ) A 2 .L(dgB): Let XE .L(dgB). First we show X is exact. Fix mE Z. Since 
C has enough injective objects, there exists a monic Xml Bm(X ) ~ I for 
some inj ective I E Ob(C). Consider the composition f o Jr~ , where Jr~ is the 
. . . x . sm(fo'Tr;, ) 
canomcal projectiOn Xm -t Bm()q . We have a cham map x ~ . sm (I ) 
given by 
On the other hand, 
ince dgB is closed under suspensions. So Hom' (X , s m(I )) is exact and the 
map s m(! o 1r,~) i null homotopie, Le. there exists a map Xm- l ~ I such 
that Dm. o 8~ = f o Jr~. On t he one hand, Bm(X ) Ç Zm.(X ) for every mE Z. 
On he other band , Zm(X ) Ç Bm(X) by the previous equality. Hence X is 
exact . 
Now we check ____Km_ E A for every 1n E Z . Let B E B . Since X is exact, B rn (X ) 
by Proposit ion 1.6.3 we have Extà(X m.l Bm.(X ), B ) ~ Ext~h(c ) (X , sm(B )) . 
Recall that sm(B ) E dgB by Example 2.4.1 (2). Since x E ..l (dgB), we have 
Ext~h (C) (X , Sm(B )) = O. So Ext.à(X ml Bm(X ), B ) = 0 and 8 ::(X) E A for 
every mE Z. By exactness of X , we finally get Z711 _ 1(X ) ~ XmiZm(X ) ~ 
Xml Bm(X ) E A , for every rn E Z. 
(iii ) dgB 2 (A)..t : Let Y E (A)..t . For every A E A , Ex ~h (c ) (Dm(A ) , Y ) = 0 
since nm(A) E A, by Example 2.4.1 (1) , and y E (A) j_ . On the ot her hand, 
Extà(A, l~n) and Ext~h (c) (Dm(A) , Y ) are isomorphic by Proposition 1.6. 2. 
1 Then Extc(A, ~n) = 0, and so Ym E B. 
Now let X E A, we check Hom' (X , Y ) is exact . By Lemma 2.4.2, we only 
need to check t hat Extàw (X , Y) = O. But this follows from the fact that 
0 
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Extàw(X, Y) is a subgroup of Ext~h(c)(X , Y) and that Ext~h (c) (X , Y) = 0, 
since X E A and Y E (A )..L . 0 
Lemma 2 .4.4 (see (27, Lemma 3.9) ) 1-----------------_ 
- -If X E A and Y E B, then every chain map X ---7 Y is null homotopie. 
Theorem 2.4.5 (see (27. Lemma 3.14) ) 1----------------_ 
Let (A , B) be a hereditary cotorsion pair in C, and [ be t he class of exact 
chain complexe . 
If C has enough proj ective objects, If C has enough inj ective obj ects, 
th en B = dgB n E. t h en A = dg A n E. 
This result appears in th given reference und er the hypothesis that (dg A, B) and 
(A , dgB) are right and left complete , respectively. The next proof of the previous 
result is based on the arguments given by Gillespie in (27. Lemma 3.10 u T heorem 
3. 12) . 
1 Proof l. 
'Ne first show that A Ç dgA nE. Let X E A . Then it is clear that X E E, and 
so for every mE Z we have an exact sequence Zm(X ) c.......t X m --n Z711 _ 1 (X ), where 
Zm(X ), Zm_1 (X ) E A . Since A is closed under extensions, we get X m E A. The 
rest follows by t he previous lemma. 
Given X E dgA nE , we only need t o show that Zm(X ) E A for every m E Z . 
Let B E B. Since C has nough injective obj ects, there is an exact right inj ective 
resolution of B , ·a y 
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Note that we have an exact sequence B ~ / 0 ---+> Z 1 (!). Since B is coresolving 
by Proposition 2.2.1. we have Z 1(1) E B. We can repeat this argument recur-
sively and conclude that Zm(I) E B for every m E Z. Hence I E f3 and so 
Ext~h(C)(X,!) = 0 since X E dgA (Theorem 2.4.3). On the otlwr band, there is 
an exact sequence 
0 -----+- Homc(Zm-l(X), B) -----+- Homc(Xm. B) ---+ Homc(Zm(X). IJ) 
------------------~~----------~ 
c:::::=; Ext2(Zm-J(X), IJ) ---~-0-----+ 
where the last term is zero since Xm E A. It follows Ext2(Zm-dX). B) = 0 if. 
and onl~' if, Homc(Xm. B) -+ Homc(Zm (X), B) is surjective. Consider a map 
Z 111 (X) -4 B. \Ve construct a chain map X -+ I:-m (1). Set fk = 0 for ever~· 
----- -----k > rn+ 1. Let fm+I := f o a;~+ 1 : Xm+1 -+ B. where 87~+ 1 is the restriction of the 
a x 
map Xm+1 ~~ Xm onto its imagP. Since J0 is injective. there exists a morphism 
Xm ~ J0 such t hat the following diagram commutes: 
j~ p;~ 
Zm(X) '----. .X"m __ ...., Zm-1(X) 
Il 
B 
aq 
J" 
Then (a~ o fm) o j;~ = (a~ o a~ 1) o f = O. and so there is a unique morphism 
Zm-1 (X) 1~ 1 J 1 such that f:n- 1 op;~ =oô o fn· Sinn' the sequence 
is exact. there exists a morphism Xm-I 1~ 1 JI such that fm-I o j;~_ 1 = J:r,_ 1. 
Then we have fm- 1 o a;~ = fm- 1 o j~_ 1 o a;, = J:r,_ 1 o 81~ = Bô o fm· Recursive!~·· 
we construct a chain map 
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-------> X m+ 2 -------> X m + 1 -------> X m -------> X m - l -------> • • · j j fm+l j f m j f m- I 
----+ 0 B 1° J 1 -----> 
which is null homotopie, ince X E dgA and L:- m (I) E B. So there exists a map 
,. D X · ·X x- --->( · x- · X m -----* B such that D o om+l = fm+1, 1. e. D o Jm o 8m+1 = f o éi~+ J · Smce élm+ l 1s 
epie, v,re get D o j~ = f. Bence Homc(Xm, B ) -----* Homc(Zm(X ), B ) is surj ective 
and so Ext~ ( Zm- I (X ), B ) = 0 for every m EZ, i . . Zm_ 1(X ) E A. D 
Remark 2.4.1. Con ider the trivial cotorsion pair (P0 (C), Ob (C)), which is com-
plete provided C has enough projective abjects. Then we get two induced cotorsion 
pairs (P 0 (C), Ob (Ch(C))) and (dgP 0(C), dgOb(C) n E) = (dgP 0 (C), [) . So a com-
plex X is dg-project ive if, and only if, Ext~h(c ) (X , E ) = 0 for every xact complex 
E. Similarly, a chain complex Y is dg-inject ive if, and only if, Ext~h (c ) (E , Y ) = 0 
for every exact complex X , provided C ha enough inj ective a bject . 
The following two results. proven bv J. Gillespie in (25. P ropo itions 3.2 br. 3.3) , 
describ more method to get cot orsion pair in Ch(C) from a cotor. ion pair in C. 
Theorem 2.4.6 (. ee (25 , Pro] osition 3.2)) 1----------------... 
If (A , B) i · a ·otor ion pair in C, then so are (dwA , (dwA)_i ) and (_i (dwB), dwB) 
in Ch(C). The ela (dwA )_l i given by ali :ompl x Y for whi h ~n E B for 
everv m E Il and for w hi ch each map X -----* Y i · homotopie to 0 w henever 
X E dv,rA. Dually, the la _i (dvvB) i given by all the complexes X for which 
X m E A for every m E Il and for w hi ch ach map X -----* Y is homotopie to 0 
wh never Y E dwB. 
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!Proof l. 
We only present the proof (appearing in the given reference) for (.l (dwB), dwB). 
Let X be the clas of all chain complexe X such that X m E A for every m E Z, 
and such that every chain map X ---7 Y is null homotopie whenever Y E dwB. 
(i) L t X E X and Y E dw.B. Con id r [Y~ Z --» X] E Ext~h (C)(X, Y ). Since 
v ry chain map X --t Y i null homotopie, we have Hom' (X , Y) i exact and 
so Ext~w (X , Y) = O. On the other hand. for every m E Z w have an exact 
sequence Ym ~ Zm --» X m, which i plit xact ince X m E A and Ym E .6. 
It follmvs [Y ~ Z--» X ] E Ext~w(X , Y ) = O. Hence every [Y ~ Z--» X] i 
zero and Ext~h (c) (X , Y ) = O. ~ e have dwB Ç X .L and X Ç .l (dwB). 
(ii) Let Y E X .l . Consider A E A and the disk complex Dm(A ). It is clear 
that (Dm(A ))k E A for every k E Z. If Dm(A ) -4 Z i a hain map with 
Z E dw .B, then set Dk = 0 for every k -=J m , and Dm = fm· It is ea y to 
verify that (Dk)ka , is a chain homotopy from f to O. Then Dm(A ) E X . So 
Extà (A, Ym) ~ Ext~h (c ) (Dm(A) , Y) = 0 for every A E A , i. e. l~n E .6 for 
every m EZ. Hence Y E dwB and X .l Ç dwB. 
(iii) Let X E .l (dwB). For every B E .6 , Extà(Xm, B ) ~ Ext~h (C)(X. Dm+l(B )) = 
0, i. e. X m E A for every m E Z. Let Y E dwB. Since Ext~h (c ) (X, Y) = 0 
and dwB i clo ed und r susp nsions, Ext~h (c) (X, 2:; - m- 1 (Y)) = 0 and so 
Ext~w(X. E- m- l (Y)) = O. It follows Hom~h (c) (X . Y ) i xact by Lemma 
2.4.2, i.e. every chain map X --t Y i · null homotopi . Therefore X E ,y_ 0 
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Theorem 2.4. 7 ( ee (25, Proposition 3.3) ) r----------------.. 
Let (A , B) be a cotorsion pair in C. 
If either C has enough injective ob- If either C has enough projective ab-
jects , or if B contain a cogenera- jects, or if A contain a generator 
tor of finite inj ctiv dimension , then 
( ex.A , ( exA ).l ) i · a cotorsion pair in 
Ch(C), where (exA).l coïncide. with 
the class of all complexes Y for which 
Y;n E B for every rn E Z, and for 
which every chain map X -7 Y is null 
homotopie whenever XE exA . 
IProof l. 
of finit projectiv dimen ion, then 
( .l ( exB ). exB) is a co tor ion pair in 
Ch(C) , where .l (exB) coincide with 
the class of all complexes X for which 
Xm E A for everv rn E Z, and for 
which every chain map X -7 Y is null 
homotopie whenever Y E exB . 
We prove the left tatement. Suppos C has nough injective abject . This case is 
not included in the original tatement appearing in (25, Proposition 3.3) . Using 
thi hypothe i we can give an easier proof of the re ult. Let Y b the lass of all 
chain complexes Y such that Ym E B for ever_v rn E Z , and such that very chain 
map X -7 Y is null homotopie vvhenever X E exA . 
( i) The incl usions ex A Ç .l Y and Y Ç (ex A) .l are proven as in the pr vious 
theor m. 
(ii) Let X E .i Y. Consider a differentia} graded inj ective compl x l. vVe how 
l E Y. l\ote fir t that l m E B ince l m is injective. tvforeover , every chain 
map Z -7 l with Z E x.A is null homotopie since Z i exact and l is DG 
inj ective. Then l E Y and Ext~h (C ) (X, l) = O. Renee X is exact ince 
---------( [. dgi 0 ( C)) is a co tor ion pair. On the other hand, for every B E B we have 
Ext1 (X B ) ~ Ext1 (X Dm.+l (B )) = 0 since n m.+1 (B ) E Y Therefore C m' C h (C) ' ' · 
X m E A for ever_v rn E Z . We have .l Y Ç ex.A. 
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(iii) Let Y E (exA )j_ . For every A E A , Extà (A , Ym) ~ Ext~h (c ) (Dm(A), Y)= 0 
since Dm(A) E ex.A. So Ym E B for every m E Z. On the other hand, 
Ext~w (X, Y ) Ç Ext~h (C ) (X , Y ) = 0, for every X E exA , implies t hat the 
complex Hom'(X, Y) is exact, i.e. every chain map X---+ Y is nul! homotopie 
whenever X E exA . Therefore, Y -;;;;: ( exA )J.... D 
Remark 2.4.2 (A . Joyal) . It is possible to get other d cription of t he ela ·ses 
(d,NA).l and .l(dwB), using t he orthogonality defined by the Ext~w( - , - ). In this 
sense, define (dwA).ldw as he class of ali complexes Y such that Ext~w(X , Y ) is 
0 for every X E dwA . The ela s .ldw (d·wB) is defined similarly. Vve have the 
following characterizations of (dw A).l and J... (dwB) in terms of the dw-orthogonal 
classes ju t defined. 
(1) (dwA).l = (dwA).ldwndwB: Let Y E (dwA).l and XE dwA . By t he previous 
theorem, we have Y E clwB. Then Extà(Xm, Ym) = 0 for everv m E Z. This 
implies Ext~w(X , Y) = Ext~h (C ) (X , Y). Since Y E (dwA).l and XE dwA , 
we obtain Ext~h(C) (X , Y ) = 0 and therefore Ext~w(X, Y ) = O. The other 
inclusion follows similarly. 
(2) j_ (dwB) = j_dw(dwB) n dw.A: The proof is similar to (1) . 
'Ne know t hat the cotorsion pairs (dgA , B) and (A , dgB) are compatible if the 
inducing pair (A , B) i · hereditary. The author does no know if the same holds 
for the cotorsion pair (dwA , (dwA).l ) and (exA , (exA).l) (or for (J... (dwB), dwB) 
and ( .l ( exB), exB)) . Consider the case C = RMod . Since dgPo(C} Ç dw A and 
exA Ç dwA , we have (dwA).l Ç (clgPo(C}).l = E and (dwA).l Ç (exA).l, and so 
(dwA)J... Ç (exA).l n E. Similarly, .l (dwB) Ç J... (exB) n E. The next result provides 
a relationship between completeness of these degreev,ri e cotor. ion pairs and the 
remaining inclusions. 
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Proposition 2.4.8 1-----------------------,. 
If the pair (dw.À, (dw.À)..L) 1s corn- If the pa1r (..L(dwB) , dwB) is corn-
plete, then (dw.À) ..L = (ex .À)..L n [. plete, t hen ..L (dwB) = ..L (exB) n E. 
1 Proof l. 
Vve only prove t he left statement. It suffi. ces to show t he indu ion ( ex.À)..L n E Ç 
(dw.À)..L . Let Y E (ex.À)..L nE. Since (dw.À, (dw.À)..L ) is complete , t here i · a 
shor t exact sequence Y '--7 X ---» A, wit h X E (dw.À)..L and A E dw.À. Note 
that A E dwA nE since X E (dw.À)..L Ç E, Y E E and E is t hick. It follows 
Ext 1 (A , Y) = 0 and that the previous sequence splits . vVe have that Y is a direct 
summand of XE (dw.À)..L, a nd hence Y E (dw.À)..L since (dv,r.À) ..L is closed under 
direct summands. D 
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CHAPTER III 
ABELIAN MODEL STRUCTURES AND HOMOLOGICAL 
DIMENSIONS OF CHAIN COMPLEXES 
"Science, my lad, is made up of mistakes, but 
they are mistakes which it is useful ta make, 
because they lead little by little ta the truth." 
Jules VERNE. 
Sorne of the fust model structures that appeared in homological algebra are related 
to the notions of projective, injective and flat modules. For example, if R is a 
Frobenius ring (i.e. the classes of projective and injective modules coïncide) then 
there is an Abelian model structure on RMod where RMod itself is the class of 
cofibrant and fibrant objects, and PI,(RMod) = I"(RMod) is the class of trivial 
objects. The reader can find the details in (:JG. S<·crioiJ :2.:2 ). 
On the categor~· of chain complexes. one of the first model structures ever con-
structed was the projective model structure. In this case, the class of cofibrant 
objects is given by the differentiai graded chain complexes, the class E of exact 
chain complexes represents the trivial objects. and the whole categor~· Ch(RMod) 
forms the c:lass of fi brant objects. This structure was discovercd b<'fore Hove~· 's 
Correspondence was established. Cofibrations and fibrations are defined by using 
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orthogonality with respect to certain classes of chain maps involving sphere and 
disk complexes centred at R. The injective model structure is constructed in a 
similar way, with the same trivial abjects and the differentiai graded injective 
complexes forming the class of fibrant abjects (The reader can see the details in 
( :~(j) ). James Gillespie was able to generalize. to the categor~· of chain complexes. 
the argument given byE. Enochs that shows that (F0 • (Fo)j_) is cogenerated by a 
set. This allowed him to construct a model structure on Ch(RMod) where dgF0 
is the class of cofibrant abjects, (F0 )j_ the class of fibrant abjects. andE the class 
of trivial abjects. 
The goal of this chapter is to generalize these model structures for ever:v homo-
logical dimension. \Ve mean that the classes of differentiai graded n-projective, 
n-injective and n-flat chain complexes appear as the classes of cofibrant and fi-
brant abjects of certain Abelian model structures on Ch(RMod). \Ve shall do the 
same with the classes of degreewise n-projective. n-injective and n-flat complexes. 
In the end we present some of the model structures obtained in a categorical 
setting. using a functor known as \Iitchell's equivalence. 
3.1 Cotorsion pairs and homological dimensions of modules 
In this section. we study some relative!~· recent results concerning cotorsion pairs 
and homological dimensions in the categor~· of left R-modules. ~amely, we shall 
see that the classes of n-projective and n-flat modules constitute the left halves 
of two complete cotorsion pairs. The idea in each case is to construct for every 
n-projective (res. n-fiat) module. a transfinite extension of '·small'' n-projective 
(resp. "sman·· n-fiat) modules. The construction of these transfinite extension is 
based on a method. probabl~r first introduced by Edgar Enochs and coauthors, 
known as the zig-zag procedure. We shall explain how this method works in both 
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t he projective and fiat cases, in order to study several generalizations to t he cate-
gory of chain complexes in the following sections. In the case of injective objects, 
the fact that I n ( C) is the right half of a cotorsion pair in a Grothendieck category 
C is a consequence of Baer 's Crit erion. 
We start with the project ive ase . Given an Abelian category C, recall that 
(P0 (C), Ob(C) ) is a cotorsion pair. We also know that C ha enough projective 
objects if, and only if, (P0 (C), Ob (C)) i complete. The category of left R-modules 
RMod i an example where thi occur . We use the notation P0(C) = Po whenever 
C = RMod or ModR. So (P0 , Ob(RMod)) is complete. This result is also a 
consequence of Eklof and Trlifaj 's Theorem, since (P0 , Ob(RMod)) is cogenerated 
by the et { R} (Recall that a module is project ive if, and only if, it is a direct 
summand of a free module) . 
For any proj ect ive dimension, denot Pn = Pn(C) whenever Ci RMod or ModR-
Vve shall show t hat (Pn, (Pn)l_ ) is a complete cotorsion pair. In 2001 , S. T. 
AldTich, E. E. Enochs, O. M. G. J enda and L. Oyonar e proved this fact by giving 
a generat ing set , which is cl duc cl from the zig-zag procedure. \i\ e shall ee later 
that this result is valid in the category of modules over a ringoid (See Sect ion 10 
of Chapter 1). 
As ';ve mentioned above, (Po, Ob (RMod)) i cogenerated by {R}. Can we assert 
a imilar result in Abelian categories? The answer is yes , but impo ing some 
conditions on C. First , recall that R is a generator of RMod . So we ask our 
category C to have a generator G. In general, G needs not to be proj ective. For 
instance, the category C of sheaves of Abelian groups on a topological space X is 
a Grothendieck category, and so it has a generator , but it needs not have enough 
projective sheaves. The following result is easy to prove. 
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Proposition 3 .1.1 1-------------------------.. 
If P is a projective abject of an Abelian cat egory C with generator G , then P 
is a direct summand of a direct sum GU) (for sorne index set I) of copies of G. 
If G is projective, t he converse holds. 
The following result is proven in (31, Lemma 3. 1) for the category of left R-
modules, but t he same argument works for any Abelian cat egory. 
Proposition 3.1.2 (Eilenberg' Trick See (31, Lemma 3.1 )) 1--------,. 
Let S be a set of abjects of a cocomplete Abelian category C, and let Add(S ) 
denote the class of direct sums of copies of abj ects from S. If D is a direct 
summand of an abject of Acld (S ), then there exists an obj ct C E Acld (S ) such 
th at D EB C = C. 
1 Proof j. 
Note there exists an abject Q such that E = D EB Q belongs to Aclcl (S ). Then the 
module 
belongs to Adcl (S ). The result follows since 
C = D (Q EB D EB Q EB D EB Q · · · ) = D EB (D EB Q EB D EB Q EB D EB Q EB · · · ) = D EB C. 
D 
Corollary 3.1.3 1-----------------------....., 
For ev ry left (or right) projective R-module P there exists a free module F 
such that P EB F ~ F. 
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For a moment , we work in the category of left R-modules RMod . One of the 
applications of the previous corollary is the construction free resolutions of finite 
length for every n-projective module. Suppose X E Pn and let 
be an exact and finite left projective r solut ion of length n. By Eilenberg's Trick, 
there is a free module L0 such that Po EB L0 ~ L0 . If we take t he direct sum of P 
and D1(L0 ) , we get the exact sequence 
P 1 = (0 ---+ Pn ---+ Pn- t -t · · · -t P1 EB La ---+ Po EB La ---+X -t 0) 
= (0 ---+ Pn ---+ Pn- I -t · · · -t P1 EB La -t Lo-t X -t 0). 
Since P 1 EB Lo is projective, there exists a free module L1 , uch that (P 1 EB L0 )EB L1 ~ 
L1 . Taking t he dire -t um of P 1 and D 2(L1 ) , we g t th exact sequence 
At the n- 1 th step, we have obtained an exact sequenc 
n - 1 ( p ) P = 0 ---+ n EB Ln- l ---+ Ln-l ---+ · · · -t L1 -t Lo ---+ X ---+ 0 . 
Finally, let Ln be a free module such that (Pn EB Ln- l) EB Ln ~ Ln. We obtain a 
left free resolut ion of length n: 
p n = (0 ---+ (Pn EB Ln- I) EB Ln ---+ Ln- 1 EB Ln -t · · · ---+ L1 ---+ Lo-t X---+ 0) 
= (0 ---+ Ln -t Ln- 1 EB Ln -t · · · -t L1 -t Lo -t X -t 0). 
Renee, every n-projective module has an exact and fini te l ft free resolut ion of 
length n . 
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Corollary 3.1.4 r-------------------------
Every n-proj ective left (or right) n-projective module has a free left resolut ion 
of length n. 
By a map between left (or right) resolut ions (by some class of abjects) we shall 
mean a chain map between the giv n r solutions (complexes) . In t his sense, the 
sequence F' = (0 ~ F~ ~ F~_ 1 ~ · · · ~ F{ ~ F6 ~X' ~ 0) is said to be a 
subresolut ion of F= (0 ~ Fn ~ ~1- 1 ~ · · · ~ F1 ~ Fa~ X~ 0) if there is a 
mo nic map from F' to F. W shall prove that given an x E X , with X E P 11 , we 
can construct a "small" left free subresolution of P of length n wit h x E X'. 
Definition 3.1.1. Let ,., ~ Card(R) be a fixed infinite cardinal number. A set 
S is said to be 1-\,-small (or simply small) if Carcl(S) :::; ,.,. For a given ela s of 
modules F , we denote by F~"' the et of 1-\,-Small modules which are in F. 
The follmving result is clue to Aldrich et al. (5 . Propo ition 4. 1). It is a tool u cl 
to prove that (Pn , (Pn )J..) is a complet cotorsion pair. For the reacler convenience, 
we present their proof to introcluce the zig-zag procedure. 
Lemma 3.1.5 (Aldrich, Enochs, Jenda & Oyonarte.) r------------_ 
If X is an n-proj ctive module and x E X , th n t here exists a 1-\,-small n-
projective submoclule X' Ç X containing x such that X / X' is also n-projective , 
where ,., ~ Carcl(R) is a given infinite cardinal. 
IProof l. 
Consider a free resolution 0 ~ Fn ~ Fn- l ---+ · · · ~ Fa ~ X ---+ O. Let Bi be a 
basi of Fi· v\ e shall fin l smalllinearly independent s t Bi Ç Bi and construct 
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an exact sequence of the form 0 --+ (Bn) --+ · · · --+ (B1) --+ (B0 ), and then take 
X'= Im(aoi(Bo))· For this, we use a technique called the zig-zag procedure. Since 
a0 is surjective, we can find a finite subset Z0 Ç 8 0 such that x E a0 ( (Z0) ). Now 
we choose a small subset zl ç Bl such that al((ZI)) 2 Ker(aoi(Zo))· Then we 
choose a small subset Z2 Ç B2 such that a2((Z2)) 2 Ker(a1 l(z1))· We continue 
this procedure until we get a set a small subset Zn Ç Bn satisfying an ((Zn)) 2 
Ker(an-li(Zn-t))· Now choose a small subset Z~~ 1 Ç Bn-l containing Zn-l such 
that an( (Zn)) Ç< Z~~ 1 >. Then choose a small subset Bn-2 2 Z~~2 2 Zn_2 
such that an- 1 ( < Z~~ 1 >) Ç< Z~~2 >. Continue this procedure to construct 
Il Z (l) z(l) · h B z(l) z d a ( z(ll ) SIDa Sets n-3' ... , 0 Wlt n-i 2 n-i 2 n-i, an n-i+l < n-i+l > Ç 
< z~~i >, where 3 ::; i ::; n. Now choose a small set z~ll ç Z~2) ç BI such 
that a1 ( < Z~2l >) 2 Ker(aol<z<lJ>). Then enlarge Z~ 1 l and so on. Continue this 
0 
zig-zag procedure indefinitely, and set Bi= U~o Zi(k), where Zi(o) = Zi. Note that 
each Bi is small. Let §i = ai 1 (B;). By construction, we get an exact sequence 
0--+ (Bn) ~ · · · ~ (B1) ~ (Bo). Let X' = ao( (Bo) ). We have a free (and hence 
projective) resolution of X' given by the sequence 
-- -- -- --
0--+ (Bn) ~ · · · ~ (B1) ~ (Bo) ~X'--+ O. 
Hence X' is n-projective. Note also that X' is small and that x E X'. The 
quotient of the resolutions of X and X' gives rise to a projective resolution of 
X 1 X' of length n, and so X 1 X' is also n-projective. D 
Before generalizing the previous proposition to the category Mod(!R), we need to 
introduce sorne notation and recall the notion of a free module. It is important 
that the reader checks Section 10 of Chapter 1 before continuing through the 
rest of the current section, if he 1 she does not recall in detail the corresponding 
terminology of modules over a ringoid. 
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Definition 3.1.2. If M is a 91-module we shall say that a submodule N Ç M 
is generated by a family { x i}iEI of homogenous elements if N is t he smallest 
submodule of M which contains all t he elements xi· Let N Ç M be a submodule 
generated by a family { xi} iEI of homogenous elements of M. Then an element 
x E !VJ(a) belongs to N(a) if and only if it is an admissible linear combination 
x = L iEI Ti· Xi (where ri = 0 for all but fini tely many i E I). 
Definition 3.1.3. We shall say t hat a family {xi}iEI of homogenous elements of 
M is a basis of M if every homogenous element x E M can be written uniquely 
as an admissible linear combination x = L iEI ri · xi· We shall say that M is free 
if it admits a basis. 
We recall Yoneda's Lemma. 
Lemma 3.1.6 (Yoneda) 1----------------------... 
If F : C -+ Set is a fun ct or from a locally small category C to Set , t h en 
for every X E Ob(C) there is a bijection Hom[c,Set] (Homc(X, - ), F) -+ F(X) 
which sends each natural t ransformation a : Homc(X, -) -+ F to the element 
ax(idx) E F(X). 
If 91 is a ringoid and M is a left 91-module, then it fo llows from Yoneda's Lemma 
that for every a E Ob(91) and every ::r E JVJ (a) t h re is a unique map of 91-modules 
a : Hom91 (a , - ) -+ M such that ::r = aa (ida )· More generallv, if {ai} iEI be a family 
of abj ects of 91 , let us put 
(ai : i E I ) := ffi Hom91 (ai, - ) 
iEI 
and [i] := (ui)a; (idaJ , where ui : Hom~H (ai, - ) -+ (ai : i E I) is t he inclusion. 
Consicler a family of elements {::ri}iEI in rriEI Nf( ai). Then for each i E I we can 
writ e ::ri = (ai)a; (iclaJ , where ai : Hom91 (ai, - ) -+ NI is a map of left 91-modules. 
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There exists a unique map f : (ai : i E I) --+ M such that t he following triangle 
commutes: 
Note that O:ai ([i]) = O:ai o (ui)ai (idaJ = (o:i )aJidaJ = Xi for every i E 1. It follows 
that the !J\-module (ai : i E I) is freely generated by the elements [i] of grade ai 
for i E 1. 
Definition 3.1.4. The family { ai}iEJ is defining a map 1 - 1 : 1 --+ Ob(!Jt) if 
we put Ii i = ai for i E 1. We hall say that the set 1 equipped wit h the map 
1 - 1 : 1 --+ Ob(!Jt) is !J\-graded. If 1 is an !J\-graded set , t hen the !J\-module 
(1) = EBiEJ Hom91 (li l, -) is freely generated by elements [i] of grade Ii i for i E 1. 
Proposition 3.1. 7 1--------------------------, 
An !J\-module NI is free if, and only if, it is isomorphic to a coprod-
uct of !J\-modules Hom91 (ai , - ) for a family { ai} iEJ of objects of !Jt, NI ~ 
EBiEJ Hom91(ai, - ). 
1 Proof j. 
( Ç=) Follow 1 y the comments above. 
( ===? ) Suppose M is a free left module over !J\ admit ting a basis { :z~i} iEJ. Consider t he 
natural transformat ion a : (ai : i E 1) --+ lVI given above, where xi E !VI(a.i)· 
We check that a is a nat ural isomorphi rn , i. e. ab: EBiEJ Hom91(ai, b) --+ NJ (b) 
is an isomorphism for every b E Ob(SJ't). Let x E !VI (b). Vle can write x as a 
unique admissible linear combinat ion x = 'i:, iEi ri · xi, vvhere ri E Hom91(ai, b) 
for every i E 1. Si11ce a is a na tural t ransformat ion, we have that M (ri)oaa, = 
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i EI i El iEI i E l 
= L a b(ri · [i]) = a b (L ri · [i]) , where L iE I Ti · [i] is unique 
iE I iEI 
D 
Corollary 3 .1. 8 r------------------------------.. 
Every free (left ) 91-module is projective. 
IProof l. 
Since the direct sum of projective object s is project ive, by the previous proposition 
it suffices to show t hat Hom~n(a , - ) i project ive in Mod(91). \Ne prove t hat the 
functor HomMod (9t)(HomtJt (a , - ) , - ) : Mod(91) ---+ Ab is exact. Suppose we are 
given a ·hort exact sequence 0 ---+ M' ---+ lVI ---+ M" ---+ 0 in Mod(91). T he sequence 
0 - HomMod (91 ) (Hom~n (a , - ) , Nf' ) - HomMod (91) (Hom~n (a , - ), Nf) 
HomMod((H)(Hom9t(a, - ) , lvi")------- 0 
is exact sin ce i t is isomorphic (in Ab) to 0 ---+ lVI' (a) ---+ M (a) ---+ J\1{" (a) ---+ 0 by 
Yoneda 's Lemma. D 
Proposition 3.1.9 (Eilenberg's Trick for modules over a r ingoid) r-----.. 
For every projective 91-module P , there exists a free 91-module F together with 
an isomorphism P EB F ~ F . 
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IProof l. 
This is a consequence of Proposit ion 3.1.2 with S the set of representable functors 
Hom91(a , - ). 0 
Corollary 3.1.10 1---------------------------
Every n-projective (left) 91-module has a free left resolut ion of length n. 
Definition 3.1.5. Let r;, be a regular cardinal t rictly greater than th cardianlity 
of Hom91 (a , b) for every a, bE Ob (91). Vve shall say that a 91-module 1\1! is r;,-small 
if Card(M (a)) ~ r;, , for every a E Ob(91). As we did in RMod , if X is a ela s of 
module over a ringoid 91 , then x ::::: n: shall denote t he set of X E X such that X 
is r;,-small. 
Lemma 3.1.11 (Generaliza ion of Lemma 3.1.5) 1-------------.. 
Let }.If be a n-proje t ive 91-module. Then for every homogeneous element x E 
lvf (a) there exi ts a K-small submodule N Y NI uch hat: 
(1) xE (a). 
(2) The 91-module and M/ are n-projective. 
By the previous corollary, we star t with a free resolution in Mod(91 ): 
where h i an 91-grad d set for every 0 ~ k ~ n. 
The map (âo)a : (10 ) (a) = EBiEi o Hom91 ([i], a) --+ .1\II(a) is surjective, . o we can 
find a fini t number of map T11 : [i1] --+ a, . . . , T i k : [ik] --+ a uch that x = 
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(8o)a(ri 1 + · · · + rik). Then Z0 = { i 1, ... , ik} is a finite subset of I0 such that 
x E 80 ((Z0 )) (by abuse of notation, this shall mean that x E (8o)a o (Zo) (a)). 
Consider the nat ur al transformation 80 1 (Zo) : ( Zo) --+ M and let y E Ker( Bo 1 (Zo)) 
of degree b. Since (11) (b) --+ (I0 ) (b) --+ ll1(b) is exact, there exists y' E (h) (b) 
such that y = (8I)b(y'). We can write y' = LiEZY ri . [i], where zr is a finite 
l 
subset of I 1 . Let Z1 = U{zr: y E Ker(Bol(zo))}. In arder to estimate the number 
of elements of zr, note that for each y E Ker(8ol(zo)) we have a unique tuple 
(Pi : i E Z0 ), with Pi E Hom!Jt([i], b). Then we have 
Card(ZI) = L { Card(Zi) : y E Ker(8ol(z0 ))} 
S Card(Ker(Bol(zo))) since each zr is finite, 
S Card({(ri: i E Zo): y E Ker(Boi(Zo))}) 
S II Card(Hom!Jt([i], b)) S K 
iEZo 
Then we have Z1 is a K-small subset of I 1 such that 8I((ZI)) 2 Ker(8ol(z0 )), 
i.e. (8I)b( (ZI) (b)) 2 Ker((Bo)bi(Zo)(b)) for every b E Ob(~). In a similar way, 
we can find a K-small subset Z2 Ç I 2 such that 82((Z2)) 2 Ker(8II(z1 ))· We 
keep repeating this procedure until we get a K-small subset Zn Ç In such that 
The next step in the zig-zag procedure consists in choosing a K-small subset Z~~~ Ç 
In_ 1, containing Zn_ 1, such that Bn( (Zn)) Ç< Z~~~ >. Let y E Bn( (Zn)) of degree 
b. Then y= (Bn)b(z), where z = LiEZn ri· [i]. We have y= LiEZn (Bn)b(ri · [i]). On 
the other hand, (Bn)b(ri. [i]) = L. z(l),y,t Qj. [j] for a finite subset z~~ly,i ç In-1· 
JE n-1 
Thusy= LiEZn L. z(l).y,t Qj. [j] = L. zOl Qj. [j], where z~~~ is the disjoint union 
JE n-1 JE n-1 
U{Z~~iy,i: y E Bn((Zn)) and i E Zn}· We have 
Card(Z~~ 1 ) = L { Card(Z~~f,i) : y E Bn( (Zn)) and i E Zn} 
S Card({(ri: i E Zn): y E Bn((Zn))}) S K. 
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Then Z7~~ 1 is a K:-small subset of In- 1 such that ân( (Zn)) Ç< Z~~ 1 >. Note 
that we can construct Z~~ 1 containing Zn_ 1 . Similarly, there is a K:-small subset 
Z c1l I · · z h 1 a ( z C1) ) z C1) n-2 ç n-2 contammg n-2 suc t lat n-1 < n-1 > Ç< n-2 >. 
At t his point , we just need to mimic the argument given in the proof of Lemma 
3.1.5, with the corresponding consideration for Mod(91). Set Jk := Zkuz2lu. · · 
for every 0 ::; k ::; n . It is clear t hat (Jk) := EBi E Jk Hom~y1 ([i], - ) is a K:-small 
submodule of (h). By construction, we have an exact sequence 
where N = CoKer ( (11) ~ (10 ) ). Note that x E N and t hat each (Jk ) is proj ective 
by Corollary 3.1.8. It is only left to show t hat J'v!IN is n-projective. It su:ffices to 
take the quotient of the resolut ion of M by the resolution of N , to get an exact 
sequence 
It is not hard to check that (h) 1 (Jk) ~ (h - Jk)· So the previous sequence is a 
projective resolut ion of length n of NI 1 N . 0 
We are almost ready to show t hat the cotorsion pair (Pn(Mod(91)), (Pn(Mod(91)))j_) 
is cogenerated by a set . This urns out to be a consequence of Proposition 3. 1. 14. 
Lemma 3.1.12 1------------------------.. 
Let (A , B) b a hereditary cotorsion pair in an Abelian ca.tegory C. 
The class of left n-A-abjects is The clas of right n-B-abjects is 
closed under extensions. closed under exten. ions. 
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1 Proof l. 
We only prove the left assertion. First, note t hat X is a left n-A-object if, and 
only if, Ext~(X , B ) = 0 for every i > n and for every B E /3 . \Ne verify this 
for n = 1, the rest follows by using derived long exact sequences of the functor 
Ext( - , - ) and syzygies of X. So suppose we are given a B E 13 and a shor t 
exact sequence A1 '---+ A0 - X , where A0 , A1 E A . Then we obtain a long 
0 0 
exact sequence ·· · -7 ~---+ Ext~(X , B) -7 ~---+ · · · , where 
Ext~ (A0 , B ) = 0 by Proposition 2.2.1. Then Ext~(X , B ) = O. Now suppose t he 
lat equality holds for every B E /3 . There is an exact sequence K '---+ P - X 
where P is a. projective object (and so it i in A ). Let B E /3 , we have a. long 
0 0 
exact sequence · · · ---+ ~---+ Extà(K, B ) -7 ~ -7 · · · where 
Extà(P , B ) = 0 and Ext2(X , B ) =O. So K E A and hence X is a left 1-A-object. 
Now suppose we are given an exact sequence X' '---+ X - X" , where X' and 
X" are left n-A-objects . Let B E /3 . We have a derived long exact sequence 
· · · -t Ext~ (X" , B ) -7 Ext~(X, B ) -7 Ext~(X' , B ) ---+ · · · , where for every i > n 
we know Ext~(X ' , B ) = 0 and Ext~(X" , B ) = O. It follows Ext~(-X , B ) = 0 for 
every B E 13 and every i > n, i.e. X is a. left n- A-object . 0 
Proposition 3.1.13 1--- ----------------------.. 
Let (A , 13) b a heredita.ry cotorsion pair in Mod(ryt ). Suppo e for ea.ch n-A-
module X and each x E X , t here exists a K:--sma.ll left n-A-module X x Ç X 
(with K: a.s in he previous definit ion) such t hat xE X x and that X / X x is a.lso a 
left n-A-module. Then every left n-A-module is a transfin ite extension of the 
set of K--sma.ll left n-A-module· . 
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1 Proof l. 
Let X be a left ryt-module as described in the statement. Choose any x0 E X. 
Then there exists a small left n-A-module X 0 such that x 0 E X 0 and such that 
X / X 0 is also a left n-A-module. ·ow choose a class x1 + X 0 f. 0 + X 0 . Then 
there exists a smallleft n-A-module Xd X 0 such t hat x1 + X 0 E Xl/ X 0 and such 
that X / X1 ~ (X/ Xo) / (Xl/Xo) is left n-A . . ·ote that Xo Ç X 1 and that X 1 is 
small ince Card(X1) = Card(X l/ X 0 ) · Card(X0 ). Since we have a short exact 
sequence X 0 Y X 1 ...... Xd X 0 , where X 0 and Xl/ X 0 are left n-A-modules, by 
the previous lemma X 1 is also a left n-A-module. We used transfinite induction 
to construct the desired transfinite extension. Suppose XQ is constructed, for a 
given (non limit) ordinal a > 1. Then we can obtain XQ+l from XQ as we with 
X1 from X 0 . Finally, if /3 > 0 is a limit ordinal, '"''e set X 13 := Ua</3 Xa · Then X 
is the transfini te exten ion X= CoLima<ÀXQ, for sorne ordinal À > O. D 
Proposition 3.1.14 f-----------------------., 
Let (A , 8 ) be a cotorsion pair m an Abelian category C. If S Ç A i a set 
object in C such that every object A E A is a t ransfinite extension of S , then 
(A , 8 ) is cogenerated by S. 
1 Proof l. 
We n d to show 8 = S.l . The inclusion B Ç S.l is clear. So suppo e Y E 5 .1 and 
let A E A . By hypothesis, A is a transfini te extension of S , say A = CoLima<.>- (Sa) 
for some ordinal À. Since So , Sa+d Sa E S for every non limit ordinal a, we have 
Extb(So , Y) = 0 and Extb(Sa+l / Sa, Y) = 0, it follow by Eklof's Lemma that 
Extb(A Y) = 0, i. e. Y E B. D 
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Theorem 3.1.15 (Generalizat ion of (5 , Theor m 4.2)) 1-----------.. 
(P n(Mod(91)), (P n(Mod(91))).l ) is a hereditary complete cotorsion pair . 
1 Proof l. 
Vve only need to show that Pn(Mod(91)) = .l ((P n(Mod(91))) .l) . The inclusion 
P n(Mod(91)) Ç .l((P n(Mod(91))) .l ) is clear. For the other inclusion, con ider 
the set 
(Pn (Mod (91))) ~ "' := {S E P n(Mod(91)) : S is r.;-small} , 
and let B = EB{S: S E (Pn (Mod (91)) ) ~ "' } . Since every n-project ive left 91-
module is a transfini te extension of (Pn (Mod (91)) ) ~ "' by Lemma 3. 1.11 and Propo-
sit ion 3. 1.13, we have t hat Y E (P 11 (Mod(91))) .l if, and only if, Ext~ (B , Y )= 0 1 . 
Let XE .l ((P n(Mod(91))) .l ) and consider a short exact . equence J( <:.......7 P -->) X , 
where P is a project ive left 91-module. Applying the same procedure from the 
proof of Eklof and Trlij af's T heorem 2 , we can construct a short exact sequence 
J( <:.......7 A -->) L , where A is the union of a continuons chain (Ni a : a < À) such 
t hat l\![ 0 = K , Ma+l / !Vfa ~ B and Ext~1 (B , A) = O. By the previous com-
ments, A E (P n(Mod(91))) .l . On the other hand, L ~ A/ I< , and ·o L is 
t he union of the cont inuons chain (La: : a < À) where La = M01./ J( for ev-
ery a < À. Then L0 = 0 and La+d La "-' B E P n(Mod(91)) . \Ne show 
L E P 11 (Mod(91)) . Let N be any module. Since Lo and La+d La are both 
n-projective, for every i > n -v e have 0 = Ext~(L0 , N) = Ext~ (Lo , N') and 
0 = Ext~(La+d La, N) = Ext~1 (La+d La, N ' ), where N' E D,i- 1(N) . By Eklof's 
1 . . 
Lemma, we get 0 = Ext~n (L , N') = Ext;, (L, N ) for every ~ > n and for every 
N E Ob(Mod (91)) . Renee, L E Pn(Mod(91)) . Taking t he pushout of J( <:.......7 P 
1. We are replacing ExtL:od(9'l ) ( - ,-) by Ext~ ( - , - ) for simplicity. 
2. Iotice Mod(9'\) is a Grot hendieck category since Ab is and '.R is small 
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and K Y A , we get a commutative diagram: 
K P X 
I I Il 
A '-----------> A U1< P -----» X 
l l 
L L 
Note that Extk (X , A) = 0, the central row spli t and so X is a direct summancl 
of A Uj( P . Since P , LE Pn (Mod(~)) and the central column is exact , we have 
that A UJ< P E P71 (Mod (~)) and hence XE P71 (Mod (~)) . By the previou 
proposition, (P n(Mod (91)) , (P71 (Mod (~))) j_ ) i a complete cotorsion pair . 
To show (Pn (Mod (~)), (Pn (Mod (~))) _L ) is hereditary, we only n ecl to check 
that. Pn (Mod(~)) is clos cl uncler taking kernels of pimorphisms. So suppo e we 
are given an exact sequence X ' Y X ---» X" with X , X" E Pn (Mod(~)) . For any 
module Y , we get a cl ri veel long exact sequence 
If i > n , then Ext~(X, Y ) = 0 and Extbf 1(X" , Y ) = O. It follows Extb~(X' , Y) = 
0 for every i > n and v ry Y E Ob(Mod(~)) . Therefore, P11 (Mod(~)) is 
r solving. 0 
Now it is t ime to go back to t h ·ategory RMod and tudy the r lationship 
between cotorsion pair and flat dimensions of modules. Vve recall the arguments 
given by Enochs to show that (F 0 , (F o)j_ ) is a complete cotorsion pair , and how 
to aclapt these arguments , via d zig-zag procedure, to obtain a similar result for 
the class of n-flat modules. 
Definition 3.1.6. Let - ®R - : ModR x RMod --+ Ab be the u ual ten or 
procluct functor. A right R-module F is flat if the covariant functor - @RF : 
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RMod ----t Ab is left exact. We shall denote by F 0 h class of fiat right R-modules. 
Similarly, a left R-module F is said to be fiat if the func tor F ®R- : ModR ----t Ab 
is exact . 
vVe can obtain left derived functors of- ®R -. Let M be a right R-module, and 
consider a projective resolut ion of M, say · · · ----t P2 ----t P 1 ----t P0 ----t fv1 -t O. 
Applying the functor - ®RN, for a left R-module N , we get a complex 
After deleting lV! ®RN we get · · · -+ P2 ®RN ----t P 1 ®RN-+ Po ®RN ----t O. 
D efinition 3.1.7. The n-th torsion group Tor~(JV!,N) is defined as the n-th ho-
mology group of the previou · complex: 
{ 
Ker( F, ®nN ---> Pn - I® RN) 
Tor;:ovi, N) := rm (P, .1 J® RN---> Pn®nN) 
Po® RN 
Im (Pl ®nN---t Po®nN) 
for n > 0, 
for n =O. 
\ Ne summarize the most useful propertie of Tor~ (-, -) . The re ader can ee t he 
proof, for instanc , in (46) or (52) . Recall that a module !YI is (left) n-fiat if there 
exists an exact left fiat resolut ion of Nf of length n (Definit ion 1.7.1). 
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Proposition 3.1.16 (Properties of tor ion fun ctors) 1-------------.. 
(1) (46, Proposition 3.2 a)) Tor~ (-M, iV) = j'vf @RN , for every ME Ob(ModR) 
and N E Ob (RMod). 
( 2) ( 46, Theorem 3.4 a)) If 0 --+ !VI' --+ M --+ NI" --+ 0 is a short exact sequence 
in ModR , then there exists the fo llowing long exact sequence in Ab: 
--- TorR(M" N) 
2 ' ~ 
(3) (46. Proposit ion 4.5) The following condit ion are equivalent for a left R-
module N. 
(a) N is left n-flat. 
(b) Torf(.A1, N) = 0 for everv lVI E Ob(l\!IodR) and every i > n . 
Before constructing cotorsion pairs concerning the class of flat modules, we need 
to recall t he follo-vving isomorphism that relate exten ion and torsion. 
Theorem 3.1.17 (se (2 1, Them·em 3.2.1)) r-------------..., 
Let R andS b ring , Al/ a left R-module, and Nan (S, R)-bimodule. If 1 is an 
injective left S-module, then Extk(A{ Homs(N, J)) ~ Homs(Torf(N, lVI), 1) 
for all i 2': O. 
This theorem is very u eful to check t hat the ela s of flat modules F0 i the left 
half of a co torsion pair. Instead of showing this, we prove the more general result 
t ha the class Fn of n-flat modules i th l ft half of a cotorsion pair . 
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Definition 3.1.8. Given a left R-module lVI , the Pontryagin or character module 
of Mis the right R-module M + := HomR (M , Q/'ll ). 
Proposition 3.1.18 1-- ----------------------.. 
The class of left n-flat modules F11 is the left half a cotorsion pair (F11 , (Fn )j_ ). 
1 Proof l. 
Note t hat it suffi.ces to .·how t.hat l_(Fnl_) Ç F11 • So let ]\1[ E l_(Fnl_) and N be 
a right R-module. Consider t he left R-module Hom;z (N, Qj'll) . For every n-flat 
module L and every n-cosyzygy N ' of Hom;z (N, Q/'ll), we have by the previous 
theor m and dimen ion shifting that Extk(L,.i\ ') ~ Hom;z (Tor~+ 1 (N, L), /'ll), 
since Q/'ll is an injective left 'll-module. On t he other hand , Tor~+l ( r, L ) 
0, since L is n-flat (Proposition 3. 1.16) . So N' E Fr/ - Then we obtain 0 
Extk(!vf , N') ~ Hom;z (Tor~+I (N, M) , Q/'ll) . The fact that Q/'ll is a cogenerator 
of Ab implies Tor~+l (N, M) = 0 3 for every right R-module N , i. e. Iv! is n-flat. 0 
In t he paper ( ), Enochs proved t hat (F0 , (Fo)l_) i a complete cotor ion pair , by 
pecifving a set of generators for it. Vv shall recall Enochs' proof, which mostly 
con ists in construct.ing t ransfini te extension for flat modules F of pure small 
submodules of F . This shall allow us to generalize part of h.is arguments to how 
t hat (F11 , (F71 )l_) is also complete. In the proof of (31. Theorem4.1. 3) , t he rea.der 
ca.n find another argument for t his, but we think the proof presented later is 
simpler. 
3. Mor generally, if G i a cogenerator of an Al lian category C and if X is an object of 
C such that every morphi m X -t G i zero, t hen X is the zero object. sing t he clua.l of 
Proposit ion 1.9. 1, there exist a monomorphism X Y G[I1, where Gif ) i the 1 rod uct of copies 
of G over t he index set I = Homc(X, G) . Since Homc(X, G) = {0}, we have an monomorphism 
X Y G, which is zero and hence X has to be t he zero object. 
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D efinition 3.1.9. A submodule S of a left R-module N is a pure submodule of 
M if the sequence 0----+ M 0 R S----+ M 0 R N is exact for every right R-module M. 
Pure subcomules are important in the sense that they will give rise to a set of 
generator for the cotorsion pair (F0 , (F 0).i ). We shall see that every flat module 
F can be written as a t ransfinite extension of small pure submodules of F . Before 
showing his, we present the following property of pure submodules. 
Proposition 3.1.19 ( ee (23 , Lemma 9.1)) 1----------------._ 
If S is a pure ubmodule of a flat left R-module F, th n both S and F / S are 
also flat . 
1 Proof j. 
The proof we give here is different from that pre ented in t he cited reference. V\Te 
need to show that - 0 R S and - RF/ S ar l ft exact functors. Consider a. short 
exact sequence 0 ----+ lVI' ----+ M ----+ lVI" ----+ O. Sin ce S is a. pure su bmodule of F and 
F is fla t , v.re have the following diagra.m with exact rows and columns: 
0 
0 ---7 ci 
1 /3' 
]\If' 0 R 5 lVI' 0 R F Nf' 0 R F j S ---t O 
lt· 
a 
l fF 
/3 
l fF/S 
Nf 0 RS Nf 0 RF !Vf 0 R F / S 0 ----t ---> 0 
1 9s 
a" 
19F 
/3" 
1 9F/S 
j\1[" 0 R 5 !l!f" 0 R F !l!f" 0 R F 1 s 0 -----> ------> 0 
1 1 l 
0 0 0 
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Note that f s is inj ective since t he upper left square commutes and t he morphisms 
f poa' and a are monic. It is only left to how t hat ]Fjs is also manie. We show this 
by a diagram chasing argument. Let x E Ker(Jp;s) . Since (3' is epie, t here exists 
an element y E NI' ®RF such that x = (3' (y) . Then 0 = ! F;s(x) = f F;s o (3' (y) = 
(3 o f F (y). Sin ce the second row is exact, there exists an element z' E NI ® R S su ch 
that ]F(Y) = a(z') . We have a" o gs(z' ) = 9F o a(z' ) = gp o ù ·(y) = 0, and so 
gs(z') = 0 (a" is manie) . Since the left column is exact , there exists y' E M ' ®R S 
. uch that z' = f s(y' ). One can verify t hat y = a'(y') , using the fact t hat 9F is 
manie. It follows x = (3'(y) = (3' o a'(y') =O. Therefore, f F'/S is manie. D 
From now on, considera fix:ed infinite cardinal K, > Card(R) . 
Lemma 3.1.20 (see (21 , L-mma 5.3. 12 & Propo ition 7. 4.3)) r-----, 
Let F be a fiat module. For each .1: E F t here exists a K,-small pure submodule 
S Ç F su ch t h at x E S. 
sing this lemma along wit h the previous propo it ion, it is possible to construct a 
transfini te extension of K,-Small fiat modules for every fiat module F . It follows by 
Proposit ion 3.1.14 a.nd Eklof and Trlifaj 's Theorem tha.t the Enochs cotorsion pair 
(Fa, (Fo)j_) is complete. It is t ime to show tha.t the sa.me is true for (Fn, (Fn)j_ ). 
vVe sta.r t wit h a. genera.liza.tion of the previous lemma.. 
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Lemma 3.1.21 1-- ----------------------... 
Let Nf E Fn with an exact fia t resolution 
(1) = (0--+ Fn 4 F;1 - l --+ · · · --+ F1 -4 Fo 4 Nf --+ 0) 
and N be a small submodule of M. Then there exist ·an xact fiat subre olut ion 
(i. e. a ubcomplex) 
0 --+ S' --+ · · · --+ S' --+ S' --+ N' --+ 0 n 1 0 
of (1) su .h that S~ is a 11:-small and pure submodule of Fk, for ever:v 0 ~ k ~ n , 
and such that N Ç N '. In this case, vve shali say that N ' i an-pure submodule 
of M . Moreover , if N is part of an exact subresolution of (1) 
0 --+ Sn --+ · · · --+ S1 --+ So --+ N --+ 0 
where Sk i · a mali and pme ubmodule ofF~,;, for every 0 ~ k ~ n , t hen th 
above re olution of ' can be constructed in such a way that it contains the 
resolut ion of N . 
1 Proof l. 
For ev ry xE t h re exists Yx E Fo such that x = f o(Yx) · Con ·ider he set Y := 
{Yx : x E and fo(Yx) = x} and the submodule (Y) Ç F0 . ince (Y) i smali , 
there xi t a mall pure submodule S0 (1) Ç F0 such that (Y ) Ç S0 (1) . ote 
t hat f o(So(1)) ~ 1\. Now consider Ker(fol sa(l)) and let Ab a t of preimage of 
K r(folsa(1) ) su h that fi ((A)) ~ K r (fo l o(l)) · 1t i ea y to see that (A) i a smali 
submodule of F 1 , so we can emb cl it into a mall pure ubmodul S1 (1) Ç F1 . 
Hence we have J'I (S1( l )) ~ Ker(fol o(l ) ) . Iow con ider Ker (J'II s, (l)) and repeat 
the same process above in order to find a mali pme ubmodule S2 (1) Ç F2 uch 
that h (S2(l) ) ~ Ker(J'IIs1 (1) ) · Keep doing thi unt il find a mall pure ubmodule 
Sn(1) Ç Fn su h that fn (Sn(1)) 2 Ker(f~- lls,_ 1 ( 1 ) ) · Iow fn(Sn( l )) is a small 
submodule of Fn- J, so there is a small pur submoclule Sn- I (2) Ç Fn- l such 
t hat f~(Sn( l )) Ç Sn_1 (2). Repeat this pro e · unt il find a small pure submodule 
So(2) Ç Fo such that fi (SI(2)) Ç So(2). If we now consider Ker(fol 0 (2)) Ç F0 , we 
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repeat the same argument above to find a small pure submodule S1 (3) Ç F1 such 
t hat JI (S1 (3)) 2 Ker (.falso(2) ) · Keep repeating t his zig-zag procedure infinitely 
many t imes and set Sk = Ui~ l Sh.(i) , for ever~r 0 ::; k::; n . Note that each Sk is a 
pure submodule of Fk. By construction, w obtain an xact sequenc of the form 
(2) = (0 ---+ Sn ---+ Sn -1 ---+ · · · ---+ S1 ---+ Sa ---+ Q ---+ 0), 
wh re Q = CoKer (.h ls1 ) Ç NI . If we tak th quotient of (1) by (2) , w get an 
exact sequence 0 ---+ Fn/ Sn.---+ · · · ---+ F1/ S1 ---+Fa/ Sa---+ 111!/ Q---+ O. Since each 
Sk is a pure submodul of Fk> we know from the previous proposition that Sk 
and F,j Sk are fiat modules, for every 0 ::; k ::; n. Therefore. Q is a mall n-fiat 
ubmodule with N Ç Q uch that ]Il[ / Q i al o n-fiat. T he re t of the statement 
can be proven in a imilar way. D 
Corollary 3 .1.22 1-- -----------------------.. 
Every left n-fiat module Jv! i a transfini te xten ion of a s t of n..- mall left 
n-fiat modules. It follow (Fn, (F ,J .L ) is cog nerated by t he set 
(F n):S" := {SE F 11 : Card (S)::; n..}. 
There i more to say on cotorsion pairs involving the classes Fa and F11 • Since 
(Fa, (F a)..L ) is complete, for ev ry module NI there x ists an epimorphism F ---* J\1 
·wit h F E Fa and it · kernel in (F a)..L . T his epimorphism is not nec ssarily a fiat 
caver. But r call that E. Eno ·hs proved that for every M t here is a fiat caver. 
This is a con equence of the fact that (Fa, (F a)..L ) is p rfect . 
Definition 3 .1.10 . A cotorsion pair (A , 13 ) i. said to be perfectif A i a covering 
class and B i an enveloping class. 
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Theorem 3.1.23 (Se (31. Corollar:v 5.32) ) r-------------.. 
If (A , B) is a. complete cotorsion pair in RMod and A is closed under direct 
limits, th n (A , B) is perfect. 
The arguments appearing in the proof from the given reference carry over to any 
Grot hendieck category. Since the torsion functor Torf( - , -) preserves arbitrary 
colimits, we have that Fa is clo. ed und r direct limits. It follows that (Fa, (Fa)l_) 
is a perfect cotorsion pair and so the Fla Caver Conj ecture is settled. By the 
same argtm1ent , the pair (Fn, (Fn)l_) is also perfect , i.e. very left R-module has 
an n-fiat caver . This re, ult also appears in (3 1, T heorem 4.1.3) . 
We close this s ction by howing that the class In (C) of n-injective abjects in a. 
Grothendieck category C i t he right half of a. hereditary complete cotorsion pair. 
Recall that if Gis a generator of C, then an abject Y is n-injective if, and only if, 
Ext~+ l (G/ J, Y ) = 0 for very subobject J Ç G (see Section 9 of Chapter 1). 
Proposition 3.1.24 1--------------------------.. 
If C is a Grothendieck category with genera.tor G, then ( j_ (I n ( C)) , I n ( C)) is a. 
cotor. ion pair cogenera.ted by a set. 
1 Proof l. 
It suffices to show (j_ (I n(C)))j_ Ç I n(C). Let Y E (j_ (I n(C))) j_ and J be a sub-
object of G. We have Ext~+ 1 (G/J, Y) ~ Ext2(S,Y ), where SE D11 (G/ J ). ote 
that S E j_(I 11 (C)) . For if X is an n-injective objet of C, then Ext2(S, X) ~ 
Ext~ 1 (G/ J , X) =O. It follows Ext~+ 1 (G/J, Y) = O. By the Corollary 1.9.6, 
(j_ (I n(C)) ,In (C)) is cogenerated by t he t of all SE D11 (G/ J ) with J nmning 
over the set of all subobj cts of G. 0 
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It is not hard to see that the class I n(C) is coresolving, and hence (1-(I n(C)) ,I n(C) ) 
is a hereditary cotorsion pair b:v Proposition 2.2.1. 
3.2 n-Proj ective 1nodel structures 
The goal in this section is to construct a new Abelian model structure on Ch(RMod) 
where t he class of cofibrant abjects is given by the differentiai graded n-projective 
complexes (with n > 0) , and the trivial abjects by the exact chain complexes. 
The motivation of this problem comes from the case n = 0, for which we know 
the xistence of Hovey 's projective model structure (See Example 2.3.1). 
r{ Theorem 3.2.1 (Projective model structure) Jr------------... 
There is a unique Abelian model structure on Ch(RMod) where the (trivial) 
cofibration are t he monomorphisms with differentiai graded projective (resp . 
projective) cokernel, t he (trivial) fibrations are t he epimorphisms (resp. v,rit h 
exact kernel), and t he trivial abjects ar t he exact chain complexes. 
For nonzero proj ective dimension, we want to prove the following result. 
Theorem 3.2.2 (n-Projective model structure) Jr----------, 
There is a unique Abelian model structure on Ch(RMod) where the (trivial) 
cofibrations are t he monomorphisms with cokernel in dgP n (resp. Pn), the 
(trivial) fibrations are the epimorphisms with kernel in (Pn)J. (re p. (dgP n)J. ), 
and the trivial abjects are the exact chain complexes. 
Remark 3.2.1. If (Caf , F i&, W eak) is an Abelian model structure such that A , 
B and E are t he classe. of cofibrant , fibrant and trivial abjects, re. pectively, 
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then W eak is the class of quasi-isomorphisms. For if h E W eak> we can write 
h =X ~ Y !4 Z where f E Cof nWeak and g E FibnWeak· We have a short exact 
sequence X ~ Y ----» A with A exact. It i known we can geta long homology exact 
sequence ·· · -t ~~ Hn(X ) H0j) Hn(Y ) -t ~~ Hn- l (X ) -t · · ·. 
Then Hn(f ) is an isomorphism. for every n E Z . Similarly, one can show t hat 
g is a quasi-isomorphism. Bence, h is also a quasi-isomorphism. Conversely, if 
(Caf , Fib , W eak) is an Abelian model structure such that W eak is t he class of quasi-
isomorphisms, t hen [ is the class of trivial abjects. For if X is a t rivial abj ect , 
t hen 0 -t X is a quasi-isomorphism. This means 0 = Hn(O) ~ Hn(X ) for every 
n E Z , i. e. X is an exact complex. 
In the previous section we howed that (P,1 , (Pn).L) is a complete and hereditary 
cot orsion pair. Then by Theorems 2.4.3 and 2.4. 5 we obtain '' ;o cotorsion pairs 
--------(Pn, dg(P n).L) and (dgP n, (Pn).L ), Pn = dgPn n E, (Pn).L = dg(P n).L nE andE is 
the class of exact chain complexes. By Proposit ion 1.8.4, the class Pn represen s 
the class of n-projective chain complexes. We can apply Lemma 3.1.11 t o show 
that (Pn, (P n).L) is complete, after howing that Ch(RMod) is equivalent to t he 
category of left modules over certain ringoid. 
Recall t hat the tensor product C V of two pre-additive cat egories C and V is 
the pre-addit ive categorv defined by putting 
(1) Ob(C 0 V ) = Ob (C) x Ob(V ); 
(2) Homcwv ((C, D), (C ' , D' )) = Homc(C , C' ) 0 Homv (D , D' ). 
If C, V and [ are pre-addi tive cat egories then we have a canonical isomorphism 
of pre-addit ive categories [C 0 V , E] c::: [C , [V , E]] . In part icular , if K and 91 are 
ringoids, then 
[K: , Mod (91)] = [K: , [91 , Ab]] c::: [JC 0 91, Ab] = Mod (JC 0 91). 
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If we consider a ring R and the ringoid 6 defined in Example 1.10.1 , then we 
have an isomorphism of additive categories [6 , Mod(R)] ~ Mod(6 0 R). This 
means t hat a chain complex of R-modules is a module over t he ringoid 6 0 R, 
i. e. Ch(RMod) ~ Mod(6 0 R). Hence t he following result follows. 
Remark 3.2.2 (K:.-small complexes, and some notations) . Let ryt be a r ingoid 
and K. be an infinite regular cardinal such that K. > Card(Hom91 (a, b)) for every 
a, bE Ob(ryt). 
(1) If ryt is the ringoid of Example 1.10.1 (1) , t hen we have t hat K.> Card(R). 
Note t hat a left module M over ryt is K:.-small if, and only of, it is K:.-small as a 
left R-module (See Definit ion 3. 1.1) . 
(2) We just saw above t hat Ch(RMod) is equivalent to the category of left 
modules over the ringoid 6 0 R, with 6 as in Example 1.10.1 (2). It is not 
hard to see that K. > Card(R) and t hat t he following condi t ions are equivalent 
for every chain complex X in Ch (RMod): 
(a) X is K:.-small. 
(b) Card(Xm) ~ K. for every m E Z . 
(c) L mEZ Card (Xm) ~K.. 
Hence, we shall say for the rest of t his work that a chain complex X in 
Ch (RMod) is K:.-small if each Xm is a K:.-small module, where K. is an (infinite) 
regular cardinal satisfying K.> Card(R) . 
Theorem 3.2.3 1-----------------------------., 
The cotorsion pair (Pn, (Pn)..L ) is heredit arv and complet e. 
Before continuing in our proof of Theorem 3.2.2 , we want to comment some things 
on the theorem above. In (49. T heorem 4.7) , t he author proved Theorem 3.2.3 
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without using the the01·y of modules over ringoids. The proof given there is more 
complicated, and it consists in a sort of iteration of the zig-zag argument in a 
finite free 4 resolution of an n-projective complex to show Lemma 3.1.11 for the 
category Ch(RMod). 
In order to apply Hovey's correspondence to obtain the model structure described 
in Theorem 3.2.2, it is only left to show that (dgPn, dg (P;JL nE) is al o complete. 
One way is to u e Proposition 2.3.6 , but aft r proving that [ is the right and left 
half of two complete cotorsion pairs (.lE, E) and (E, E.l) . This is and immediate 
con equerre of Hovey ' correspondence applied to the proje tive and injective 
model structures in Example 2.3.1 (2) and (3). 
(.lE, E) and (E, E.l) are two complete otorsion pairs in Ch(RMod). 
Although we already know that (dgP 0 , E) i a complete cotor ion pair , we present 
a cogenerating et given by J. Rada and other aut hors in (12. Lemma 5.1), since 
we shall need this fact in t he next chapt er. 
Lemma 3.2.5 (S e (12, Lrmma 5.1)) 1------------------.. 
The cotorsion pair ( dgP 0 , E) is cogenerated by a set . 
IProof l. 
Consider th di k complex D 1 (R ) E Po and the sphere compl x S0 (R) . . ote that 
the quo ti nt D 1 ( R) / S0 ( R) is isomorphic to t he suspension L_; - 1 ( S0 ( R)) . Th en we 
4. In (-!9) , a complex is defined to be free if it i exact and if every cycle group i a free left 
R·module. 
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have a part ial proj ective resolut ion 0 ----1 S0 (R) ----1 D 1 (R) ----1 ~- 1 (S0 (R)) ----1 0, 
from which we can compute the extension group Ext~h (nMod) (~- 1 (S0 (R)) , Y ), 
for every chain complex Y E Ob(Ch(RMod) ) . One can show Hom(S0 (R) , Y ) ~ 
Z0 (Y ). Moreover , a map S0 (R) ~Y hasan extension D 1(R) -!4 Y if, and only if, 
x = fo( l ) E Zo(Y) is a boundary in Y . It follows Ext~h(nMod) (~- 1 (S0 (R)) , Y ) ~ 
Ho(Y). One can generalize this isomorphism to Ext~h (nMod) (~k- 1 (S0 (R)) , Y ) ~ 
Hk(Y) , for every k E Z . So Y is exact if, and only if, Ext~h (nMod)(~k- 1 (S0 (R)) , Y ) 
is 0 for every k E Z. Therefore, E = S j_, where S = {~k- 1 (S0 (R)): k E Z}. 0 
It follows (dgP 11 , dg (P n)j_ n E) is a complete cotorsion pair in Ch(RMod). We 
have obtained two compatible and complete cotorsion pairs (dgPn n E, dg(P n)j_) 
and (dgP 11 , dg(P 11 )j_n E), so by Hovey's correspondence we obtain the n-projective 
madel structure described in Theorem 3.2.2. 
Another way to conclude that ( dgP n, dg(P n)j_ nE) is complete is using (26, Propo-
sition 3. ), where J. Gillespie shows t hat if (A , B) i a cot orsion pair cogenerated 
by a set in a Grothendieck category C, then so is (dgA , B). \/Vit h respect to 
the ela s A, t he author impo es an extra condition on the class A to prove that 
(A , dgB) is also a cotor ion pair cogenerated by a set (See (26, Proposition 4.8 
and 4.11) ). One of t he condit ions needed is that A i closed un der direct limits. 
However , concerning the part icular case F = Pn, it is not true in general that 
Pn is closed under direct limits. This condit ion seem to be very related to the 
ring R. For example, H. Kra use proved in ( 42, Lemma 5) th at if R is a two-sided 
artinian ring, t hen Pn i closed under direct limits. Hence, in t his case we can use 
Gillespie's results get the n-projective madel structure on Ch(RMod). 
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3.3 Degreewise n-projective model structures 
We study the construction of another model structure on Ch(RMod) from n-
proj ective objects in RMod . In (12) , the authors proved the existence of the 
following model structure on Ch(RMod). 
Theorem 3.3.1 (Degreewise projective model structure) Jr----, 
There xists a unique Abelian model structure on Ch(RMod) such that t he 
(trivial) cofibrations are t he monomorphisms with colœrnel in dwP 0 (resp. 
exP0 ) , the (trivial) fibrations are the epimorphisms with kernel in (exP 0).l 
(resp. (dwP 0).l), and the weak equivalences are t he quasi-isomorphisms. 
- - -Om goal in t his section is to shm~r that t he classes dwPn and exPn = dwP n n [ of 
degreewise and exact degreewise n-projective chain complexes, respectively, form 
two compatible complete cotorsion pair (dwP n, (dwP n).l) and (exP11 , (exPn).l). 
A consequence of this result is t he existence of the following new Abelian model 
structm e on Ch(RMod). 
r{ Theorem 3.3.2 (Degreewise n-projective model structure) J~----., 
There exist a unique Ab lian model structure on Ch(RMod) where t he (triv-
ial) cofibrations are the monomorphi ms with cokernel in dwPn (resp . exPn), 
the (trivial) fibrations are the epimorphisms with kernel in (exPn).l (resp . 
(dwP n).l), and the weak equivalences are the quasi-isomorphisms. 
The completeness of the cotor ion pairs ( dwP 0 , ( dvvP o).l ) and ( exP0 , ( exP 0).l ) is 
based on a t heorem by l. Kaplansky, namely: 
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Theorem 3.3.3 (Kaplanslq r's Theorem . See (41)) f----------....._ 
Every projective module is a direct sum of countably generated projective mo-
dules. 
So w hen one thinks of the com pleteness of the co torsion pairs (cl wP 11 , (cl wPn) .L ) 
and ( exP11 , ( exP 11 ).L) , a good question would be if it is possible to generalize Ka-
plansky 's Theorem for n-project ive modules. Let JI!/ E Pn be an n-project ive 
module along with an exact projective resolution of length n , say 
0 -+ ~1 -+ · · · -+ Pt -+ P0 -+ M -+ 0. 
ViJe shall denote b~r (Pnt·o the set of ail modules l\1  having a project ive resolution 
as the previous one in which each Pi is countably generated. 
By Kaplansky 's Theorem we can wri te Pk = EB'iEh Pk, where P~ is a cmmtably 
genera ted projective module, for every i E h and every 0 :::; k :::; n . Then vve can 
rewrite the previous resolut ion as 
0 -+ EB p~ -+ . .. -+ EB Pl -+ EB Pci -+ M -+ 0. 
iE / ., iEh iE / o 
From now on we sha.ll write any exact projective resolution of length n by using 
such direct sum decompositions. otice t hat every module JIJ ha.ving a finite 
proj ect ive resolut ion as t he previous one belongs to (P11 )No if h i a. counta.bl set 
for every 0 ::; k :::; n . 
The fa.ct t ha.t ( dwP 11 , ( dwP 11 ).L ) is a. cot orsion pair in Ch(RMod) is a. consequence 
of Theorem 2.4.6. We sha.ll prove tha.t (dwP 11 , (dwP 11).L ) is cogenera.ted by t he set 
d'N(Pn)No , by con t ructing a. tr a.nsfinite xtension of clw (P n)No for every degree-
wise n -projective complex. T hen the completeness of ( dwPn, ( dwP n )j_ ) sha.ll be 
a. consequence of Proposit ion 3 .1.14. Vve nee cl t he following genera.liza.t ion of Ka.-
pla.nsky ' T heorem : 
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Lemma 3.3 .4 (Kaplan ky s T h orem fon n -proj ctive module ) ~----.. 
Let R be a Noetherian ring. Let M E 'P71 and N be a countably generated 
submodule of M. Then there exists a t ran. finite extension of (P 71 t·o for lV! , ay 
(lvfcx : o < À) with À > 1, such t hat Jl.lh E (Pn)No and N Ç N/1 . 
1 P roof l. 
Let Nf E P71 and 
be a projective re olut ion of Nf . vVe u e transfinite induction. For o = 0 set 
Mo= O. Now we con truct 1141. Let Ç b a ountable et of g nerator of N. Since 
fo is surjective, fo r every g E Q we can choo e y9 E EBiEio PJ such t hat g = fo(y9 ) . 
Consider the set Y = {y9 : g E Ç}. Since Y is a countable subset of EBiEfo Pj , 
we have that (Y) is a countabl:v generated submodule of P0 . Choose a count-
able sub et I t ·0 Ç 10 such that (Y) Ç EBiEI1,o Pj . Then fo( (Y )) Ç N. Cor ider 
0 
Ker ( foi LD pt)· Since EBiEl1,o P0 is countably generated and Ker(fo iLD 1 t) wiE J~,o o o W ie f6 •0 o 
is a submodule of EBiEI1,o Pj , we have that K r(foi LD P' ) i also countably 
o Wie r6·o o 
generatecl, since R i N oetherian. Let B b a countable set of genera ·or of 
Ker(foi LD p,). Let b E B, then f (b) = 0 and by exactne of th abov se-
w,e 1~ . o o 
quence ther exists Yb E EBiEh Pf such that b = !1 (Yb ). Let Y' = {Yb : b E B}. 
1 ote that Y' is a countable sub et of (h }-1 (Ker ( foi LD p,)) . Then (Y' ) i Wie l6'o o 
a countablv generated submodule of EBiEh Pf . Renee t here exist a countable 
subset Jt· 0 Ç 11 such that EBiEI1 ,oP i ;:;;> (Y' ). Thus h (EBiE/ l,o P f) ;:;;> h ((Y ' )). 
1 l 
1 ow let z E Ker(foi LD pt)· Then z = r1b1 + · · · + Tmbm, where each bj E B. 
w .,e16.o o 
Since bj = h (Ybj ) with Ybj E Y ' , we get z = f1 (r-1 yb1 + · · · + 1'mYb, ) E h ((Y' )) . 
Renee, Ker( f oiLD pi) Ç JI ((Y' )) Ç h(EBiEIJ,o Pf ). se t he same argument wiE I~ , o o 1 
1 0 ' 
to find a countable sub et 12 ' Ç h such that h (EBiEf~.o Pj ) ;:;;> Ker (h lœ iE/1 ,0 p 1• ) . 
) 
Repeat the ame argument unt il find a countable subset !~ ·0 Ç In such that 
1 8 4  
. f n ( E B i E I I , o  P~ ) ; : 2  K e r C f n - l i E B  
1 0  
p i  ) .  N o w ,  . f n ( E B i E I J , o  ~~,) i s  a  c o u n t a b l y  g e n -
n  i E f n ' - 1  n - 1  1 1  
e r a t e d  s u b m o d u l e  o f  E B i E J , . _
1  
PL
1
.  T h e n  c h o o s e  a  c o u n t a b l e  s u b s e t  I~~
1 
Ç  I~~
1 
Ç  
I n - 1  s u c h  t h a t  f n ( E B . E
1
l , o  P
1
~ ) Ç  E B -E
1
1. 1  P~_
1
. R e p e a t  t h i s  p r o c e s s  u n t i l  f i n d  a  
' l  n  t  n - 1  
c o u n t a b l e  s u b s e t  16'
0  
Ç  I 6'
1  
Ç  I o  s a t i s f y i n g  h ( E B i E / 1, 1  P I )  Ç  E B i E i u  P d .  N o w  
1  0  
c h o o s e  a  c o u n t a b l e  s u b s e t  1t '
1  
Ç  1 { '
2  
Ç  I 1  w i t h  h ( E B  EI 1 . 2  P n  ; : 2  K e r ( f o i L D  p • ) ·  
t  2  .  w i E J b ' l  o  
\ t \ T h a t  w e  h a v e  b e e n  d o i n g  s o  f a r  i s  c a l l e d  t h e  z i g - z a g  p r o c e d u r e .  K e e p  r e p e a t i n g  
t h i s  p r o c e d u r e  i n f i n i t e l y  m a n y  t i m e s ,  a n d  s e t  I f .  =  U m: : : : o  I~ ,m, f o r  e v e r y  0  : : S  k  : : S  n .  
B y  c o n s t r u c t i o n ,  w e  g e t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  e x a c t  s e q u e n c e  
0  - - +  f f i  P~~ - - +  ·  ·  ·  - - +  f f i  P {  - - +  f f i  P d  - - +  l V h  - - +  0  
·i E l,~ 
i E ! f  
i E I J  
w h e r e  x E  M l  : =  C o K e r ( E B i E f i  p l i  - - 7  E B i E I J  P d )  ç  M  a n d  N  ç  M l ·  v V e  t a k e  t h e  
q u o t i e n t  o f  t h e  r e s o l u t i o n  o f  M  b y  t h e  r e s o l u t i o n  o f  l V I ' ,  a n d  g e t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
c o m m u t a t i v e  d i a g r a m :  
0  0  0  0  
1  1  1  1  
0  _ _ _ _ ,  E B  .  E f 1  p~ _ _ _ _ ,  .  .  .  _ _ _ _ ,  E B  .  E  J l  p li  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .  E B  .  E  J  l  P .o i  l VI ]  _ _ _ ,  0  
· r ,  · r  · r  1  
0  - - - - - >  E B i E J ,  P~ - - - - - >  ·  ·  ·  - - - - - >  E B i E h  P f  E B i E l o  P d  l V I  - - - >  0  
1  1  1  1  
0 - - - - >  E B t E J , - f } ,  P~ ----> ·  ·  · - - - - >  E B t E h - 1 /  P { - - - - >  E B t E ! o - ! J  P à - - - - >  M l f \ . 1 [ 1 - - - - >  0  
1  1  1  1  
0  
0  
0  0  
w h e r e  t h e  t h i r d  r o w  i s  a n  e x a c t  s e q u e n c e  s i n c e  t h e  c l a s s  o f  e x a c t  c o m p l e x e s  i s  t h i c k .  
T h e n  w e  h a v e  a  p r o j e c t i v e  r e s o l u t i o n  o f  l e n g t h  n  f o r  f \ . 1 [  1  M
1
.  R e p e a t  t h e  s a m e  
p r o c e d u r e  a b  o v e  f o r  l V I  1  f \ . I I
1
,  b y  c h o o s i n g  t h e  c l a s s  x
1  
+  f \ . 1
1  
E  f \ . 1 [  1  f \ . / [
1  
- {  0  +  f \ . I [ I } ,  
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in order to get an exact sequence 
iEI~-IA iE!J- IJ 
for ome _M1 Ç !Vh Ç lVI, with I~ - I f is countable for every 0 ::::; k ::::; n. Note 
that we have a proj ective resolut ion 
of !Vf2 , since we have a commutative diagram: 
where the fust and third rows are exact sequences, and then so is t he second since 
the class of exact complexes is closed under extensions. vVe have that JVI1 and l'li2 
ar n-proj ctive module. such t hat M1 , M2/ M1 E (Pn)'Ko . Now uppo. e that there 
i an ordinal /3 such that: 
(1) l\ifc, is an n-projective module, for every a < {3 . 
(2) Nia Ç !VIa' whenever a ::::; a' < {3 . 
(3) Nfa+IfJ\I[a E (Pnto whenever a+ 1 < {3 . 
( 4) NLy = Uaq Ma for very limit ordinal "( < {3 . 
If /3 is a limit ordinal, then s t ]\lffJ = Ua<.B Ma. Otherwise there exists an ordinal 
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a < (3 such that (3 = a + 1. In this case, construct Ma+l E Pn from Moe as 
we constructecl J\1!2 from NI1 , such that !Vfa+ 1/Nf0 E (Pn )N°. By the Principle of 
Transfinite Induction, the result fo llows. D 
Theorem 3.3.5 (Generalization of (12. Theorem 4.4)) 1-------------. 
If R is a Noetherian ring, every n-proj ctive chain complex 
extension of clw(P n)No . 
1 Proof j. 
Let X E clwP n and write 
X X ak+l X ak X = ... ---+ k+ l ---7 k ---7 k-1 ---+ . .. . 
For each k one has a projective resolution of 
iE f , (k) iE f 1 (k) iE !o(k ) 
----------
a transfinite 
of length k. vVe shall on truct a t ran finite exten ion of clw (P n)No for X by using 
transfinite induction. For a = 0 set X 0 = O. For a = 1, choose m E Z. Let 
S be a countably generatecl submoclule of Xm · By the previous lemma, there 
exi ts a submoclule (P n)No 3 X~ Ç Xm such that S Ç X~ . _ ote t hat X~ i also 
countably generat cl. Th n 8m(X~) is a countably generatecl submoclule of X m-l , 
and so th re exi t (P n)No 3 X7~1 _ 1 Ç Xm- l such that 8m (X~) Ç X7~~- l · Repeat 
the same proc dure infinitely many t imes in orcler to obtain a subcomplex 
X l·- _xl _xl _xl .- ... ---+ k + l ---+ k ---+ k-1 ---+ ... 
of X such that Xf E (P n)No for every k E Z (we are setting Xf = 0 for every 
k > m). Rene X 1 E clw (P 11 )No. Note from the proof of the pr viou l mma that 
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t he quotient X/X 1 is in dwPn· We have 
where for ev ry k :=:; m one has the following projective re olutions of length n for 
Xl and X k/ XJd: 
o ~ EB P7~( k ) ~ ... -+ EB P{( k) ~ EB P~(k ) ~x~~ o, 
iE J~ (k) i EI{( k ) iEIJ (k) 
0 ~ EB ~:(k ) -+ ... ~ EB PJ( k) ~ Xk/X~ ~o. 
iE J, (k )-1,\ (k) iE l o(k )-I ÈJ (k) 
Apply the same procedure above to the complex X/ X 1 , in orcier to obtain a chain 
subcomplex 
X 2/Xl X 2 / v-1 X 2/ Xl X 2 / X l = . . . ---+ k+l _.1\. k+ 1 ~ k k ~ k-1 k- 1 ~ .. . 
of X / X 1 , such that for each k E Zone has a projective resolution 
0 ~ EB P~(k ) -+ .. . ---+ EB PJ( k) ~ xv x~~ 0 
iEl,~ -IA 
of length n for XV Xl , where each IJ- IJ Ç Ii i countable. Now con ider t he 
chain compl x 
X 2 . _ x 2 x2 x2 .- . .. ~ k + l -+ k ~ k- 1 ~ .... 
As we die! in the proof of the previous lemma , we have that 
o-+ EB P~(k ) -+ .. . -+ EB Pl(k) ~ EB P~(k ) ~x~~ o 
iE I~ (k) 
is an exact sequence. So X~ E Pn for every k E Z , and hence X 2 E d·wP n, with 
X 2 j X 1 E dw (P n)No . The rest of the proof follows by transfini te induction, as in 
the proof of t he previous l mma. D 
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Consider the class of exact degreewise n-projective complexes exP11 = dwP11 n E. 
By Them·em 2.4. 7 we know ( exP11 , ( exP11 ).l ) is a cotorsion pair. V·le shall prove 
its completeness by constructing t ransfinite extension for exP11 of some subset of 
exP11 • 
Definition 3.3.1. Given a module NIE P 11 , consider an exact proj ective resolu-
ti on 
( *) = (o -+ EB ~~ -+ . . . -+ EB PI -+ EB Pd -+ M -+ o) , 
iE l n iEh i.E l o 
vvhere each PZ. is a countably generated proj ective module. Vle shall say that an 
exact projective resolut ion 
( * *) = (o -+ EB P~ -+ .. · -+ EB P: -+ EB P~ -+ N -+ o) 
iE I~. iEI~ iE ib 
is a nice subresolution of ( *) if I~ Ç h for every 0 ::; k ::; n and N Ç i\II. 
Let r;, be an infinite cardinal with r;,;::::: Card(R) . \Me shall say t hat t he resolut ion 
( *) above is r;,-small if Card(h) ::; r;, for every 0 ::; k ::; n . Moreover , we say that 
( **) is a nice r;,-small subresolut ion of ( *) if each I~ is a r;,-small subs t. of h . We 
shall denote by P11 (r;,) th et of n-projective modules with a r;,-small projective 
re olution. Note t hat P11 (r;,) Ç (Pn)'5."'. 
'Ne shall prove that every exact degreewise n-proj ective complex a t ra.nsfini te 
extension of exPJ;0 Ç ( exP11 )'5. "' . 
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Lemma 3.3.6 1---------------------------., 
Let M E Pn with a projective r solut ion given by ( * ). For ev ry ubmodule 
N Ç !Il/ wi h Card(N) ~ 11, , there exi t a nice 11,-small subr olution 
( * * *) = (o ---7 EB P~~ ---7 .. . ---7 EB pli ---7 EB P~ ---7 N ' ---7 o) 
iEI~, iEJ; iEih 
of ( *) su ch t hat N Ç N'. IVIor ov r , if N has an nice 11,-small ubr olution of 
!Il! given by ( * *) , th en ( * * *) can b constructed in su ch a way t hat ( **) is a 
nice subresolut ion of ( * * *) . 
IProof l. 
Sine fo i surj ective, for every x E . T choose Yx E ffi iEio PJ with x = f o(Yx)· 
Let Y = {Yx : x E N}. iote that (Y ) i a 11,-, mall ubmodule of EBiEio P0. 
So there exists a /1,-Sm all sub et rg ç Io such that (Y ) ç œ iE I8 PJ. \M have 
fo (EBiEio PJ) ;:2 rv. Now con ider the ubmodul Ker(Jol ffi Pj ) of f o(EBiEio PJ), 
0 W iE /8 0 
which is K,-Small in. Jo( œ i EI8 PJ) is . Th n we can choo e a /1,- mall sub t IP ç h 
su ch that il ( œ iEfO P{) ;:2 K r(Jo 1 ffi P' ). Repeat th sam argum nt unt il find 
1 W iE /8 0 
a 11,-small ubs t I~ Ç In uch t hat f n( ffi .iEio P,~ ) ;:2 Ker(fn- 11 ffi P' ). Since 
n 'CD a e /~-l n - 1 
fn(EBiEIR P,~ ) is a /1,- mall ubmo lule of œ iEin- J P,~ - 1> we can choo e a /1,- mall 
subs t I~_ 1 Ç I~_ 1 Ç In-1 . u·h that j~(EBio~ P~ ) Ç EBiE I~_ , P,~ _ 1 . From t his 
point ju t u th zig-zag procedure to get /1,- mall subset If. = U j 2:ü It Ç h and 
an exa t equence 
o ---7 EB P~ ---7 · · · ---7 EB P; ---7 EB P~ ---7 A ' ---7 o 
iEfi, iEJ0 
where N ': = CoK r(ffi iEI' P{ ---7 EBiE I' PJ ) and Ç N' Ç !11/ . 
1 0 
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Now suppose 
is a nice n;-small su br solution of ( *) . Take th quotient of ( *) by thi resolut ion 
and get the following re olution of lVI/ N: 
0 --7 E9 p i --7 .. . --7 n 
iE!,-I f,:' 
E9 p i --7 J . 111 E9 p~ --7 N --7 0. 
iE lo- I(;' 
Repeat t he argument above u ·ing t his sequence and t he n;-small submodule (z + N), 
where z rf. N . Then w- g t a projective ubre ·olution 
0--7 E9 p i --7 . . . --7 n E9 p i --7 1 . N ' E9 p~ --7 N --7 0 
iE I0- I(;' 
of the previous one, wher each set I~ - Ik is a n;-small set. A we did in t he 
proof of Lemma 3.3.4, we have t hat 
( * * *) = (o --7 E9 P~ --7 . .. --7 E9 PI --7 E9 PJ --7 N' --7 o) 
iE I :, iE l ~ iE l 0 
the desired nice n:.-small subresolution of ( *). D 
Lemma 3 .3 . 7 r--------------------------... 
Let X E dwP n and Y be a bounded above n;-, mall ub omplex of X. Then 
t here exists a (bounded ab ove) su bcomplex Y' of X such that Y Ç Y' and 
Y' E dwP n(n;) . 
IProof l. 
We are given the following commutative diagram 
Y= .. . 0 Y;n 
Om 
Y m-1 
1 Om+ l 1 Om 1 
Xm+l Xm X m-l X = ... ---.. 
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Since Xm is an n-projective module, we can consider a project ive resolut ion for 
each m of the form 
0 -7 EB P,; ( m) -7 .. · -7 EB P{ ( m) -7 EB P~ ( m) -7 X m -7 0. 
iEI ,(m ) iE h (m) iE io(m) 
By the pr viau 1 mma, th re xi ts a submodule Y,~ of X m containing Ym, along 
with a nice 11,-small subresolu tion 
0-7 E9 P,~(m) -7 · · · -7 E9 P{ (m) -7 E9 PJ(m ) -7 Y,;1 -7 O. 
iE J~(m) iEI~ (m) iE i b(m ) 
Note that Card(8m(Y~J + Ym-d :S K and Ym-1 Ç Om(Y~) + Ym-1 Ç X m-l · Now 
chao e a submodule Y~_ 1 Ç Xm-l such that Om(Y~) + Ym-1 Ç Y,~_ 1 and Y~_ 1 
has a nice K-small ubresolution of a fixed re olut ion of X m-l · Rep at this proces · 
infinitely many t imes t o obtain a complex Y' := · · · -7 0 -7 Y~~ -7 Y~_ 1 -7 
~ 
such that Y Ç Y' Ç X and Y ' E dwPn(K;) . 0 
In (12. Theorem 4.6), the authors provecl that ev ry exact degreewise proj ective 
chain complex i · a t ransfini te extension of ( exP0 ) ~ ,.. . The previous lemmas allow 
us to prove t ha t this is also valid for every projective dimen ion. 
Theorem 3.3.8 (Generalization of (12, Theorem 4.6) ) r----------._ 
Every exact n-project ive chain complex is a t ransfini te exten ion of exPn ( K) . 
IProof l. 
Let X E exPn· We con t ruct a transfinite xtension of exPn(K) for X using tran -
finite induction. For a = 0 set X 0 = O. For the case a = 1 let m E Z l e arbi trary 
and let T1 Ç X m be a K-sma.ll submoclule of X m. Th n t h re exists a. K-sma.ll sub-
module Y~ of X m such tha.t T1 Ç Y~ and tha.t Y,; ha.s a. nice K-sma.ll projective 
subresolu tion of a. given resolution of X m. Note t ha.t 8m(Y~.) i a. submodule of 
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Xm- l with cardinality :::; K, , so t here exists a submodule ~~- l of Xm- l such that 
Om(Y~) Ç Y~_ 1 and that Y~_ 1 has a nice K,-small projective subresolut ion of a 
given resolut ion of Xm- l· Keep repeating this argument infinitely many t imes. 
We obtain a chain complex Y 1 of the form · · · --+ 0 --+ Y~ --+ Y~_ 1 --+ · · · which 
is a subcomplex of X and Y 1 E dwP11 (K,). Note that Y 1 is not nece sarily exact . 
VVe shall construct a complex X 1 from Y 1 such t hat X 1 Ç X and X 1 E exP11 (K,). 
The rest of this proof uses an argument similar to the one used in (12, The-
orem 4.6) . Fix any p E 7l. Then Card(YP1 ) :::; K, and so Card(Zp(Y1)) :::; K, . 
Since X is exact and Card(Zp(Y 1)) :::; K,, there exi ts a submodule U Ç X p+l 
with Card(U) :::; K, su ch that Zp(Y 1 ) Ç Op+l (U). Let C1 be a fî,-small subcom-
plex of X uch t hat U ç Cp+l , CJ = 0 for every j > p + 1, and that each Cj 
with j :::; p has a nice K,-Small proj ective subresolut ion of a given resolution of 
X J· Since Y 1 + C is a bounded above subcomplex of X , by the previous lemma 
ther exists a K,-small subcomplex Y 2 of X such t hat Y 1 + C Ç Y 2 and that 
ea.ch ~2 has a nice 11.-sma.ll proj ctive subresolution of a given resolut ion of XJ. 
Note tha.t Zp(Y 1 ) Ç Op+ 1 (Yp~ 1 ) . Construct Y 3 from Y 2 a. we just constructed 
Y 2 from Y1 , and so on, ma.king sm e to use the sam p E 7l a.t ea.ch step. Set 
X 1 := UJ= l y J Ç X . Note that X 1 is exact at p. Repea.t this argument to get 
exactness at any l vel. So we may a ume that X 1 is an exact complex. Every 
Xk has a nice fî,-small proj ective subresolution of the given resolut ion of Xk. For 
ever~' j one has a proj ective ubresolut ion of t he form 
0 --+ EB P,~( k ) --+ .. . --+ EB Pf( k) --+ EB PJ(k) --+ Yd --+ 0, 
iE! /, (k) iE ! { (k ) i Ef b(k ) 
where Il (k) Ç I?(k) Ç · · · for every 0 :::; l :::; n, by Lemma 3.3.6. If we take the 
union of all of the previous sequences, then Un:1 I/ ( k ) Ç 11 ( k) for ev ry 0 :::; l :::; n , 
and so we o bta.in the exact sequence 
P,~( k ) --+ . . . --+ EB PJ(k) --+ u Yj = XJ --+o. 
iEUn~J/,. ( k) iE U 12: 1 I6(k) J2: 1 
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----------Hence, X 1 E exP 71 (r;,). Now consider the quotient 
x xk+l xk xk-1 
X l = .. . --t x1 --t x1 --t -x~ --t ... k+ l k k-1 
Note t hat each Xk/ X1 is n-projective and that X/ X 1 is exact. 'vVe apply the same 
procedure above to the complex X/ X 1 in orcier to geta complex X 2 / X1 ç X/ X 1 
----------su ch that X 2 / X 1 E exPn(r;,). Note that X 2 is an exact complex since the class of 
exact complexes is clo ed uncler extensions, and so X 2 E exP 71 • The rest of the 
proof follows by using transfinite induction. D 
The previous t heorem implies that ( exPn, ( exPn)l. ) is a complete cotorsion pair , 
since it is cogenerated by exP 11 (K,) . Note that for this result we did not neecl R to 
be N oetherian. 
In the case where R is a oetherian ring, we have two complete cotorsion pairs 
(dwP n, (dwP n)J.) and (exPn, (exP n)J. ). By Proposition 2.4.8, (exP n)J. nE = 
( dwP n).l, since ( dwP 11 , ( dwP n)J. ) is complete. It follows these two complete co-
torsion pairs are compatible, and thus we obtain a proof of Theorem 3.3.2 in 
the ca ·e where R is a Noetherian ring. \Me shall see later a proof where R is 
not necessarily loetherian. Note that we could have used Proposition 2.3.6 and 
2.4.8 to show that t he pair ( exP 11 , ( exPn).l ) is complete. However, we consider 
of more interest to generalize the arguments given in (12) on the completeness of 
(exPo, (exPo)l.) . 
3.4 n-Injective and degreewise n-injective mo del structures 
The objective in this ·ection is to get the dual of the n-projective and degreewise 
n-projective model structures on Ch (RMod). The results are summarized in the 
following two theorems. 
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Theorem 3.4.1 (n-Injective model structure) 1-------------., 
There exists a unique Abelian model structure on Ch(RMod) , where the (triv-
ial) fibrations are the epimorphisms with kernel in elgi n (resp. I n), the (trivial) 
cofibrations are t he monomorphisms with cokernel in j_(I n) (resp. j_(dgi n)), 
and the weak equivalences are t he quasi-i omorphisms. 
Theorem 3.4.2 (Degreewise n-injective model structu re) r-----------.. 
There exists a unique Abelian model structure on Ch(RMod), wher t he (triv-
ial) fibrations are the epimorphisms -vvith kernel in dwi n (re p. exi11 ), the 
(trivial) cofibrations are the monomorphisms with cokernel in j_( xi77 ) (resp. 
j_ (dwi n)) , and the weak equivalences are the quasi-isomorphisms. 
In a Grothendieck category C with enough projective objects , Proposition 3. 1.24 
and Theorem 2.4.3 im]ly that ( dg j_ (I n ( C)) , I n ( C)) and ( j_ (In ( C) ), elgi n ( C)) are co-
torsion pairs in Ch(C). These pairs are also compatible ince (-1-(I n(C)) , I n(C)) is 
hereditary (see Theorem 2.4.5) . B~; Proposition 1.8.4, we know I n(C) = I 11 (Ch(C)) . 
~~
It follows (clgj_ (I n(C)) , I 11 (C)) is complete. In the ca e C = RMod or Mod R, 
we have two complete cotorsion pairs (E, Ej_ ) and (j_ E,E). For simplicity, wri te 
I n(R Mod ) = I 11 • Hence, by Propo.·ition 2.3.6 (2) , (j_ (I n),dgi n) i a complete 
cotorsion pair. Then Theorem 3.4.1 follows b:v Hovey 's corresponclenc . Th orem 
3.4.2 follows in a ·imilar way, we only need to prove the following proposit ion. 
Proposition 3.4.3 1----------------------------.. 
Let C be a Groth di ck category wit h a generator G. Then t he cotor. ion pair 
(j_ (d·wiJC)) , dwi n(C)) is cogeneratecl by a set. 
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[ Proof[. 
-------We show that dwi11 (C) = Sl-, where Sis the set of all disk complexes Dm ( C) with 
C E nn ( G / J) and J running over the set of subobjects of G. First. we see that 
s ç _l(dwiii(C)). Let nm(C) Es and y E dwiii(C). Csing Proposition 1.6.2. we 
have Ext~h(C)(Dm(C), Y)~ Ext2(C, Yrn) ~ Extë+ 1(G/J. Ym) = 0, since Yrn is n-
------- -------- ------injective. Then, Dm(C) E .l(dwi11 (C)). Thisimpliesdwi11 (C) = (.l(dwi,(C))).l Ç 
S.l. The other inclusion follows in the same way. D 
There is not much to say regarding these two model structures. As the reader can 
appreciate. the proof of the first theorem is just a consequence of more general 
results. while the arguments given for the previous proposition are mainl:v appli-
cations of basic homological algebra. Actuall:v. the existence of the degreewise 
n-injective model structure is a consequence of a more general result proven by 
J. Gillespie in ('2:). Tlwon'lll ~.Ï). \Ve decided to indude this section due to sonH' 
applications in the next chapter. 
3.5 Degreewise n-ftat model structures 
So far in this d1apter we have obtain Abelian model structures on Ch(RMod) 
from projective and injective dimensions in RMod. So. it is onl:v left to analyze 
the flat case. This part of this thesis is motivated by early investigations due 
to S. T. Aldrich. E. E. Enochs. J. R. Garda Rozas and L. Oyonarte. on the 
cornpleteness of the cotorsion pairs ( dw~1 • ( dw ~1 ).l) and ( exFr1• ( exit,).l). where 
dwFr1 and exF0 are the classes of degreewise flat and exact degreewise flat chain 
complexes. respectively. Since these two cotorsion pairs turn out to be compatible 
and complete. we have the following model structurE' on Ch(RMod). 
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Theorem 3.5.1 (Degreewise fiat model structure) 1------------,. 
There exists a uniqu Abelian model structure on Ch(RMod) where the (triv-
ial) cofibrations are the monomorphisms with cokernel in dwF0 (resp . exF0 ), 
the (tri vial) fi br at ions ar the epimorphism wi th kernel in ( exF0 ) l. ( resp. 
(dwF0)l.), and the weak equivalence· are the quasi-isomorphisms. 
In this section, we prove that the induced cotorsion pairs (dw.F11 , (dw.F11 )l. ) and 
( exFn, ( exFn) l. ) are complete , by using a method th at vve call th stairway zig-
zag. This modified zig-zag procedure aL o works to show the completeness of the 
pair (dwP 11 , (dwP 71)l. ) and (exP11 , (exP11 )l. ) (without assuming R Noetherian, as 
in Section 3.3). After howing that (dwFn, (dwF11 )l. ) and ( xFn,( xFn)l.) are 
aL o compatible, the following re ult hall follow. 
Theorem 3.5.2 (Degreewise n-fiat model tructure) r--------... 
There exists a unique Abelian model tructure on Ch(RMod) where the (triv-
ial) cofibrations ar the monomorphi ms with cokernel in dwF11 (resp. xFn), 
t he ( rivial) fibration are t he epimorphi ·rn with kernel in ( xFn)l. (re p. 
(dwF11 )l.), and t he w ak quivalences are the quasi-isomorphisms. 
For the r st of t his section, let A denote either t he class of proj ective modules or 
flat modules, and An denote the clas of left n-A-module , where A0 =A. 
Remark 3.5.1. From Lemmas 3.3.6 and 3.1.21 , \Ve have t hat for very A E An 
and for every maU ubmodule 0 =/= N Ç A , th r xists a small submodule A' Ç A 
in A n uch that N Ç A' and A / A' E A n· 
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Theorem 3.5 .3 1-------------------------, 
Let X E ex.An and x E X (i. e. :r E X m for sorne mE Z). Then t here exists a 
complex X~ Y E (ex.An) ::; ~~: such that x E Y and X / Y E ex.An. 
The following proof is based on an argument given in (4, Proposition 4.1) , where 
the author prove that ( dwF0 , ( dwF0)..L ) and ( ex F0 , ( exF 0)..L ) are complete co tor-
sion pair . 
1 Proof of Theorem 3.5.3 1. 
A um without los of gen rality that x E X 0 . Consider the submodule (x) Ç X 0 . 
Since X 0 E An and (x) is small, we can mbed (x) int o a ubmodule (An ) ::; ~~: 3 
Y01 Ç X 0 uch that X 0 / Yd E Â t· W can const ruct a K-small and exact ubcom-
plex 
ince X is exact . The fact that 80 (Yd) is K-small implies t ha t it is contaîned in 
a submodule (An) ::; ~~: 3 y_:1 Ç X _ l such that X _I/ Y_:1 E An. A above, we can 
const ruct a K-small and exact subcomplex of t he form 
lote that it is possible t o const ruct L2 containing L1 . Tow emb d L6 into a 
submodule (An)::;~~: 3 Y03 Ç X 0 such that X 0/ Y03 E An. Again, con truct a 
subcomplex 
containing L2 , which is K-small and exa t . Now let Y14 E (An) ::; ~~: be a submodule 
of X 1 containing Lr such t hat XJ/Y14 E Â t, and construct an exact and K-small 
complex L 4 containing L 3 of the form 
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Embed Y03 + 81 (Y14 ) into a submodule (An):SK 3 Y05 Ç Xo such that Xo/Y05 E An. 
Construct an exact and 11:-small subcomplex 
containing L 4 . In a similar way, construct 11:-small and exact complexes 
and 
such that Y.~\ E An is a 11:-small submodule of X_ 1 containing y_:1 + 80 (Y05 ), and 
Y!2 E Anis a small submodule of X_ 2 containing 8_ 1 (Y.~\). We have the following 
commutative diagram of subcomplexes of X where the k + 1-th complex can be 
constructed in such a way that it contains the k-th complex: 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 L1 2 L1 1 Y? 0 8o(Y01) 0 0 
1 1 1 l l 1 L2 L2 L2 y2 8-1(Y~1) 0 2 1 0 -1 
1 1 l 1 1 1 L3 L3 y;3 8o(Y03) + Y~1 --------. 8_1 (Y~1 ) 0 2 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 l L4 2 Y,4 1 'Ya3 + 81 (Y14 ) ---+ 8o(Y03) + Y~1 --------. 8_1 (Y~1 ) 0 
1 1 1 1 l 1 Ls Ls y;s Y~1 + 8o(Y05 ) --------. 8_1 (Y~1 ) 0 2 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 L6 2 L6 1 L6 0 y6 -1 8_1(Y~\) 0 
l 1 1 1 1 1 L7 L7 L7 L7 y7 8_2(Y!2) 2 1 0 -1 
-2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 LB LB LB ys 8-1 (Y_~\)+ Y!2 ---. 8_2(Y!2) 2 1 0 -1 
l 1 l 1 1 1 Lg Lg y;9 8o(Y09 ) +Y_'\ ---. 8-1 (Y~\)+ Y!2 ____, 8_2(Y!2) 2 1 0 
l 1 l l 1 1 Lw y:w 81(Y/0 ) + Y09 ____, 8o(Y09 ) + Y~1 ____, 8_1(Y~ 1 ) + Y!2 ____, 8_2(Y!2) 2 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Yp ____, 82(Yi1) + Y/0 ____, 81(~10 ) + Y09 ____, 8o(Y09 ) + Y~1 ____, 8_1(Y~1 ) + Y!2 ____, 8_2(Y!2) 
1 1 1 1 l 
Note that the submodules Y/ appear according to the following "stairway-like" 
pattern: 
1 
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2 1 0 -1 -2 
l st step ·~ 2nd step 
----------- . 3rd step ~· 4th step 
. ------5th step ·~ 6th step ·~ 7th step ~· 8th step 
----------- . 9th step ~· lOth step ~· ll th step • 
Figure 3 .1: Stairway zig-zag. 
The previous diagram is sort of inspired in t he following painting. 
Figure 3 .2 : Stairway to heaven. © Paul Taylor. 
2 0 1  
L e t  Y  : =  Un~l L n ,  w h e r e  Y i  : =  Un~ l ( L n ) i .  I t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  Y  i s  a n  e x a c t  c o m p l e x .  
W e  c h e c k  t h a t  Y  i s  a l s o  i n  ( d w A S s " .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  
Y
0  
=  Y
0
1  
u  L6  u  Y
0
3  
u  ( Y
0
3  
+  8
1
( Y
1
4
) )  U  Y
0
5  
U  ·  ·  ·  =  Y
0
1  
U  Y
0
3  
U  Y
0
5  
U  ·  ·  ·  
i s  K : - s m a l l .  
A t  t h i s  p o i n t ,  w e  s p l i t  t h e  p r o o f  i n t o  t w o  c a s e s :  
( 1 )  A  =  P
0
:  C o n s i d e r  
(  1 )  =  ( o  - - +  E B  P~ - - +  . .  ·  - - +  E B  P I  - - +  E B  P d  - - +  x  a  - - +  o)  
i E I ,  i E h  i E i o  
a  p r o j e c t i v e  r e s o l u t i o n  o f  X
0  
o f  l e n g t h  n ,  w h e r e  e a c h  d i r e c t  s u m  c o n s i s t s  o f  
c o u n t a b l y  g e n e r a t e d  p r o j e c t i v e  m o d u l e s .  B y  L e m m a  3 . 3 . 6 ,  w e  c a n  c o n s t r u c t  
Y
0
1  
c o n t a i n i n g  ( x )  w i t h  a  s u b r e s o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  f o r m  
(  2 )  =  ( o  - - +  E B  P~ - - +  . . .  - - +  E B  P f  - - +  E B  P d  - - +  Y o l  - - +  o)  ,  
i E I A  i E I J  i E I J  
' ' v h e r e  e a c h  I l _  c  h  i s  K : - s m a l l .  N o t e  t h a t  t h e  q u o t i e n t  o f  ( 1 )  b y  ( 2 )  y i e l d s  a  
p r o j e c t i v e  r e s o l u t i o n  o f  X
0
/ Y
0
1  
o f  l e n g t h  n ,  s o  X
0
/ Y
0
1  
E  P n ·  U s i n g  L e m m a  
3 . 3 . 6  a g a i n ,  w e  c a n  c o n s t r u c t  a  s u b r e s o l u t i o n  c o n t a i n i n g  ( 2 ) ,  s a y  
( 3 )  =  ( o - - +  E B  P~ - - +  ·  ·  · - - +  E B  p l i - - +  E B  P d - - +  Y a
3
- - +  o )  
iE l~ i E l f  i E i g  
s u c h  t h a t  X o / Y
0
3  
E  P n ·  V l e  k e e p  a p p l y i n g  L e m m a .  3 . 3 . 6  t o  g e t  a n  a s c e n d i n g  
c h a i n  o f  s u b r e s o l u t i o n s  o f  ( 1 ) :  
0  - - +  EBiE J~ P,~ - - +  ·  ·  ·  - - +  E B i E I ]  P i  - - +  E B i E I J  P à  - - +  Y
0
1  
- - +  0 ,  
.  .  .  3  
0  - - +  EBiE I~ P~ - - +  ·  ·  ·  - - +  E B i E i f  p i t  - - +  E B i E i g  P à  - - +  Y o  - - +  0 ,  
0  - - +  E B i E /
5  
P~ - - +  ·  ·  ·  - - +  E B i E /
5  
P f  - - +  E B i E /
5  
P . oi  - - +  Y :o
5  
- - +  0 ,  ·  ·  ·  
n  1  0  
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Now we take the union of t his ascending chain and get t he exact complex 
(4) = ( o---+ U EB P,~ ---+ · · · ---+ U EB PI -+ U EB P~ ---+ U Yd---+ o) 
J iEI !,. J i El f J i Ei Ô J 
= ( o ---+ EB P~ ---+ · · · ---+ EB P~ ---+ EB P~ ---+ Ya ---+ o) 
iE U j J!, iE U j I f i E U j I6 
Since each UJ Ik is a small subset of h , we have that t he previous sequence 
is a (P a):SK_subresolut ion of (1). Note also that the quotient of (1) by (4) 
yields a proj ective resolution of Xa / Ya of length n . Then Ya E (P n):S "' . In 
a similar way, we can show that Ym E (P11 ):S"' and X111 / 1~n E P71 , for every 
m. E 7/., . Renee, Y E (exP 11 ):S"' . It follows X / Y E exP11 since the class of exact 
complexes is thick. 
(2) A= F a: Consider a left fiat resolut ion of length n , 
(1) = (0---+ Fn ---+ · · ·---+ F1 ---+Fa ---+ Xa ---+ 0). 
By Lemma 3.1.21 , we can construct a subresolut ion 
where (x) Ç Yd , and each S( is a small and pure submodule of Pk. As we did 
in the previous case, applying Lemma 3.1.21 infini tely many t imes, we can get 
an ascending chain of subresolut ions 
0---+ S,~ ---+ · · · ---+ 5} ---+ 5J ---+ Ya1 ---+ 0, 
3 53 53 3 0 ---+ Sn ---+ · · · ---+ 1 ---+ a ---+ Ya ---+ 0, 
0 ---+ 5~ ---+ · · · ---+ Sf ---+ S8 ---+ Ya5 ---+ 0, 
Taking t he union of these subresolut ions yields an exact sequence 
( 2) = ( o ---+ U s.~ ---+ · · · ---+ U s{ ---+ U s6 ---+ Ya ---+ o) , 
J J J 
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where each UJ Sf i a mall and pure ubmodule of Fk and the quotient 
Fkf UJ S~ i fiat. Then we have that Yo E (F n):Sn: and Xo / Y0 E Fn (take 
t he quotient of (1) by (2)). In a similar way, we have Ym E (J---n):S n: and 
X mJ Ym E F n, for every mE Z . It follows Y E (exF n):Sn: and X / Y E exFn· D 
It follow from the previous result that (exP 11 , (exP n)j_ ) and (exFn, (exF n)j_ ) are 
complete cotorsion pairs. U ing a similar argument one can show that the pair 
(dwPn, (dwP 11 )j_) and (dwFn , (dwFn)j_ ) are also complete. By Propo ition 2.4.8, 
the pairs ( dwF11 ( dwFn)l_ ) and ( exFn, ( exFn)l_ ) are compatible. Therefore, The-
orem 3.5.2 follow . Similarly, we can get another proof of Theorem 3.3.2. 
3.6 n-Flat model structures 
Thi · section is devoted to study the completene of the two cotor ion pair 
(F n, dg(F;fi) and (dgF 71 , (F;fi) , induced by (Fn,(F11 )1_ ). Specifically, we show 
that (Fn, dg(F,.,) l_ ) is cogenerated by a set , bas don an argum nt given by S. T . 
Aldr·ich, E. E. Enochs, J. R. Garcia Rozas and L. Oyonar te in (4) , where author 
proved that every flat complex is a tran fini te exten ion of a set of K,- mall fiat com-
plexes. For the case n = 0, the completeness of (F0 , dg(F oV) and (dgF 0 , (F o) j_ ) 
was proven by J. Gillespie in (27) , using the notions of pure and dg-pure subcom-
plexe . The compatibility of t h ·e two pairs and Hovey 's correspondence allowed 
Gillespie to find the following mod l structure 5 on Ch(RMod). 
5. The same author al. o con t ru ted the fl at mode! structure on the category of complexes 
of 0 -module on a topological space T , where 0 i a heaJ of ring on T. See (2 , Corolla ry 
4. 12) . 
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Theorem 3.6.1 (Flat model structure) 1----------------.. 
There exists a unique Abelian model structure on Ch(RMod) where the (triv-
ial) cofibrations are the monomorphisms with cokernel in dgF0 (resp. F 0 ) , the 
(trivial) fibrations are t he epimorphism. with kernel in (F 0).l (resp . (dgF 0).l ), 
and the w ak equivalences are the quasi-isomorphisms. 
Once we settle t he completeness and compatibility of the pairs (F 11 , dg(Fn).l) and 
(dgF 71 , (Fn).l ). we shall deduce the following t heorem. 
Theorem 3.6.2 (n-Flat model structure) 1----------------.._ 
There exists a unique Ab lian model structure on Ch(RMod) where the (triv-
ial) cofibration are the monomorphisms with cokernel in dgF 71 (resp. Fn), the 
(trivial) fibrations are t he epimorphisms with kernel in (Fn).l (res p. ( dgF n).l), 
and t he w ak equivalences are the quasi-isomorphisms. 
First, vve recall the definit ion of the standard tensor product on Ch(RMod), fTom 
which on can define another tensor product on Ch(RMod) more appropriate to 
define fiat complexe . Given two ·hain complexes X E Ch(ModR) and Y E 
Ch(RMod), the tensor product complex X ® Y i t he chain complex (of Abelian 
groups groups) given by 
where t he bounclary maps (X ® Y )n ---t (X ® Y)11 _ 1 are defined by 
This con t ruction clefines a functor - ® - , from which one constructs t he left 
derivecl functor. Tori( - , - ), with i 2: O. 
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The bar tensor product of X and Y is the complex of groups X @Y given by 
(X®Y)n := (X 0 Y)n/ Bn(X 0 Y) , 
for every nEZ, whose boundary maps (X®Y )n ---7 (X ®Y)n - l are given by 
As far as t he author knows , t he definition of this tensor product appeared first in 
(24) . The left derived functors of - 0 - shall be denoted by Tori ( - , - ) . 
Definition 3.6.1. A chain complex X in Ch(RMod) said to be flat if t he 
fun tor - ®X : Ch(ModR) ---7 Ab is left exact . 
Vlhy does one consider 0 inst ad of 0 to de:fine flat compl xes? The answer is 
given by t he following proposit ion. 
Proposition 3.6.3 ( ee (2.J , Propo ition 5. 1. 2) ) 1--------------..., 
A chain complex X in Ch(RMod) is flat if, and only if, X E F 0 . 
As we did in Proposit ion 1. .4, we have the following resul t. 
Proposition 3.6.4 1---------------------------
A chain complex X is n-flat if, and onlv if, it is exact and Zm(X) E Fn, for 
every rn E Z. 
In ( 4. Proposition 3.1) , the au thors prove t hat each element of a flat chain complex 
F i contained in a ,;-small flat subcomplex L Ç F such t hat the quotient F / L 
is al o flat . The following theorem is a generalization of thi assertion , for n-flat 
complexes. As in previous sections, fix an infini t r gular cardinal ,; atisfying 
,; ~ Card(R) . 
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Theorem 3.6.5 ~-----------------------.... 
For any left n-fiat complex X E Fn and any element x E X (i.e. x E X k for 
sorne k E Z) , there exists a n;-small n-fiat subcomplex L Ç X such tha x E L 
and X / LE Fn-
IProof l. 
Wit hout los· of generality, assume k = O. \ ,Yrite 
X = (- · · --+ X1 --+ Xo --+ X - 1 --+ · · · ). 
Consid r the submodule (.x) Ç X 0 . We show there exists a n;-small submodule 
L} Ç X 1 such that 81 (Lî) = Ker(8o l(x))- Let r .x E Ker (8ol (x))- Since X is exact , 
there exists b,. E X 1 su ch that rx = 81 ( b,.). Let 
and et L} = (B ). It i clear that 81(Li) = Ker (8ol (x))- Also, Card(Li) :::; 
~o · Card (R) :::; ~0 · n; = n; _ Now consider Ker (81 IL] )- As we did before, we can 
construct a submodule L~ Ç X 2 such t hat 82 (L~) = Ker (81 IL~) and Card ( L~ ) :::; n;_ 
Keep repeating this procedure infinitelv many times in arder to get a n;-small and 
exact complex 
L 1 := ( ·- · --+ L~ ~ L~ ~ L~ ~(x)~ 80 ((x))--+ 0--+ · · · ). 
Iotice that x E L1 . 
Now con ider Ker (ôo l(x)) as a ubmodule of th left n-fiat module Z0 (X) . Then, by 
Lemma 3.1.21 , Ker (ôol (x)) can be embedded into a n;-small and n-pure submodule 
Sâ of Zo (X ). Repeat the procedure ab ove to get a. n;-sma.ll complex 
L 2 := (· · · --+ L~ ~ L~ ~ Li~ (x)+ SJ ~ 80 ((x))--+ 0--+ · · · ), 
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which is exact at Lf for every i. Moreover, Lî is constructed in such a way 
that 81(LÎ) = Ker(8ol(x)+s5)· Note also that 8o((x) + SJ) = 8o((x)). Finally, 
S5 Ç Ker(8ol(x)) Ç Ker(8ol(x)+S5). Now if rx + s E Ker(8ol(x)+S5), then we 
have 0 = o0 (rx) + o0 (s) = o0 (rx) and so rx E Ker(8ol(x)) Ç SJ. It follows 
that Ker(8ol(x)+s5) = SJ. Renee L2 is an exact complex. Note also that L2 
can be constructed in such a way that L~ Ç Lî. For if we have the sequence 
(x)+ SJ -+ oo( (x)) -+ 0, then for any rx + s E Ker(8ol(x)+S5) there exists br,s such 
that rx + s = 81 (br,s)· For every rx + s with s = 0, choose br,o as the br chosen in 
the construction of L1. Thus, we get Lî 2 L~. Repeating this procedure, we may 
assume L1 Ç L2 . 
Using the Lemma 3.1.21 again, we can ernbed 80 ( (x)) into a ~-small and n-pure 
submodule 5~ 1 Ç Z_ 1 (X). Then construct an exact complex 
Now embed Ker(8oiL3) into a ~-small and n-pure submodule Sri C Z0 (X) and 0 
construct an ~-small and exact complex 
Consider Ker(811Lt) Ç Z1(X) and let Sf be an-pure and ~-small submodule of 
Z1(X) such that Ker(81 1Lt) Ç Sf. Then construct a small and exact complex L 5 
containing L 4 having the form 
5 ( 5 a~ 4 S5 a1 L3 S4 ao S3 ) L := 0 0 0 -+ L2 ----7 LI + 1 ----7 0 + 0 ----7 1 -+ 0 -+ 0 0 0 
with Ker(oiiLt+Sf) = Sf. Now find a ~-small n-pure submodule s~ ç Z2(X) such 
that Ker(82 IL~) Ç S~. Construct a small and exact complex 
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6 ( 6 aa 5 S6 a2 4 S5 a! L3 S4 ao 53 ) L5 L := · · · ----* L3 ---t L2 + 2 ---t L1 + 1 ---t o + o ---t -1 ----* 0----* · · · 2 , 
Keep repeating this process, an we have that for any n ~ 4 there exists a K-small 
an exact corn pl ex 
Ln ( Ln an-3 Ln-1 sn L4 S5 al L3 S4 ao S3 O ) := ... ----* n-3 ----* n-4+ n-4 ----* .•. ----* 1 + 1 ---t o+ 0 ---t -1 ----* ----* ... 
such that Ker(8n-Jic-;+3+sn-;+4) = S~=J-4 is an-pure (and son-flat) submodule 
n-J n-J 
of Zn-j(X), for every 3 < j ::; n. Now consider the complex L = Un:;::4 Ln. It is 
easy to see that L is K-small and exact, and that it has the form 
Also, Zn(L) is an n-pure submodule of Zn(X), soit is n-flat. Hence, LE F,. 
We obtained a short exact sequence of chain complexes L Y X ---+> X/ L. \'ote 
that X/ L is exact. since L and X are. B~· Lemma 1.8.3. we have an exact se-
quence Zn(L) Y Z11 (X)---+> Zn(X/L). lt follows that Zn(X/L) ~ Z11 (X)/Zn(L). 
which is n-flat sÎiwe Zn(X) is n-flat and Z11 (L) is an n-pnrE' suhmodule of Z,J.\). 
Therefore. X/ L E F,,. D 
Tlw prE'vious t lworE'm providcs a cogcncra ting S<'t for th<' pair ( F,,, ( F,,) .l). name ly 
the set of K-small n-flat complexes (.F,,) :SK. b~' Propositions 3.1.13 and 3.1.14. So 
we have a complete cotorsion pair (F,,. (f,,).t). For ever~· fixed chain complex 
X E Ob(Ch(ModR)). the functor Tor1 (X.-) preserves direct limits (\Ve shall 
see later this fact in the proof of Proposition 4.7.18). lt follows the class Fn is 
dosC'd under direct limits, and lwnce the pair (.F,, (F,, ).l) is perfect by Theorem 
3.1.23. lt follows that ever~' chain complex in Ch(RMod) hasan n-ftat cover. The 
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first approaches to this result are given in (24) in the case n = 0, for complexe 
over a commutative Noetherian ring with finite Krull dimension. 
We conclude this section by giving a. description for exact chain complexes whose 
cycles are pure submodules. 
D efinition 3.6.2 (see (27. Defini t ion 4.3) ). vVe hall ·a.y that SE Ob (Ch(RMod)) 
is a. plu e subcomplex of a. complex X if the sequence 0 ---7 Y ®S ---7 Y ®X is exact , 
for every Y E Ob(Ch(ModR)) 
Proposit ion 3.6 .6 r------------------------... 
S is a. pure subcomplex of a. fiat complex F if, and only if, S i exact and Zm(S) 
is a pme submodule of Zm(F), for every mEZ. 
1 Proof l. 
Suppose S is a. pure subcomplex of F . Then S is fiat (See (27, Lemma 4.7)). 
Since fiat complexes are exact , it follmvs S is exact . It suffices to how Zm(S) is 
a pure submodule of Zm(F). Let ill! be a. right R-module. Con ider the sphere 
complex S0 (111!) . Since Sis a. pur subcomplex ofF, we have an exact sequence 
S0 (JIIf) ®S Y S0 (M)®F . At ea.ch n E Z , we have (S0 (111!) ® X)m = ill! ®R Xm, 
•O (M )® )( for every compl x X E Ob (C h (RM od)) . Reca.ll the boundary map élm+ l · 
i given by y ® x H y ® a.;+l (x) on genera tor . It is easy to see the equa.lity 
Bm(S0 (NI) ® X) = Nf ®R Bm(X ). It follows ill! ®R Bm(X) ---7 Nf ®R Xm is 
· · · d . (SO(JIIf) !OIX) ~ (S 0 (M )®X )m _ M ®RXm ~ ]\If 101 X m s· ll1J eCtlVe an SO '<Y ?n - Bm(SD (M )®X ) - M ® RB,(X ) - '<Y R B m(X ) . mee 
Sand F are exact, we get (S0 (J\If) ®S)m ~ M ®R Zm- l (S) and (S0 (NI) ®F)m ~ 
j\!J R Zm_ 1(F). For every mE Z, the sequence (S0 (NI) ®S)m Y (S0 (111f) ®F)m 
is exact, so J\1! ®R Zm(S) Y ill! ®R Zm(F) is an exact sequence by the previous 
isomorphism . Hence, Zm(S) i a. pure submodule of Zm(F) . 
2 1 0  
N o w  s u p p o s e S  i s  a n  e x a c t  s u b c o m p l e x  o f F  s u c h  t h a t  Z m ( S )  i s  a  p u r e  s u b m o d u l e  
o f  Z m ( F ) .  L < : > t  A  b e  a  c o m p l e x  i n  C h ( M o d R ) .  \ V e  w a n t  t o  s h o w  t h e  s e q u e n c e  
A g S  Y  k Z F  i s  e x a c t .  S i n c e  Z
1 1
_ k ( S )  i s  a  p u r e  s u b m o d u l e  o f  Z n - l  ( F ) ,  w e  h a v e  
A 1 ,  0 .  R  Z n - d  S )  Y  A k  2  R  Z n - d  F )  i s  e x a c t .  S i n c e  S  a n d  F  a r e  e x a c t  c o m p l e x ,  w e  
o b t a i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  c o m m u t a t i v e  d i a g r a m  w h e r e  t h e  t o p  a n d  t h e  b o t t o m  r o w  a r e  
e x a c t  ( R e c a l l  L e m m a  1 . 8 . 3 ) :  
0  0  
1  1  
0 - - - - - +  A k  ' ' 6 R  Z n - k ( S )  A k  é X ; i R  Z n _ k ( F )  
1  1  
0  A k  : : _ : R  S n - k  A k  t g R  F  n - k  
1  1  
0 - - - - - - - - >  A k  g R  Z n - k - I  ( S )  - - - - - - - - >  A k ·  Z R  Z n - k - l  ( F )  
1  1  
0  0  
T h e  c o l u m n s  o f  t h i s  d i a g r a m  a r e  a l s o  e x a c t  s i n  c e  Z n - k  (  S ) .  Z n - k  (  F )  a n d  Z n - k (  F  /  S )  
a r e  f l a t  m o d u l e s .  S i n  c e  t h e  c l a s s  o f  s h o r t  e x a c t  s E " q u e n c e s  i s  c l o s e d  u n d E " r  e x t e n -
s i o n s .  W E '  h a v E '  t h a t  t h e  S E ' c p w n c e  A k ·  g R  S , _ k  Y A k  : ? R  F n - k ·  i s  e x a c t .  I t  f o l l o w s  
( A  : : : :  5 )
1 1  
Y  ( A  : ; ; ;  F )  n  i s  e x a c t .  T h  e n  A  : : :  S  Y  A  ~·• F  i s  a n  E " x a c t  s E " q n e n c e  
o f  c o m p l e x e s .  a n d  s o  B , ( A  S  S )  Y  B
1 1
( A  ~~ F )  i s  e x a c t .  S i n c e  t h e  c l a s s  o f  
' l  t  ' t  ' , t l ' · k  ' l • '  t l · t  (.4:~:S')n ' '  ( A Z F ) n  ' ,  t H  >  
: - ;  w r  e x a c  s e q u e n c e s  1 : - ;  l H  .  \ \ e  l a v e  1 a  B n ( A 2 : S ' )  - - - ,  B n ( A ; x ; F )  1 s  e x a c  .  e n n .  
A  g S  Y  A z  F  i s  e x a c t .  
D  
C s i n g  t h i s  c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n .  w e  m a y  s a y  t h a t  g i v e n  a n  n - f l a t  c o m p l e x  X .  f o r  e a c h  
. r  E  X  t  h e r e  e x i s t s  a  s m a l l  n - p u r e  s u b c o m p l e x  L  Ç  X  s u  c h  t  h a t  : r  E  L  
6
.  F r o m  
S e c t i o n 3 . 1  w e  k n o w  t h a t  ( F
1 1
•  ( F n ) . l )  i s  a  c o t o r s i o n  p a i r .  T h i s ,  a l o n g  w i t h  t h e  f a c t  
t  h a t  R M o d  i s  a  categor~· w i t h  e n o u g h  p r o j e c t i v e  a n d  i n j e c t i v e  m o d u l e s .  i m p l i e s  
6 .  1 1 - p u r e  s u b c o m p l e x e s  a r e  c l e f i n e c l  i n  t h e  s a m e  w a y  a s  n - p u r e  s u b m o c l u l e s .  
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that (dg.F11 nE, (i;,)j_) and (dg.F11 • (i;,)j_ nE) are compatible cotorsion pairs. The 
former pair is complete and so b:v Proposition 2.3.6. the later is also complete. 
Therefore. Theorem 3.6.2 follows. 
3. 7 l\1odel structures on complexes over Abelian categories with 
a progenerator 
In this chapter. we have constructed Abelian madel structures on Ch(RMod) 
from the notion of homological dimensions of modules. Our wa~· to proceed has 
consisted in generalizing results in the zero dimensional case (i.e. n:sults on pro-
jective, injective and fiat modules or complexes) to the nonzero dimensional case. 
or from the module case to the chain c:omplex case. In this sense, we have applied 
several zig-zag-like techniques in order to remark the construction of transfinite 
extensions of K-small (- exact or not - degreewise) n-projective and (- exact or 
not- degreewise) n-flat complexes. Ver~' recentl:v in ( 1:)). the authors have proven 
- -
that (.A. dgB) is a cotorsion pair in Ch(RMod) cogenerated b~· a set if (.A. B) 
is also cogenerated b:v a set in RMod. The author is not aware if such a result 
still holds in the context of modules over ringoids. The techniques applied in the 
given reference are different and more complicated from the ones we have shawn 
throughout this chapter. \Ve have preferred to keep our particular approach to 
this problem from the notion of homologie al dimensions. due to the applications 
(Chaptcr 4) of some of the notions and procedures givcn so far. 
\iVe devote this last section to present some categorie al versions of the madel 
structures concerning the projective and injective homological dimensions, b~· us-
ing :\Iitchell's and Freyd·s equivalences (See Sections 1.9 and 1.10). 
~ote that ever:v equivalence of Abelian categories C ~ V induces an equivalence 
of the corresponding categories of chain complexes Ch(C) ~ Ch(V). 
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Let C J4 D ~ C be an equivalence of categories . By abuse of notation, given a 
class of abjects X in C, F(X) shall denote the class of abjects Y E Ob(D) such 
t hat Y~ F(X) for sorne X EX. The class G(Y) is defined similarly. 
Proposition 3. 7.1 (Sorne properties of equivalence of cat egories) 1-------... 
Let C J4 D ~ C be an equivalence of Abelian categories categories. 
( 1) F and G preserves exact sequences in C and D, respectively. 
(2) For every X , Y E Ob(C) and Z , Hl E Ob(D) , there exist group monomor-
phisms: 
Ext~(X , Y) Y Extb(F(X) , F(Y)) and Extb(Z, W) Y Ext~(G(Z) , G(W)). 
( 3) (A , B) is a cotorsion pair in C if, and only if, ( F (A ), F ( B)) is a co torsion 
pair in D. 
(4) (A , B) is cogenera.ted by a. set in Ob(C) if, and only if, (F (A), F (B)) is 
cogenera.ted by a. set in Ob(D ). 
(5) (A , B) is complete in C if, and only if, (F (A ), F (B)) is complete in D. 
(6) (A , B) is heredita.ry in C if, and onl_v if, (F (A), F (B)) is hereditary in D. 
We do not give a. proof of this propert ies sin ce ( 1) is well knovvn and the rest 
are stra.ightforwa.rd. Concerning equivalences of categories and induced cotorsion 
pairs, we have the following properties . 
Proposition 3. 7.2 1-----------------------..._ 
Let C J4 D ~ C be an equivalence of categories , Ch(C) ~ Ch(D ) ~ Ch(C), 
and (A , B) be a. cotorsion pair in C. Then F(:A) = F (A ), F (dgA) = dgF (A ), 
F (dwA ) = dwF(A ), and F (exA) = exF(A). The same equalit ies also hold for 
the class B. 
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Corollary 3. 7 .3 1-----------------------...._ 
Let C be an Abelian category with a progenerator P and arbi t rary coproducts 
of copies of P. 
(1) There is a unique Abelian madel 
structure on Ch(C) such t hat 
dgPn(C) is t he class of cofibrant 
-------
abjects , (Pn(C))..L t he clas of fi-
brant abjects, and [ the class of 
trivial obj cts. 
(2) There is a unique Abelian madel 
structure on Ch (C) such t hat 
dwP 11 (C) is t he class of cofibrant 
-------abject', (exPn(C)) ..L the class of 
fibrant abjects, and E the ela s of 
t rivial abjects. 
1 Proof l. 
(l ' ) There is a unique Abelian 
madel structure on Ch(C) such 
that elgi n ( C) is the class of 
-------fibrant abjects , ..L (I 11 (C)) t he 
class of cofibrant abj ects , and [ 
t he class of trivial abjects. 
(2 ' ) There is a unique Abelian 
model structure on Ch(C) uch 
-------th at dwL11 (C) is the clas of fi-
_______. 
brant abjects, ..L (ex.Ln(C)) t he 
class of cofibrant abjects , and [ 
the class of trivial abject . 
\Ale only prove the left half. Fir t , we ne d to not t hat ince P i a projective 
generator of C, then EBma Dm+1 (P ) is a projective generator of Ch(C), bu t not 
nece sarily a progenerator . I-lowever, Ç = {Dm 1(P) : rn E Z} is a set of finite 
proj ective genera tors of Ch( C), and so Ch( C) is equivalent to the category of right 
modules over the ringoid ~ = Enclc(Ç). It follows some of the re ults pre ented in 
this chapter and the previou one, for Grothendieck categorie , are valid in Ch( C) 
for our part icular choice of C. 
(1) Consider th n-proje t ive moclel structure on Ch(ModR) , where R = I-Iomc(P, P ). 
In this occasion, let ER and [ t he classes of exact chain complex s in Ch(ModR) 
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and Ch(C), respectively. We have two compatible and complete cotorsion 
pairs (dgPn n ER , (Pn).l ) and (dgPn, (Pn).l n ER)· Consider !Iitchell 's equiv-
alence (Theorem 1.9.3) F : C ---+ ModR and let G : ModR ---+ C be its nat-
ur al inverse, i. e. G F and FG are nat ur ally isomorphic to ide and idMod n, 
respectively. B:v Proposition 3. 7.1 , we have two complete co torsion pairs 
(G(dgPn n E), G((P n).l )) and (G(dgP n), G((Pn).l n E)) . It is not hard to 
ee that G(Pn) = P11 (C). Using this and Proposition 3.7.1 (2) , we can also 
show that G((P 11 ).l ) = (P 11 (C)) .l . On the one hand, note that G(dgP 71 n ER) = 
G(dgP 11 )n E and G((Pn).l n E) = G((P n).l )n E. On the other hand, by Propo-
. ition 3.7.2 (2) we have G(dgP 11 ) = dgê(PJ = dg;;;:(ê) and G((P n).l ) = 
G(dg(P 11 ).l ) = dgG((P n).l ) = dg(P 71 (C)) .l = (Pn (C)) .l . It follows we have two 
......---...__. 
compatible and complete cotorsion pair · of the form (dgP n(C) n e , (Pn(C)) .l ) 
....--.-...___- ......---...__. 
and (dgP n(C), (P n(C)).l n E). Finally, the result follows by Hovey 's correspon-
denee. 
(2) Starting from the degreewise n-projective moclel structure and using sorne 
argument similar to ( 1) , we have two compatible and complete co torsion 
pairs (dw;;;:(ê) n E, G((exPn).l )) and (clwPn(C), G((exP n).l ) n E). It uffi.ces 
to show G((exP n).l ) = (ex;;;:(ê) ).l . Let XE G((exP n).l ) . ~!rite X~ G(X' ) 
for sorne complex X' E (exP 11 ).l . For every complex Z E ex;;;:(ê) , we 
have Ext~h(C) (Z, X) embeclded into the group Ext1(F(Z) , FG(X' )) , where 
F(Z) E exPn· Then Ext1 (F(Z) , FG(X')) ~ Ext1 (F(Z) , X') = 0, and hence 
Ext1(Z,X) = 0, i.e. X E (ex;;;:(ê) ).l . The other inclusion follows in a imilar 
way. D 
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CHAPTERIV 
ABELIAN MODEL STRUCTURES AND GORENSTEIN 
HOMOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS 
"! have noticed even people who claim every-
thing is predestined, and that we can do nothing 
to change it, look be fore they cross the raad." 
Stephen HAWKING. 
In the previous chapter, we studied how model structures and homological di-
mensions are related. In most of the results, we did not need to impose spe-
cial conditions on the ring R. However, if R is a Gorenstein ring, we have the 
chance to work with another type of homological algebra, described in terms of 
Gorenstein-projective, Gorenstein-injective and Gorenstein-flat modules. Goren-
stein homological algebra can also be done in certain categories known as Goren-
stein categories, which are basically Grothendieck categories with a generator of 
finite projective dimension, with sorne axioms concerning projective and injective 
dimensions of its abjects. This chapter describes sorne connections between the 
theory of model categories and Gorenstein homological algebra, mainly the con-
struction of Abelian madel structures by proving completeness of certain cotorsion 
pairs obtained from classes of abjects with finite Gorenstein homological dimen-
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sions. Several results are presented in a categorical setting, but there are sorne 
cases where it is more convenient to give t he definitions and statements for mod-
ules and chain complexes (for instance, during our study of the Gorenstein-flat 
dimension) . 
If R is a Gorenstein ring, one of the interesting t hings that occurs is that a left 
R-module has finite projective dimension if, and only if, it has finite inj ective 
dimension. The author is not aware where the notion of Gorenstein category 
cornes from , but one possible guess could be t hat Gorenstein rings are motivated 
in the concept of quasi-Frobenius rings. Recall that in the category of modules over 
a quasi-Frobenius ring, t he classes of projective and injective modules coïncide. 
So Gorenstein rings seem to be a generalization of quasi-Frobenius rings. In t his 
sense, does the model structure presented in Example 2.3.1 has a generalization 
in RMod , with R a Gorenstein ring? Settling this question shall be the starting 
point to study how to construct new Abelian model structures from Gorenstein 
homological dimensions. 
4.1 Gorenstein categories 
Throughout this section, C shall be a Gorenstein category. The author knows two 
definitions of this type of category. The first one (in chronological order) was given 
by J. R. Garda Rozas and appears in (24. Definition 3.1.1 ). For om purposes, it 
i better to drop this definition and u e t he on given by E. E. Enoch , S. E t ra.da 
and the same Garda Roza in (20, Defini t ion 2. 1 ). The author i not aware if 
the e two definitions are equivalent or not. 
D efinition 4 .1.1. A Groth ndieck cat gory Ci aid to be a Gor n tein category 
if t he following conditions are sati fied: 
(1) For anv object X of C, pcl (X) < oo if, and only if, id (X ) < 
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(2) The supremum F DP(C) := sup{pd(X ) pd( X ) < oo} and F DI(C) ·-
up{ id(X ) : id( X ) < oo} are both finite. 
(3) C has ag nerator of finite projective dimension. 
Remark 4 .1.1. 
(1) If C = R Mod, then FDP(C) is called the big finit istic dimension of R . 
(2) Every Gorenstein categor:v has enough projective object. For let X E Ob(C) 
and G be a generator of C of fini te projective dimension, say n . Then by Propo-
sit ion 1. 9.1 tbere exists an epimorpbism QU)- X , where I = Homc(G,X) . 
On t he other hand, here exists a projective object P and an epimorphism 
P - G, since G bas fini te projective dimen ion. Then we get an pimorphi rn 
p (I) - Q (I). Renee, we have ob tain an epimorphism p (J ) - X , where p (J ) is 
a projective object. It follows by Propo it ion 1. 9.1 again , that P i a projec-
t ive genera.tor of C, o condit ion (3) in the previou defini t ion can be replaced 
by: (3 ') C bas a projective generator . 
Example 4.1.1. 
(1) A ring R is an I wanaga-Gorenst in ring if it is left and right No therian , and it 
bas finite injective dimension as a left and right R-module. It can be show that 
both injective dimensions are equal to some nonnegative integer n. Then Ris 
called an n-Ivvanaga-Goren tein ring. In (21, Section 9.1) it is proven t hat if P , 
I , and F are t he classes of left R-modtùes with finite projective, fini te inj ective, 
and fini te fiat dimension , respectively, then P = I = F = Pn = In = Fn· 
(2) Every quasi-Frobenius ring Ris a 0- Gorenstein ring, and so RMod is a Goren-
. tein cat gory. ote fir t t hat sin ce R is projective (as a le ft or right R-
module) , then it is injective (i.e. , R is a self-inj ective ring) . On the other 
band, in the definit ion of quasi-Frobeniu rings given Example 2.3 .1 (1) , it is 
not ment ioned that R is left and right Noetherian , but it is knovvn tha.t a ring 
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if quasi-Frobenius if, and only if, it is left (or right) Noetherian and left (resp. 
right) self-injective. 
(3) Consider the category RMod where R is a field OC. So RMod = Vectoc is 
the category of OC-vector spaces. Then every vector space is projective and 
injective. It follows that Vectoc is a Gorenstein category. 
( 4) If C is a Gorenstein category, th en so is Ch ( C). For conditions ( 1) and ( 2) of 
the previous definition, it suffices to notice that if X is a complex with finite 
projective dimension, then XE P,(C), for n = FDP(C). b~, Proposition 1.8.4. 
To check condition (3'), if Gis a projective generator of C. then EBma Drn(G) 
is a generator of Ch(C) (see Example 1.9.1 (5)), which is projective since 
each Dm(G) is. In particular. Ch(RMod) is a Gorenstein category if Ris a 
Gorenstein ring. 
4.2 Gorenstein-projective and Gorenstein-injective objects and 
moclel structures 
This sectim1 com;ists in giving the Gorenstein-like version of Examples 2.3.1 (2) 
and (3). In (:~.-J. Tlworcm t-\.G). ~L Hovey constructs a unique Abelian model 
structure on RMod (with Ra Gorenstein ring) where the cofihrant ohjects are the 
Gorenstein-projective modules and the trivial abjects are the modules \Vith finite 
projective dimension. There is also another model structure with the same trivial 
abjects such that the Gorenstein-injective modules form the class of fihrant ab-
jects. Hove~'·s method consists in proving that the classes of Gorenstein-projective 
and Gorenstein-injective modules are the left and right halves. respective!~·. of two 
cotorsion pairs cogenerated b~· a set. \Ve shall present Hove y ·s results in the con-
text of Gorenstein categories. Let 1\"(C) denote the dass of abjects in a Gorenstein 
category with finite projective dimension (eq. finite injective dimension). It is easy 
to see that this class is thick and closed under direct summands. 
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Definition 4.2.1. An object X in a Gorenstein category C is said to be Gorenstein-
projective if there exists an exact sequence of projective abjects 
. . . -----* pl -----* p 0 -----* p O -----* p 1 -----* . . . 
uch that X= Ker (P 0 -----* P 1 ), which is also Home(- , P 0 (C))-exact (See Defini tion 
1.4.2). 
Theorem 4 .2.1 (NI. Hovey. 
If C is a Gorenstein ·ategory, then t here exist 
on C, where the (trivial) cofibration are the monomorphisms with Gorenstein-
projective (re p. projective) cokern l, the (trivial) fibrations are t he epimor-
phism (resp. whose kernel has finite projective dimension) , and W (C) is the 
class of trivial abjects. 
Definition 4 .2.2. An object X in a Goren tein categorv C is said to be Gorenstein-
injective if there exists an exact equerree of inj ective abjects 
. . . -----* J l -----* J 0 -----* 1° -----* I 1 -----* . . . 
uch that X= Ker (J0 -----* 11), which is also Homc(I 0 (C),- )- xa t. 
Theorem 4.2.2 (M. Hovey. Gorenstein-injective model structure) 
Abelian moclel stru ture on C, where the (trivial) fibrat ions ar the epimor-
phi ms with Goren tein-injective (re. p. injective) kernel, the (trivial) cofibra-
t ions are the monomorphisms (resp . whose cokernel has fin.i te inject.ive dimen-
sion), and W (C) i the class of t r.i vial object . 
We denot by (. T' (C) and ÇI0 (C) th classes of Gorenstein-projective and Goren-
tein-injective obje ·t of C, respectively. 
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We first foc us on Theorem 4. 2.1. The first step is to show t hat t he classes ~~ P , ( C) 
and W (C) form a complete cotorsion pair (ÇJ P (C), W (C)) . Since FD I (C) < oo , 
there exists a nonnegative integer N > 0 such that W (C) = I N(C). On the other 
band, from the previous chapter we know t hat ( .L (I N ( C)) , I N ( C)) is a complete 
co torsion pair. It follow. ( .L (W ( C)) , vV ( C)) is a complete co torsion pair in any 
Gorenstein category C. Soit suffi ces to show that the classes Ç P ( C) and .L (W ( C)) 
coincide. 
Proposition 4.2.3 (. ee (20. Theorem 2.25)) f-------------.. 
If C is a Gorenstein category, then Çi P ( C) = .L (W ( C)) . 
1 Proof l. 
If .\ i a Gorenstein-projective object , then there i an exact and Home(- , P 0 (C))-
exact sequence · · · -t P 1 -t P0 -t P 0 -t P 1 -t · · · such that \ = Ker(P0 -t P0 ). 
Let n- E W (C). Using the exac left projective resolution 
we can compute Extb( \ , TV). Since W has finite projective dimension, we have 
K E Dk ( 11 ·) is proj ective, for some k 2:: O. Since the sequence 
0 -t Home( \ , K ) -t Home(P 1 , K) -t Home(P 2 , K) -t · · · 
is exact , it follows Extb ( \ , K ) = 0, for every i > O. Then for k = 0, the result 
fo llov,rs immediately. In the case k = 1, we are given a short exact sequence 
0 -t Q1 -t Q0 -t H' -t 0, with Q0 and QL proj ective. Then we have a long 
0 0 
exact sequence· ·· -t ~-t Extà( \ , TT' ) -t ~-t · · ·. Renee, 
Ex tb ( \ , TV) = 0 for every i > 0. The general resul t follows similar ly. 
The other implication is based on the arguments given in (20 , Theorem 2.25). 
Suppose X E .l (W (C)) . Sine C has enough proj ective abjects by Remark 4. 1.1 , 
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we have an exact left projective resolut ion · · · --+ P 1 A P0 f!4 X --+ O. Since 
(l· (W (C)) , W (C)) i 
gO 
·omplete, there exists an embedding X Y TT10 , for some 
H' 0 E W (C) ( uch an embedding is a W (C)-pre-enveloping) . Consider a short 
exact sequence ](0 y P 0 -n n ·o , where P0 is proj ective. Since t he class W (C) 
is thick, we have ](0 E YV (C). Since Ext2(X, K 0 ) = 0, there exists a morphism 
X .C P 0 . uch that the following diagram commutes: 
It is not hard to show that j 0 is also a YV (C)-pre-env lope. In a similar way 
construct a W (C)-pre-envelope CoKer(f0 ) ~ P 1 and set jl := p1 o j 1 , where p 
is the cokern l P 0 --+ CoKer(f0 ) of j 0 . Repeating this proc dure, we get an exa 
sequence 0 --+ X--+ P0 --+ P 1 --+ · · · . Then we obtain a long exact sequence 
· · · --+ P1 --+ Po --+ P0 --+ P 1 --+ · · · 
of proj ective abject with X = Ker (P 0 --+ P 1 ) . It i only left to show that this 
sequence is Home(- , P 0 (C))-exact . For P projective, we have a sequence 
1* ! * 0--+ Homc(X , P ) ~ Homc(Po, P ) ~ Homc(PJ , P ) --+ · · · . 
Since X E J.( W (C)) and )1\J(C) is coresolving, we have Ext~(X, P ) = 0 for every 
i > O. Hence, the previou equerre is exact . ! ow con ider 
(fl) • (JO )• 
· · · --+ Homc(P 1, P) --+ Homc(P 0 , P) --+ Homc(X , P) --+ O. 
F ir t , we show (! 0 )* i onto. For a m01·phi m X ~ P , there exist s a morphism 
P 0 .!!'.t P such t hat h' o j 0 = h, i.e . h = (f0 )*(h' ), ince j 0 is a W (C)-pre-envelope. 
Finally, we how Im(f1 )* = Ker(f0)* (the re t of the qualit ies follov- in r.he ame 
way). It suffices to show Ker(f0)* Ç Im(f1)* Let P 0 ~ P be a morphism such 
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0 0 w that ho f = O. Then there exists a morphism CoKer(f ) --+ P such that the 
following diagram commutes: 
p l 1 If 
Since CoKer(f0 ) -+ P 1 is a W (C)-pre-envelope, t here exi ts a morphi ·rn P 1 ~ P 
·uch that h" o p1 = h'. Then we have h = h' o P = h" o p1 o P = h" o P 
(P )* (h" ). D 
From the previous result. we have that ( (C), W (C)) is a compl te otorsion 
pair. Recall a lso that (P 0 (C), Ob (C)) i complete in any Abelian category with 
enough projectives . vVe hall see t hat these two pairs are also compatible. In (21, 
P roposit ion 10.2.3) , it i proven that the projective dimension of a Gor n tein-
projective left R-module is either zero of infinite. Soif we denote by l r the class 
of Gorenstein-projective modules in RMod, and by W the ela of modules (over 
an Iwanaga-Goren tein ring R) with finite projective dim nsion, then we obtain 
the equality Po = n W . The arguments to show this equali ty a ily carry 
over to any Gorenstein category. 
Proposition 4.2.4 (see (35 , Corollary .5) for the a e C =R Mod) 1-------... 
L t C be a Goren ·tein ca.tegory. Th n P0 (C) = ~ (C) n W (C). 
1 Proof l. 
The inclu ion P0 (C) ç ~~ r (C) n W (C) is clea.r. Now suppose X i a. Gorenstein-
projective object \Nit h fini te projective dim nsion. Then there is a.n exact equerree 
n· '---* P --* X wb r P is proj ective and Tl' ha finite projective dimen ion. Since 
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Extà(X, 1T') = 0, the previou · quence split and so P ~ nr œ X. It follows X is 
proj ct ive, ince P0 (C) is clos d under direct summands. D 
We have obtained two compatible and complete cotorsion pairs (s " (C), W (C)) 
and (Po(C), Ob(C)) in any Gorenstein category. Th refore, T heor m 4.2 .1 follows 
by Hovey 's correspondence. 
The re t of this subse t ion hall be devoted to prove that the ela s ÇI0 (C) of 
Gorenstein-injec ive abj ect g n rates a complete cotor ion pair (W (C), ÇI0 (C)) , 
provided C i a locally Noe herian Gorenstein category. 
Definition 4.2 .3. Let C be a Grothendieck category with a generator G. Th n 
the ela s ub (G) of subobjects of G is a set (See (47. Lemma 1. page 111)). V\Te 
say that C is locally Noetherian i f each nonempty sub et U of sub(G) contains a 
maximal subobject , where a subobj ect Y E U is said to be maximal in U if Y ' E U 
and Y Ç Y' al ways imply Y = Y'. 
Remark 4.2 .1. The notion of locally Noetherian Grot hendieck category lepends 
on th choice of a genera tor. 
In (3 -. Th or m .4), Hovey prove · that (W , ÇI0 ) i a cotor ion pair in RMod 
cogenerated by the set of all ith yzygie of in decomposa ble inject ive abject , 
provided R is a Gorenstein ring. The proof uses the fact that every injective 
left R-module can be decompo ecl into a dir ct sum of indecomposable inj ctive 
mo lules, provided R i left Jo th rian. T he generalizat ion of this property to 
any locally Noetherian category is due to E. Mat lis. 
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Definition 4.2.4. An inject ive object X in a Grothendieck category C is said 
to be indecomposable if x =1- 0 and if, for each decomposit ion x = xl E9 x 2 
into a direct sum of inj ective abjects , eit her X = X 1 or X = X 2 . If X is not 
indecomposable, then it is said to be decomposable. 
Theorem 4.2.5 (E. Matli (47, Theorem 4, page 208) ) 1---------., 
Let C be a locally Noetherian category. Each inject ive object I in C may be 
decomposed into a coproduct of indecomposable injective object I = EBa EA Ia. 
Hov y also uses a corollary of Eklof and Trlijaf's Theorem given in (3 1, Corollary 
3.2.3). Doing orne light mo lification ·, we get the following generalization to any 
Grothendi ck cat gory. 
Lemma 4 .2.6 ((31. 
Let X be an object of a Grothendieck category with enough projective object . 
Let Z x cl note the class of all abjects Z such that t here is an exact sequence 
P '-----+ Z --» Hl . '~ h r P is projective and T.V i a transfini te exten ion of {X}. 
L t (A , B) be a cotor ion pair in C. T he following condit ions are equival nt : 
(1) (A , B) is ogenerated by {X} . 
( 2) A consists of all direct summands of lements of Z x . 
IProof l. 
First , we how (1) ==? (2) . Suppo B = X .L and let A E A. Since C has 
enough projective , ther exi t an exact sequence K '-----+ P --» A , where P i 
proj ctive . B:v the proof of Eklof and Trlijaf' Theorem, we can on truct for J( 
an xact sequence J( '-----+ B --» Hl, wh re B E B and T.V is a t ran fini te extension 
(Wa : a < À) of th class of direct sums of copies of X . Taking the pu hout of 
K '-----+ P and J( '-----+ B , w g t th following diagram wit h exact rows and columns: 
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I< p A 
I I Il 
B '-----> B U1< P _____, A 
l l 
TtV Hl 
Since A E A and B E B, t he second row splits and so A i.· a direct ummand of 
Let Y be a dir ct summand of an el ment in Z E Z x . Then th r is a short exact 
equerre P Y Z - Ti\!. where P i proj ctive a.nd Hf i a. t r a.n fini te exten ion 
(T!V0 : a < À) of t he cla.ss of direct um of copies of X . Th en there a.re index 
set 10 a.nd l a uch t ha.t T1V0 ~ x Uo) a.nd l!Va+ J/TtVa ~ x Uo) . For B E B , we ha.ve 
Extb (Hio, B ) ~ Extb(X Uo ), B ) ~ 1110 Extb(X , B ) = 0 a.nd Extb(Hia+J / TITI a , B ) ~ 
Extb(X Ua), B ) ~ Ilia Extà (X , B ) = O. By Eklof' L mma., Extà(HI, B ) = O. It 
follow Extb( Z , B ) = 0, for every B E B , i .. Z E A. We ha.ve tha.t Y i · a. direct 
ummand of a.n element in A , a.nd hence Y E A since A i clo ed under direct 
summa.nd . 
Now we show (1) <== (2) . In th previou pa.rt , we prov d tha.t Z x Ç A. Note 
tha.t X E Z x . It follow B Ç X .L . Now le Y E X .L and A E A. Let Z E Zx such 
t h at A is a direct ·umma.nd of Z. \M a.re given an exact qu ne P Y Z - Hl 
a.s in the defini t ion of Z x . -sing Eklof Lemma.. one ca.n show Extb(H!.. Y ) = O. 
On the other hand, Extà(P , Y ) = O. It f llow Extà(Z, Y ) = 0, i. e. Z E .l Y. 
Since .l Y is clo ed under direct summa.nd , we get A E .l Y. Hen e Y E B. D 
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Proposition 4.2.7 ((35, Theorem .4) for Goren tein categories) r------.. 
Let C be a locally N oetherian Gorenstein category. Let S denote the set of 
all objects SE D,i(J ), \Nhere i ;:::: 0 and J runs over the. et of inclecomposabl 
inj ective objects of C. Then S cogenerates a cotorsion pair (YV (C), (W (C)).l) . 
1 Proof l. 
First, we show the inclu. ion W (C) ;::.2 .l (S .l ). L t Y E .l (S .l). By the previou 
lemma, Y is a direct summand of a element Z E Z x , where X= EB{S: SE S}. 
T h us, there is an exact sequence P Y Z _..,., Hl , where P is projective and Hl is a 
transfinite extension (Wa: : a < >. ) of t he class of direct sums of copies of X. For 
each S E S , we have an exact sequ nee 0 --+ S --+ Pi- l --+ · · · --+ P0 --+ J --+ 0, 
for some i ;:::: 0 and some indecomposable injective object J , where each Pk is 
projective. Since J , P,. E W , for every 0 :::; k :::; i - 1, and W i. thiel..;: , we 
hav S is also in W . It follows X E W . Then, Ti\10 , Wa:+d T!Va E )IV for every 
a < \ since W is closed under direct sums. Let C be an object of C. 'llve can 
fine! a nonnegative integer n such that Ext2(W0 , C') ~ Ext~+1 (W0 , C) = 0 and 
Extà(Wa+dWa , C') ~ Ext~+ 1 (Hia+ IfH!a:, C) = 0 where C' E n - n(C) . By Eklof's 
Lemma, we have Ext~+1 (W, C) ~ Extà(W, C') = 0, i. e. W E W . Since W is 
closed under extensions, we conclude Z E W . Bence, Y E W since W is closed 
under direct summand . 
Finally, we prove the inclu ion W Ç .l (S .l ). Let TV E W and Y E S.l . We need to 
·how Extà(TV, Y) =O. Let I be an injective object. By Matli Theorem. we have a 
decomposit ion I = EBaE A Ia, where each Ic. i an indecomposable inj ective object . 
For every i;:::: 0, vve have Ext~+ 1 (Ia , Y)~ Extà (Ic. ' , Y ) = 0, where Ia' E Di(Ia )· It 
follows Ext~+1 ( I , Y) = 0 for every i;:::: 0 and for every injective object I . Suppose 
TV has inj ectiv dimension at most 1 (the general case follows by induction). Then 
we have a hort exact sequence n · Y 10 _..,., 11 . U ing the long exact sequence 
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· · ·-+ Extà (I0 , Y)-+ Extà(TV, Y) -+ Ext2 (!1 , Y) -+ · · · , we get Extà(TV, Y ) = 0 
since Extà (I0 , Y ) = 0 and Ext2 (!1 , Y) =O. Renee, W Ç l_ (Sl_ ). 0 
As we did in t he Gorenstein-project ive case, one can show that (W(C))j_ = ÇI0 (C). 
By the previous proposit ion, (W(C), 9I0 (C)) is a complete cotor ion pair . \Ve can 
also show t hat I 0 (C) = 9I0 (C) n W(C). H nee, Theorem 4.2.2 follows. 
Remark 4.2.2 . The completeness ofthe pairs (c.J P (C) , W(C)) and (W(C), ÇI0(C)) 
is also proven in (20, Theorem 2.24 and 2.2- ) for every Gorenstein category C 
( without assuming that C i locally oetherian for the latter pair). The proof 
given there consist in constructing for every object X in C a short exact sequence 
0 -----7 fr -----7 ( -----7 X -----7 0 with ( E 9 P (C) and n· E W(C), and in sho,;ving 
that (W(C), ÇI0 (C)) is a small cotorsion pair. At some points in the rest of thi 
chapter we shall assume that C is locally oetherian , in order to use t he given 
cogenerat.ing set S of (YV (C), ÇI0 (C)) . 
4.3 Cotorsion pairs fron1 Gorenstein-proj ctive and Gorenstein-
Ill] ctive dimensions 
In thi ection wear going to tudy the notion and some propert ies of Gorenstein-
projective and Gorenstein-injective dimensions, before construct ing two coter-
sion pairs involving t he classes of obj ects wi th bounded Gorenstein-proj ective and 
Goren t ein-injective dimension. 
Let C be a Gorenstein category. Since (Ç r (C), W(C)) i a omplete cotorsion 
pair , for every object X of C there xi t an epimorphi m -» X where ( is a 
Gorenstein-1 roje tive obj ct. This allows us to construct an exact equence 
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------> ( 
f a 
-------> ( fo v 0 -------7 ../\. -------7 
~ ~~ 
1V1 TF a 
io 
-vvhere ( is a Gorenstein-projective object for every k ~ 0, TV0 <-t ( is the 
ik k rnel of fo , and n·k <-t ( is the kernel of Pk- l for every k > O. Dually, we 
can construct a long exact sequence 0 ---+ X ---+ D 0 ---+ D 1 ---+ · · · , where D" is a 
Gorenstein-inj ective object for every k ~ O. 
Proposition 4 .3 .1 1-------------------------.... 
Let C be a Gorenstein category. 
Every object has an exact left 
(} P ( C)-resolution. 
IProof l. 
vVe only prove the left statement . Let 
Every object has an exact right 
ÇI0 ( C)-resolut ion. 
be a Gorenstein-proj ective object . Vile 
how that the sequence · · · ---+ Home ( ( , ( 1) ---+ Home ( ( , ( ) ---+ Home ( ( , X ) ---+ 0 
io Jo 1 is exact . Consider the short exact sequence ll'o <-t ( -7t X. Since Exte(( , H'o) = 
0, t he morphism Home(( , ( ) ---+ Home(r , X) is onto. It is only left to show that 
~ ( be a morphism such that 0 = f k o h = 
ik Pk-1 
ik o p~.; o h. Note Pk o h = 0 sin ce i~.; is monic. The exact ness of H'~c <-t C - H -~.- - 1 
implies there exist a morphism C ~ TVk such that ik o h' = h. On the other 
l h" hand, Ex tc( ( , TV,. 1) = 0 im plies there exists a morphism ( --t ( 1 su ch that 
the following diagram commutes: 
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D 
ow we know that every abj ect X in a Gorenstein category C with enough pro-
jectives has an exact left 0 r (C)-resolut ion. The class of left r -CT' (C)-obj ects 
(with T 2:: 0) shall be denotecl by ~ r (C). V/e shall refer to an abject in ~~ r (C) a 
a Gorenstein-r -proj ective abject (See Definit ion 1. 7. 1). Vve call the left çr (C)-
climension the Gorenstein-proj ective dimension , and it is clenoted by ( ' . Dua.lly, 
the cla.ss of right r -ÇI0 (C)-objects (v-rith r 2:: 0) shall be clenoted by ÇI, (C) . Vve 
sha.ll refer to a.n abject in Çir(C) a.s a Gorenstein-r-injective abject . 'vVe call the 
right ÇI0 ( C)-climension the Gorenstein- inj ective dimension, and it is denotecl by 
Giel. 
Proposit ion 4 .3.2 ((21, Pr po ition 11 .5.7) and (21. Propo ition 11.2.5) ) 
The following are equivalent in a Goren tein category C. 
(1) XE <- r (C). 
(2) Ext~(X , TV) = 0 for every 
i > T a.ncl every TT ' E W (C). 
(3) Ext~+ 1 (X, rF) = 0 for every 
TV E W (C). 
(4) D'. (c)(X ) Ç ~~r (C). 
(5) D'(X) ç _ r (C). 
(1 ' ) Y E ÇI,. (C). 
(2 ') Ext~ (T F , Y ) = 0 for every 
i > T and every n· E W (C). 
(3 ' ) Ext~+l( TV , Y) = 0 for every 
W E W (C). 
(4 ' ) DÇ~o (C)(Y) ç ÇI0 (C). 
(5 ' ) n -,. (Y) Ç Qio(C). 
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Corollary 4.3.3 Jr-----------------------.. 
If C is a Gorenstein category, then: 
(1) sup{ ( p (X ) : X E Ob(C)} < 
FDI(C). 
(2) P1' (C) = ç;p (C) n W (C) 
for every 0 ::::; r ::; F DI(C). 
1 Proof l. 
(1 ' ) sup{ Gid(Y) : Y E Ob(C)} ::; 
FDP(C). 
(2 ' ) L1' (C) = 9Lr(C) n W (C) 
for every 0 ::; r ::; F DP(C). 
Vle only prove the left statement. Let X E Ob(C) and W E W (C). Then i l(Tl") ::; 
F DI(C), and so Ext{DI(C)+\x, TV) = O. We have that every X is Gorenstein-n-
project ive. Hence (1) follows. 
The inclusion P1' (C) Ç ÇP (C)n W (C) is clear. Now let X E GT' (C)n W (C). Then 
everv K E ÇY (X ) is in Ç P ,(C) . Since W (C) is thiel< , we also have K E W (C). 
Then K E Ç r, n W (C) = P0 (C). It follows XE Pr(C). Therefore, (2) holds. D 
We are ready to show that the classes ~· P ( C) and ÇI1. ( C) are the left and right 
halves, respectively, of two cotorsion pairs. 
,-{ Proposit ion 4.3.4 Jr-----------------------... 
Let C be a Gorenst ein category. 
('-IP (C), (ÇT' (C)) j_ ) is a cotorsion e-(9Lr(C)) ,9Ir-(C)) is a cotorsion 
pair for every 0 ::; r ::; F DI ( C) . pair in for every 0 ::; r ::; F D P ( C). 
1 Proof l. 
W only prove the left statement . It suffi. ces to show t hat j_ ( (Ç T' ( C) ) j_ ) Ç Ç T' ( C). 
Let XE j_((<:JT' (C)) j_ ) and 0 ~ K ~ Pr- l ~ · · · ~ P1 ~ Po ~ X~ 0 be a 
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part ialleft projective resolut ion of X . By Proposition 4.3.2 , we only need to show 
tha t I< is Gorenstein-projective. 
We use induction on r . Suppose r = 1 and let TV E W(C). Vve have the long 
0 
exact sequence · · · -+ ~-+ Extà(I<, TV) -+ Extâ (X , W) -+ · · · . On 
t he oth r han l, Ext~ (X , TT") ;::::: Extà(X , L ), where L E o-1(TV). Vve ho-vv L E 
(y r (C))·L Let Y E 1..(P (C) and consider a short xact sequence W Y I _.., L 
0 0 
where I is injective. Then · · · -+ ~-+ Extà (Y, L) -+ ~-+ · · · 
is the derived long exact sequence, where Ext2(Y, Tl') = 0 since Y E q P (C) and 
TV E W(C). Then Extà(Y, L) = 0 for every Y E Çf (C), i. e. L E Ü,p (C)).l . 
It follows Ext2(X , TT ' ) = O. Bence Extà (I<, TV) = 0 for every Il" E W(C), i.e. 
J{ E t.dT' ,(C). 
Suppose t he result is t rue for ever:v 1 _::::; j _::::; r - 1. We have exact equences 
L Y Po _.., X and 0 -+ I< -+ ?,._1 -+ · · · -+ P1 -+ L -+ 0 for L E 0 1 (X ). If 
Y E (ç,p (C)) .l, we have Extà(L, Y ) ~ Extà(X , Y') where Y ' E n-1 (Y). Given 
Z E GP (C), note Z' E 0 P (C) for every Z' E 0 1 (Z ) . We have Extà (Z , Y') ;::::: 
Extà (Z' , Y ) = O. So Y' E (<.;P (C)).l . It follow Extà(L , Y) ;::::: Ext2(X , Y' ) = 0 
for every Y E (ÇT' (C)) .l . Renee L E .l ((CP (C)) .l ) = l , · (C) and X E 
çr (C). D 
Recall that in t he third chapter we proved t hat (Pr, (Pr).l) is a cotor ion pair , 
from the fact that every r -project ive module is a transfini te extension of the et of 
K:-small r--project ive modules, where K: > Card (R ) is an infini te regular cardinal. 
ing the advantages provided by Goren. tein cat egories , we get t he ame resul t 
without constructing such t ran finite extensions. 
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Corollary 4 .3.5 f----------------------., 
If C is a Gorenstein category, then (P ,. (C), (Pr (C)) l_ ) is a cotorsion pair . 
1 Proof l. 
We only need to show j_((Pr(C))j_) Ç P,. (C), which follo'NS by the following impli-
cations: 
Pr- (C) ç ÇP (C) ===? j_((P r- (C)) j_ ) ç l_((ÇP (C))j_) = ÇiP (C), 
Pr(C) Ç W(C) ===? j_ ((P,. (C)) j_ ) Ç j_ ((W(C))j_) = vV(C). D 
We lmow how to write P,.(C) and I r- (C) in terms of Ç T' (C), ÇI, (C) and W(C). 
Now we give similar equalitie for ((,p (C)) j_ and j_ (ÇI ,.(C)) . 
Proposition 4 .3 .6 r-- -------------------.. 
The following equalit ies hold in every Gorenstein category C and for every 
0 ::::; T ::::; F DI(C): 
(Ç P (C)) j_ = (P , (C)) j_ n W(C). 
1 Proof l. 
The inclu ion (t'T' (C)) j_ Ç (Pr(C)) l_ n W(C) follows as in the previous corollary. 
Now l t Y E (P,. (C)) j_ n W(C) and X E Ç P (C). Since (Ç T' (C), W(C)) is com-
plete, there exists a hort exact sequence X Y H · - ( -v ith E Ç T' (C) and 
\1' E W(C). Note 1V also belongs to ~ P (C), and thus TV E Pr- (C). We get an 
0 0 
exact sequence · · · --+ ~--+ Extà(X, Y ) --+ ~--+ · · ·. It follows 
D 
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4.4 Gorenstein-r -projective model structures on modules over a 
Gorenstein ring 
It is ti me to study the completeness of ü1 T' ( C), (0 T' ( C) )..L) in the case C = 
nMod, where R is an n-Gorenstein ring. To simplify notation, we shall write 
1.J T' (RMod) = ~d) . Notice that (..L W, W) is a complete cotorsion pair , and that 
(P,. , (Pr )..L) and (Ç r , ( ~1 )..L) are compatible. So by Propo it ion 2.3.6 we have 
that (_ T' , (cP )..L) is cogenerated by a set , since (Pr, (P,.)..L) is. 
Proposition 4 .4.1 f--------------------------._ 
If R is an n-Goren. tein ring, then W T' , ( ~1 T' )..L ) is a complete cotorsion pair 
for every 0 :S T :::;; n. 
Therefore, t he following result follows by 1-Iovey 's correspondence. 
If R is an n-Gorenstein ring, t hen for each 0 :S T :S n there exists a unique 
Abelian model ructure on nMod where t he (trivial) ·ofibrations are the 
monomorphism with cokernel in , 1- (resp. PT), t he (trivial) fibrat ions are 
t he epimorphisms with kernel in (PT)..L (r sp . ( ~,p )..L) , and W is the clas of 
t rivial abjects. 
4.5 Gorenstein-r -injective model structures on Gorenstein cat-
egon es 
nlike the previous section, w can obtain the dual of the previous theorem in 
ev ry locally Noetherian Gorenstein categorv. In such a categorv C, we lmow t here 
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are two compatible cotorsion pairs (-1-(Çir- (C)) , Çir(C)) and (-1-(I r- (C)) , L,- (C)) . 
Since t he second pair is complete , we can use Proposit ion 2.3 .6 to conclude that 
(-1-(Çir- (C)), ÇI7.(C)) is complete. Then the t heorem below follows. However, we 
take t he opportunity to prove that (-l-(ÇI7-(C)) , Çir- (C)) is complete by providing 
a cogenerating set. 
Theoren1. 4.5.1 (Gorenstein-r-injective model structure on C) 1------.. 
Let C be a locally Noetherian Gorenstein category. Then for each 0 ~ r < 
F DP(C) there ex.ists a unique Abelian model structure on C, where the (triv-
ial) fibrations are the epimorphisms wit h kernel in ÇI7.(C) (resp. I 7.(C)) , the 
(trivial) cofibrations are the monomorphisms with cokernel in ..l (I ,. (C)) (resp. 
in ..l (Çir- (C))), and W(C) i t he class of t rivial abjects . 
Theorem 4.5.2 ~-----------------------... 
If C is a locally Toetherian Gorenstein category, t hen (..l (ÇI7.(C)) , ÇI7.(C)) is a 
cotorsion pair cogenerated by a set, for every 0 ~ r ~ F DP(C). 
1 Proof l. 
Recall t hat (W(C), ÇI0 (C)) is cogenerated by t he set S of all S E D,i(J ) where 
i ;::: 0 and J runs over the set of all indecomposable injective abjects of C. 
Consider the set S(r) of all S E D.i(J ) where i ;::: r and J as above. 'Ne 
shall see that (-1-(Çir(C)) , Çir(C)) is cogenerated by S(r"). First , we check that 
S(r) Ç J. (Çi r- (C)) . Let SE S(r) and consider Y E Çir(C). Then SE D,i(J ), for 
sorne i ::::: r and sorne indecomposable injective abject J . vVe have Ext2(S, Y) ~ 
Ext~+l(J , Y) = 0, since J E W(C), Y E ÇIT and i + 1 ::::: r + 1. 
Since S(r) Ç J. (Çir(C)) implies ÇI7.(C) = (J. (ÇI7" (C))) J. Ç (S(r)) J., it suffices to 
show that (S (T) )..l Ç ÇI7.(C). Let Y E (S(r)) J. and consider an exact partial right 
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injective resolution of D, say 0 -t Y -t / 0 -t ! 1 -t ... -t r~ 1 -t D -t O. B~· 
Proposition 4.3.2, we only need to prove that Dis Gorenstein-injective. LetS ES. 
i.e. S E rti( J) for some indecomposable injective abject .J and i 2: O. Consider 
the short exact sequence Y''-+ !"~ 1 - D where Y' E rz!~r(Y). \Ve have a long 
0 
exact sequence · · · -t ~-t Extb(S. D) -t Ext2(S. Y') -t · · ·. where 
Ext2(S. Y') ~ Ext~+I (S, Y) ~ Extb(S', Y), where S' E rzr(S). Since S E Oi(.l). 
we have S' E rzr(rzi(.J)) = rzr+i(J) with r + i 2: r, and soS' E S(r). Hence 
Ext2(S. Y') ~ Extb(S'. Y)= O. It follows Extb(S. D) = 0 for every SE S. i.e. D 
is Gorenstein-injective. D 
4.6 Gorenstein-flat dimension and model structures on modules 
Throughout this section. R shall denote an n-Iwanaga-Gorenstein ring. \Ve devote 
the next lines to study the Gorenstein-flat dimension and its relation to the notion 
of model structures. The idea. as for the other model structures we have obtained 
so far, is to construct to compatible complete cotorsion pairs concerning flat and 
Gorenstein-flat dimensions. 
In (:3()). J. Gillespie and .\1. Hovey constructed the following new Abelian madel 
structure on RMod. 
Definition 4.6.1. A left R-module AI E RMod is said to be Gorenstein-flat if 
t here exists an exact sequence 
· · · -t F1 -t Fo -t F0 -t F 1 -t · · · 
of flat modules with .U = Ker(r1 -t F 1 ). which is (Io :; R- )-exact sequence. \Ve 
shall denote b:v ÇFo the class of Gorentein flat modules. 
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Theorem 4 .6.1 (Gorenstein-flat model structure on RMod) r------.._ 
If R is an n-Gorenstein ring, then t here exists a unique Abelian model struc-
ture on RMod where t he (trivial) cofibrations are the monomorphisms with 
Gorenstein-flat (resp. flat) cokernel, t he (trivial) fibrations are the epimor-
phisms with kernel in ( F0 ) ..L ( resp. in (Ç F 0 ) ..L), and W is the class of t ri vial 
object ·. 
In RMod, with R a Gorenstein ring , we shall see it is possible to obtain exact 
left Gorenstein-flat resolution for every left R-module. Then we can compute the 
Gorenstein-flat dimension of every module lV! , denoted by Gfd(M). \ !Ve denote 
by Ç}Fr the class of left r -Ç} F 0-modules . As it occurs with other homological 
dim n ·ion ·, Ç}F.,. ={Nf E RMod : Gfd(M) ~ r}. 
Th goal of this s ction is to prove the following generalization of the previous 
theorem. 
Theorem 4 .6.2 (Gorenstein-T-fiat model structure on RMod) 1--------
If R i an n-Goren tein ring, then for each 0 ~ r ~ n there exists a unique 
Abelian model tructure on RMod where the (trivial) cofibrations are the 
monomorphisms with cokernel in Ç}F.,. (resp. in F,.), the (trivial) fibrations 
are the epimorphi ·ms with kernel in (F ,. )..L (re p. (ÇF,.)..L ), and W is t he class 
of t rivial objects. 
W recall t he construction of the model structure described in Theor rn 4.6 .1, and 
later on we stucly the concept of the Gorenstein-flat dim nsion in orcler to obtain 
Theorem 4.6.2. Recall that the character module of Nf ER Mod is defined by the 
right R-module M + := I-IomR(Nf, Qj7L) (Defini t ion 3. 1.8) . 
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Lemma 4 .6.3 r----------------------~ 
(1) (21. Theorem 3.2.10) A left R-module F is fiat if, and only if, its chara ter 
module p + is an injective right R-module. 
(2) [Corollary of (1) ] A left R-module N is r -fiat if, and only if, its character 
module + is an r-inj ective right R-module. 
Let R be an n-Gorenstein ring. Then the following ondition are equ ivalent: 
(1 ) lv! i a Gorenstein-fiat left R-module. 
(2) JvJ+ i a Goren tein-injective right R-module. 
(3) Torf(I , lVI)= 0 for all i :2: 1 and all inj ective right R-modul s 1. 
( 4) Torf (Il ·, A1) = 0 for all i :2: 1 and all right R-modules n· E )!\) . 
\1Ve shall call (ÇF0 )j_ the ela 
authors mention that (QF0 , (ÇF0 )l_ ) is a complete cotor ion pair. We ·hall prove 
thi fact in this section, bv giving a cogenerating set . 
Proposition 4 .6. 5 r-----------------------._ 
(ÇF0 , (ÇF0 )l_ ) is a cotor ion pa ir if Ris an n-Gorenstein ring. 
1 Proof l. 
It suffices to show l_ ((ÇF0 )l_ ) Ç QF0 . Let l\1 E j_ ((ÇF0 )j_ ). By Theorem 
4.6.4, we only need to show Tor~ (T V , Nf) = 0 for every right R-module lV E 
W . By Theorem 3.1. 17, we have Tor~ (TV , Nf)+ = Homz(Torit( Tl' , NI) , Q./Z) ~ 
Ext~(M, Homz(H' , Q/Z)) = Ext~(Af, w +) ( * ). We also have Ext j'l(E , w +) ~ 
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Tor~ (T f" , E )+ = 0 for every E E ÇF0 . It follows TV+ E (ÇF0).l and hence 
Ext~(A1, Hi+) = O. By the equality (*) , Tor~ (T T · , lv!)= 0 for every n· E W . D 
The next step is to construct for every Gorenstein-fiat module a t ransfinite ex-
ten ion of t he set of K:-small Gorenstein-fiat module· , where K: is a infinit e regular 
cardinal sat isfying K: 2: Carel ( R). The procedure is very simila.r to that applied 
for the cotorsion pair (F0 , (F0 ).l), where the main difference resides in a slight 
modification of t he defini tion of pure submodules, specifically: 
Definition 4.6.2. A submodule N of a left R-module lvi is said to be W-pure if 
for every right R-module TT' E W , the sequence 
is exact . The hort exact sequence N Y lVI _..., JVI / N is called a W -pure exact 
sequence. 
Proposition 4. 6.6 1----------------------------. 
Let S be a W-pure submodule of a Gorenstein-fiat left R-module E , with R an 
n-Gorenstein ring. Then Sand E/ S are also Cor -n tein-fiat. 
IProof l. 
Consider the short exact sequenc S Y E _..., E /S . Th en , gi ven a right R-mo cl ule 
TT! E )IV , we have t he long exact equence 
· · · ---+ Tor~ ( l V , E / 8 ) ---+ TV ®R S---+ IV ®RE ---+ TV ®RE / S---+ O. 
Since S i a )!V-pure ubmo 1ule of E , we have t hat the map TV ®R S ---+ W ®RE 
i. inj ective. So T01·f (T'V , E / S) = 0 for every W E W . Hence E / S is Gorenstein-
fiat. Now we know Torf(TV, E ) = 0 and Tor~ (l V , E/S) =O. On t he other 
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hand, Tor~(W , E jS) = Torf (K , E /S) where K E 0 1 (1li ). Vve are given an exact 
sequence K "---t P ~ 1V, where K E W since W is thick, so Torf (K , E /S) =O. 
It fo llows Tor~( 1V , E j S) = O. Since 
0 0 
· · · ---+ ~-+ Torf( W , S)-+ ~-+ · · · 
is exact, we finally obtain Tor~ (1V , S) = 0 for every 111 E W . D 
D efinition 4.6.3. Vve say a left R-moclule L is W-pure injective if for every 
W-pure exact sequence N "---t /1/.f ~ lvfjN , t he sequence 
0 ---+ Homn(NfjN, L ) ---+ Homn(M, L )-+ HomR(N, L ) -+ 0 
is exact . 
The proof of the following resul t is similar to Lem ma 3 .1. 20. 
Proposition 4. 6. 7 r--------------------------.. 
Given an infinite regular cardinal ~ ~ Card(R), a Gorenstein-fiat module E 
and an element x E E , there exists a W-pure submodule S c E such t hat 
x E S and Card (S) ::; ~. 
Corollary 4 .6.8 r-------------------------.. 
(ÇJF0 , (ÇF0 ).l) is a cotorsion pair cogenerated by t he set 
(9Fo)::;" := {SE ÇF0 : Carcl (S) ::; ~ }. 
Remark 4.6.1. It i straight forward to shm~,r that Gorenstein-fiat modules are 
closecl under direct limits. Since (ÇF0 , (ÇF0 )l_) is a complete cotorsion pair with 
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ÇF0 closed under direct limits , it follows that (ÇF0 , (ÇF0).l) is a perf ct cotor-
sion pair , i. e. every left R-moclule has a Gorenstein-fiat cover and a Gorenstein-
cotorsion co ver ( s e ( 31) for details) . 
On the other band, if we consider the class (F 0).l of cotorsion modules , then 
(F0 , (F 0).l ) is a complete cotorsion pair cogenera.ted by (F0 ) ~" , with "' as above 
(21, Proposit ion 7.4.3) . The pairs (ÇF0 , (ÇF0).l ) and (F0 , (Fo).l) are compatible 
by the following r . ult. 
Proposition 4.6 . 9 r---------------------------,. 
Let R be an n-Goren. tein ring. 
( 1) F o = Ç F o n W . 
(2) (9Fo).L = (Fo).l n W. 
IProof l. 
\M only prove (1) , ince (2) i similar to Proposit ion 4.3.6 (Also proven in (30. 
Proof of T heorem 3. 12) ) . It is clear that F 0 Ç W . By Theorem 4.6.4 , F 0 Ç 
ÇF0 . So F 0 Ç ÇF0 n W . Now let E E ÇF0 n W . By Theorem 4.6.4, E + is a 
Gorenstein-injective right R-module. On the other band, we are given a left exact 
fiat resolut ion 0 --+ F~.: --+ F~.:_ 1 --+ · · · --+ F0 --+ E --+ 0 for some k 2:: 0, since 
E E W . Note that Q./Z i an injective left Z-module, so we get an exact . equence 
0 --+ E + --+ F0 + --+ · · · --+ F~.:_ 1 + --+ F~.: + --+ 0 after applying the exact functor 
Homz ( - , Q/Z). B)' (21. Theorem 3.2.10), a left R-module is fiat if, and only if, 
its character module is injective. Thus the previous sequence turns out to be an 
exact right injective re olut ion of E + It follm.vs E + E W . So E + E ÇI0 n W = I 0 . 
Using again the theorem just cited , we conclude E E F0 . D 
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We have obtained two compatible and complete cotorsion pairs (ÇF0 , (ÇF0 )j_) 
and (F0 , (F 0)j_ ). Hen e, Theorem 4.6.1 follows by Hovey 's corre pondence. 
Now we study the notion of Goren t ein-flat dimen ion. The complet n s of 
(ÇF0 , (ÇF0)j_ ) allows us to con truct exact left Gorenstein-flat resolu tions for 
very left R-module. So the notion of Goren tein-flat dimension makes ense in 
RMod , with R a Gorenstein ring. The following propo it ion follows easily using 
the propo ition above and ba ic homologi al algebra. 
Theorem 4 .6.10 ( ee (21. Proposition 11. 7.5) ) r--------------.. 
are equivalent for every left R-module NI over an 
n-Gorenstein ring R: 
(1) Gfd(M ) ::::; r. 
(2) Torf (W , J\.1) = 0 for all i~ T + 1 and all n· E W . 
(3) Tor~(! , JI;!) = 0 for all injective modul s I and all i~ r + 1. 
( 4) Ev er y r th Gorenstein-flat syzygy i Gor nst ein-flat . 
(5) Ev ry rth flat yzygy of Goren ·tein-flat . 
(6) Gid (NJ+) ~ r . 
Proposition 4 .6.11 1------------------------.. 
Let R be an n-Gorenstein ring. If 7'VI Ç l\ is a W-pure submodule of the left 
R-module N , then Gfd(A1) ::::; Gfd(N) . 
IProof l. 
Suppose Gfd (N) = k < oo. \ i\ e show Tor~~ 1 (TF , 7'VI ) = 0 for every W E W . Let 
TT" E W and S' E çtk+l (H} Fir t . not t hat S' E W , in e W i t hiel<.. Con id er a 
2 4 4  
p a r t i a l  p r o j e c t i v e  r e s o l u t i o n  o f  T C ,  s a y  0  - - - +  S  - - - +  P~,; - - - +  ·  ·  ·  - - - +  P t  - - - +  P
0  
- - - +  W  - - - +  O .  
W e  h a v e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  c o m m u t a t i v e  d i a g r a m :  
0  0  0  0  
1  g  1  1  1  
0  _ _ _ _ ,  S  0  R  l V I  _ _ _ : _ _ _ _ .  P~;; 0  R  1\ I I  _ _ _ _ ,  ·  ·  ·  _ _ _ _ ,  P o  0  R  l VI  _ _ _ _ ,  TV  0  R  M  _ _ _ _ ,  0  
z l  1r  1  1  
0  ~ S 0 R N  ~ P~;; 0 R N  ~ ·  · ·  ~ P o 0 R N  _ _ _ ,  1V 0 R N  ~ 0  
S i n c e  S ,  P i  E  W  f o r  e v e r y  0  : : : ;  i  : : : ;  k  a n d  l V I  i s  a  W - p u r e  s u b m o d u l e  o f  N ,  w e  h a v e  
t h a t  t h e  c o l u m n s  a r e  e x a c t .  N o w  c o n s i d e r  t h e  s h o r t  e x a c t  s e q u e n c e S  Y  P k - - *  S ' ,  
0  
w h e r e  S '  E  D k ( T V ) .  T h e n  w e  h a v e  t h e  d e r i v e d  l o n g  e x a c t  sequence~---+ 
S  0 R  N - - - +  P k  0 R  N - - - +  S '  0 R  N - - - +  0 ,  w h e r e  Tor{~( S ' ,  N )  =  Tor~+
1 
( T F ,  N )  = O .  S o  
f  i s  m o n i c .  I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  g  i s  a l s o  m o n i c ,  s i n c e  r  o  g  =  f  o  j ,  w h e r e  l  a n d  r  a r e  
m o n i c .  T h e r e f o r e ,  Tor~+
1
( TT ' , Nf)~ Tor~(S' , l i l i ) =  0  a n d  s o  G f d ( l l t ) : : : ;  k .  0  
A s  w e  d i d  i n  P r o p o s i t i o n  4 . 6 . 5 ,  o n e  c a n  s h o w  t h a t  ( 9 F r ,  ( 9 F , . ) . L )  i s  a  c o t o r s i o n  
p a i r .  W e  s h a l l  s e e  t h a t  i t  i s  a l s o  c o m p l e t e .  R e c a l l  t h a t  f o r  e v e r y  G o r e n s t e i n - f l a t  
m o d u l e  E  a n d  e v e r y  x  E  E ,  o n e  c a n  c o n s t r u c t  a  W - p u r e  s u b m o d u l e  S  Ç  E  w i t h  
C a r d ( S )  : : : ;  " ' '  s u c h  t h a t  : : r ;  E  S .  O n e  c a n  a p p l y  t h e  s a m e  r e a s o n i n g  t o  s h o w  t h a . t  
e v e r y  s u b m o d u l e  E '  Ç  E  w i t h  C a r c l ( E ' )  : : : ;  " '  c a n  b e  e m b e d c l e d  i n t o  a  W - p m e  
s u b m o d u l e  S  Ç  E  v, ; i t h  C a r d ( S )  : : : ;  " ' ·  F r o m  t h i s  f a c t ,  o n e  d e d u c e s  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
r e s u l t .  T h e  f o l l o w i n g  l e m m a  c a n  b e  p r o v e n  a s  L e m m a  3 . 1 . 2 1 .  T h e n  o n e  c a n  
c o n s t r u c t  t r a n s f i n i  t e  e x t e n s i o n s  o f  ( Ç F ,  ) " 5 o ,  f o r  e v e r y  G o r e n s t e i n - r - f l a t  m o d u l e .  
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Lemma 4 .6.12 r-------------------------.. 
Let R be an n-Gorenstein ring and M be in ÇFr wit h an exact Goren tein-flat 
resolution 
~ f f (1) = (0 ---+ Er ~ E1·- 1 ---+ · · · ---+ E1 4 E0 ~ !V! ---+ 0) 
and ]\ be a submodule of M with Ca.rd(N) :::; K,. Then there exi ts an xact 
Gorenstein-flat u bresolu ti on 
o ---+ s:. ---+ s;._ 1 ---+ . .. ---+ s~ ---+ Sb ---+ N ' ---+ o 
of (1) uch that S~. is a W-pure submodule of E~c and Card (S~. ) :::; K, , for every 
0 :::; k :::; r , and su ch tha.t N Ç N '. Moreover , if N has an exact subre olution 
0 ---+ Sr ---+ ST- 1 ---+ . . . ---+ sl ---+ Sa ---+ N ---+ 0 
of (1) where S~.- is a W-pure submodule of Ek with Ca.rd (Sk ) :::; K,, for every 
0 :::; k :::; T, then the ab ove resolut ion of N ' can b . constructed in such a way 
that it contains the given resolu tion of N . 
Theore m 4 .6.13 r------------------------.._ 
If Ri an n-Gorenstein ring, then (ÇF,. , (ÇF1.)l_) is a cotorsion pair cogenerated 
by (Ç Fr)~" , for every 0 :::; T :::; n . 
As we clid in t he ca e T = 0, \Ne ·an how t hat Fr = ÇFr n W and (ÇF,. )j_ = 
(F,. )l_nW . Then we have two compatible and complete cotorsion pairs (Fr, (F,. )l_) 
and (ÇFr, (9Fr)l_) . Therefore, Theorem 4.6.2 follows. 
4. 7 !Iodel structures on complexes ov r Coren t ein rings 
In this section we present the analogu of the Goren tein-T-projective and Coren-
tein-T-flat model structur son t h cat gory of chain complexe over a Gorenstein 
ring. 
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The next result provides a characterization of the Gorenstein-projective and Go-
renstein-inj ective chain complexes. This is also proven by Garcia Rozas in (24, 
Theorem 3.3.5 & Corollary 3.2.3) for complexes over Iwanaga-Gorenstein rings . 
In the aut hor 's opinion, t he proof given next is shorter and easier. 
Proposition 4.7.1 (see (24, Theorem 3.3.5 & Corollary 3.2.3) ) ~----­
If C is a Gorenstein category, then: 
~;r (Ch(C)) = clw(0P (C)) . 1 Çio(Ch(C)) = dw (ÇI0 (C)). 
1 Proof l. 
We only prove t he left statement, since the right one is dual 1 . Suppose ( ' is 
a Gorenstein-projective complex. For every TV E W (C), note t hat n m+1 (W) E 
_..........___, 
W (C). So 0 = Ext~h (C ) ( ( , n m+1(H ")). By P roposition 1.6. 2, we have the iso-
morphism Ext~h (C) (C , n m+1 (1V)) ~ Extà(( '" , TF). 
projective in C, for every m E Z. 
I-Ience, ( , , is Gorenstein-
Now suppose X is a complex wi th X m E ÇP (C) for every mEZ. By know from 
the proof of Proposition 4.2.3 that it suffices to show t hat Ext~;(c )(X , P) = 0, for 
everv i ~ 0 and for every projective complex P . \ i\Trite P = EBma Dm+l(Zm(P )) . 
Iote that in this case, p = OmEZ n m+l(Zm(P )) . V/e have Ext~;(C)(X , P) ~ 
Ext~;(c) (X , Orn EZ n m+l (Zm(P ))) ~ OmEZ Ext~~(c ) (X , n m+l(Zm.(P )), where 0 = 
Exti+l(X Z (P )) ~ Exti+ l (X n m+1 (Z (P )) for everv mEZ by PrOJ)OSition C m. , m C h (C) ' m .1 ' . 
1. 6.2, since Xm i Gorenstein-projective in C and Zm(P ) is projective . D 
1. lote t hat we do not ask Ch(C) to be locally Noetheri an, since indecomposable inj ctive 
complexes are described in terms of indecomposable injective objects in C. 
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If R is an n-Iwanaga-Gorenstein ring, we know by the previous example that 
Ch(RMod) is a Gorenstein category. In this case, denote ~ r (Ch(RMod)) = 
l, r, to simplify, and notice that W(Ch(R Mod)) = W . In this case we can show 
that ( ~-:t' , W ) is cogenerated by the union X of { I_";k (S0(R)) : k E Z } and the of 
all n t h yzygies X E nn(sm(R/ I) ) with m E Z and 1 running over th et of 
left ideals of R. On the one hand , recall from the previous chapter t hat a com-
plex Hf is exact if, and onl:v if, it is right orthogonal to { I:;""(S0 (R)) : k E z}. 
On t he other hand, Zm(W ) E W if, and only if, 0 = Extk(.A1, Zm (T1 .)) ~ 
Ext7/ 1 (R/ 1, Zm (IV)) ~ Extn+l (Sm (R/ 1) , lV ) ~ Ext 1 (X , Tq , for some NI E 
rtn(R/ 1) and where XE rtn(srn(R/ 1)) (recall Proposit ion 1.6.3). 
The following lines are devoted to ome comments on the Gorenstein-injective 
case. Vve can obtain decomposit ions a above of inj ective chain complexes in 
terms of indecomposable injective left R-modules. Let I be an injective chain 
complex. Then we can wTit I ~ EBma Dm+l (Zrn(1)). For every m E Z, 
Zm(I) ~ EBam EAm Jam , where l am is an indecomposable inj ect ive module. Renee 
Dm+l(Zm(I) ) ~ EBa mE/\m Dm+l( Jam), and so we have 
where each Dm+l (Ja,J is an indecomposable inj ectiv com1 lex. 
A complex J is an incl composable injective complex if, and only if, J is the 
disk complex of an indecomposable inject ive module. For if J is an indecom-
posable inj ective complex then write J = EBma D711+l (Zm(J )) . Note that ach 
D 111+l(Zm(J)) is an inj ective complex, so it follows D 7110 +1(Zm0 (J) ) = J for some 
m0 E Z, and Dm+J Zm(J ) = 0 for every m =1- m 0 . It i only left to how t hat 
Zm0 (J ) i an indecomposable inj ective module. Suppose Zm0 (J ) =A EB B , where 
A and B are inj ective submodules of Z1110 (J) . Then J = D1110+1(A) EB D 7110 +1(B). 
Since Dmo+l (A) and D 7110 +1(B ) are inject ive complexes and J is indecomposable, 
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we get nma +1 (A) = J and nma+ 1 (B) = 0, or n mo+ 1 (B) = J and nma+1 (A) =O. 
Then A = Zm0 (J) and B = 0, or A = 0 and B = Zm0 (J). Hence, Zm0 (J) is an 
indecomposable injective module. Now let nm+1 (J) be a disk complex, where J 
is an incl composable injective module. It i clear that Dm+l( J ) is an injective 
complex. Suppo e n m+l ( J ) = X EB Y , where X and Y are inj ective complexe . 
Then J = Am EB Bm , J = Am+l EB Bm+l> and Ak, Bk = 0 for every k # m, m + 1. 
It follows Am = Am+l, Bm = Bm.+l and that Am and Brn are inj ective modules. 
Since J is indecomposable, we get Am = J and Bm = 0, or Am = 0 and Bm = J. 
Hence A = n m+1 (J) and B = 0, or A = 0 and B = n m+1 (J). In a similar 
way, one can show that these results hold for complexes over a locally Noetherian 
ca.tegory. 
\i\iïth respect to Gorenstein-proj ective and Gorenstein-inj ective dimensions, we 
have the following cha.ra.cterization which follows from Propo ·ition 4. 7.1. 
Corollary 4. 7.2 f-----------------------..._ 
If C is a. Gorenstein category, then: 
ÇT' (Ch(C)) = dw (0T' (C)) . 
1 Proof j. 
We only prove the Gorenstein-projective case. Let X be a. Gorenstein-r-projective 
chain complex. There exists an exact sequence 
0--+ (' --+ ( 
in Ch(C) such t hat ( is Gorenstein-projective for every 0 < 2 < r. For each 
mE Z, we ha.ve an exact sequence 
0--+ (( )m --+ (C )m--+ · · · --+ (C )m --+ ((' )m --+ Xm.--+ 0 
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in C. Since each is Gorenstein-projective in Ch (C), we ha.ve U )m. is Gorenstein-
proj ective in C by Proposition 4.7.1. It follows Xm E ~,p (C). 
Now suppo Xm. E l' .... (C) for every m E Z. Consider a partial exact. left 
projective r olut ion 
It su:ffices t.o show that Cr is a Gorenstein-projective chain complex, by Propo ition 
4.3.2. For every integer m, we have an exact sequence 
Note t.hat ea.ch (Pi)m is proj ective in C. Since X m E tiP (C), we have (Cr)m E 
S'Y(Xm) Ç r (C) by Proposit ion 4.3.2. Renee Cr is a Gorenst in-projective 
complex by Proposit ion 4. 7 .1. D 
Let 's study the completeness of (t P (C) (ÇT (C)) _l ) in the ca. e C = Ch(RMod), 
with R a.n n-Gorenstein ring. We write ~ T (Ch(RMod)) = , r to simplify the 
notation . As we did in Section 4.4, we ca.n deduce tha.t (L'P , ( t~ ) _l ) is complete, 
since the pair (P7. , (Pr)l_) is a.lso complete (See Theorem 3.2.3). 
Proposition 4 . 7 .3 r---------------------------.. 
If Ris an n-Gorenstein ring, then for ach 0 ::; r ::; n the pair ( ; P , (<J P )l_ ) is 
complete. 
Renee, the following result follows by Rovey 's correspondenc . 
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Theo rem 4. 7.4 ( 
If R is an n-Gorenstein ring, then for each 0 < r :::; n there exists a unique 
Abelian model structure on Ch(RMod) where the (trivial) cofibrations are the 
monomorphisms with cokernel in ~r (re p. Pr ), t he (trivial) fibrat ions are 
t he epimorphisms with kernel in (Pr )l. (resp. (y- )..L ), and W is the class of 
trivial objects. 
Vve devote the rest of the section to study the Gorenstein-fiat dimension and 
its relationship with to the not ion of model structures in the context of chain 
complexes. We shall need to work with a special extension functor Ext( - , - ) 
derived from Hom(- , -) . Cotorsion pairs defined by orthogonality in the sense of 
this extension functor shall be called bar-cotorsion pairs. 
D efinition 4.7.1. Let X and Y be two chain complexes in Ch(RMod). From 
Hom' (X , Y ) (see Definit ion 2.4.2) we construct t he bar-Hom functor by setting 
the complex Hom(X , Y ) as 
Hom(X , Y )n := Zn( l-l om'(X, Y)) , for every nEZ. 
Let f = (.[k)~.;a, E Hom(X , Y )n - Note that for n = 0 we have 8{ o li.: = fk - l o 8{ , 
i. e. f is a chain map and Hom (X , Y )0 = Hom(X, Y). For n = 1, we have 
a{+l o /J.. + f~c- 1 o of = 0, i.e. f i a chain homotopy from 0 to O. The set of 
homomorphisms f = (fk)k EX E Hom(X, Y )n is known as a map of degr en. The 
boundary maps of the complex Hom(X, Y) are given by 
Vve shall denote the right derived functor obtained from I-Iom( - , -) by Exti ( - ,-). 
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Lemma 4 .7.5 ( 1entioned in (24, Page 7) , no proof given) r---------
For every pair of complexes X , Y E Ch (RMod) and for every i 2: 0, Exti(X , Y) 
is a complex of the form 
1 Proof j. 
We use induction on i. It suffices to prove the case i = 0, i. e. we need to show 
that Hom (X, Y) is t he chain complex given by 
· · · --+ Hom(X , I:k+1 (Y))--+ Hom(X, I:J.:(Y))--+ Hom(X. I:k - 1 (Y)) --+ · · · . 
Every element f = (f~.:)J.:EZ E Zm Hom' (X, Y) satisfies the equa.lity 8{+m o f~r 
(-l )mfk-l o 8{ On the oth r hand, g E Hom(X, 2:; - m(Y)) make the following 
diagram commute for every k E Z: 
Then Zm(Hom' (X , Y)) = Hom(X, 2:; -m(Y) ) for every rn E Z . Moreover, the 
different ia! map 6711 : Hom(X, 2::-m(Y) )--+ Hom(X, I;-m+ 1 (Y)) is given by 6(g) = 
(8~+k o 9khEZ· The result follows. 
Now considera short xa -t sequence }( '------+ P -» X , where P is a projective chain 
complex. We have a commutative liagram: 
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1 1 1 1 
0 ---+ Hom(X, 2:; -m- 1(Y)) ---+ Hom(P , 2:; -m- 1 (Y)) ---+ Hom(K, I; - m- 1 (Y)) ---+ Ext 1 (X , 2: - m- J (Y)) ---+ 0 
1 1 1 1 
0 ____, Hom (X , 2: -m(Y)) __, Hom(P , 2:; -m(Y)) __, Hom(K, 2: - m(Y )) __, Ext1(X , 2: -m(Y )) ____, 0 
1 1 1 1 
0 ---+ Hom(X , I: -m+1 (Y)) ---+ Hom(P , I:-m+1 (Y))---+ Hom(K , I:-m+1 (Y)) ---+ Ext1 (X , I: -m+1(Y)) ---+ 0 
1 1 1 1 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
Also, there i · an exact sequence 
-- - - - - --1 0 -+ Hom (X , Y ) -+ Hom (P , Y ) -+ Hom(!<, Y ) -+ Ext (X , Y ) -+ O. 
It follows Ext\X , Y ) is t he complex given by the right column of the previous 
diagram. D 
Sorne interesting results arise when we replace Ext by Ext in t he definition of 
cotor ion pair . 
Definition 4 . 7.2. Given two classes A and B of chain complexes in Ch(RMod), 
we shall say tha.t A and B form a. bar-cotorsion pair (A 1 B) if: 
- -) (1) A = j_ B ={A E Ch(RMod) : Ext (A , B ) = 0, for every B E B}, and 
(2) B = AT= {B E Ch(RMod) : Ext\ A, B ) = 0, for every A E A }. 
Definition 4 .7 .3. A cla.ss V of complex s is said to be closed under suspensions 
if I; k( D ) E V for every D E V and every k E Z. 
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Lemma 4. 7.6 f---------------------------. 
Let (A 1 B) be a bar-cotorsion pair. Th en A is close cl und er suspensions if, and 
only if, B is . The same result holds if (A , B ) is a cotorsion pair. 
1 Proof l. 
We only prove ( ===? ). Suppose (A 1 B) is a bar-cotorsion pair and that A is 
closed under suspen ions. Fir t , note that Exti (X , Ek(Y )) and Exti (E- k(X ), Y ) 
are i omorphic, for every pair of complexe X and Y and everv k E Z. Let B E B , 
A E A and m E Z. The complexes 
are isomorphic. Then by t he previous lemma Ext \ A, Em(B )) ~ Ext\E-m(A), B ) = 
0, for every A E A , since B E B and A is closed under suspensions. Hence the 
result follows. 0 
Theorem 4. 7. 7 r----------------------...._ 
Let A and B be two classes in Ch (RMod) such that A is closed under suspen-
siOns. Th en (A 1 B) i a bar-cotorsion pair if, and only if, (A , B) i a co torsion 
pair. 
1 Proof l. 
Su1 pose (A 1 B) is a bar-cotorsion pair. Let A E A and B E B. Then Ext\A, B ) = 
O. By Lemma 4.7. 5, we have Ext1 (A, B ) = 0 and so A Ç l_B and B Ç A l_ . Now 
if A E j_B, we have Ext 1(A, B ) = 0 for every B E B. Since B is closed un-
der u pen ions by Lemma 4.7.6 , we have Ek(B) E B for every k E Z. Then 
Ext1 (A, Ek(B )) = 0 for every k E Z. It follow Ext \A, B ) = 0 for every 
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B E !3 and so J. B Ç J. B = A. Now we show !3 2 A J. . Let B E A J. . Then 
Ext1 (A , B ) = 0 for every A E A. Since A is closed under suspensions, we have 
Ext 1 (I:- k(A), B) = 0 for every k E Z. Then Ext1 (A, B) ~ Ext1 (A, I:k (B)) = 0 
for every k E Z, and so B E AT = !3 . The converse can be proven in a similar 
way. D 
D efinition 4.7.4. A bar-cotorsion pair (A 1 B) is bar-cogenerated by a set S Ç A 
if B = sT. 
Theorem 4. 7.8 1----------------------------.. 
Let A and !3 be two classes in Ch (RMod), and S Ç A be a set clos d under 
uspensions. If (A , !3 ) is a cotorsion pair cogenerated by S, then (A 1 B) is a 
bar-cotorsion pair bar-cogenera.t ed by S. T he converse is a.lso true. 
1 Proof l. 
Suppose (A , !3) is cogenerated by S. Then !3 = S.l, which is closed under sus-
pension by Le mm a. 4. 7. 6 (sin ce S is closed un der su pension "). By t he same 
lemma, A is a.lso closed under suspensions, and hence by Theor m 4. 7. 7 we 
have (A 1 !3 ) is a bar-cotorsion pair. It is only left to show tha t !3 = Sj_ . 
Let B E !3 . Then Ext1 (S , B ) = 0 for every S E S. Since S i closed under 
suspensions, we have I; - k( S ) E S for every k E Z and every S E S . Then 
Ext1 (S, I;k (B )) ~ Ext1 (I:- k(S), B ) = 0, for every k E Z and every S E S. It 
follow Ext1 (S, B ) = 0 for every S E S , i. e. B E si. low if D E S J.. then 
Ext1 (S, D ) = 0 for every S E S and so D E S J. = !3 . The converse follows 
similarlv. D 
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-1 Lemma 4 .7.9 (Eklof' Lemma for Ext ( - , - )) r-------------., 
Let Y be a chain complex in Ch(RMod). If X is a transfinite extension (Xo:)o:<>. 
- - 1 
of t he class .L {Y} , then Ext (X, Y) = O. 
1 Proof l. 
It suffices to note that Ext1 (X o:+d X o:, Y) = 0 implie. Ext1 (X o:+d X o:, L;k(Y)) = 0, 
for every k E Z. By the original Eklof's Lemma, Ext1 (X, L;k(Y)) = 0 for every 
- 1 k E Z, and o Ext (X Y ) =O. D 
Let (A 1 B) b a bar-cotorsion pair in Ch(RMod), and S Ç A b a set . If 
every X E A hasan S-filtration , th n (A 1 B) i bar-cogen rat cl by S. 
As ume throughout the rest of t hi ection that Ris a commutative ring. 
Definition 4.7.5. A chain complex X E Ch(RMod) i aid to be Goren tein-fl.at 
if there xi t a (I 0 0 - )-exact s qu nee · · · ---+ P1 ---+ Po ---+ P0 ---+ P 1 ---+ · · · of 
flat complex ·uch that X = Ker(F0 ---+ F 1 ) . We hall denote the class of all 
Gorenstein-flat compl xes by QF0 . 
ax ax 
Definition 4 . 7 .6. Given a complex X = · · · ---+ X m 1 ~ 1 X m ...2?f X177 _ 1 ---+ · · · 
in Ch(RMod), the Pontryagin or chara ter complex of X i the compl x x + E 
Ch(ModR) given by 
wh re the boundar~r map are cl fined by 8~~+ := (- 1 ) 177 - 1 Homz(8~m . Q/Z) . 
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P roposit ion 4 . 7.11 r-------------------------.. 
1 P roof l. 
Recall Hom (X, D 0 (Q/Z))m is the kernel of the diflerential 
Moreover , 
Hom' (X, D0 (Q/Z))m. = TI Homz(Xk , D0 (Q/Z)k+m) 
k EZ 
= Homz (X_m._1 , Q/Z) x Homz (X-m., Q / Z), 
Hom'(X, D 0 (Q/Z))m.- 1 = TI Homz(Xk , D 0 (Q/ Zh+m.- 1) 
k EZ 
Every f = (.fk)ka E Hom(X, D 0 (Q/ Z))m has the form f = (- · · , 0, f -rn-b f -m, 0, · · · ). 
Now suppose bm(f) =O. Then we have a~:::;rz) o f k- ( - 1)m.fk-l o 8{ = 0 for 
every k E Z . In particular : 
• For k = -rn: 0 = o/t(Q/Z) 0 f -m. - ( -1 )m. f -m-l 0 EJ-5m and so we have f-m. = 
( -1)m.f- m- l 0 EJ-5m. 
• For k - TP + 1· 0 - ,;·,Do(Q/Z) o f ( 1)'nj.' o :::~X - j" o :::~X 
- - " · - Ul - m + 1 - - - rn u -rn+1 - - rn u -m+ l· 
We have the following commutative diagram: 
!:lX !:lX 
u - m + 1 u _m 
-----> X -m.+ 1 -----> X -m -----> X -m.- 1 -----> X -m.-2 -----> 
1 1 f - m 1 f - m - 1 1 
__ _____, 0 Q/Z Q/Z 0 __ ___, 
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Define a map <fJm : Hom(X, D 0 (Q/Z))m ----* (X+)m = Hom76 (X_m_1, Q/Z) by 
setting <(Jm (f) = ( -l)m f -m-1 for every m E Z. It is clear that <fJm is an isomor-
phism. We show that <p = ( <fJm )mEZ is a chain map , i. e. that the following diagram 
commutes for every m E Z: 
a~+ O<fJmU) = (- l)m- 1 · (-l )mHomz(a::m,Q/Z)(j_m-d 
= ( - l)m- 1 . [ ( -l )m f -m-1 0 a::m] 
= ( -l)m-1f-m = <fJm-1(- · · , 0, f - m> 0, · · ·) 
= <fJm- l((a~:(~/Z) o j k)kEZ) 
= l n 0 aHom(X,Do(IQ/Z)) (j) r m-1 m · D 
Proposition 4 . 7.12 r-------------------~ 
Given three chain complexes X , Y and Z , we have the following isomorphisms 
of complexes: 
(1) Hom(X0Y, Z) ~ Hom(X, Hom(Y, Z)). 
(2) If Ris commutative, then X@' ~ Y Q9X. 
(3) X Q9 (Y Q9 Z) ~ (X0Y)Q9Z. 
Moreover, for every i > 0: 
(5) If Ris commutative, then Tori(X, Y) ~ Tori(X , Y) . 
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IProof l. 
Parts (1) , (2) and (3) are proven in (24, ProposiLion 4.2.1). V\Te only prove (4) , 
since (5) follow · imilarly. The ca e i = 1 i tated in (24. Lemma 5.4.2) . We use 
induction on i > O. Suppo e i = 1 and con ider an exact sequence J( Y P ---* X 
wit h P proj ective. Derive Hom (- , y +) and - ®Y to obtain long exact sequence 
and 
· · · --+ Tor1 (X , Y) --+ K ®Y --+ P®Y --+ X ®Y--+ O. 
Then apply Hom (- , D0 (1Q / 7L)) to the first sequence, since D0 (1Q/7L) i ·an injective 
chain compl x , w get the long exact sequen e 
G ing the fust isomorphi m of Proposit ion 4.7.12. we geta commutative diagt·am 
0 _____, (X 6W )+ -------> (P®Y)+ -------> (K ®Y ) _____, Tor1 (X Y ) ___, · · · 
1~ 1 ~ 1~ 1 
- - -- -- --1 0 ___, Hom(X , y +) ___, Hom(P , y +) _, Hom (K , y +) _, Ext (X , y +) _, · · · 
By t he Fiv L mma, Tor1 (X , Y )+ --+ Ext 1 (X , Y +) i ani ·omorphism. Now sup-
pose Tori- l (X , Y )+ ~ Ext i-\X , y +) for i > 1. Vve have the following commuta-
t ive cliagram 
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- - j Since P i flat , w hav Torj(P , Y) + = 0 and Ext (P , y +) = 0, for every j 2: 1. 
It follow that Tori(X , Y )+ --t Exti(X , y +) is an isomorphism. D 
Let X E Ch(RMod) be a chain ·omplex. The following condit ions are equiva-
lent if R is an commutative n-Gorenstein ring: 
(1) X i a Gorenst ein-flat complex. 
(2) x + is a Goren tein-inj ect ive complex in Ch(ModR)· 
(3) X m is a Gorenstein-flat module, for ev ry mE Z . 
Definition 4 . 7. 7. A chain complex Y E Ch(RMod) is Gorenst in-cotor ion if 
-1 - --Ext (X , Y ) = 0 for every X E ÇF0 . We denote by (ÇF0)..L the ela . of Gorenstein-
cotorsion complexe . 
Proposition 4. 7.14 1-- ---------------------... 
L t R be a commutativ n-Gor n t in ring. The ela se ÇF0 and (ÇF0 )T form 
a bar-cotor ion pair (ÇFo 1 (9Fo)T). 
1 Proof l. 
\Me onl:v hav o how that T((ÇF0)I ) Ç ÇF0 . Let X E T((ÇF0)T) . So let 
Tl" E W . B~r Propo it ion 4.7.12, we have Tor1 (TT ' , X )+ ~ Tor1 (X , TT') + '"" 
Ext\X , TT '+) . Iow let E be a Gor nst in-flat complex. Then Ext 1 (E , n ·+) '"" 
- . -- - 1 - 1 Tor1(Tr , E )+ = 0, i.e. w + E (ÇF0)..L and so Ext (X +, Il" ) ~ Ext (X , w +) =O. 
i. . x + i a Goren t in-inj ective ompl x. Renee X is Gor n tein-flat by th 
previous t heorem. 0 
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By Theorem 4. 7.13, a complex X is Gorenstein-flat if, and only if, Xm is a 
Gorenstein-flat module, for every m E Z. Using this equivalence, it follows that 
9Fa is closed under suspensions. So by the previous proposition, Lemma 4.7.6 and 
Theorem 4.7.7, (9Fa, (9Fa)I) is a cotorsion pair. Reca.ll that in (4, Proposition 
4.1) it is proven that for every chain complex XE dwFa and every x E X , there 
exists a subcomplex S Ç X in (dwF a):S" (where r;, is a fix regular cardinal number 
with Card(R) < r;,) such that x E S and X j S E clwFa. The same arguments 
can be applied to 9Fa. So using this result , one can show that every Gorenstein-
flat complex i. a t ransfinite extension of (9Fa):S", and bence (ÇFa, (Çf.Fa)I) is a 
co torsion pair cogeneratecl by ( Ç F a)::;,. . 
Proposition 4 . 7. 15 ~-----------------------.. 
Given a commutative n-Gorenstein ring R. Let E be a Gorenstein-flat complex 
and x E E. Then there exists a Gorenstein-flat subcomplex E' C E -vvith 
Carel ( E' ) ::; r;, , su ch th at x E E' and E / E' is also Gorenstein-flat . 
Proposit ion 4. 7 .16 ~-----------------------.. 
If R is a commutative n-Gorenstein ring, then 
(1) Fa = 9Fa n W . 
(2) (ÇFa)I = (F a) .l n W . 
1 Proof l. 
(1) Let F be a fiat complex. Then - ®F i an exact functor , and so Tor1 (1T -, F) = 
0 for every W E W . Hence F i Gorenstein-fiat. On the other hancl , it i clear 
that FE W . 
ow let E E 9Fa n W . Then E + E 9Ia. On the other hand, fcl( E ) = k < oo, 
so t here exists an exact sequence 0 ---+ F~o ---+ Fk- l ---+ · · · ---+ F 1 ---+ Fa ---+ E ---+ 0 
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where Fi i fiat for every 0 ::; i ::; k. Then 
is exact since D 0 (<Q/Z) is an injective complex (notice that Ext1(Y, D 0 (Q/ Z)) = 0 
implies Ext \ Y, D 0 (Q/ Z)) 0, for every complex Y ), and Fi i an injective 
complex for every 0 ::; i < k (the version of (21, Th or m 3.2.10) for chain 
complexes is a direct consequence of Propo ition 4.7.12 (4) ). So icl(E +)::; k < oo 
and E+ E W . We have E + E ?fi'o n W = I 0 . It follows E is flat . 
(2) Similar to Propo ition 4.6.9 (2) . D 
From t his result , we have (QF0 , (ÇF0 )I ) and (F0 , (F 0)..L ) are compatible and 
complete cotorsion pairs. Bence t he following t heorem follows. 
Theorem 4. 7.17 (Gorenstein- flat model structure) f--------""" 
If Ris an n-Gorenstein ring then there exists a unique Abelian model structm e 
on RMod wher the (trivial) cofibration are the monomorphi ms with ·okernel 
in ÇF0 (re p. in F 0 ), the (triùal) fibrations are the epimorphi m with kernel 
in (F 0)..L (re p. in (ÇF0)..L ), and W i th clas of trivial objects. 
\ lVe say a few things more 'Nith respect to the class ÇF0 . 
Proposition 4. 7.18 r-------------------------
Let R be a commutative n-Gorenstein ring. The ela s ÇF0 is clo ed tmder 
direct lirru t . 
1 Proof l. 
Let X E Ch(RMod) be a chain complex which i t he direct limit of a dir t y t m 
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of Gorenstein-flat complexes, say (Ei)iEI· Let TF E W , vve have Tor1 (Tl -, X ) C::::' 
~iEJ Tor1 (TV , Ei) = 0, sin ce T01·1 (T T-, - ) preserves direct limit . We prove this 
last assert ion. Let Y be any chain complex which is the direct limit of a direct 
system (Y'i)iEI· In (24, Proposition 4.2.1 5) , it is proven that (lim li )®H' ~ 
----'t •.Ef 
~iEI }i®TV . Since Ris commutative, Hl®(~iEI Yi ) ~ ~iEJ T F®)~ (*). Let 
K Y P --» X be a short exact sequence where P is a proj ective complex. Then 
for every i E I , we have an exact sequence 
Direct limits commute with homology, so the direct limit of a direct s~rstem of 
exact sequences is an exact sequence. Hence 
0--+ ~ Tor1 (X , Yi)--+ ~K®}i--+ ~ p~--+ ~X®}i--+ 0 
iEf iEf iEf iEI 
is an exact . equence since (Si)iEJ is a direct system of exact sequences. By ( *), 
we have the following commutative diagra.m with exact rows: 
0 ~ ~iEI T(X, Y,)~ ~iE/]7' ~ ~iE/PW;-~.Efj:®Yi ~ 0 
0 ~ Tor1 (X, lim . Yi)~ K ® lim Yi~ P ® lim 1~ ~ X ® lim . Yi~ 0 
-----7 ~ E f --'1-2 E f ----'tt E I ----7 ~ E f
By the Five Lemma, ~iEJ Tor1(X , Yi ) ----7 Tor1(X , ~iEI Yi) is an isomorphism. 
Using induction, one can shmv t hat ~iEJ TorJ(X , Yi) ~ TorJ(X , ~iEI Yi) for 
every j E Z~o - 0 
We have that (ÇF0 , (ÇF0)I) is a complete cotorsion pair where t he class 9Fo 
is clo ed under direct limit . . So t he pair (ÇF0 , (ÇF0)I) is perfect by Theorem 
3.1.23. The following result follows. 
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Corollary 4 .7. 19 (. ee (24, T heorem 5.8.4) ) 1----------------... 
Every chain complex X E Ch(RMod) has a Gorenstein-flat cover , provided 
t hat Ris a commutat ive n-Iwanaga-Gorenstein ring. 
In t he author 's point of view, t he proof we just gave is simpler that t he one 
appearing in the cited refer nee. 
As it occurred in RMod , we can consider in Ch(RMod) the ela s ÇF,. of left 
T-ÇF0-complexes (or simply Gorenstein-T-flat complexe'). It i ea. y to note that 
ÇF,. = {X E Ch(RMod) : Gfl (X ) ::; T}. We prove that ÇFr cogenerates a 
complete cotorsion pair in Ch(RMod). 
Proposition 4. 7. 20 f-------------------------. 
Let X E Ch(RMod). Then fd(X ) ::; T if, and only if, id(X +) ::; r- , for every 
T > 0. 
1 Proof j. 
Suppose X is a chain omplex. If fd(X ) ::; T , for very chain complex Y E 
Ch(RMod) and every i > T , we have Tori(Y, x )+ = O. I-I nee Ext\Y, x +) = 0, 
i. e. id(X ) ::; T . The other implication follmvs similarly. D 
The following proposit ion is easy to prove. 
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Proposition 4. 7.21 !-------------------------.. 
The following conditions are equivalent for any chain complex X E Ch(RMod) 
over a commutative n-Gorenstein ring R: 
(1) X is a Gorenstein-r-flat complex. 
(2) Tori(TV, X ) = 0 for all i 2: r + 1 and all rT" E W . 
(3) Every rth Gorenstein-flat yzygy is Gorenstein-flat. 
( 4) Every rth flat syzygy is Gorenstein-flat. 
(5) Xrn is a Gorenstein-r--flat module for every mE Z. 
(6) x + i a Gorenstein-T-inj ective complex. 
The class Ç}Fr of Gorenstein-r -flat complexes cogenerates a complete cotorsion 
pair. In fact , we have a bar-cotorsion pair (ÇFr 1 (ÇF7.)T). Since t he class 
Ç}Fr is closed under uspen ions, it follows (ÇFr, (ÇFr)T) is a cotorsion pair 
and (ÇF,.) j_ = (ÇFr)T So (ÇF,., (ÇFr)l_ ) is a cotorsion pair. By Lemma 4.6.12, 
along v,rith some arguments used in the previous chapter for t he class clwF7. , we 
have that (ÇF7 , (QFr)j_ ) is a cotor ion pair cogeneratecl by (ÇF,. )So n. _ Moreover , 
it is easy to how that FT = ÇFT n W and (ÇFr) j_ = (Fr)l_ n W . Hence, we 
obtain the chain complex version of Theorem 4.6.2. 
Theorem 4 .7.22 (Gorenstein-1·-flat model structure) r----------_ 
If R is an n-Goren tein ring, then for each 0 ::; T ::; n t here exi ts a unique 
Ab lian model truc ture on RMod where t he (trivial) cofibrations are the 
monomorphisms with cokernel in ÇF7. (resp. in F,. ), the (trivial) fibrations 
are t he epimorphisms with kernel in (Fr)l_ (resp. ir (QFr)j_), and W is the 
class of trivial objects . 
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It is also easy to see that the pair (Ç.F" (Ç.Fr)_l) is perfect, since Ç.Fr is closed un-
der direct limits. Therefore, every chain complex over a commutative Gorenstein 
ring has a Gorenstein-r-flat cover, b:v Theorem 3.1.23. 
4.8 Gorenstein homological dimensions and differentiai graded 
complexes 
In this section, we shall consider an associative ring R with unit and the graded 
ring A := R[:r]/(x2 ). Wé first show that AMod and Ch(RMod) are isomorphic 
categories, in order to prove later that Gorenstein-r-projective A-modules and 
dg-'r-projective chain complexes over R are in one-to-one correspondence. pro-
vided R satisfies certain conditions. The same holds for Gorenstein-r-injective 
and Gorenstein-r-flat A-modules. This was initially proven b~' l\1. Hovey and J. 
Gillespie for r = O. 
Definition 4.8.1. Recall that a Z-graded ring A is a ring that has a direct sum 
decompositiou into (Abelian) additive groups 
A= EB An= ... A_I <T'' Ao e AI ,::p •.. 
nEZ 
su ch t hat the ring multiplication · satisfies Am · An Ç Am+n, for ever:v m, n E 
Z. A graded module is left module over a Z-graded ring A v:it h a direct sum 
decomposition 111 = EBna Ain such that the product · : A · 111 ---+ Al satisfies 
Am ·Ain Ç A1111 +n· for every m. nEZ. 
If we consider the ring of polynomials R[1·] and the ideal (:r2 ). the quotient A:= 
R[.r]/(.r2 ) is a Z-graded ring with a direct sum decomposition given by R[:r]/(.r2 ) = 
0 6 ( :r) EB R EB 0 · · · , where the scalars r E R are the elements of degree O. 
and thC' ekments in the ideal (:r) form the tenus of degree -1. Ever:v A-module 
can be viewed as a chain complex over R. and vice versa. 
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Let <I> : AMod--+ Ch(RMod) be the application defined as follows: 
• Given a graded A-module Af = EBnEZ Mn, note that if y E .Mn then x·y E Mn-1, 
since x has degree -1. Denote by <I>(Af)n the set Afn endowed with the structure 
of R-module provided by the graded multiplication. Let On : <I>(M)n --+ <I>(.L\1)n-1 
be the map y t---7 x · y. It is clear that On is an R-homomorphism. Moreover, 
On-1 o On(Y) =x· (x· y)= x2 ·y= 0 ·y= O. Then, <I>(.L\1) = (<I>(M)n, On)na is a 
chain complex over R. 
• Let M -4 N be a homomorphism of graded A-modules. Then f(.L\1n) Ç Nn and 
fiMn is an R-homomorphism, for every m E Z. Let <I>(f)n : <I>(Af)n --+ <I>(N)n be 
fi Mn. We have <I>(f)n-1 o 8~1 (y) = !IMn-J (x· y) = x· fi Mn (y) = 8:! o <I>(f)n(y). 
So <I>(f) = ( <I>(f)n)na is a chain map. 
Note that <I> : AMod --+ Ch(RMod) defines a covariant functor. We show <I> is 
an isomorphism, by giving an inverse functor W: Ch(RMod)--+ AMod. 
• Let Af = (Mn, 8n)nEZ be a chain complex over R. Let y E Afn and define the 
product r ·y = ry E Afn for every r E R, and x· y = 8n(Y) E Afn-1· This 
gives rise to a graded A-module, that we denote by w(Af) = (w(Af)n)na, where 
w(Af)n = Afn as sets. 
• Given a chain map f: Af--+ N, we have :r · f(y) = 8o f(y) = f o 8(y) = f(x ·y). 
Then f gives rise to a graded A-module homomorphism denoted by <I>(f). 
Note that w : Ch(RMod) --+ AMod is a functor. It is easy to show W o <I> = 
ldAMod and <I> o W = ldch(nMod)· It follows that <I> and W map projective and 
injective abjects into projective and injective abjects, respectively. It is also easy 
to check that both W and <I> preserves exact sequences. Concerning flat abjects, 
it is important to recall how tensor products are defined for Z--graded A-modules. 
Given two graded A-modules .L\1 = (Mn)nEZ and N = (Nm)ma, the tensor product 
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M ®z N = (EBn+m=k Mn ®z Nm )kEZ has also a Z-graduation. Let Q be the ub-
Z-module generated by the elem nts (a · y ) 0 z - y 0 (a · z ) where a E A , y E NI 
and z E N. The tensor product of M and N over A is defined by M ®A N = 
(M ®z N)j Q. It is clear t hat M ®AN ~ <P (i\tf )®<P (N) and X ®Y ~ lll (X )®A w(Y ) 
for every !VI , N E AMod and X , Y E Ch(RMod). So it follows that lvi is flat in 
AMod if, and only if, <P (ll.1) is in Ch(RMod). Similarly, X is flat in Ch(RMod) 
if, and only if, w(X ) is flat in AMod . 
T he fo llowing lemma is straightforward. 
Lemma 4.8.1 1-----------------------... 
We have the following isomorphisms for every i > 1, M , N E AMod , and 
Y, Z E Ch(RMod): 
(1) Ext~ (M, N) ~ Exti(<P(M), <P (N)). 
(2) Tort(NI , N) ~ Tori(<P (1Vf) , <P (N)) . 
(3) Exti(Y, Z) ~ Ext~ (w(Y), w(Z)). 
(4) Tori(Y, Z) ~ Tort(w(Y), w(Z )). 
Corollary 4.8.2 r---- ----------------------
Ther i a one-to-one corre ponden ·e betw n the flat object of AMo d and 
the flat obj cts of Ch(RMod), given by th fun LOr <P. 
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Theorem 4.8.3 (J. Gill spie and M. 1-Iove~r (30 Prop. 3.G, 3. and 3.10) ) 
The functor W : Ch(RMod)---+ AMod maps: 
(1) dg-projective complexes into Gorenstein-projective A-modules, 
(2) dg-injective complexes into Gorenstein-injective A-modules, and 
(3) dg-fiat complexes into Gorenstein-fiat A-modules. 
If R is a left and right Noetherian ring of fini te global dimension, t hen the 
inverse functor <.1? : AMod ---+ Ch(RMod) maps: 
(1 ' ) Gorenstein-projective A-modules into dg-projective complexes , 
(2 ') Gorenstein-injective A-modules into dg-injective complexes, and 
(3') Gorenstein-flat A-modules into dg-flat complexes. 
Such a re ult can be extended to any homologica.l dimension, but before stat.ing 
an l proving a generalization. it i important to note the following correspondence. 
Corollary 4 .8.4 1-----------------------..._ 
L t R be a left and right Noetherian ring of finite global dimension. Then there 
is a one-to-on corre ·pond nee between the exact chain complexes over R and 
the A-module in W . 
1 Proof l. 
Let E be an exact compl x over R. Then Ext 1(X, E) = 0 for every dg-proj ctive 
omplex X . Con ider llt (E) and l t ( be a Gorenstein-projectiv A-module. By 
the previou t heorem, tbere exist a unique X E dgP 0 such t.hat = w(X) . 
We have Ext~ (r , llt (E)) = Ext~( llt (X) , llt (E)) ~ Ext1 (X , E) = O. It follows 
llt ( E) E W , in ·e ( L l , W ) is a cotorsion pair. The mapping E f---1 llt ( E) gives 
the desired correspond -ne . D 
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Theorem 4.8.5 r-------------------------. 
The functor Il! : Ch (RMod) ---+ AMod maps: 
(1) dg-r -project ive complexes into Gorenstein-r -projective A-modules , 
(2) dg-r -injective complexes into Gorenstein-r -injective A-modules, and 
(3) dg-r -fiat complexes into Gorenstein-r -fiat A-modules. 
If R is a left and right oetherian ring of finite global dimension, t hen the 
inverse functor ~ : AMod ---+ Ch(RMod) maps: 
(1 ' ) Gorenstein-r-project ive A-modules into dg-r -projective complexes , 
(2 ') Gorenstein-r- inj ective A-modules into dg-r- injective complexes, and 
(3') Gorenstein-r -fiat A-modules into dg-r -fiat complexes. 
IProof l. 
' "'e only prove ( 1) and ( 1 ' ) , sin ce t he other assertions can be shown in a similar 
way. Let X E dgP r · Consider a part ialleft project ive resolut ion 
0 ---+ C ---+ ~· - 1 ---+ · · · ---+ P1 ---+ Po ---+ 1]1 (X ) ---+ 0. 
\1\le show that C is a Gorenstein-project ive A-module. Consider the complex ~ ( C) 
and let E be an exact complex. vVe have Ext 1 (~ (C), E ) ';;:; Ext1 (X , E '), where 
E' E n - r(E ). Note t ha.t E' E (P r )_l . If fa.ct , if Z E Pr then Ext1 (Z, E') ~ 
Exe+ 1 (Z E ) = O. Also, it is easy to check hat E' E E. So E' E (Pr)_l n [ = 
(dgP r)_i . It follows Ext 1 (~ (C), E ) ~ Ext1(X , E' ) = 0, for every E E [. In other 
words, ~ (C) i · dg-projective, where C = 1]J ( ~ (C) ) is a. Gorenstein-projective A-
module. 
Now . uppo e tha.t R i. a left and right. ~ oetherian ring of fini te global dimension . 
Note tha.t Il! and ~ define an one-to-one correspondence between r -projective 
complexes over R and r -projective A-modules. Let X E (P r )_i and consider w(X ). 
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Let M be an r -projective A-module. Then <P (M) is an r-projective complex. We 
have Ext~(A1, w(X)) ~ Ext 1(<P (NI) , X) =O. It fo llows w(X) E (P ,. (A Mod))j_. 
Renee, W and <P give rise to a one-to-one corr spondence between (P ,. ) j_ and 
(P ,. (.4 Mod)) 1_ . Also, by the previous corollary, we have the same correspondence 
between E and W . Since (dgP ,. ) j_ = (P ,. ) j_ n E and (P r)j_ n w = (G r (.4 M od)) j_, 
we have that a complex Y is in (dgP ,. ) j_ if and only if w(Y) is in ( ~,p (.4 M od)) 1_ . 
Since dgP ,. = j_ ((dgP ,. ) j_ ) and ~d' (A M od) = j_(( ~,p (A Mod)) j_ ), we have that 
cD maps Gorenstein-r-projective A-module into dg-r--projective complexes. D 
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T RIVIALLY T RIVIALLY 
MODEL STRUCTURE COFIBRANT FIBRA NT TRIVIAL COFIBRANT F IBRANT 
OBJ ECTS OBJECTS OBJ ECTS OBJ ECTS OBJ ECTS 
On Gorenst ein categories 
( 'ort'lhÜ'lll -pi'OJL•Lli\ l L; r ( C) c W(C) Pa(C) W(C) 
Gorenstein-injective c Ç}Ia(C) W(C) W(C) I a(C) 
On locally N oetherian Gorenstein categories 
Gorenstein-1·-injective j_ (~. (C )) Ç}Ir(C) W(C) j_ (ÇI ,. ( C)) I r (C) 
where 0 < r::; F DP(C) 
On modules over an n-Gorenstein r ing 
( O J'PliSfi'Ïll-/-]>I'O]('('tÏ '-:fr' (Pr )j_ w Pr (cr )j_ 
Gorenstein-flat Ç:Fa (Fa)j_ w Fa (Ç:Fa)j_ 
Gor ens t ein-T-flat Ç}Fr (.F,.)j_ w Fr (ÇJFr)j_ 
w here 0 < r ::; n 
On chain complexes over an n- Gorenstein ring 
(P,. )j_ - - ( ~r )j_ UorPJ s fl'lli-1-Pl'OjPciin çr w Pr 
w here 0 < r ::; n 
On chain complexes over a commutative n- Gorenstein ring 
Ç}:Fa (Fa)j_ - - (ÇFa)j_ Gorenstein-flat w Fa 
QF., (F r)j_ - - (ÇF,.)j_ Gorenstein-1·-flat w F, 
'' 'here 0 < r ::; n 
Table 4.1: SUMMARY OF MOD EL STRUCTURES 

CONCLUSION 
We have established a connection between Abelian model structures and two theo-
ries of homological algebra. In sorne cases, such a connection provides an easy way 
to construct covers and envelopes of modules and complexes for certain ( Goren-
stein) homological dimensions. We emphasized the construction of n-projective 
and n-flat transfinite extensions of modules and complexes, since they give an 
interesting way to generalize techniques and results which hold in dimension 0,. 
Examples are the zig-zag arguments and Kaplansky's Theorem. 
Most of our results are presented in a category theoretical setting. We also have 
rewritten sorne known results in the context of Abelian and Grothendieck cate-
gories (Chapter 2). For example, the author does not know a reference for Eklof 
and Trlifaj's Theorem besides the version given for modules. On the other hand, 
we wanted to take advantage of the definition of weak factorization systems, since 
model structures can be defined from them. The connection between complete 
cotorsion pairs and cotorsion factorization systems turns out to be an easier way 
to explain Hovey's Correspondence. From the author's point of view, this thesis 
provides, apart from the results we have gotten so far, a useful reference for the 
further study of the theory of Abelian model structures. 
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The study of model structures on modules over specifie rings does not only concern 
the case when R is a Gorenstein ring. There exists a certain class of rings that 
comprises the class of Gorenstein rings under a specifie assumpt ion. These rings 
are known nowadays as Ding-Chen rings (first introduced by N. Ding and J. Chen 
as n-FP rings) . A ring R is said to be a Ding-Chen ring if it is both left and 
right coherent and FP-id (RR) = FP-i l (RR) = n , where FP-id(- ) cl notes the 
PP-inj ect ive dimension, defined as 
FP-icl (.i\4) := min{n 2:: 0: Ext7z+1(F , .i\4) = 0 \:/ finitely presented left R-module F}. 
For Ding-Chen rings there is an equivalence involving PP-inj ect ive and flat di-
mensions, namely: 
Theorem (N. Ding and J. Chen) 1-----------------..... 
Let R be an n-FC ring and NI be a righ R-moclule. Then 
fd (NI) < oo Ç::::::? fd (M) ~ n Ç::::::? FP-icl (A1) < oo Ç::::::? FP-icl (M) ~ n. 
If W denotes the clas. of module with finite PP-injective dimension, then W 
turn out to be t he left and right ha.lves of two complete cotor ion pairs. This 
result was proven by Ding and Lao in (17. The01·ems 3.4) and (16, Theorem 3. ) . 
In (29) , J. Gillespie proves that j_ W and W j_ coïncide with the classes of Ding-
projective and Ding-inject ive modules, respectively (see Corollaries 4.5 and 4.6 of 
th cit cl r f r ne ) . Mor ov r , he al o e t ablish t h equalities j_ W n W = 'Po 
and W j_ n W = I 0 . The fo llmving t heorem follows. 
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Theorem (see (29, T heorem 4.7)) ~--------------.. 
Let R be a Ding-Chen ring. Then there are two cofibrant ly generated Abelian 
model structures on RMod each having W as the class of trivial objects. In 
the first mo del structure, each module is cofibrant while the (trivial! y) fi brant 
objects are the Ding-injective (resp. injective) modules. In the second model 
structure, each module is fibrant while the (trivially) cofibrant objects are the 
Ding-projective (resp. projective) modules. 
It is known that Noetherian Ding-Chen rings are Gorenstein rings . So (3- , T he-
orcm 8.6) follows from the previous theorem in the part icular case when R is 
Noetherian. 
Question: Do there xist Ding analogues of t he Gorenstein-T-projective and 
Gorenstein-T-injective modules structures in RMod? 
From t he completenes of (.l W , W ) and (W , W.l ) we can certainly do homological 
algebra in terms of Ding-projective and Ding-inj ective dimensions. Let DPr (resp. 
DI7. ) denote the clas of modules with Ding-proj ective (resp. Ding-inj ective) 
dimension at most T. As in the Gorenstein ca e, one can show that (DPr, (DPr) .L ) 
and (.l (Dir) , Dir) are cotorsion pairs. 
V•/e believe it is likely that som of the argument in (16) and (17), along with 
results of this thesis, can be applied to shm;v that the two cotorsion pairs above 
are complete. The corresponding compatibili ty equalities probably are not hard 
to prove. Hence, \Ve are interested in giving a posit ive answer for t h pr vious 
question in a near future, along wit h their respective generalization to chain 
complexes. 
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Throughout this thesis we have only worked with model structures on the cate-
gory of chain complexes Ch(RMod) over a ring R with identity. The key element 
in the definition of chain complex is the relation 8 2 = O. But what if we replace 
this relation by Bk = 0, for sorne fixed k > 2? A sequence of modules and ho-
momorphisms X = ( · · · --+ Xn+l ~ Xn ~ Xn-l --+ · · ·) is called a k-complex 
if ak = O. This notion has already been considered by several au thors. ln ( :20. 
Pag<' (ji)~)). the reader can find some recommended references for the sturly of 
the category kCh(RMod) of A--complexes. In (TL Tlll'or<'lll -L::i). !\L Howy and. 
J. Gillespie construct the analogue of the projective morle! structure on the cat-
egory of k-complexes. !\Ioreover. the~' also show t hat the (trivial) cofibrations 
in kCh ( RMod) are in one-t o-one correspondence wi th the monomorphisms in 
R[:r]/(xk)Mod with Gorenstein-projective (resp. projective) cokerneL provided Ris 
left and right :\foetherian and. of finite global dimension. 
The anthor is also interested in stud~·ing possible analogm's of the (degreewise) ,._ 
projective. r-injective and r-flat model structures in the categor:v of k-complexes. 
and. their corresponding equivalence with the Gorenstein-r-projective. Gorenstein-
r-injcctivc and Gorcnstcin-r-flat morlcl structures on R[.r]/(:rk)Mod. with R as 
above. 
N ev er a dull moment 
BARRY KARR 
Skeptical Odysseys 

APPENDIX I 
COMMENTS ON MONOIDAL MODEL CATEGORIES AND 
HOMOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS 
One question about the Abelian model structures we have obtained so far is that 
if they are monoidal with respect to a tensor product in the given category. In his 
paper ( T:J. Tlworcm 1.:2 ). l\1. Hovey gives necessar~· and sufficient conditions to 
check if an Abelian model categor~· equipped with a closed symmetric monoidal 
structure is a monoidal modPl categor~·. Those conditions concern certain dosure 
and absorption properties for the classes of cofibrant abjects with respect to the 
given tensor product. :\'amel~', the product of cofibrant objects has to be cofibrant, 
and trivially cofibrant if one of them is trivial. 
Definition A.l. A s~·mmetric monoidal structure on a categor~r C is givrn by a 
tensor procluct bifunctor - 0- : C xC---+ C. a unit object SE Ob(C). and natural 
isomorphisms: 
• associativit~·: (- Z -) 2 - !!..r - z (- S -) where 
ax.Y.z : (X g. Y) :? Z ~X G:: (YS Z). 
• left unit: S 2- 4 ide where !y : S S Y~ Y. 
• right unit: - ~ S ~ide where rx :X 2 S ~X. 
• braiding: -:6- ~ -z,op_ where Xzopy = YzX and bx.}·: XZY---+ Y eX. 
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such that the following diagrams, called coherence diagrams, commute: 
(1) Pentagon identity: 
(W ®X) ® (Y ® Z) 
((TV® X)® Y)® Z W ® (X ® (Y ® Z)) 
aw,x,Y ® idz idw ® ax,Y,z 
(W ®(X® Y))® Z ________ ___, W ®((X® Y)® Z) 
aw,xç;w,z 
(2) Triangle identity: 
ax,s.Y (X® S) ®Y X® (S ®Y) 
~A 
'dr X ® y \è.'f. 
(3) Hexagon identity: 
X® (Y® Z) ~~ 
(X® Y)® Z (Y® Z) ®X 
bxy ® idz 1 1 ay,z,x 
(Y® X)® Z Y® (Z ®X) 
~~
Y® (X® Z) t 
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(4) 
bx,Y 
X 0 Y Y 0 X 
~ l bY,X 
®;- x 0 y 
Vve denote the symmetric monoidal structure on C by t he quintuple (0 , a, b, r, l). 
The following definitions appear in (36, S tion 4. 1 an l 4.2) , which provides a 
detailed study of monoidal model categories . 
D efinition A .2. A symmetric monoidal structure ( 0 , a, b, l , r-) on C i said to be 
clo ed if for v ry obj ct Y E Ob(C) the functor- 0 Y : C ---+ C ha a right adjoint 
functor [Y, - J : C ---+ C. This me ans t h at for ali X , Y, Z E 0 b( C) we ha1 e a nat ur al 
i omorphism Homc(X Y, Z ) f'.J Homc(X, [Y, Z]) . Sorne au thors call t he right 
adjoint [-,-J the internal hom. 
Example A.l. Let R be a commutative ring. The following are examples of 
closecl symmetric monoidal categories: 
(1) (R Mod , 0 R), -vvhere R is the usual tenor product of module , and Ri the 
unit ob.i ct . 
(2) (Ch(RMod). 0 ), where 0 is the usual tenor product of complexes, and the 
unit object is given by S0 (R). The internal hom is given by Hom~h (RMod) ( - . -) 
(36. Propo ition 4.2. 13) for cl tail ). 
(3) (Ch(RMod). 0 ), wh r t h uni t i giv n by th 1-di k complex D 1 (R) (see 
(24, Proposition 4.2.1 4) ). The internal hom is given by t he bar-hom functor 
Homch(RMod)( - , - ). 
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Definition A.3. A monoidal mode! category is a mode! category C equipped with 
a symmetric monoidal structure ( 0, a, b, l, r) and an adjunction of two variables 
(Hom1, Homr, !fL, !fr) : C xC--+ C such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) For every quadruple of abjects U, V, W, XE Ob(C), we have an induced mor-
phism JOg : (V 0 W) Uu0 w(U ®X) --+ V® X making the following diagram 
commute: 
idu 0 g 
U®W U0X 
f ® idw 1 1 
V® W ____, (V® lV) Uu0 w(U 0 X) 
./Og 
V®X 
If, given cofibrations f : U--+ V and g : W--+ X in C, the induced map fOg 
is a cofibration, which is trivial if either f or g is. 
(2) Using functorial factorizations, write 0--+ Sas the composition 0YQ(S)2.S 
of a cofibration followed h~· a trivial fibration. The map q: Q(S)2.S is called 
the co fi brant rf'placement for S. Th en the ma ps q ::>Y X : Q ( S) :g X --+ S :~~ X 
and X g q :X ~Z Q(S) --+X:>:: Sare weak equivalences for all cofibrant abjects 
x. 
Example A.2 (see (:3G. Prpop~otion ~.:2.1:~)). The projective mode! structure 
is monoidal with respect to g. However. the injective mode! structure is not 
monoiodal in general. For R = Z. the cofibrations S 0 (Z)YS0 (Q) and 0--+ S0 (Z2 ) 
induce the map (S0 (Z)YS0 (Q))D(O--+ S0 (Z2 )) = S 0 (Z2 ) --+O. which is not a 
co fibration. 
The conditions given in the definition above could be difficult to check when we 
want to know if a given mode! structure is monoidal. In orcier to state Hove~'·s 
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principal result on monoidal model categories, we recall the concept of proper 
exact sequences in the following definition taken from ( -J-4. Png1· :Hil). we adapt. 
the notation to that used in this work. 
Definition A.4. A class P of short exact sequences in an Abeliau category C is 
said to be proper if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) Any short exact sequence isomorphic to au element in Pis also in P. i.e. P 
is closed under isomorphisms. 
(2) For any abjects X and Y in C. the sequence X Y X S Y --» Y is proper. 
Consider a defined composition X _L, Y -!4 Z: 
(3) If f and 9 are monk and X~ Y__,. CoKer(.f) and Y~ Z __,. CoKer(9) are 
proper. then so is X q Z __,. CoKer(9 o !). 
( 4) If f and 9 are epie and Ker(f) Y X l Y and Ker(9) Y Y .!. Z are proper. 
then sois Ker(9 of) Y X~ Z. 
( 5) If f and 9 are monk and X q Z __,. CoKer(9 o f) proper. t ben so is the 
f 
sequence X Y Y --» CoKer(f). 
(6) If f and 9 are monk and Ker(9o f) Y X~ Z prop('r. then sois the sC'quC'nce 
Ker(g) Y Y .!. Z. 
Definition A.5. Given a proper dass P, an Ab('lian model structure on an 
Abelian categor~· C is said to be compatible with P if the short exact sequences 
X ~ Y --» CoKer(f) and Ker(g) Y H' .!. Z are proper for every cofihration f 
and every fibration g. 
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Theorem A.l (. II. Hovey. (35, T heorem 7.2) ) 1-- -----------. 
Let P be a proper class of short exact sequences in a closed symmetric monoidal 
Abelian category C, and that C is equipped with an Abelian model structure 
compatible with P. Let A , B and W denote t he classes of cofibrant, fibrant 
and trivial objects, respectively. Then C is a monoidal model category if t he 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) The sequence X~ Y-» CoKer(f) is pure for every cofibration f. 
(2) If X. Y E A , then X 0 Y E A. 
( 3) If X , Y E A and one of them is in W , th en X 0 Y E A n W. 
( 4) The uni t S of the monoiclal structure is in A. 
Conversely, if the model structure above i monoiclal, then the above condit ions 
hold . 
Example A.3. J. Gillespie used t he previous result to ho1N that the flat model 
. tructure on (Ch(RMod), ) is monoidal, with R a commutative ring. The class 
P in the theorem is t he ela s of all short exact sequence (see (27, Corollary 
5.1)) . Gillespie al o shovved in (25. Subsect ion 5.2) t hat the legreewi e fiat model 
tructure is not monoidal on (Ch(RMod), 0 ) in general. For the ring .Z4, the 
complex Y = · · · --+ .Z4 .:..; ,Z,I .:..; .Z4 --+ · · · is an exact degTeewise flat complex, 
but Y 0 Y rf. ex.F0 , since it is not even exact . 
\ iV J-JEN T HE DEGH.EEWISE F LAT MODEL STRUCTURE IS MONOIDAL ?: 
\Ne shall see that the degree1;vise flat moclel structure is monoidal for certain class 
of rings. It i clear that t he unit S0 ( R) i cofibrant and that the tensor product 
of two degreewi e flat chain ompl xes is cl greewi e flat (not t hat t h tensor 
product of flat modules is flat) . Vve study flatness with respect to the usual 
tensor product of complex s. 
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P roposit ion A. 2 f--------------------------... 
A chain complex X E Ch(RMod) over a commutative ring R is flat with 
respect to Q9 if, and only if, it is degreewise flat. 
1 P roof l. 
Let Y be a chain complex such that - Q9 Y is exact . Consider an exact sequence 
of module 0 --+ A~ B ~ C--+ O. Then 0 --+ S0 (A) s~a) S0 (B ) s~) S0 (C ) --t 0 
is exact in Ch (RMod). It. fo llows 
L al o exact. So for each n E .Z we hav the exact sequence 
Now suppose Y E dw.F0 . Consider a short exact sequence of chain complexes 
~ f3 0 --+ A -7 B --+ C --+ 0 and apply - Q9 Y. \ i\ e need to check 
exact , for every n E .Z. In other words, we shall see 
is exact . For every k E .Z , the sequence 
R Yn-k--+ 0 
is exac since ~1-k is flat . It follows ( *) is exact ince the direct sum of exact 
sequences is exact (homology commutes with direct sums) . D 
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Choose P the class of all short exact sequences. By the previous proposition, it 
follows that if X -4 Y is a cofibrat ion in the degreewise flat model structure, then 
0 --+ X -4 Y --+ CoKer (J) --+ 0 is a P-pure sequence. Hence, t he degreewise 
model structure satisfies condit ions (1) and (2) and (4) of Them·em A. l. \Ne 
already know that (3) is not true in general, but for certain rings, it happens that 
the tensor product of degreewise chain complexes t urns out to be exact if one of 
them is exact . 
Theorem A .3 (Künneth Exact Sequence, (46. T heorem 9. 16)) 1--------
Suppose R is a ring, with weak dimension at most 1. Suppose F and F ' are 
degreewise flat chain complexes in Ch(ModR) and Ch (RMod), respectively. 
Then for every n E Z, there exists a exact sequence 
i+j=n i+j=n- 1 
Recall that the weak dimension of a ring is defined as sup{ fd (.M) : NI ER Mod} 
1vhere fd (NI) = inf{n 2: 0 : Tor~+ 1 (- ,NI) = 0} . T he problem with t he ring Z4 
considered by Gille. pie is that Z2 i · a Z4-module wit h infinite flat dimension, since 
Tor~4 (Z2 , Z2 ) ~ Z2 =f. 0 for everv n 2: 0 (46. Chapter 3, Example 9) . 
If X and Y are degreewi e flat chain complexes over a ring R with weak dimension 
at most 1, such t hat one of t hem is exact , t hen the previous t heorem implies that 
X 0 Y has null homology, i.e. X 0 Y is exact . Therefore, the degreewise flat 
model structure on complexes over such a ring is monoidal. The same reasoning 
applies to the degreewi e projective model structure (Recall the tensor product of 
projective module is projective) . 
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GORENSTEIN HOMOLOGICAL MODEL STRUCTURES ARE NOT MONOIDAL: 
We show t he Gorenstein-projective madel structure on modules over Z4 is not 
monoidal. First , we have to say that Z4 is a quasi-Frobenius ring, t hat is the classes 
of projective and injective Z4-modules coïncide. lote that every module over such 
a ring is Gorenstien projective. For if Mis a left R-module with R quasi-Frobinius , 
consider a left projective resolution and a right injective resolution of lVI , say 
· · · ---+ P 1 -4 P0 .4. M ---+ 0 and 0 ---+ lVI 4 1° 4 11 ---+ · · · . Taking the composition 
0 . h gOo fo 0 gl g o .f0 , we have an exact equence · · · ---+ P1 ----t P0 ---f 1 .:=....t 11 ---+ · · · such that 
M = K r (g1 ) . It is clear t hat t hi equence i HomR (- Po) = HomR( - , 1'0)-exact. 
Renee lVI is Gorenstein-projectiv 
Back to the example R = Z4 . xi ts a left Z4-module with infinite pro-
jective dimension. Recall that th 1 ft global dimen ion of a ring R i cl fin cl 
as sup{pd( A1) : 111 E R Mod}. It i known that if R i a left oetherian ring, 
then t he left global dimen ion and th vveak dimen ion of R coïncide ( 46. Carol-
lary 4.21). So Z4 ha.s infinite left global dimension since it is left Noe herian 
with infinite weak dimension. It follow th re exist.. a Goren tein-projective Z4 -
module 
Po = <. 
with infinite proj ctive climen ion, and so 1 is not proj ective since 
n W . Note also Z4 is a 0-Gorenstein ring, . ince Z4 is inj ective and left 
and right Noetherian. 
The Gor nst in-proj ctive mo lel structure on module over Z4 i not monoiclal 
since condition (3) of Theorem A.l doe not hold: Z4 @z4 
al hough Z4 E l T" n W and ( E r 1 . 
n w 
These argument al o work to ho'v t hat the Goren tein-proj cctive madel t ructur 
on Ch(RMod) i not monoiclal in general. It suffice t.o onsid r D 1 (Z4 ) an l 
S0 ( ) . where D 1(Z4 ) Q9 S 0 ( ) ~ D 1 ( ), which i not proj ctive but Goren tein-
proj ective. 
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In a similar way, one can show that the Gorenstein-injective and Gorenstein-fiat 
model structures are not monoidal on modules or chain complexes over /Z4. 
ARE THE n-PROJECTIVE AND n-FLAT MODEL STRUCTURES MONOIDAL ?: 
The answer is that they are not in general if n ~ 1. Consider the case R = Z. 
Note that Z 2 is a Z-module in P 1 • since it is not projective and t hcrc cxists a 
1 '71 2x r. '71 s wrt exact sequence 0 --+ !L.J --+ Z --+ ~L.J2 --+ 0 where 2 x is the map ;r f---t 2 x x 
and 1r is the canonical projection .r f---t x E {0. 1 }. :\'ow let X be the complex 
giwn by the previous sequence. wlwre X 1 = Z. X0 = Z and X_ 1 = Z 2 . \Ve 
have X E P1 Ç P,,. Consicler also the complex S 0 (Z2 ). whkh is in dgP" since 
Ext~h(ZJ(S0 (Z2 ). Y)~ Exti(Z2. Z0 Y) = 0 for every Y E (PJJ-. :\ow we compute 
S0(/Z2) /X: 
if m = 1. 
(S0 (Z2) s: X)m = EB S 0 (Z2)k :;:;z Xm-k = z2 :o:; Xm = 
kEZ 
z2 ~X:z: z if m = o. 
Z2 Zz Z2 if m = -1. 
0 otlwrwise. 
· . 8°(Z2)XX . lt IS not hard to see that ü1 - 1s the zero map. so the sequence 
i)~Dc:2 JC X 850(::2 )(';X 
. · · --+ o --+ Z2 0z z --+ Z2 Sz z o --+ Z2 :X:.'z Z2 --+ o --+ · · · 
is not exact. \\'e have that 0 --+ S 0 (Z2) is a cofibration, 0 --+ X is a trivial 
cofibration. but the induced map (0--+ S 0 (Z2))0(0--+ X) = 0--+ S 0 (Z2 ) s X 
is cofibration but not a weak equivalence. Therefore. the n-projective mociel 
structure on Ch(Z) is not monoicial \Vith respect to the tensor product :». 
\Ve show also that the n-projective mociel structure on Ch(Z). with n ~ 1. is not 
monoidal with respect to ~. Consider the complex X giw'n abov<'. \V<' have 
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(S0 (Z2) 0 X)d B1(S0 (Z2) 0 X) if m = 1, 
(S0 (Z2)0X)m = (S
0 (Z2) 0 X)o/ Bo(S0 (Z2) 0 X) if m = 0, 
(S0 (Z2) 0 X)-d B-1 (S0 (Z2) 0 X) if m = -1, 
0 otherwise. 
Z2 0zZ if m = 1, 
- Z2 0zZ if m = 0, 
0 otherwise. 
8s
0 (Z2)0X 
Then S0 (Z2)0X = · · · -+ 0 -+ Z2 0z Z 1 -+ Z2 0z Z -+ 0 -+ · · · where 
ar(Z2)"@X is the zero map. Hence S0 (Z2)0X is not an exact complex, and so the 
induced chain map 0 -+ S0 (Z2 )0X = (0 -+ S 0 (Z2 ))D(O -+ X) is not a trivial 
cofibration. 
These counterexamples also work for the n-flat model structure. 

APPENDIX II 
RELATIVE EXTENSIO S AND NATURAL 
TRANSFORMATIO S FROM DISK AND SPHERE CHAIN 
COIVIPLEXES 
The extension functors Ext~ (- , -) have their analogues in Gorenstein homolog-
ical algebra. Suppose C is a Gorenstein category. As an application of the com-
pleteness of ( 1 (C), W (C)) , for every object X we can construct an exact left 
Gorenstein-project ive resolution of the form 
f o f o 
-----) x -----) 0 
1T 'o 
Let c. be the deleted complex · · · -+ -+ -+ O. Given an obj ct Y E Ob (C), 
t he m.th cohomology of the complex Home(( . Y ) is denoted by GExt~(X , Y). 
Similarly, for ev ry obj ct Y E Ob (C) we can construct a right Coren tein-injective 
resolution 0 -+ Y -+ D 0 -+ D 1 -+ · · ·. If D. denotes the deleted complex 
0 -+ D 0 -+ D 1 -+ · · · , t hen for every object X E Ob(C), th mth cohomology 
group of t he omplex Homc(X , D. ) coïncides wi th GExt~ (X , Y ). \1\ e shalllater 
give a proof of thi fact. 
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We shall call the functors GExt2(X,-) and GExt2( -,Y) the Gorenstein-extension 
functors. 
The objective of this appendix is to construct Gorenstein-like versions of Propo-
sitions 1.6.2 and 1.6.3. We do this by expressing GExtà(X, Y) as the subgroup of 
Ec (X, Y) composed by the classes of short exact sequences Y Y Z - X which 
are also Home ( ( C). -)-exact. 
Definition B.l. Let C. D and E be Abelian categories and T : C x D --+ E be 
an additive functor contravariant in the first variable and covariant in the second. 
Let F and Ç be classes of abjects of C and D. respectivel~·. Then T is said to be 
right balancee! b:v F x Ç if: 
(1) For ever~· abject X of C, t here is a T(-. Ç)-cxaet complcx 
· · · --+ F1 --+ Fa --+ X --+ 0 
wit h Fi E F for ever:v i 2 O. 
(2) For C\'Cr? abject Y of D, tlwrc is a T(F.- )-exact complex 
o --+ Y --+ co --+ C 1 --+ ... 
with Ci E Ç for ewry i 2 O. 
If. on the othf'r hand. the complexes 
· · · --+ F1 --+ F0 --+ X --+ 0 and 0 --+ Y --+ C0 --+ C1 --+ ... 
are T(Ç.- )-exact and T( -, F)-exact. respectivel.v, then T is said to be lE'ft balanced 
b~· Q x F. 
Example B.l. 
(1) Let C he an Abelian category with enough projective and injective abjects. 
The functor Home(-.-) is right balancee! on C xC by Po(C) x Io(C). 
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(2) If Ris a left loetherian ring, then HomR( - , - ) is left balanced on RMod x 
RMod by I a x I a. 
( 3) Recall that a left (or right) R-module NI i fini tel y presented if th er is an 
exact sequence 0 --t K --t F --t /1/J --t 0 where F and K are finitely generated 
left R-module and F is free. A ring Ri. left (resp . right) coherent if every 
fini tel y generated left (res p. right) ideal of R is finitely pre ented. For su ch 
an R , HomR( - , - ) is left balanced on ModR x ModR by Fa x Fa. 
The first xample is a w ll know fact . For (2) and (3) , the reader can ee the 
details in (21. Exampl s 8.3.4 & 8.3.6) . The following re ult is proven in (21. 
Th or m 12. 1.4) for t h ca C =R Mod with R an n-Iwanaga-Gorenstein ring. 
Let C, D and [. be Abelian cat gories and T : C x D --t [. be a functor con-
travariant in t he first variable and covariant in he cond. If F and Ç are 
class s of abjects of C and D , r p ctiv ly, and T is right balanced on C x D by 
F x Ç, then the complexe T (F . , Y) an l T (X , G.) have isomorphic homology, 
for very pair of abj ect. X , Y E Ob(C). 
V\ e shall see in the next lemma that the Hom fun ct or is righc balancecl by l ' ( C) x 
Çia(C). As a consequence, we have that the right derived functors GExt~(X, Y ) 
of Homc(X , Y ) can be computed by using left Gorenstein-proj ective r solutions 
of X or right Gorenstein-inj ective resolu tion of Y. 
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Le1n1na B.2 ~----------------------------------------------~ 
Let C be a Gorenstein category. Th en Home (- , -) is right balanced on C x C 
1 Proof l. 
vVe only prove that for every obj ect X E Ob(C) there exists a Home( - , ÇI0 (C))-
exact and exact left Gorenstein-proj ective resolution 
· · · --+ ( --+ r '1 --+X --+ O. 
A proof of the dual tatement can be found in (21, Lcmma 12.1. 2) for the category 
RMod. Let X be an object of C. Let · · · --+ ( A ( 4 X --+ 0 be an exact left 
Gor n tein-projective resolut ion of X such tha t : 
(1) Ker(f0 ) = TF0 E W (C). 
(2) For every k > 0 th r are short exact sequences TF1, ~ ( 
fk = ik- l o Pk· 
Let D E ÇI0 (C). Vve show 
0 --+ Home(X , D )--+ Home (c , D ) --+ Home( r , D ) --+ · · · 
is exact . Note that the equence 
exact for everv k > 0, since 11 '~.- _ 1 E W (C) and D E ÇI0 (C). So it suffices to 
show t ha t the sequence 
1s xact (Actually, we only ne d to how that Home((, , D ) --+ Home (1 V0 , D ) is 
surj ectiv ) . Since D is Gorenstein-injective, t here exists an exact sequence of 
2 9 7  
0  1  
i n j e c t i v e  o b j e c t s  ·  ·  ·  - - +  1
1  
! ! ,  1
0  
~ 1 °  4  P  4  ·  ·  ·  s u c h  t h a t  D  =  K e r ( I
0  
- - +  1
1
) .  
O n  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  r n  ; : : :  0  a n d  a n  e x a c t  f i n i t e  l e f t  p r o j e c t i v e  r e s o l u t i o n  
o f  TF o ,  s a y  0  - - +  P m  ~ ~n- l - - +  ·  ·  ·  - - +  P
1  
~ P
0  
~ n ·o  - - +  0  f o r  s o r n e  n o n n e g a t i v e  
m  E  Z ,  s i n c e  T V
0  
E  W ( C ) .  C o n s i d e r  a  m a p  TF
0  
~ D .  S i n c e  P
0
,  . . .  ,  P k  a r e  
p r o j e c t i v e ,  w e  c a n  f i n d  f i l l e r s  P
1  
! 4  1
1  
f o r  0  : : : ;  j  <  m  a n d  Pm ~ D '  =  K e r ( g
7 1 1
_ I ) ,  
t o  o b t a i n  a  c o m m u t a t i v e  d i a g r a m  
T m  
0  - - - - - >  P m  - - - - - >  P m  - 1  - - - - - >  ·  ·  ·  
T
1  
T o  
_ _ _ _ _ ,  P 1  _ _ _ _ _ ,  P o  _ _ _ _ _ ,  1  T'  
0  
_ _ _ _ _ ,  0  
h m  1  hm - 1 1  
h 1  1  h o  1  h  1  
0 - - - - - - .  D '  _ _ _ _ _ _ ,  I m - 1  _ _ _ _ _ _ ,  ·  ·  ·  _ _ _ _ _ _ ,  h  _ _ _ _ _ _ ,  I o  _ _ _ _ _ _ .  D  _ _ _ _ _ _ ,  0  
k  9 1  9 o  
C o n s i d e r  t h e  s h o r t  e x a c t  s e q u e n c e  
0 - - +  Pm ~ P m - 1  ~ I m ( Tm - d  - - +  O .  
W e  h a v e  E x t à ( I m ( T m -
1
) ,  D ' )  ~ Ext~n ( T Fo , D ' )  =  0  s i n c e  I m ( Tm - d  E  n m -
1
( T r
0
)  
a n d  s o  D '  i s  G o r e n s t e i n - i n j e c t i v e .  I t  f o l l o w s  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  m o r p h i s m  P m - l  '~'~
1 
D '  
v UCh  t h a t  ' P m - 1  o  T m  =  h m ·  \ t V o r k i n g  w i t h  t h e  s a m e  e x a c t  s e q u e n c e ,  w e  h a v e  
( h m - 1 - g m o ' P m - 1 ) o T m  =  0  a n d  s o  t h e r e  i s  a  u n i q u e  m o r p h i s m  I m ( Tm - d  'P~t 1
1 1 1
_
1  
s u c h  t h a t  ~ o  d m  =  hm -
1  
- 9 m  o  ' P m - l ·  I n  a  s i m i l a r  v v a y ,  w e  c a n  f i n d  a  m a p  
P m _
2  
cp~
1 
I m _
1  
s u c h  t h a t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  d i a g r a m  c o m m u t e s :  
0 - - - - - >  K e r ( T m - 2 )  - - - - - >  P k - 2  - - - - - >  I m ( T m - 2 )  - - - - - >  0  
~14 
I m - 1  
W e  k e e p  o n  r e p e a t i n g  t h i s  p r o c e d u r e  u n t i l  w e  f i n d  a  m a p  W
0  
~ 1
0  
s u c h  t h a t  
c p _
1  
o  T o  =  h o  - g
1  
o  < p o .  N o t e  ( g o  o  c p _
1  
- h )  o  T o  =  g
0  
o  c p _
1  
o  T o  - h  o  r ·
0  
=  
g
0  
o  ( h o - g
1  
o  < p o )  - h o  T o  =  g o  o  h
0
- h o  T o  =  O .  I t  f o l l o w s  h  =  g
0  
o  c p _
1  
s i n c e  T o  i s  
e p i e .  O n  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  s i n c e  1
0  
i s  i n j e c t i v e ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  u n i q u e  m a p  (  ~ 1
0  
s u c h  t h a t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  d i a g r a . m  c o m m u t e s :  
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It follows h = (g0 o s0 ) o i 0 , and hence Home( ( , D ) -----* Homc(H-0 , D ) is onto. D 
Remark B.2.1 (see (21. Sect ion 12.1 )). vVe have the following properties: 
(1) GExtg(x , Y) ~ Homc(X, Y ) for everv pair X , Y E Ob(C). 
(2) X is a. Gorenstein-projective object if, and only if, GExt~n.(X, Y) = 0 for every 
m > 0 and every Y E Ob(C). 
(3) Y is a Gorenstein-injective object if, and only if, GExt~11 (X , Y) = 0 for every 
m > 0 and every X E Ob(C). 
( 4) Sin ce Çi r ( C) is a pre-covering class closed un der fini te direct sums, by The-
orem 1. 4.2 (2) , if 0 -----* X' -----* X -----* X " -----* 0 is a Homc (Ç r, (C), - )-exact 
sequence, then t here is a long exact sequence for every Y E Ob (C): 
· · ·-----* GExt~n.(X , Y )-----* GExt~~(X' , Y )-----* GExt;;·+1 (X" , Y ) -----* . . . 
(5) Since Ç}I0 (C) is a pre-enveloping class closed under fini te direct sums, by the 
dual of Theorem 1.4.2 (1) , if 0-----* Y'-----* Y-----* Y" -----* 0 is a Home(- , Ç}Io(C))-
exact sequence, t hen there is a long xact sequence for every X E Ob (C): 
Recall that in Cha.pter 1 we saw that for everv pair of object X and Y of 
an Abelian ca.tegory C with enough projective and inj ective obje t , t he group 
Extà (X, Y ) is isomorphic to the group Ec (X , Y) of classes of short exact sequences 
Y '-t Z -n X und r certain equivalence relation. Let F and Ç} be classes of objects 
of C and define FE(X, Y ) (resp . Eg( X , Y )) as the ubset of Ec(X, Y ) compo ed 
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by the classes of short exact sequences Y Y Z ----* X which are Home ( .F, - )-
exact (resp . Home( - , Ç)-exact) . After showing that these subsets are actually 
subgroups of Ee(X , Y) , we shall give a relationship between them and the right 
derived functors of Home(X , Y) obtained by using left .F-resolutions of X and 
right Ç-resolutions of Y. 
P roposit ion B.3 1--------------------------... 
Let 5 1 = Y Y Z1 ----* X and 5 2 = Y Y Z2 ----* X be two short exact sequences 
in an Abelian category C, and .F and Ç be classes of abject. of C. 
If 5 1 and 52 are Home(.F, - )-exact , If 5 1 and 52 are Home(- , Ç)-exact , 
then so is 51 +a 52· 
1 Proof l. 
Fir t we prove t he left st at ement . Suppo. e 5 1 and 5 2 are Homc(.F,-)-exact . For 
Œ 1 + flŒ2 f3 l + B f32 
the Baer sum 51+ B 52 = y y. z 1 + B z2 ----* x ) r cal] we have the pullback 
diagram 
Y ====== Y 
Recall also t hat a 1 + 8 a 2 = 7ï o a 1 = 7ï o a 2, and that /31 + 8 /32 i. the fill r satisfying 
(/31 +a /32) o 7ï = /31 o Pz 1 = /32 o pz2 . To show 
0 -+ Home (F, Y ) -+ Home (F , Z1 +a Z2) -+ Home (F, X ) -+ 0 
is exact for every FE .F, it suffices to verify that Home(F, Z1 +8 Z2 ) -+ Home(F, X ) 
is onto. Let h E Home (F , X ). Sine t he map Home(F, Z1 ) -+ Home(F, X ) and 
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Homc(F, Z2) ---+ Homc(F, X) are surjective, there exist morphisms F 4 Z1 and 
F 4 Z2 such that h = (31 o f 1 and h = (32 o f2. By the universal property of 
pullbacks, there exists a unique map F ~ zl Xx z2 such that Pzi 0 !I2 =JI and 
Pz2 o !I2 = f2. Set J := 1r o !I2: F---+ Z1 +s Z2. We have ((31 +s (32) of= h. 
For the right statement, there is no need to use the universal property of pullbacks. 
Let G E Q. We show Homc(Z1 +s Z2, G) ---+ Homc(Y, G) is surjective. For 
i = 1, 2, let Zi ~ G be maps such that li oai = h. Then the sum /1 o pz1 + /2 o pz2 : 
Z1xxZ2 ---+ Gsatisfies(/1opz1+l2opz2 )o(&i-&2) =O. Sobytheuniversalproperty 
of cokernels, there is a unique map Z 1 + 8 Z 2 ~ G such that lo1r = 11 opz1 +l2 opz2 • 
It follows that l o (a1 +s a 2) = h. D 
Notice FE(X, Y) and E9 (X, Y) are not empty sinceY Y Y EB X - X is bath 
Homc(F,- )-exact and Home(-, Q)-exact. After restricting +s on the products 
FE(X, Y) x FE(X, Y) and Eç(X, Y) x Eç(X, Y), we get binary operations 
FE(X, Y) x FE(X, Y) ---+ FE(X, Y) and Eç(X, Y) x Eç(X, Y) ---+ Eç(X, Y). 
With these restrictions, bath FE(X, Y) and Eç(X, Y) are subgroups of Ec(X, Y). 
Assume Fis a pre-covering class of C. Let X E Ob(C) and F. be a deleted left 
F-resolution of X. For every abject Y E Ob(C), denote the right nth derived 
functor of Home(-, Y) evaluated at X by 
F-Ext~(X, Y) := Rn(Homc( -, Y))(X). 
Dually, if Q is a pre-enveloping class of C, then for every abject Y E Ob(C) and 
every deleted right Q-resolution G. of Y, we denote the right nth derived functor 
of Homc(X,-) evaluated at Y by 
Ext~-Q(X, Y):= Rn(Homc(X,- ))(Y). 
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Theorem B.4 r----------------------------... 
Let F and Ç be the left and right halves of two complete cotorsion pairs 
(F , F j_) and (j_Ç , Ç) (so they are closed under fini te biproducts, and F (resp. 
Ç) is pre-covering (resp. pre-enveloping)). There are group isomorphisms: 
F -Extà(X, Y)~ FE(X, Y). 1 Extà-Ç(X, Y)~ Eç(X, Y). 
1 Proof j. 
\1\fe only con. truct the left isomorphi. m. Consider a representa tive 
of a class in FE (X , Y). Since (F , (F )j_) is a complete cotor ion pair, we can 
obtain an exa. t left F-resolution · · · ---+ F 1 A F0 .4 X ---+ 0 (apply t he rea oning 
giv n in Proposition 4.3.1) . Reca.ll F-Ext}(X, Y) = 1
1
<er((f!f)), where R : g E 
.111 1 
Homc(Fo , Y) t-+ g o /1 E Homc (Fl , Y) and f ; : h E Homc(F1, Y) t-+ h o h E 
Homc(F2 , Y). Since S is Homc(F , - )-exact, the sequenc Homc(F0 , S) i also 
exact. So there exist a morphism g0 : F0 ---+ Z such that fo = f3 o g0 . Tote 
t hat f3 o (g0 o .h ) = 0, and since S is exact, there exists a. unique homomorphi rn 
gs : F1 ---+ Y uch that a o gs = g0 o h. 
y 
~s 
a[ 
z 
Y 13 l 
F2 F1 Fa x 0 
h h fo 
On the other band, J;(gs ) = gso h , and ao (gs oh) = (aogs)o h = (g0 o.h) oh = 
g0 o (f1 o h ) = O. Since a in a monomorphism, \Ne have gs o h = O. Then 
gs E Ker(f;) . One an check that the map ÇP: FE(X , Y) ---+ F -Ext.à(X , Y) defined 
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by <I>([S]) := gs + Im(ft), where gs + Im(ft) is the class of gs in F-Extà(X, Y), 
is a well defined group homomorphism. 
Now we show <I> is monic. SupposeS= Y~ Z.! X is a representative such that 
gs +lm (ft) = <I>([S]) = 0 +lm (ft). Then gs = roh for sorne morphism F0 -.!+ Y. 
It follows (g0 - a o r) o JI = 0 and f3 o (g0 - a o r) = J0 . Hence we may assume 
g5 = O. Note that there is a unique morphism X ~ Z such that k0 o Jo = g0 , since 
g0 o J1 = 0 and the left F-resolution of X is exact. It follows (/3 o k0 ) o Jo = Jo 
and so f3 o k0 = id x, since Jo is epie. 
To show that <I> is also epie, let h E F-Extà(X, Y). Then we have ho h = 0, 
and so there exists a unique morphism Ker(f0 ) !i.r Y such that h' o JI = h, where 
J j 
J1 = F1 4 Im(f1) ~Y. 
)1 J1 
lm ( h ) '--------------. F1 Ker Ua) 
~ y:J! h' 
y 
Taking the pushout of j 0 and h', we get the following commutative diagram with 
exact rows: 
Ker(f0 ) Jo Fa Jo x 
h' 1 i 1 Il 
y Y llKer(Jo) Fa x Q f3 
One can check that the following diagram commutes: 
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Y ilKer(fo) Fo 
h J, io /( jo 
· · · _______. F2 _______. F1 _______. Ker (Jo) _______. Fo X __ ______, 0 
~
We have the following commutative diagram with exact rows: 
To show that the bottom row is Homc(F,- )-exact, it suffices to verify that the 
homomorphism Homc(F, Y ilKer(fo) Fo) ---+ Homc(F, X) is surjective, for every FE 
F. The diagram 
_____, Homc(F, F2 ) ______, Homc(F, FI) __ __, Homc(F, F0 ) __ __, Homc(F, X) _____, 0 
l l Il 
0 --------> Homc(F, Y) ----> Homc(F, Y ilKer(fo) Fo) _____, Homc(F, X) _____, 0 
is commutative in Ab, where the top row is exact, so 
Home (F, Y Il Fo) -+ Homc(F, X) 
Ker (Jo) 
is onto. Then h + Im(J{) = h' o !1 +lm(!{) = <1> ( [Y '--+ Y ilKer(fo) Fo __,. X]). D 
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Corollary B.5 t--------------------------.. 
Let C be a Gorenstein category. There are group isomorphisms: 
GExt2(X, Y)~ (C)E(X, Y). 1 GExt2 (X, Y) ~ Egio(c)(X , Y). 
W shall present sorne natmal i omorphisms for Gorenstein-extension functors 
involving di k and ph r chain complexes. Let F and Ç as in the previous t h a-
rem. In the case of disk corn pl xes, we consider the ubgroup FE(X, n n+l ( J\/I )) of 
ECh(C)(X , Dn+1(NI )) , in arder to con t ruct an isomorphi rn to FE(Xn , 11/I). For 
example, if F = , (C), thi situation seems t.o b inappropriate at a fir t glanee, 
since v-re .annot repla ·ethe group GExt~h (c ) (X , D n+1 (M)) by , (c) E(X , D n+1 (M)) . 
However , w hall e Cc) E(X, D 71 +1 (11/I)) and , (Ch(C)) E(X, D 11+1 (.M)) tmn 
out to be the same group if C is a Gorenstein cat.egory. 
Proposit ion B.6 r-- ---------------------.. 
L t C be an Abelian catcgory and F and Ç be classes of abjects of C. If 
11/I E Ob(C) and X , Y E C h (C), then we have natural isomorphisms: 
FE(Xn , NI)~ dwFE(X, Dn 1 (11/I)). FE(11/I , Yn) ~ dwFE( Dn(11/I) , Y). 
Eg(X11 • M) ~ Edwç(X, Dn+1 (111)). Eg(JI!I , Yn) ~ Edwç(Dn(111) , Y). 
IProof l. 
The maps constructed in (27. Lemma 3. 1) work to define (1) , (2) , (l ') and (2 ') . 
(1 ) Let [SJ = [0 ----1 Dn+l (111) ----1 Z ----1 X ----1 0] E dwFE(X. Dn+1(NI)) . Since 
the quence 0 ----1 Dn+1(NI) ----1 Z ----1 X ----1 0 i exact in C h (C), we have 
0 ----1 111 ----1 Zn ----1 Xn ----1 0 i exact in C. \M how it i al Homc(F , - )-
exact . Let FE F . Then Dn(F) E dwF. V\ e have the follo-vving commutative 
diagram: 
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0 ------> Homc(F, M) --------> Homc(F, Zn) ------> Homc(F, Xn) -----> 0 
]~ ]~ ]~ 
Since the bottom row is exact and the vertical arrows are isomorphisms, we 
have that the top row is also exact. So [0 -+ Jlvf -+ Zn -+ Xn -+ 0] E 
Define a map <I>: dwFE(X, Dn+l(M))-+ FE(Xn, M) by setting 
[ 0 ---+ Dn+ 1 ( M) _____, Z ________, X _____, 0] 
J<I> 
[0 __ __, M __ __, Zn ---+ Xn ---+ 0] 
It is not hard to verify that <I> is a well defined group homomorphism. 
Now we construct an inverse W : FE(Xn, M) -+ dwFE(X, Dn+l(M)) for <I>. 
Consider a class [S] = [0 -+ M ~ Z .f!t Xn -+ 0] E FE(Xn, 111). Consider 
the pullback of (3 and a;+1. We get the following commutative diagram with 
exact rows: 
0-----> 111 O:'n+l Z Xxn Xn+l 
f3n+l 
Xn+I ----10 
1= 1 a!+I 1 a;+l 
M z Xn 
0:' (3 0-----> 
-----> 0 
a;+2 &~+! z az Let Z be the complex · · · -+ Xn+2 ---r Z xxn Xn+l ---r ~ · · ·, where 
- -a; := a; 0 (3, a;+2 is the map induced by the universal property of pullbacks 
Satisfying lin+I oa!+2 = a;\2, and a[= a: for every k =/=Tl, n+ 1, n+2. from 
this we get an exact sequence Dn+1 (Jiv1) ~ Z.! X in Ch(C), where à and lJ 
are the chain maps given by: 
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Q if k = n, {3 if k = n, 
ak = Œn+l if k = n + 1, and !3k = /3n+l if k = n + 1, 
0 otherwise. idxk otherwise. 
We prove that the previous sequence is Hom(dwF,- )-exact. Let F E dw.F 
and suppose we are given a map F !.:, X. We want to find a chain map 
g : F --+ Z su ch th at E o g = f: 
0 
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We set 9m = fm if m ~ n + 2 or m :::; n - 1. Since the nth sequence is 
Homc(F,- )-exact, there exists 9n : Fn ---t Z such that !3n o 9n = fn· We 
have a~ 0 9n = c5n 0 9n = a: 0 !3n 0 9n = a: 0 fn = fn-l 0 a; = 9n-l 0 a;. 
Now by the universal property of pullbacks, there exists a homomorphism 
9n+l : Fn+l ---* Z Xxn Xn+l such that the following diagram commutes: 
Z Xxn Xn+l 
/3n+l 
Q)j tNI 
Z --------+ Xn 
!3 
In order to show that g = (gm)ma is a chain map, it is only left to show that 
- -
9n+l o a;+I = a;+2 o 9n+2 = a;+2 o fn+2· Note that the following diagram 
commutes: 
Z Xxn Xn+l 
/3n+l 
Xn+l 
0 t'f., j ]'~ +~ 
-
z Xn 
!3 
By the universal property of pullbacks, we get 9n+l o a;+2 
Hence, we have a chain map g: F---t Z such that /Jo g = f. 
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We set a map IJ!: J'E(Xn, M)--+ dwFE(X, nn+ 1(M)) by 
It is not hard to see that IJ! is a well defined group homomorphism such that 
iddwFE(X,Dn+i(M)) = IJ! 0 <1> and idFE(Xn,M) = <1> 0 IJ!. 
{2) We use the same construction given in {1). Given a class 
in Edwç(X, nn+1(M)), one can show as in {1) that the sequence 
is Horne(-, Q)-exact, by using Proposition 1.3.1 {2). 
Now if we are given an exact and Home(-, Q) sequence 
0 --+ /1.1 ~ Z ~ Xn --+ 0, 
we show that the short exact sequence of complexes obtained by taking the 
pullback of /3 and a;+l is Homch(c)( -, dwQ)-exact. Let GE dwQ. We con-
struct a chain map Z ~ G such that the following diagram commutes for a 
given chain map nn+ 1(Af) -4 G: 
3 1 0  
~~~ 
·  . .  ~OÏXXn+2~Xn+2~ 
/  O n + 1  - f 3 n + 1  
Gn+2~ Al1X'0>~Zn+1~'{ Xn+l~,_;· 
+ 1  /  X . ;  . /  
Q  f 3  
Gn+l~.j / (  Z  ~ Xn~ 
G·~~rxXn-I~n-~ 
G n - 1  .  .  
~ 
F o r  e v e r y  k  = ! =  n ,  n  +  1 ,  w e  s e t  h k  =  O .  S i n c e  t h e  s e q u e n c e  
0  - - - - t  M  - - - - t  Z  - - - - t  X  n  - - - - t  0  
h '  
i s  H o m e ( - ,  9 ) - e x a c t ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  m a p  Z  ~~ G n +
1  
s u c h  t h a t  f n + 1  =  h~+
1 
o n .  
S e t  h n + 1  : =  h~+
1 
o  a~+
1 
a n d  h n  : =  a~+
1 
o  h~+
1
. W e  h a v e :  
h n + 1  0  ê i n + 1  =  h~+1 0  a~+l 0  â  =  h~+1 0  Q  =  f n + 1 1  
h n  0  Q  =  a ; ; + 1  0  h~+l 0  Q  =  a ; ; + 1  0  f n + 1  =  f n ,  
- - -
h n + 1  0  a~+2 =  h~+1 0  a~+1 0  a~+2 =  0  =  a ; ; + 1  0  h n + 2 ,  
- -
h n  0  a~+1 =  a ; ; + 1  0  h~+1 0  a~+1 =  a ; ; + 1  0  h n + 1 ,  
h n - 1  0  a~ =  0  =  a ; :  0  a ; ; + 1  0  h~+1 =  a ; :  0  h n .  
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Renee, h = (hk : k E Z) is a chain map satisfying h o a j , and so 
a - 73 -Dn+l ( M) '------7 Z ---» X is Homch(C) (- , dwG)-exact . 0 
In the previous proof, note t hat when we chose Dn(F) with F E F , we have 
that Dn(F) is actually a complex in F. So we can restrict <I> and get a map 
FE(X, Dn+l(JI-1)) ---+ FE(X11 , M). On the other hand, if we assume F is closed 
under extensions, we have that Fn E F for every F E F (it suffices to consider 
the sequence Zn(F) '------7 Fn ---» Zn_ 1(F) for each n E Z). So under this addit ional 
hypothesis, we can obtain an inverse FE(Xn , M)---+ FE(X , D11+1(M)) of the map 
FE(X, Dn+1 (M))---+ FE(Xn , lVI). We have the following result: 
Proposition B. 7 1-- --------------------.. 
Let C be an Abelian category and F and Ç be classes of abjects of C which 
are closed under extensions. If Jl,f E Ob(C) and X , Y E Ch(C) , then we have 
natural isomorphisms: 
FE(Xn , 11-1) ~ FE(X, Dn+1(M)). 
Eç;(Xn , lVI)~ Eç(X, Dn+ 1 (11,f)) . 
It follows that when :F and Ç are closed under extensions, FE (X , Dn+l( JI-1 )) ~ 
- E (X Dn+l(JI-1 )) E- (X Dn+1 (11-1 )) ~ E - (X Dn+l(JI-1 )) - E (Dn( l\!I ) Y ) ~ 
dwF ' ' Ç} ' d wÇ ' ' F ' 
dwFE (Dn (M ), Y) , and Eç(Dn (ll-1) , Y ) ~ Ed wç(Dn (M) , Y ). This ·eems to be 
a weird behaviour at a first glanee, but this can be clarified in the following 
stat em nt. 
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Proposition B .8 r----------------------------._ 
Let C be an Abelian category and F and Ç be classes of objects of C which 
are closed under extensions. Suppose we are given short exact sequences 
S = 0 --+ n n+1 (M) --+ Z --+ X --+ 0 and S' = 0 --+ Y --+ Z --+ D n(Jvf) --+ O. 
Th en: 
(1) Sis Hom(dwF , - )-exact iff it is (l ') S' is Hom(dwF , - )-exact iff it 
Hom(F , - )-exact . is Hom(F , - )-exact. 
(2) S is Hom( - , dwQ)-exact iff it is (2') S' is Hom( - , dwQ)-exact iff, it 
Hom( - , Q)-exact. is Hom(- , 9)-exact . 
1 Proof l. 
We only prove ( 1) . The implication ( ==?) is clear , sin ce F C dw F if F is 
closed under extensions. Now suppose S is Homch(C)(F , - )-exact. Note that 
S and the sequence 0 -t Dn+l (lvi) -t Zn --+ X -t 0 constructed in Propo-
sition B.6 are equivalent , so the restùt will follow if we show that the latter 
sequence is Homcb(C) ( dwF, - )-exact . Since 0 -t n n+l (lvi) --+ Zn --+ X -t 0 
i Homch(C) (F , - )-exact , we know the sequence 0 --+ M --+ Zn --+ X11 --+ 0 is 
1-Iomc(F , - )-exact . Then as we did is t he proof of Proposition B.6 , we have that 
0 --+ Dn+l (lVI) --+ Zn --+ X --+ 0 is 1-Iomch(C) ( dw F,- )-exact . D 
Corollary B.9 r------------------------..._ 
Let C be an Al elian category. Let M E Ob(C) and X , Y E Ch(C). \Me have 
the following natural isomorphisms: 
E (X n, JI!!) ~ :-E (X , Dn+l(lvf)). E çx0 (JVI, Yn) <!:) E0o (Dn(NI), Y). 
Eçx0 (Xn, Iv!)~ E0o (X, nn+1 (M)). E(l\1/ , Y,1 ) ~ - E(Dn(l\1/) , Y). 
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1 Proof l. 
It suffices to show that ~~r (Ch (C)) Ç dwÇ" (C) in any Ab lian category (not 
nece sarily Gorenstein) , and apply t he argument used in Proposition B. 6. If is a 
Gorenst in-projective complex, then there exist a Homch(e)( - , P 0 (Ch(C)))-exact 
and exact equence · · · -+ Pt -+ P0 -+ P0 -+ P 1 -+ · · · of projective complexes 
such that = Ker(P 0 -+ P 1 ) . Let P be a projective objet of C. Then Dn+l(P ) 
is a proj ctive complex. Vve have a commutative diagram 
-------> Home((P0 )n, P ) - -----> Home((Po )n· P ) -----> 
wher the top row i exact. It fo llows 
an exact and Home( - , ? )-exact sequence of projective abjects of C such that 
n = Ker (P 0 -+ P 1 )n = Ker ((P 0)n-+ (P 1 )n) , i .e. ( n is Gorenstein-proj ectiv. 
D 
Remark B.l. 
( 1) If C is a Goren tein category, w can giv an asier proof of the previous 
corollary. Given a complex X , there is an exact sequence n· Y ___,X where 
( E ~ r~ (Ch(C)) and n· E W (C) . At the nth level we have an exact equence 
n ·n Y ___, Xn , with E ~ 1 (C) an l H"n E W (C). Since the former and 
latter sequences are Homch(C) (_ (Ch(C)) , - )- xa t and Home( ! (C),- )-
exact, respectively, by Theorem 1.4.2 , Corollary B.5, and Proposition 1.3.1 , 
w hav a commutative diagram 
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Hom(X, n n+1 (1VJ)) '--> Hom( 
1 ~ 
Hom(Xn , 111) L__ _ _, HornU , 111) __ __, Hom( Tl ' n, 111) ----» 
The rightmost arrow is the only map induced by the universal property of cok-
ernels making the right square commutative . It is not hard to see t hat t his ar-
row is an isomorphism. It follows GExt~h (c ) (X , D 71+1 (111)) ~ GExt2(X11 , 111), 
and similar lv, GExt~h (C)(Dn(111) , Y ) ~ GExtà(N! , Y, ). 
(2) The sarne rea oning works to give a impler proof of the i omorphisrn given 
in Propo it ion 1. 6.2 , assuming C has enough projective and inj ective objects . 
Note that in t he case where F = P0 (C), we have ECh (C) (X , Dn+J (lVI)) = 
Po(é) E(X, n n+l(JVI)) ~ Po(c)E(Xn, lVI) = Ec(Xn, j\1). T he sarne applie for 
t h class Ç = I 0 (C). 
Proposition B.lO f-----------------------., 
Let C be an Abelian cat.egory, and F and Ç be two class s of object of C 
which ar closed under extensions. L t Nf E Ob(C) and X , Y E Ob (Ch(C)) . 
There exi t nat.ural monomorphi. rn : 
)( (1) 
FE( 8 Jx )' M) ~ JÇE(X, Sn(M)). 
Eç( 8~)q, Af) ~ Eç(X, Sn( lVI)) . 
1 Proof l. 
(1) \ lVe con id er the dual of the isomorphi rn given by J. Gille pie in (25 , Lemma 
4.2) . Suppopse 0 --+ 111 ~ Z ~ s:(x ) --+ 0 is an exact an l Homc(F , - )- xact 
equence. Taking the pullback of (3 and 7ï~ : Xn --+ 8~("x), we can onstruct 
the fo llowino- commutative diagram with exact row 
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j j j 
0 0 Xn+2 Xn+2 0 
j j a;+, j a;+, 
0 0 Xn+1 Xn+1 0 
j 
On 
1~+1 
/3n 
j a;+, 
0 M Zn Xn 0 
j j a! j a; 
0 0 Xn-1 Xn-1 0 
j j a;_, j a;_, 
0 0 Xn-2 Xn-2 0 
j j j 
where On and !3n are the morphisms appearing in the pullback diagram 
0 M 
O:n 
Zn 
/3n 
Xn 0 
Il 1 Pz 17r;; 
0 Af z ~ 0 0: /3 Bn(X) 
The arrow a;+ 1 is the map induced by the universal property of pullbacks such 
that /3noo!+ 1 = a;+1 and pzoo!+1 = 0, and a!:= o~J( o/3. The central column 
is a complex and so we have an exact sequence 0 -+ sn(Af) ~ Z 1, X -+ 0 
in Ch(C). We show this sequence is also Homch(C)(F,- )-exact. Let FE F 
and consider a chain map F ~ X. We construct a chain map F ~ Z such 
that the following diagram commutes: 
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Note that 7r: 0 fn 0 a:+l =O. Factoring a:+l as isn(F) 0 a;:+l' where isn(F) : 
Bn (F) ~ Fn is the inclusion and 8{;+1 is epie, we have 1r: o fn o isn(F) = O. B:v 
the universal propert:v of cokernels, there is a unique map fn : B~nF) ~ B~~~J() 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
On the other hand, we have 8~nF) ~ Zn-l ( F) E F. Sin ce the sequence 
.A1 Y Z ! B~X) is Homc(F,- )-exact, there exists a morphism 8~nF) ~ Z 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
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____&______ 
1 Bn(F) ~ "'"· 1 fn 
M z Xn 
a (3 Bn(X) 
Since Fis closed under extensions and Fis exact, we have Fn E F. Using the 
universal property of pullbacks, we get the following commutative diagram 
Set hk = fk for every k =1- n. We have f3k o hk = fk for every k E Z. We check 
h = (hk : k E Z) is a chain map. The equality hn o aj;+ 1 = a;.+I o fn+I follows 
by the commutativity of the following diagram: 
f'n o ()P 
~---- n-1-J 
On the other hand, a! o hn =a_; o ên o hn =a_; o fn = fn-I o aj;. Therefore, 
h is a chain map satisfying ê 0 h = j, i.e. 0 -+ sn(J!.f) -+ z -+ x -+ 0 is 
Homch(C) (F,- )-exact. 
3 1 8  
S i n c e  t h e  m a p  E (  B~J()' 1 \ 1 )  - - +  E ( X ,  s n ( M ) )  c o n s t r u c t e d  b y  G i l l e s p i e  i s  m o n i c ,  
t h e  r e s t r i c t i o n  F E  (  B~J() '  . M )  - - +  j E  ( x '  s n  (  M ) )  i s  a l s o  m o  n i c .  
{ 2 )  S u p p o s e  0  - - +  M  - - +  a : ( z )  - - +  B~X) - - +  0  i s  a n  e x a c t  a n d  H o m e ( - ,  Q ) - e x a c t  
s e q u e n c e .  L e t  G  E  Q  a n d  c o n s i d e r  a  c h a i n  m a p  S n ( . M )  _ L ,  G .  W e  c o n s t r u c t  
a  c h a i n  m a p  Z  ! ! : : ,  G  s u c h  t h a t  h o  ê i  =  j ,  i . e .  s u c h  t h a t  t h e  d i a g r a m  i n  t h e  
f o l l o w i n g  p a g e  c o m m u t e s .  
S i n c e  a ; t  o  f n  =  0 ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  u n i q u e  m a p  f n  i n  c o m p l e t i n g  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
c o m m u t a t i v e  d i a g r a m  
i z n ( G )  a c ; :  
Z n ( G )  ' - - - - - - - - - >  G n - - Z n - I ( G )  
fn~ h  
l ' v f  
O n  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  1 \ 1  ' - - - - 7  Z  -
8
~~J() i s  H o m e  ( - ,  Q ) - e x a c t  a n d  Z n  (  G )  E  Q ,  s o  
t h e r e  i s  a  m o r p h i s m  Z  ~ Z n ( G )  s u c h  t h a t  h~ o  a =  f n ·  S e t  h k  =  0  f o r  e v e r y  
k  = / =  n  a n d  h n  : =  i z n ( G )  oh~ o  p z .  
a ; ;  0  h n  =  0  =  h n - 1  0  a ; ,  
- -
h  a
z  - .  h '  a z  - 0 - a c  h  
n  °  n + l  - Z z n ( G )  
0  
' n  °  P z  
0  
n + l  - - n + l  
0  
' n + l '  
h n  0  ê i n  =  i z n ( G )  0  h~ 0  P z  0  ê i n  =  i z n ( G )  0  h~ 0  a =  i z n ( G )  0  f n  =  f n ·  
H e n c e ,  h  i s  a  c h a i n  m a p  s a t i s f y i n g  h o  ê i  =  f .  
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Similarl:v, the map E9(~, Af) ~ Eç(X, sn(Af)) is also monic. D 
Remark B.2. If the complex X in the previous theorem is exact and Homc(F,- )-
exact, then the map FE( B~~X)' M) '---+ ;E(X, sn (Af)) is invertible. 
First, note that given a class of objects Fin an Abelian categor:v C, if X is an exact 
and Homc(F,- )-exact complex, then the sequence Zm(X) '---+ Xm - Zm-l (X) is 
also Homc(F,- )-exact. Since the sequence 
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· · · -+ Homc(F, Xm+I) -+ Homc(F, Xm) -+ Homc(F, Xm-d -+ · · · 
is exact for every FE F, we obtain the exact sequence 
Ker(Homc(F, a~))'-+ Homc(F, Xm)- Ker(Homc(F, a~_ 1 )) 
for every mEZ. lt is not hard to see that Ker(Homc(F, a~)) ~ Homc(F, Zm(X)). 
Then the result follows. 
In the case F is a class closed under extensions, the inverse of the homomorphism 
Ec ( B~~~J()) M) '-+ ECh(C) (X, sn(A1)) restricted to the group FE(X, sn(Af)) yields 
the inverse of FE(B~X)' M) '-+ FE(X, sn(A1)) if the complex x is exact and 
Homc(F,- )-exact. For if 0 -+ sn(A1) -+ Z -+ X -+ 0 is exact and Hom(F,- )-
exact, then we can deduce that the sequence 0 -+ Af -+ Zn -+ Xn -+ 0 is 
Homc(F,- )-exact, by considering disk complexes Dn(F) with F E F and using 
Proposition 1.3.1. We show 0-+ Af -+ s:(z) ~ B~X) -+ 0 is also Homc(F,- )-
exact. Considera map F -4 B~X) with FE F. By the previous comments, there 
exists a map F .4 Xn such that the following diagram commutes: 
It follows the existence of a map F ~ Zn making the following diagram commute: 
F 
' ~'Ç- lf' 
0 _____, A1 _____, Zn _____, Xn _____, 0 
/3n 
Set h :=a;_ oh'. We have !3n oh= !3n o a;_ oh'= aj; o !3n oh'= aj; of'= f, and 
hence 0-+ M-+ s:(z) ~ 8~~x) -+ 0 is Homc(F,- )-exact. 
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Dually, if Y is exact and Home(- , Ç)-exact, t hen Eç(M, Zn(Y)) -+ Eç(Sn(M) , Y) 
is invert ible. 
Proposition B .ll r-----------------------. 
Let C be an Abelian category. Let lv! E Ob(C) and X and Y be exact chain 
complexes. There exist natural monomorphisms: 
Edwç(X, Sn(lv!)) '---+ Eç(B~x), Nf). 1 dwFE(Sn(M) , Y)'---+ FE(M, Zn(Y)). 
IProof l. 
\i\ e only prove the left statem nt. It suffices to shovv that the re triction on 
E - (X sn(JV!)) of the isomorphism ECh(e)(X. sn(M)) '---+ Ee(_&_ ll1) is well 
dwÇ ' ' Bn(X )' 
defined. So consider an exact and Homc 11 (e) (-, dwQ)-exact equence 
0-+ sn(M)-+ Z-+ X-+ O. 
If G E Ç, then sn(G) E dwG. By Proposit ion 1.3.1 , we have t he following 
commutative diagram 
0 __, Home (a~ x ), G) __ _, Home ( B:(z), G) -------. Home ( JVJ, G) ------> 0 
vvhere th top row is exact . It follü\N th bottom row i al o exact. D 
The previou two propo ition can be u ed to obtain an isomorphi rn between 
G Ext~h (e ) (x' sn( J11)) and G Extà ( B~J() . A1)' but we also need the following lemma: 
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Lemma B .l2 f----------------------------
Let C be a Gorenstein category and 0 ~ Y ~ Z 4 X ~ 0 be an exact 
sequence in Ch( C). 
If X is exact, then this sequence If Y is exact . then t his sequence 
is Hom(L ..., (Ch(C)) , - )-exact if, and is Hom(-, ÇI0 (Ch(C)))-exact if, and 
........--__-
only if, it is Hom(_ (C), - )-exact. only if, it is Hom(-, ÇI0 (C))-exact . 
IProof l. 
We prove the left statement . The implication ==? is clear. Iow suppose the 
sequence 0 ~ Y ~ Z ~ X ~ 0 is Homch(C) ( t P ( C), - )-exact and that we 
are given a chain map -4 X with E Ç T' (Ch(C) ). Since C is Gorenstein , 
the pair (t' (Ch(C)) , W (C)) is complete (see Proposition 4.2.3). So there ex-
ists a short exact sequ nee 0 ~ \V ~ ( _; X ~ 0, wh re W E W (C) 
and E (J{' (Ch(C)) . On the one hand, we have the induced cotor.- ion pairs 
(_ (C), dgW (C)) and (dg~ (C). W (C)) , since ( ; (C), W (C)) is complete. On 
........--__-
the other hand , t/P (Ch(C)) = .l (W (C)) = clgL T' (C). It follows ç; (C) 
dg (C) n [, = Ç..., (Ch(C)) n [. Since n · and X ar xact , we have E 
(Ch(C)) n E. = · ( C). U ing the fact that 0 ~ Y ~ Z ~ X ~ 0 is 
Homch(c)(_{c), - )-exact , we fincl a ma.p r -'4 Z uch tha.t fJ o h = r. Furth r-
more, the sequence 0 ~ 11 ' ~ 
_; X ~ 0 i Homch(C) ( (Ch(C)), - )- xact , 
so there i a map 4 such that rog = f. vVe have the foll owing commutative 
cliagram: 
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0 
~ 
0 -------7 y -----> z -------7 x __, 0 (3 
0 
Ther fore, f = (3o(hog) and 0 --+ Y --+ Z--+ X--+ 0 is Homch (c) ( ~· T' (C h (C)) , - )-
exact . 0 
R em a rk B.3. 
(1) As we did m Remark B.l. we can prove that GExt~h (c) (X , sn( NI )) and 
GExtà ( a:Cx), M ) are i om01·phi · a suming that X i an exact chain com-
plex over a Goren tein category C. \A/e tar t with a hort exact sequence 
--7) X where E · (C h (C)) and n· E VV (C). ïoti e that t hi 
sequence is Home( _· (C h (C)), - )-exact . By Lemma 1. 8.2, we have the short 
t ~ ~ x , 'tl "" Z ( ) E (C) exac equence B,( ll' ) -, Bn( ) -tl Bn(X ) . Wl 1 B,( ) = n-1 
(since E _ 1 (Ch (C)) n E ~ L{c)) and 8~'~11-) ~ Zn-I(TT") E W (C). T h 
previou sequence i. Home ( l• ( C), -)-exact . Th n the xisten :e of the fol-
lowing commutat ive diagram follow : 
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The dual statement can be proven similarly. 
(3) The same reasoning used in (2) works to give a simpler proof of the iso-
morphisms given in Proposition 1.6.3, assuming C has enough projective or 
injective abjects. 
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bicomplete -, 92 
331 
- V-complex, 136 
- complex, 37 
- homotopie, 128 
- homotopy equivalence, 128 
- map, 37 
- subcomplex, 39 
boundaries of a- complex, 37 
cycles of a- complex, 37 
degreewise- V-complex, 136 
332 
differentiai graded- A-complex. 137 Covering 
differentiai graded- B-complex, 137 
disk - complex, 45 
exact clegreewise- V-complex. 136 
sphere - complex, 45 
split - complex. 48 
Character 
- complex. 255 
-module. 170 
Cone. 30 
- map. 48 
Co-, 30 
Cotorsion pair, 95 
(functoriall.v) complete-. 98 
bar-, 252 
bar-cogenerated -. 254 
compatible -s. 128 
Enochs -. 95 
functoriall~, left complete. 98 
functorially right complete. 98 
heredit ary -. 96 
left complete -. 98 
perfect -. 1 7 4 
right complete -. 98 
trivial -, 9.) 
Cotorsion 
Gorenstein- complex, 259 
Gorenstein- modules. 239 
special pre- class, 102 
Cover. 52 
pre-. 52 
special pre-. 102 
Criterion 
Baer -. 57 
Degree of a map, 250 
Derived functors 
left -. 53 
right -. 53 
Diagonal, 86 
closed under -s, 86 
dosed under co-s. 86 
co-. 86 
Diagram. 30 
Dimension 
Gorenstein-injectiw -. 231 
Gorenstein-projective -. 231 
left F-. 61 
left global -. 289 
right 9-. 61 
weak -. 288 
Directed set, 70 
Domain, 29 
- ret ract. 84 
closed under - retracts. 84 
closed under co- retracts, 84 
co-, 29 
co- retract, 84 
Duality Principle, 30 
Eklof's 
- lemma, 104 
Eklof 
- and Trlifaj's Theorem, 109 
Envelope, 52 
pre-, 52 
special pre-, 102 
Enveloping 
special pre- class, 102 
Equalizer, 33 
co-, 33 
Equivalence 
Mitchell's -, 74 
weak -, 91 
Exact fun ct or, 4 7 
(contravariant) -, 4 7 
(contravariant) half -, 46 
(contravariant) left -, 46 
(contravariant) right -, 4 7 
half -, 46 
left -, 46 
right -, 47 
Exact sequence, 40 
long-, 40 
short -, 40 
Extension functors, 56 
Gorenstein-, 294 
Factorization system, 86 
cotorsion -, 113 
functorial weak -, 85 
weak -, 83 
Fibration, 91 
co-, 91 
Hurewicz -, 94 
Serre-, 94 
trivial -, 91 
trivial co-, 91 
Finitely presented module, 295 
Flat 
- chain complex, 205 
- cover conjecture, 175 
- module, 167 
Gorenstein- complex, 255 
Gorenstein- module, 237 
Functorial factorization, 85 
Generator, 69 
co-, 69 
pro-, 73 
set of -s, 69 
set of co-s, 69 
Grothendieck condition, 71 
Group 
divisible -, 44 
333 
334 
torsion -, 168 
Homogeneous 
- element of a module over a ringoid, 
77 
Homotopie maps, 93 
Homotopy 
- equivalence, 94 
weak- equivalence, 94 
Hom 
-set, 29 
bar- functor, 250 
internai -, 283 
Hovey pair, 128 
Hovey's correspondence, 129 
Image of a morphism, 39 
Injective 
(functorially) enough- abjects, 43 
- object, 42 
decomposable- object, 226 
Gorenstein- object, 221 
Gorenstein-r- object, 231 
indecomposable- object, 226 
Intersection of objects, 70 
Kernel, 36 
Co-, 36 
Lifting property 
left -, 82 
right -, 82 
Limit, 30 
Co-, 30 
direct-, 70 
Mat lis 
- cotorsion module, 97 
Model structure, 91 
n-flat -, 204 
n-injective -, 194 
n-projective -, 176 
Absolute -, 127 
cotorsion -, 128 
degreewise n-flat -, 196 
degreewise n-injective -, 194 
degreewise n-projective -, 181 
degreewise flat -, 196 
degreewise projective -, 181 
flat -, 204 
Gorenstein-r-flat -, 238, 264 
Gorenstein-r-injective -, 236 
Gorenstein-r-projective -, 235, 250 
Gorenstein-flat -, 238, 261 
Gorenstein-injective -, 221 
Gorenstein-projective -, 221 
Hurewicz -, 94 
injective -, 127 
projective -, 127 
Quillen -, 94 
Natural 
- epimorphism, 42 
- isomorphism, 42 
- monomorphism, 42 
- transformation, 42 
Object 
finite projective -, 73 
initial -, 34 
left F-, 61 
right Q-, 61 
sub-, 38 
terminal -, 34 
zero-, 34 
Orthogonal class 
left -, 95 
right -, 95 
Product, 32 
Bi-, 35 
co-, 32 
Projective 
( functorially) enough - objects, 43 
- object, 42 
Gorenstein- object, 221 
Gorenstein-r- object, 231 
Pullback, 33 
Pure 
H'- exact sequence. 240 
)iV- injective. 241 
}V- module, 240 
- submodule, 171 
Pushout. 33 
Regular cardinal. 108 
Resolution 
left Q-. 51 
nke sub-. 188 
right F-. 51 
sub-. 156 
Retraction. 64 
Retract. 64 
dosed under -s. 87 
Ringoid, 75 
Basis of a module owr a -. 158 
free module over a -. 158 
generated module over a -. 158 
graded set over a -. 159 
module over a -. 77 
335 
submodule of a module over a -. 78 
Ring 
- with man:v objects, 75 
coherent -, 295 
lwanaga-Gorenstein -. 219 
perfect -, 53 
quasi-Frobenius -, 126 
Salce's Lemma. 99 
Scheme. 30 
Small 
- chain complex. 178 
336 
- module over a ringoid, 161 
- set, 156 
Stable equivalence, 126 
Suspension, 48 
Closed under -s, 252 
Total group 
- of a module over a ringoid, 77 
Transfini te 
- composition, 103 
- extension, 103 
Union 
- of abjects, 71 
Ascending - of chain complexes, 72 
Zero morphism 
categor:v with -s, 35 
Zig-zag argument, 152 
Tensor prod uct 
- categor:v, 177 
